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Pre ace
This book is designed to aid teachers with ideas about
resources and _methods especially appropriate for Indian
students. information in the chapters of Teaching the Indian
Chitd is not meant to replace material in standard methOds
courses in education but is meant_to supplement that material. It

iS alai not meant to replace standard works iii iñiáñiñdBi!
lingtal Education, only to update them, to give new teachers an
idea of what resources and materials are available, and to make
some ideas from those standard works more readily available to
educators of Indian students.

Good teachers_ have always recognized the individual

background and character of _each student and_have takemadvantage of those unique characteristics when planning leRcnne. This

book hoves to provide the good teacher of Indian students with
some teaching methods and materials they will find especially
useful. The editor would appreciate negative and positive feedback from the field as to the usefulness of the material in this
book- Its purrme will onlyloe served if Indian children have a
better schoolaxperience, froth both academicand personal standpoints, as a result of ideas taken from this book and put to use by
educators of Indian youth.

Jon Reyhner, Assistant Professor
Eastern Montana College

INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the greatest effect on American educational re

form came from the report, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for

Educational Reform, April 26, 1963, issued_ by the National
Conunission on Excellence in Education. This education report

Was reaVonsible for creating,Irom the pubhc a mandato for reforming the educational system that has never been seen before
in this country. A very cogent point made in this report is that
part of what if; at risk is the promise first made on this coatitient: All, regardleseof race or class or economic status, are
entitled to a fair chanceand to the tools for developing their

individual powers_of mind and spirit to the utmost. Thia
promise_means that all children by virtue of their own et=
forts, competently guided, can hope to attain the nature and
informed judgment needed to secure gainful employment
and to manage their own lives, thereby serving not only
their own interest but the progress of society itself. (13. 9)
TO bagio With, being an American Indian in itself is_ no Problem; hotvever, being an American Indian andgrowing upend going U) schml ina nonrIndian environment anchor:lay frequently
hie PrOblem. Children_fromthe dominant American culture grow
up experiencingandbeing influenced by one predominant way of
life while American Indian children grow up experiencing at least
two very different views of the world they live in.
Tim often teachers and other school personnel are oblivioui of

the fact that American Indian students undergo traumatic
-alitural_conThetk whila attending-schoolSadly,--many-of these-studenti devdop strong feelings of alienation and soon learn_to
withdraw psycholOgically and, in time, physically; Theschool
drorioutrate by American Indian studenteisamong the highest
in our country. This_bigh _dropout rate isattributed to the lack of
relevantturricula and the poor self image of Indian students.
A National Education Association publication, American In-

&art/Alaska Native Education, estimates that tfrenty-five p4rcent of American Indian children begin tchOol unable to Spnak
English (1983, p. 27). As a reiult, they have difficulty feeding.
8 vi

Those who come to school with limited English speakingability
also face tremendous difficulties. Many dG not hear standard
English Spoken at home; some hear no English at all. Bilingual

programs are critically necessary for the majority of these
students,
Our worldis rapidly changing; we are living in the age of vastly
expanding technology.ki the_coining decade change and innova.
tion will be the principal challenge facing educa tiothiL leaders.
Conventional teaching methods and school __curriculum,
developed to cope with our past, relatively stable environment
have largely become obaolete. We must find new ways to educate
our future generation.
ThiS book attempta to addreti the specific instructional programs and teaching methGdi that may help promote more pro=
ductive schooling exiieriences, especially for American Indian
students attending the schools of our country.
Benedict

Surwill, Dean
Schwol of Education

Eastern Montana College
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The Ned for an A apted
Curriculum
Hail Gilliland
There are classrooms in which_Native Amelimn youth are hap-

py, highly successful students growing into beneficial, contributing members of society. Thereare many other claiireomti
in which Native American students are_failing_scademically,
sociallye and emotionally; where neither teachernor students eftpect anything but &ilium However, for teachers, the fact _that
many Indian Students are not reaching their potential should not
be adiscouratemenk but a challenge.
_ The emphasis in_teaching must be on the positive, on the gtiod
things that can be_ done_Whelp the student& However, before
teachers can remedy a problen4 they must fast underitand it.
Therefore, hefore we discuss positive_actions and_ particular
teaching methods, we must discuss evidencethat the need exists,
along With the caufts of some of the problems.

Evidence of need
A great deal of evidence indicates that_ the_majority of schedla
which teach Native American students do not adequately adapt
to student needs to make instruction effective Statisticaindicate
underachievement, absenteeism, over-aged students, and high
drop-ont retell for Nitive American& More subjective evaluations add negative educational goals, low level of aspiration, and
low socio,econninic statiis
Edward liennedr,V,Ksirman of the Special Senitte$uticouunittams on IndiariEducatiom wrote in 1969 in the forward to the Sub=

committee's final report that
Drop=out rates are twice the national average in both
This cniginal essay appears here in print for the fast time. AU rights
reserve& Permission to reprint must be obtained from the author. Dr.
Profereor Emeritus in- the- Division of Elementary and
Gilliland
Secondary Bducationat EasternMontana College, Billing& MT 59101,
and President of the Coinicil for Indian riducation.

public and Federal schools. Some school districts have
dropout rates approaching 100 pertent
Achievement levels of Indian children are 2 to 3 years
below those of white studente; and the Indian child _falls
progressively further behind the longer heetayein school
Only 1 _percent of Indian thildren in elementary school
have Indian teachers or principals
One-fourth of elementary and secondary school

teachersby their own admissionwould prefer not to
teach Indian children: and

Indian children more than any other minority group,
believe themselves to be "below average" in intelligence.
(Indian Education, 1969a, p. ix.)
In 1984, I Vested the high school students in a Dena'ina Indian

village in Alaska and found an average reading leva of fifth
grade.

William Byler, Executive Director of the-Association_ on
American Indian Affairs, testified before a congressional subcommittee that:
The American Indian reservations are communities in
crisis and there is evidence to suggest that our_present
educational program contributes to the disintegration of the
community and of the family and _to the social maladjustment a many of the childreit (IndianEducation, 1969b, pp.
2168-69)

The statements about academic achievementand _needs_ of
American Indians are also true ofthe _Eskimo, the Chamorro of
Guan3,_the Maori of New_ZellancL_and the Polynesians of Hawaii

and_AmericartSamoa. The problems are even greater among the
Aboriginal students_ in Australia, where most adults are
unemployed, and 90% of those adulte who find employment are
doing uns
r.
uu
he studied fat that any large portion of their schooLinstruction
was of use in their native village life and that 72% felt_the curriculum should include more _Eskimo cultural activities. These
findings are also typical of studies of Aboriginals and American
Indians.

As S._ W. Johnson and _Suetopka-Duerre (1984) say, in
describing Eskimo and Alaskan Indian education,

The native student who aspires to success is faced with

the difficult and often dissonant task of marching to more
than one drum. Thedilemma of not rejecting one's own rich,
cultural heritage while preparing to be successful in a context_which_at best ignores or at worst contradicts such a
heritage along with ltlinherèñt values_ and ethics is_not a
simple one. It is little wonder that the native and non-native
student (or teacher) finds it difficult to reco_gnize, least of all

appreciate, each other's orientation, efforts, purpose and
values. (p. 49)

Will adopting a culturally relevant educational program and
providing for lacal needs make a difference? One answer is provided by the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP), a

primary grades program for educationally-at-risk Hawaiian
Native children. The originaters of this program studied instructional methecls and child-raising practices in Native Hawaiian

homes,_ then_ adapted_ school instniction_ to these cultural
methods; In the _first two yeara in_which the program_ was_used,

children's average achievement test scores increased _from_ the
27th percentile to above the 50th. When the program was put ex7

perimentally into nineteen first to third grade classrooms of
Naive children for which control classes were available, scores
on the Gates-MacGinitie and Metropolitan achievement tests for
children in the culturally.relevantTmgram averaged_ in the 53rd
percentile, while_ the _control classes_ averaged: in the 32nd
percentile (Jordam 1984; p; 61; Ovando & CoUier 1985, pp.
142446).
iiThese figure& do not reveal the improvement in self esteem, in

discipline, and in other benefits given by the culturally-relevant
education. They are examples of the -benefits of an instructional
program adapted to the learning styles of native students;
_There are serious problems, but they can be Etolved. The remainderoithiachapter will dismiss somenauses of theproblems,
with possible solutions; Followingepters willrecommenclways
in which schools can adapt instruction in various subjects to the
-needs of students:-

Causes of Poor Achievement
Cultnial DIferences
If teachers are to be respected by their students, they must
first demonstrate their respect for the children and their culture.
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Once teachers know and understand the children's culture well

enough to accept it as equally geod and equally valid, then
neither teachers nor_ children will be pressured to adopt the
other's_ cultizre. Instead, they will develop mutual reipect and
understanding.
This need for mutual respect seems obvious; yet, itisrareinao
tual practice. Throughout the world, wherever native people_have

become a minority, they have found themselves under great
presSure to adopt the culture, values, and way of life of the dominant society. In most cases there has been very little respect for
theinores andyalues of the native culture. Nowhere is this more
evident than irLschools. In the classroom, the Native culture-it
seldom used, valued, or_even understood. But there are Significant differences which schools shouldknow about._ John F. Bryde
listed some of the differences he found between Indians and nonIndians in Table 1 (1971, pp. 96-97).

Table I. Indians and Non-Indians compared.
Non-Indian
Indian
1. Gets along with the group;
or conforzns with the group.
2. Gets ahead for the group.

3.

_

Gets ahead, or on top of the

group_
2. Gets ahead for one's_ self.
3. Concentrates on thefuture.
4. Lets others decide for him

Concentrates on and en-

joys the now, or the present.

and force him.
5. FaceS hard things, but not
always with impassive face.

_ Decides for himself, following advice.

4.

Faces hard things lembarrassing incidents, etc.) without
5.

6. Uses nature for personal

6.

benefit.
7. Is Alvare of _God
"underneath" and periodically.
Religion is compartmentalized

of God, so_that acts of religion

and acts of religion restricted

are spontaneous and at any
time
8. Feels uneasy and fearful

8.

Showing fear.

Ude§ nature, without losing his reverence for nature
7._ Remains constantly aware

to certain times, e. g., Sundays.

Feels "at hoMe" in Non-

Indian world.

toward non-Indian world, but
hideS it With impassive face.
(Applies especially to young
Indians)
4

Teather's lack of understanding
Teachers sometimes speak of Native American students as
"disadvantaged." It is true that they are at a dieadvantage in
some classrooms, simply because the teacher does not know the
culture, or does not understand how to adapt instruction to their
needs.

In reality Native Americans have the_double _advantage_of
knowing and living in two cultures. Teachers, onthe _other hand,
may know only one cniture, and may have accepted that culture
as biing surtArior without any real thought or study. Teachers,

then, may bt the truly disadvantaged. However, if teachers do
not_know, understand, and respect the culture of students, the
students are_ata_disadvantagein the class.
Unknowing people have spoken of Native American students
as being "culturally deprived." Use of_the_ term iridicates a
speaker's lack of understanding. In some casesit infficatesanete

titude toward all minority cultures, an assumption that the
culture of the dominant society is superior. In most cases,
however, thaI Weling that these people are -culturally deprived is
simply lack of understanding, a lack of knowledge.1 None of
thesepeople areculturally deprived. They are fortunate in having
very rich cultures.
Teachers' actions and attitudes _should_ never implr that one
culture is superior to another. The purpose of educationismot to
turn all students into middle class citizens, or carbon _copies of
the teacher, but to prepare each student to live in a multicultural

society. For this, students need to gain enough knowledge of
various people and cultures to I* independent; to choose from
each culture that which is best for them, so they can be successful
in their own way.

Difference in iiidues
Teachers moving into Native American communities tend to
assume that because the people have accepted modern ways of
hfe, _the old_ culture_is lost_ But _a_culture_does _not_ =mist of
physical surroundings. Ali ofze accept modern conveniences, yet

our old values persist We recognize this in our own lives;_yet,
when pevle weak of Native American culture, we tend to think
of the clothing, food, houses, and transportation used in thepast
These have changed for both Indians and dominant cultures.

Despite the changes, each group retains its own identity, he
culture, rooted in its past and pre8énL Thus, culture is defined as
the values and every aspect of local life unique to a group of peo-

ple. Since each Native American tribe is a unique group, teachers
cannot assume any student believes in or follows all the values of

"Vpical Native culture," or follows the patterns of the nonNative society. Students are somewhere in between, usually
nearer one end of the scale than the other. Students in one class
will eften vary from one extreme to the other.
Even Native American students who apwar to have lostcom
tact with the old culture will usually vary from students from the
dominant culture in background of experience, vocabulary used
and understivd, ways of communicating, willingness to talk and

express ideas, concept of time, willingness to compete with
classmates, attitudes toward property, future, and success, and
even personal space. It is the duty of teachers to be gy.ical
observers, ito learn and understand the ways of the community
and of families within that community, and then to take account
of students' backgrounds and values and use them positively in
the classroom.
Observant and creative teachers will find many ways of incorporating information about traditional customs and values into
classroom instruction, teaching students to think for themselves,
to know the alternatives, and to make their own choice&
No one's culture will be downgraded or de-emphasized if we actually accept both cultures as heing of equal importance and of
equal value and demonstrate these feelings through our actions.
We need to teach and usethe_values and ideals of each culture
represented in our classrooms, so students can choose those ways

appropriate for them that they can use to build lives that fit
them as individuals.

Difference in learning styles
Every child has his or her own learning style; the way in which

he or she learns most easily. Some children learn by hearing;

others by seeing. Some find kinesthetic experience most
offoctivo. Part of these differences represent differences in innate
abilWy. For some, they are caused_ by_a_leanling_disability; For

most children, however; the differences are cultural; they are
caused by differences in early learning:experiences.

Each child must _be evaluated individually, and: group

instruction must be _through an eclectic learning experience in
whieh each can learn in his or her own way. If teachers assume all

children can learn easily through oral instruction and that

phonetic instruction will be the most effixtive way of teaching

them to read, Native American students may be at a
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ditudvantage.
Bilingual students are even more handicapped when expected

to learn through English instruction, oral and- written. If

children's first language-is other than English, and all or most
instruction isthrough. lectures_or _reading_ textbooks in _English,

they are faced with frustration and failure. A great deal of bilingual students' learning, while they are becoming more fluent in
English, should be through action and Observation.
Thereforet_teachers mustsonsider rarefully the learning styles
of their students_and present new learning through as many different modes as possible.

Lack of motivation
_Students will_makelittle_progress in_ school unless they are

motivated to _ make an _effort, and _many Native _American
students see noreason toinake this effort. They see little relation
between their studies and life outside the school because the curriculum is not relevant to their immediate needs, and there is little being done in the development of student leadership.
In addition, many Native American parents have little interest
in their children's schoolwork because the schools have not found
WayS of involving them in, the school curriculum or of keeping

them_informed. When parents are _not interested, they coin.
municate _that lack_ of interest to_ _their _children _and do not
motivate their children to learn what the school is teaching.

Differences in background and language
Becausethe things Native American_ students know, as_a result

of their experiences outside school; arevery different from _the
background of typical urban children; much school instruction
may be meaningless to them. Thus, it is important that teachers
study, observe, and becmne well acquainted with thepeople of
the community so they will understand the background students
bring to school and adapt institction tO sttident needs. Where
students needadditiorial background _to understandsPecific subject matter, they must _be _helped_ to _build_ thatbaclground. Instructional materials carthe developed which relateto studentexperiences; as can problems; discussions; and reading material.
Approximately 70% of Crow Indian children enter school more

fluent in Crow than in English. An even larger percentage of
Navajo children have English as a second language. Although
nearly all Hawaiian% Maoris, and American Indians in such
tribes as the Blackfeet and the Cherobee come te echaolmore
fluent in English than in their native lent nage% the Efigliih theY
7

speak may be influenced by their native languages. Sentence con-

Struction of a native languages is_veryAifferent_from_that of
English ancl_may have great influence on the_English_childien

hear_ at _home. As a result, Native American children are
discouraged from speaking in class by criticism they receive for
the "careless" way in which they construct sentences.
Hawaiian children habitually leave out most of the small and,
kb them, unnecessary words. Athabascan, and many other Indian

children recognize he, she, and it as singular for they, and as
synonyms for a sinzle pronoun_or prefix in their native language,
so they use_the_tbree interchangeably.
_?..nglisk spoken in Native Americamoommunities may have a
very different and much smaller vocabulary than Englishepokm
by teacher% This difference in spoken vocabulary puts students
at a great disadvantage in reading and understanding textbooks.

Use of inappropriate tests
Most standardized tests are culturally biased, giving students
with upper middle class backgrounds an advantage. One school
principl wanted to classify 98% of students in his reservation
echool as mentally retarded and set up special education classes
for them because they all made low scores on a group mental
ability teat. Some of these studente were exceptionally bright,
but because their backgroundand_vocabulary differed from those
required_by_the test,they were anableto score welt
An elementary class in_western Alaska was given abasic reader
progress test which contained a paragraph about a boy mowing a
lawn, and several questions about the paragraph. Every student
miseed nearly all the questions, which supposedly indicated they
should all repeat the unit in the basic reader. However, nothing
was wrong with their ability to use the reading skills that had
been taught. The problem was that none of them hadever planted
anything, nor had they seen or heard of a lawn or a lawn mower.
_Some organizations have attempted to_develep mon_-cultural
usually _found_ _that _when they_ removed all
tests_ but
culturally-related items, they had little left. Organizations such
as federal job placement offices use tests as culture-free as they

can obtain, then develop their own norms for some swcial
groups, but Native American cultures are usually ignored. Some
schools have developed their own norms, or their own tests. The
Council for Indian Education recommends that a ached Which

plans to administer "intelligence" tests should use only those
tests more nearly valid for Native American student% such as the
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"Goodenough Draw a Person," Raven's Progressive Matrices,
the "Arthur Point-Scale of1 Performance," or the "Gilliland
Learriing Potential Examination."
Most Indian students, especially_the_Navajo, do better than
their non-Native peers on tests, or parts of tests, requiring ability
in observation, memmy, alertness, or attention to details. They
do less well on language and verbal expression.

Home and community problems
Many teachers have unrealistic expectations of home support.
They give students homework and rwmalize them if they do not
get it done, without considering the home situation. If a Navajo
lives in a one-room hogan with five other people, sits on a dirt
floor, and reads by a kerosene lamp, he or she cannot-be expected
to_ spendilis evening concentrating sm school work. Even Native
Americans who live _in_moderii _homes_ often have no adequate
place for study, or opportunity to be isolitted _from other_people
enough to be able to concentrate on their studies. It is unrealistic
to expect parents and extended family members who do not read
for recreation, who see little relevance hetween tw.lml and "life."
and who have little or no knowledge- of the subject the child is
studying, Ito shut off the TV and devote time to helping or even to
encouraging the child.
Students_may also feel a kck_of_support from the_community.
On many Indian_reservations unemployment_is_from 20 to 7512.

In any community, rural or urbm regardless of race orculturd
group, if there is a great deal of poverty, there will also be a high

level of alcoholism. Alcoholism may lead to child abuse or
neglect. Community leaders may not cooperate in making needed

changes in schools. These and other community problems can
have a very detrimental effect on the achievement of children.
However, good teachers and a relevant curriculum may improve
the outlook of the community as well as that of the school.

Summary
Evidence exists of a need for improvement in the educational
experience of Native children._ Low levels of achievement, teenage

suicideand adult unemployment all indicate a need for better
educatiom
Many causes exist for this lack of achievemenL Poor self _concept and lack of motivation of students may be largely responsible. However, these era brought about by many other factors inside and outside schools. Alcoholism and lack of community alp9

l

port are problems in some communities, but an education that is
not relevant to the needs of the community is equally to blame.
Frequent causes of paor achievement include poor communication between students and teachers; failure ot teachers to learn to
know the community and the experiential backgmunds of the

children or to adapt to the differences that effect learning
conflict between the cuiture and values of the students and those
of teachers; the use of -instructional-methods_that conflict with
Native values; different expectations; language differences; and
an irrelevant curriculum.
There is no quick cure for the problems. New teachers must

learn to understand the students and their culture before they
can adapt their instruction. And needed adaptations will be made
only if teachers are Willing to take the thne to really learn their
community and its mores and value% then build an educational
program relevant to the neds of the students in that community.
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Bilingual Education:
Teaching the Native
Language
Jon Reyhner

A_populax historical notion has been that tniclitional Indian
society has kept Native Americans from becoming assimilated
into English-speaking American society. In the latz Nineteenth
Century, reformers felt the only thing needed to get Indians to
progress was to detribalize and individualize them. With this accomplished by boarding schools and the break up of reservations,

Indians could "leap into the mainstream of American life"
(Utley, 1984, p. 2111,
_Examination_of _the issue
researchers_ hasehown_ that it is
the attempt atquick assimilation _that leads to failure _Rapid ero-

sion of traditional culture by submersing students into an allEnglish environment in off-reservation boarding schools often
leads -to cultural disintegration, not cultural replacement As early as 1928, an investigation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs called
for curriculum based more on "lead Indian life, or at least written within the scope of the child's early experiences" (Merianai
1928,_ P. 33). The anthropologist Clyde KluCkhohn, demribingthe
hnpact _of __white culture on_ the nations _largest_ tribe, wrote,
"Navajo culture is becoming smugly patchwork of meaningless

and unrelated pieces; whereas it was once a finely patterned
moeaic" (1962, p. 340). The Cherokees in the 1830s, using an
alphalmt inventcld by a tribal member, Sequoyah, started their
This original essay appears here in print for the first thne. All rights
reserved. Permission to nvrint- must b obtained from the author. Dr.
Reyhner is an Assistant Professor of Elementary and-Secondary Education and Native American Studies at Eastern Montana College, Billings,
MT 59101.
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own educational system which develwed literacy in Cherokee as

well as English. They also published a Cherokee language
newspaper. However, their schools were cloaed by the federal
government in the late 1890s (Fachs &_Havighurst, 1973, R. 7).
Many Indianasee theloss of _their languageas' 'one of themost
critical_ probleme facing_ Indian people today_ _inva kiss_ of
laaguage_ leads to a breakdown in communication between
children and their grandparents and causes children ta be "cutoff
from their past ar .1 their heritage" (Ahenakew, 1986, p. ll. Tribal

heritage provides a sense of group membership and belonging

badly needed in an overly individualistic and materialistic
modern society. In the words of John Collier, modern smiety has
lost the "passion and reverence for human personality and for The
web of life and theearth which the American Indians have tended
as a central sacred fire" (1947; p. 17).

Thbal language policies
_Since the 1970s,Aheofficial U.S._government policy haa been
that_ _of _selMeterminatimr,_ a_ _reversal of the assimilationist
policies of the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth centuries and
the termination policies of the 1950s. Self-determination is a con-

tinuation of the policies of John Collier and the "Indian New
Deal" of the late thirties and early forties. The policy of self;
determination allows Indian people and tribes to determine their
future directions.
In recognition of the importance of_tribal_lafituage andculturie,
several tribeehave gene an recoA _supporting nativeL language instruction._ The Northern Ute Tribal Business Committee passed
resolution 84-96 in 1984 declaring,

The Ute languageis the official languageaftheNorthern
Ute Nation and_ may_be _used in_the business _of govern-

mentlegislative, executive and judicialalthough in
deference to, and out of respect to speakers of English.
English may be utilized in official matters of government.

We declare that the Ute language is a living and vital
language that has the ability to match any other in the
world for expressiveness and beauty. Our language ill
capable of lexical expansion into_modernconceptuaLfields
such as the field of politics, economics, mathematics and
science.
_

_Belt Imowe_that the Utelanguage shall be recognized as

our _first language, and the English language will be
recognize:I as our stmnd language. We assert that our
13
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students are fully capable of developing fluency in our
mother tongue and the foreign English language, and we
funher assert that a higher level of Ute mastery results in
higher levels of English skills (Northern Ute, 1985, p. 16)

The Northern Ute tribe requires Ute language instruction
preschool through twelfth grade, encourages "pre-service training in Ute language theory and methOdology for teachers," and
requires three credits of inservice training in Ute language for
teachers within one year of employment (Northern Ute, 1985, pp.
16-18).

In a preface to the 1985_ Navajo_ Tribal__Education Policies,
Navajo Tribal Chairman Peterson Zab declared

We _believe_ that an excellent education tan prOduce
achievement in_the basic academic skillsend skills required
by modern technology and__still _educate _young Navajo
citizens in their language, history, government and culture.
(Navajo, 1985, p. vii)
The Navajo Tribal Education _Policies support local control,
narental involvement, _Indian_preference_in_hiring, and instruction in the Navajo language (pp. 4-9). The code declares

The Navajo language is_ an essential element 1of the life,
culture and identity of the Navajo peopleThe Navajo Nation recognizes the importance of preserving and
perpetuating that language to the survival _of the Nation.
Instruction in the Navajo language shall be made available
for all grade levels in all echools serving the Navajo_Nation.

Navajo language instruction shall include to the greatest
extent practicable thinking speaking, comprehension,
readifigand writing skills and study of the formal grammar
of the language. (p. 9)

The Thbal Education Policies also require courses in Navajo
history and culture (p. 9).
Fuchs andRavighurst (1973), in the most recent national study
of Indian_ education,_found_that "mostAIndian] students and
pitrents approve of their schools," but _that_ Indian_community

leaders were "overwhelmingly in favor of the_ _school doing

something to help Indian students learn about their_tribal
culture" (pp. 181 & 187), and that the most common parental sug-

gestion was that "tichooli should pay more attention to the Indian_ heritage" (p. 170). Rotalie and Murray Wax's reroarch
(1968) on the Pine Ridte Reservation showed that tribal elders

and the studenta' extended families were forces for keeping
studentain school and that the forces causing studenta to drop
out of school_ were those of vultuial disintegration, similar- to
those forces that cause_dropouts in_ all schools. Lin fotind tbat
Crow boys expressed a "concern for and motivation_ toward
education" equal to that of white male students (1985; p. 9).

Educational advantages of bilingualism
James Cummins (1986), summarizing research on bilingual
education, concluded that subtractive educational programs
which seelt to replace Native American language and culture with

English language and culture cause students to MI while additive educational_programs which teach English language and
culture in addition to native language and vulture create conditions which enable students to succeed intheir schcolwork.
In a review of research on bilingual educatiotr,Cumminall981)

found several studies showing "that the use of a minority
language in the home is not a handicap to children's academic
progress" (p. 32). He found many studies- reprting "that bilingual children are more cognitively flexible in certain reskects
and better able to analyze linguistic meaning than monolingual
children"_and that_bilingual educetion can reinforce students'
cultural identity and reduce their_mixed feelints about the dominant society (p. 37). Cummins found_no_group_of students Tor
which research. has shown that bilingual education will_not woric
and concluded that the "enrichment potential of bilingual education is accessible to all students" (p. 42).

Types of bilingual programs
Numerous types and subtypes of bilingual programs have been
identified (Trueba, 1979). For the purposes of this chapter, three
basic types need to be examined in terms of how they affect Indian children's ability to use their tribal language and English.

These programs are all in contrast to what has been called
"submersion" education for non-Englishipeaking children which
involves the _common practice of placing them into a regular al/English classroom with little or no special attention and letting
them "sink or swim."
Under the administration of John Collier in the late 1930s and

1940s some preliminary work was done to provide native
language inStruction in Bureau of Indian Affairs' (BIA) schools,
but after Collier left the BIA, it was not till the 19600 that Bilingual Education bTeame an issue again for Indian children.
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In response to pressure by Hispanics and other groups for bilingual education, Congresspassed in 1968 a Bilingual Education

Act as Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary_ Education
Act This oriemal act wassiesigned as a compensatoty program
forAisadvantaged" students. Only students who came from low
income households could participate in bilingual programs
funded under the original act.
In the case Laa v. _Nichols, the Supreme Court found in 1974
that the bistorically-common practice of "submersing" students

in a regular classroom did not give non-English-epeaking
students an Expel education opportunity comriared with English-

speaking students as was required by the Civil Rights Act of
1964. This case concerned Chinese speaking students in San
Francisco public schoola who were given no special education prof

gram even though they spoke no English. The _Supreme Court
mandated that they be_given some fonn of_special bilingual or
English as aSecondLanguage (ESL) instruction until they could
speali English well enough to be put into a regular classroom.
The lowfincome provisions of the bilingual education act were

removed in 1974, and in 1978 the act was amended again to
specifically include funding for programs for Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) Indian children. The 1978- amendments aLso
allowed up to forty_percent of the students in bilinguaLprograms
to be monolingual English ipeak érs ao_that the programedidnot
segregate non-English-spealdngetudents_fman English-speaking
students, TheBilingualEducation Act was extended in amended
form_ in_1984 and currently funds maintenance (descrihed in the
Act as developmental), transitional, and immersion (described in

the Act as a "special alternative") bilingual programs. The
names "maintenance" and "transitional" refer to the long-term
role of the first language in the school's educational program
whereas "immersion" refers to the way in which the_second
language is taught However, in_ the_Unit,ed States, immersion
programsmith respect, to_the teaching of_English are tending to
become specifically designed, Englishfonly programs for nonEnglish-speaking students. All three tywis of bilingual programs
can use various ESL teaching methods for the English-language
portion of the instructional program.
Maintenance bilingual programs place the most emphasis on
developing children's native aewell asEnglishlimeuage abilities.
They are designed_tateachreading, writhig, and some other subjects in children's native language while adding English language

g5
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skills and _instruction_ in some subjects. The _maintenance bilingual program at Rock Point Community School onthe_Navajo

Iteservation in Arizona graduates students who can read_ and
write in Navajo and who also test out on English language standardized achievement tests as superior to comparabl% Indian
students who have not had a bilingual education (Hohn, 1985;
Rosier & Holm, 1980). Bilingual education has effects beyond in-

creased English and mathematics- achievement scores. In
Chicago's_ bilingual-biculturalLittle Big Horn High School the
dropout, rate was_r educed from thecitrivide public school rate of
ninety-five percent for Indians to eleven percent (Hakuta, 1986,
p. 221).

Transitional bilingual programs are designed to teach English

to language-minority students as quickly as possible. While
chiklren are taught extensively in their native language during
their first year of school, instruction in EngliSh is quicklrphased

in so that by about fourth grade all instruction is in English.
Transitionalprograms do &dela promota native language skills.
Even_thougl_ they ere the most common form_of bilingual programs in the United _States, Cummins found no_educational
justification for transitional bilingual programs and that quick
exiting of students from transitional programs had negative effects (1981, p. 43)
Immersion bilingual programs were designed to teach French
to English-speaking children in Canada. Immersion programs
give students an enviionminit where they are "immersed" in the
second language lmthersion teachers sPeeit tothechildien only
in the language_to be_learned. _This type_of program_ has been
found to be effective in teaching French and Spanish to middleclass English speaking students with no long-term negative effects on children's skills in using English (Ovando & Collier,
1985, p. 43).

Whether a child should learn a second language by immersion
or by a maintenance bilingual program is dependent not on the
language spoken at home, but on the eocio-economic and cultural
background of_ the chikL _the_ social status_ of the _child's _native

language, and the language preferences of thechild, the parents,
and the community (Cummins, 1981; p. 41). Students who come
from a middle or upper class background and are members of the
dominant scciety (language-majority students) do well in immersion programs where they hear and areiencouraged to speak only
the new language in the_dassroom. However, such_ prugrams
were never intended to replace the home lantuage, and English
17

language instruction was continued in school or was brought
luck after -an initial pericid of all second language instruction
(Studies, 1984, p. 2). Students whose families often _have below

average incomes and_ _who have minority group cultural
backgrounds_Alanguageminority students), such as Indian
students, tend to lose first language skills in immersion programs.
For Indians, immersion programs can reinforce feelings of inferiority and worthlessness by ignoring the home language and
culture of thildren. For dominated minorities such as Indians,
Cummins found studies suggesting that_ students_ do_ better in
school if their language and culturearea part of the school's curriculum (1988, p. 251. _Bernadine Featherly (1985), after an eatensivestudy of _the literature and research on the Crow reservation,
concluded that native language spealdng parents should not try

to "teach" their children to sgeak English and that Crowspeaking children should be taught reading first in Crow (pp.
384-386).

Exposure to television, schooling, aiuL English-speaking
children can get Indian students speakingEnglishlairly well in
about two years as tan_transitionaL bilingual programs usually
found in thefirstthree or_four grades. However, those speaking
skills are "context-embedded," meaning that the situation being
talked about is familiar to students. Many classroom situations
after grade four, especially those involved with reading textbooks, are "context-reduced," meaning that information must be
gained only from the words. Academic competence to understand English in a "context-reduced" situation takesan_average
of five or six years to learn (Cummins, 1981, p-5). Under the old
submersion or _new _transitional _bilingual_ approack Indian
students often_experience somuchlaihire that they give up and
drop out, never catching up to their white peers.
A frequent criticism of bilingual education is that it delays the
learning of English. However, Krashan has found the reverse to
be true:
The proper use of the first language can help the acquisition of English a great deal; well-organized bilingual programs are very effective in teaching English as a second
language, often more effective, in fact, than all-day English
programs that 'submerse' the child in English. (1985, p. 69)
In fact, the older grammar-based English-as-a-econd-

Language-(ESL)-only programs are found by students and
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teachers to be boring (Spolsky, 1978, p. 355). ESL instruction has
been seen as a quick fix to the shortage of bilingual teachers. As

the chapter on secondary ESL instraction in this book emphasize% teachers need extensive training which involves
knowlecLge_of_ the_ structure of the native language of their
students_ and a_ background in_the students' culture. No generic
ESL training can provide competent teachers for all minoritylanguage groups.
The result of traditional English only "submersion" programs
for Indian students is that their achievement actually falls further behind whites as they progress through their school years.
Coleman's 1966 study, Equality of Educational Opportunity,
reportal the reading achievement scores of Indian students in
sixthgradeto be 1.8 _grade levels behind the average scores of
whites, by ninth grade that fieure_became L9_. _By twelfth grade

Indian students were 2.6 years behind. Mathematics_achiev&
ment and verbal ability scores were very similar- At_ the twelfth
grade level, Indian students were 25 years behind in English verbal ability and a full three grade levels behind in mathematics.
Blacks and Hivanic Americans were either as far lxthind or further behind whites in achievement than Indians while Asian
Americans were either equal to or slightly b(Aiind white students.
Lising_an intelligencetestnot requiringknowledge of the English
language (the CroodenouA_DravA-Man Test), _a_sample of 867
Indian and Eskimo children were found to have average_ IQs of

103 for boys and 108 for girls, above the average for white
students (Fuchs & Havighurst, 1973, p. 1" 9-125).

A sample maintenance bilingual p
The Rock Point Community School on the Navajo Reservation
in Arizona lx3gan a program of bilingual education in 1967. At
Rock Point most students enter school speaking mostly or only
Navajo, and they are taught to read first in Navajo. Students add
English reading instruction starting in the middle of the second
grade. Most Rock Point Withers were initially non-degreed,_ but
an on-site training_program brought college level courses Le Rotk
Point that eventually led to. most of th9m_getting_degreea and
teacher certification through the Arizona State Department of
Education. Training had been .provided after the School Board
concluded that the only way an imlated Navajo community could
lot a stable teaching staff would be to hire and train local people
(Rosier & Holm, 1980, p. 11),
19
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At Rock Point some teachers teach only in English and others
only in Navajo. In kindergarten seventy percent of the instruction is in Navajo; the_rest of the time is spent_teaching students
oral English-By second_grade students are receiving half their instruction ieEnglish_and half in Navajo. In the upper grades fifteen to twenty percent of the instruction is in Navajo with the
rest in English. In the early grades, mathematics is taught first
in Navajo; specialind English vecabulary is taught later (Rosier
& Holm, 1980, p. 10-12). By teaching content-area subjects in the
early grades in Navajo, Rook Point students are not held back in

those subjects until they learn English. The concepts they learn
in Navajo are retained and usable by the student later in either
language, and almost all basic reading_ skills learned_in _the
N_avajo reading program transfer into the English reading pro-

gram
Teachers were reluired to produce many of their own materials
to teach in Navajo. Bernard Spolsky found in 1973 a "geod bit"
of Navajo language material around, but not enough "to fill out a
first grade year of reading" (Spolaky, 1973, p. 31). Although there
is now considerably1 more materiel, most schools also rely on
student-made materials. Considering_that_theNavaje_are_by far
the largest tribe ancLhave a history of_concernior the preservation of_ their language, it is easy to see that there is a lot less
material in the native languages of other tribes.
The community, teachers, and administrators at Rock Point
were very concerned that the bilingual program lead to greater
academic achievement in English as well as reading and writing
skills in Navajo. The decision was made to use standardized tests
to evaluate how well Rock Point students did incomparison to
students in surrounding_schools, in _thestate, andin_the nation
(Rosier lz_Holm,_1980,
In_1983_ eighth-grade Rock Point
students outperformed_ Navajo students in neighboring public
schools, other Navajo speaking students throughout the reservation, and other Arizona Indian students in reading on the Califernia Achievement Test. On the grammar (written English) portion
of the test, the results were much the same. In mathematics, the
Reck Point students did even better, outperforming the comparison groups and approaching or exceeding national averages
(Hohn, 1985, p. 3), It is important to remember_these_excellent
results_did not appearright away, but only after sixteen years of
a maintenance bilingual program
Bernard Spolsky of the University of New Mexico summed up
the results of the Rock Point School's educational program:
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In a community that_ resrects its own language but
wishes its children to learn another, a gocxl_ bilingual pro=

gram that starts with the bulk of instruction in the_ child'a
native language and moves systematically toward thestandard language will achieve better results in standard

language competence than a program that refuses to
recognize_the existence of the native language. (Rosier &
Holm, 1980; p. vi)

Ingredients of a Successful Bilingual Program
Importance of Indian teachers
More Indian -.L.--echera from the atudenta'_conirnunity are ãkey
to programs which teach native languages as well as &key to bet-

ter academic achievement for Indian students. In an Aritona
Study of Bureau-of Indian Affairs and Indian-controlled contract
schnols, Hirit (1986) found that Indian students who have Indian
teachers do_better on standardized achievement tests in reading
and language arts than Indian students with non-Indian teachers
(p, 48),

_

Fuchs and Havighurat (1973) concluded_thatresearch suggeits
"teachers of Indian children should be systematically_trained _to
take account of the sociooultural processes operating in the toñt
munity and classrooms where they work" (p. 303). The Rock
Point Schnol administration concluded that most "college-trained

teachers"_ are not prepared to teach in a Situation like that at
Rock Point_(Rosier &_Hohn, 1980 p. 110).

One big problem_in_developing_any educational prosram on
reservations has been_the high_turnover of teaching Staff. Indian
teachers are beginning to provide a staff stability that ailowa for
long-ranjle planning. Another necessarynondition for long.-range

planning is school board and administrative stability- School
hoar& and administrators can learn from the Rock Point School
eirerience that extensive curriculum plimning and long-term effort are needed to raise student achievement Wit scores.

The role of linguists
A full-fledged bilinval program requiree teaching reading in
the_ native languaw. This requires an orthography. At least two

hundred and sii Indian languigki are spoken in the United
States (Leap, 1982,_p 20). Amnting system (orthogra0y) has to
be developed for each language if it is to be written. Robart St.
.
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Clair (1982)_haa outlinedthe needs_ofbilifigual_programs _Hefeels
that while_professional linguists tend to develop sophisticatednv

thographies that reflect the grammatical structure of the
language, literacy programs for elementary schools need simple,

practical writing systems similar to the Initial Teaching
Alphabet (i.t.a.) (p. 9)t. A linguist with an educational background
is to be preferred in developing a simplified orthography suitable
for use with children. aources of linguistic help for schools and
trilies include universities, the Wycliffe Bible Translators found

on many remvationa and a number of _Indian linguists trained
at the _Massachusetts_ Institute _of Technology, University_ of
Arizona and other schools with linguistic departments that have
shown an interest in Indians and Indian languages.

In addition tv simple, practical (most often phonetic) orthographies, St. Clair sees the need for simple classroom dictionaries of frequently-used words, an "experience based dictionary," which includes only common definitions of words and
uses theworda in sample wntences. Be does not see a problem
with competing tribaldialectsaince the samenrthography canbe
_11). St. Clair feels tribal elders
used with different dialects
have an im?ortent role to play in a bilingual program:
thue are any tribal members who can really save the
program iof _language renewal], they are the elders. These
peoplewho_maybe in the sixty- in_eightpyear_oki range
who have actually spoken the language fluently as children

and who fully participated in the ways of the tribe. They

still know the ceremonies and are the most valuable
elements in any language renewal program. The aecret is to
get them to work with young children. They can teach them

to speak the language and, if circumstances permit, the
childthm can_teach them how to read and write in the new
system. This_program,_then, requires parental as well as
communal support. (p. 8)
In Nes Zealand, Maorigrandparents are running a volunteer program of day_care nenterawhich featun an immersion program in
the Maori language. A similar program with university help is being run in Hawaii.

The natural approach to language acquisition
Linguists _and educators wantagainat a tranalation_approach
to teaching any language (Krashen & Terrell 1983; Leap,_1982, p.

20). Krashen and rerrell (1983) have developed what they call
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"The Natural Approach" to learning languages.

The first principle of this approach is that "comprehension
precedes preduction." This implies,

1. The instructor always uses the target language (the
language to be learned)
2. The focus of the communication is on a topic of interest to

the student
3. The_instructor strives at all times to help the student
understamd (p. 20)
_ The second principle is that language production, whether oral
or written.is allowed to emerge in stages, first by nonverbal communication, second_by single words such as yes or no, third by
combinations_of two or three words, fourth by phrases, fifth hY
eentences, andlinally _by_ more _complex_ discourse In the beginning students use a lot of incorrect _grammar and pronunciation.

Krashen and Terrell emphasize in_their Inetheid that "the
students are not forted to speak before they are ready"_and that

"speech errors which do not interfere with communication are not
corrected" -(p. 20).

The third_principleis that the goal of language acquisition is
communication._ Each _classroom _activity or lesson is organized

around a topic rather than a grammatical structure Topics can
include field trips students are taking-, elassrwm science activities students are doing, or games students are playitigin_the
language to be learned, such as "Rx1 Rover." _Students need to
do more thanjust talk aljout a topic; they mid to participate in
as well as talk ahout activities. "Young people learn best from
their_ _own and not other people's experiences" (Cantieni &
Tremblay, 1919, p-248)_.

Krashen anci_ Terren fourth principle is that classroom activities must lower the "affective filter of the students." Thii
means that,
Activities_ in _the classroom focus at all times on topics
which_are interesting_andrelevant to the students and encourage them to express their ideas, opinions,siesires, emotions and feelings. An environment which is tonducivetoacquieition must be created by the instructorlow _anxiety
level, good rapport with the teacher, friendly relationship
with other studentsotherwise acquisition will be impossible. Such an atmosphere is not a luxury but a necessity. (p
21)
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It is easy to see that the above principles apply equally to
teaching a native_language or English. By not focusing on
vocabulary, such aa_memofizing thenames of _numbers and colors, or grammar, students _acquire language skills_ they can use.
Only if students use the language skills they acquire_ will they
remember them. It is important that an environment be provided

inside and outside of school where a student can use newlyacquired language skills. The home is an obvious place to uwe the

native languag& but some tribes have also started radio and
television stations with native language programming. Students
must also have environments where they can use English in conversation-Oneimportant_factor in the success of the Reck Point
Community School curriculumis_that students_are_enemuraged
and required to talk and write a lot in Navajo and in English.

Teaching materials for bilingual programs
Without materiaAs_ a_ bilingual program_ will fail, and it ill
pointless to teach reading in an indian_languageif mily a few
books are available in that language. Commercial_publishera are
not interested in the small markets which even the largest tribes
represent. However, there is a long history of missionary interest

in translating religious works into Indian languages. In 1663
John Eliot, with the assistance of Indian translators, had fifteen
hundred_ copies of the Bibk printed in the Massachusetts dialect
of the Algonquian language. Among the other Algonquian WOks
Eliot had printed was an Indian primer (Salisbury, 1974). Chria-

tian missionaries have researched and published dietionaries,
such as the Franciscan Fathers' (1910) An EthnologieDietionary
of the Ni,vajo Language, which still wrve as basic sources of information on Indian languages. The Wycliffe Bible Translators
are very active on a number of reservations and have freely provided help to school bilingual programs
More_recently, Bilingual Materials Development Centers have
been funded by the-Bilingual Education_Act (Title VII) to produce materials not available_througbeommercial source& These
Centers have printed materials in many Indian languages.

Organic Reading and Language Everience
Even when Native American languageinaorial is available,lt
seldom has the controlled vocabulary teachers think is important
to make beginning reading easier for student& Stories_ transcril
ed from elders may contain words with which Indian children are

unfamiliar. An exctollent mothad for avoiding inappropriate
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vocabularylabeginning reading is the "language experience" approach_ to_teaching_ reading._This approach has been tided by
many good teachers throu6out_ history, but it received a lot of
attention when it was written about_by _Sylvia Ashton-Warner
(1963) after she used it to teach English to nativeMami children
in NeW Zealand who did not have standard EnglishvocabuTaims.
Calling it "organic reading," her approach is equally useful for
teaching reading in any language. She taught in a New Zealand
Infant SchooLequivalent to kindergarten in the United States.

Ashton-Marner _emphasized the power of word% an idea
familiar to Indian cultures. She felt:
First words must have intense meaning for a child. They
must be_apartof his_being.
How much hangeon the loveafreading, the instinctive in-

clination to hold a bookiPleasant_ wowonl_doRespectable words won't do. They must be words organically tied
up, organically born from the dynamic life itself. They must
be words that are slready part of the child's Wing... (1963,
p. 33)

The child must already have a deep emotional tie with the
wordshefirstlearns to read if the teacher is going to get the child
to give maximum_ attention. Writing words on the chalkboard as
they were suggested by her_students, Ashton-Warner built up
what she called a "Key Vocabulary These words were put on
cards for the children to identify. Then, thewords weresambined

to form sentence-length captions for student drawings-Then
children wrote simple story b-aoks used to teach reading. She also
encouraged autobiographical Uournal) writing (p. 51). Daily journal writing is well worth encouraging throughout the grades as a
life-long_activity leadhig students to practice writing and to examine their _own lives

It was important to Ashton-Warner that students' words and
writing were not criticized. Shebelieved innsingrather than suppressing students' energy, letting them work together, and having them read to each other (pp. 102-104).

Examples of material develoment at the local level
As director of a bilingual program on the Blackfiet Reservation, I arranged for the videotaping of some elders_telling tradi,

tional and historical stories in the Blackfmt language. These
stories were then transcribed by a BlacIdeet linguist working
with the SlackWet Dictionary Project at the University of
25
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Lethbridge. A selection of the stories was made into a hOoklet of

Blackfeet stories for use with intermediate grade students
(Reyhner, 1984b). A tape recorder would work as well as a video
tape for gathering materials.
As an approach to language experience, inaddition to having
students _draw pictures_ and _the kindergarten teacher writing

down students captions for their pictures, photographs can be
taken of the community and made into a book with text students
supply when they reply to, "Tell me about this picture." Older
students can take pictures, interview elders and other community members, and write their own Wok. An example of materials-5

that can be produced with the hdp of younger students is Heart
Butte A Bkwkfeet Indian Community (Reyhner, 19844- An_example that includes work_ of older students at Rock Point Community School is_Between_SacredMountains (1984).
As the bilingual program director _on the Havasupai Reservation, I encouraged linguists involved in a Bible-translating pro-

ject who volunteered to do a three-day workshop with the bilingual teacher aides. Using the language-experience approach,
the aides wrote stories about their childhOod and going to School
which were then published in a hOoklet, Gwe Gnaavia, (1985) for
use WI ^i junior high student&
The poet, Mick Fedullo,_ has edited a number of booklets °fetapressive poetty by_Indian atudents_(19_831984, 1985a, _1985b).

Some of the students' teachers disbelieved that their students
could write expressive poetry in English until they observed the
activities and saw the results. While this poetry was in English,
the same expressive language activities can be done in the native
language. A g rio-cl example is the hoOklet, Hman Qqj G we Maud-

fa, done in Havasupai at Havasupai Elementary School in 1985

with the assistance of Akira YamamotA a Yuman language
For plimary grade childrenself-made books, hand printed and
student illustrated, work fine and are appreciated by parents. For
older children, more elaborate books are also useful. Only a few
years ago, to publish such language-experience books would have
_

required expensive professional typesetting and printing The

special characters required by most Indian language orthographies added _to that_ expense._ With today's_ micro
computers ancLdotmatrix printers, good_quaty material canbe
produced in_school at a fraction _of former costs, and, using
photocopying machines, an unlimited number of copies MD he
made relatively inexpensively.

ai
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A note of caution needs to be given to teachers_whe want_to
publish native language material with cultural content._ Some
tribes require prior approval of such material by a tribal cultural
committee before it can be printed. In all cases, local people
should be involved in preducing and editing traditional stories.

Conclusion
Kenji 1flakuta concluded a historical study of bilingual education with the thought that,
Perhaps the rosiest future for bilingual education in the
Unitod States can bo attained by diseolving the paradoxical
attitude of admiration and pride for achool-attained bilingualism on the one hand and scorn and shame tor home
brewedimmigrimt [and Indian] bilingualism on the other.
Thagoalaof the educationai_system _could_ be seen as the
developmentof all students asfunctionalbilinguals, including mono-lingual English-speakers. The motive is linguistk,
cognitive, and cultural enrichment... (1986, p. 229)

his importantto remember that nativlanguage instruction b
not being promoted au substitute forEnglish-language instnicdon but as a supplement William Leal:Leonid tmd_no _tribe that
had let native language restoration outrank the importance of
teaching English (1982, p. 151). Malcolm McFee (1968)_ has
pointed out that assimilation is not a one-way street to progress
and that Native Americans can learn to participate successfully
in white society and, at the same time, retain their language and
traditional Indian valueeto_become what he has described as the
150% man. This 150% person is the goal of bilingual educatiom
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The Historical Background
of Indian Education
Jeanne Eder and Jon Reyhner

Since the goals of Indian education have been changed over the

year% if we are to understand its present etuation, we must
know its history. The European immigrants to what is now the
United States first wanted to obtain Indian lin& by_purchase or
formandmove the Indians to vastlands westof the Mississippi,
lands _once thought to beunsuitableand not needed formhite set,
dement, the Great American Desert. Little need was seen for
educating Indians that were far away except by missionaries interested in what they sow as their God's work to save eouls. As it
became apparent after the Gold Rush of 1849 and the building of
railroads into the west that colonization would extend across the
continent, reservations were established 1thougb treaty negotiations throughout the westfor Indians. Whenever there Wall close
contact between white settlers and Indians, efforts weremadeto
make Indians conform to white ways of behaving, including
religion, dress, and homes. Schools and education were seen as
ways of assimilating young Indians into the dominant smiety.
Attendance was enforced, students were not allowed to spTAk
their tribal languages, and schools labeled tribal traditions as
enemies cf progress. Had the goal of assimilation been reached,
there would be no culturally-recognizable Indian people today.
Thiio$inaie8eayappearaiaere in-print for the first time. All rights
reserve& Permission to reprint must be iobtainedfromiithe authors.
Jeanne Eder is Cobrdinator of Native American Studiei at Eastern Montana College, Billings, MT 59101. Dr. Reyhner Is an Assistant Professor
of Elementary and Secondary Education and Native Anierican Studies
at Eastern Montana College.
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But the goal has not been reached; instedd many Indian children
have not found success in schools which did not recognize their
languages and cultures. Many older Indianshave worked_against

government_ schools they saw as undermining their religion,
heritage, and way of life.
Besides making Indians ready for "civilization," Indian education has also been a money-making business. In the late Nineteenth Century corruption in the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
notorious. When Civil Service reforms brought corruption under
control, rapid growth of the Indian education budget seemed to
give the bureaucracy that administeredit_a life independent of
the_students_ served. Ihrblic school boards af education _and
superintendents, once not interestedin having Jndian students,
became interested_ when Congress authorized tuitiom payments
and other funding to replace the lack of property taxes from
Indian trust land.
The failure of many Indian students to succeed in Bureau of Indian Affairs (B IA) and public schools over the years has led to
many studies, including the Meriam and Kennedy Reports, that
asked why _I ndianstudents have _notlearned to_read and_write as
well Italian-Indian student& These_ reports became ammunition

for reformers wha used them to support passage of a variety of
special programs funded by the federal government. Some, such
as Johnson O'Malley and Indian Education (Title IV), are for Indian students only. Others includ;ng Chapter 1, Bilingual (Title

VII), and Special Education are for any students who meet
achievement, language, or handicap criteria of the laws. If
educators are to understand why these programs exist in their
schools and_why certain types of curriculums_are_considered more

likely to Iead to iuccess for Indian students, they must_ know
about the past failures of Indian Education. This chapter summarizes the hiptory and present conditions of Indian educaticn.

Other sources of excellent information include Fuchs and
Havighurst's study, To Live on This Earth (1973)the Kennedy
Commission report, Indian Education: A Wational Tragedy, a National Challenge (1969); and Margaret Szasz's, Education and the
American Indian (1977i,

Missionary activity and paternalism (1492-1870)
The original idea behind Indian education was to "civilize" and
assimilate Indians into the rnainstream of the dominant 7,1lture
brought from Europe. TheSpanish after 1492 sought be1 to ex-

ploit Indians

óüaliforcèd labor and to convert thew to

1
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Catholicism. For example, when DeNarvaez took possession of
the coast around Pensacola Bay, Florida, he had with him four

Franciscan fathars who_came_to start missions. In 1568, the
Jesuits established a school in_Havana for Florida Indian youths.
Protestants were not far behind Catholicaand for the_next three
hundred years religious groups dominated non-Indian attempts

to "educate" Indian children (Ina= Education, 1969, p. 10)In_1617 the British King James asked Anglican clergy to collect money "for the erecting of churches and schools for ye education of ye children of these barbarians in Virginia" (Report, 1976,
p. 26). In 1631,theReverend_John Eliot arrived in America and

established a school in RexburyFive years later, the same year
Harvard was founded _in part to provide_ education for Indian
youth, the Reverend Eliot instructed some Pequot war _captives
"in the habits of industry." A year later he published an_Algonquian translation of the Bibk iReport, 1976, p. 27; Salisbury,
1986). Elm also developed a plan to bring Indians together in
small, "praying" towns to be instructed in Christian ethics and
arts. To becomeaccepted by thePuritina in these praying towns,
Indians had to give uptotally_their_old way of life, including long
hair for men and short hair for women._

In 1723, a house was built on_ the campus of the College of
William and Mary for Indian student& However, twenty-one
years later the Six Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy, as
reported 1by Benjamin Franklin, rejected an offer to send their
sons to that college:
You,_ who are wise, must know that different Nations have
different_conceptions of things; and you will therefore not
take it amis&if ourideas of this kind of Education happen

not to be the same _with your& We have had some

Experience of it; Severalof our _young people were formerly
brought up at the Colleges of the Northern Provinces; they
were instructed in all your Sciences; but, when they_came
back to us, they were bad Runners, ignorant of every means
of living in the Woods, unable to bear either Cold or Hunger,
knew_ neither how to build a Cabin, take- a Deer, or kill an

Ptolemy, spoke our Language imperfectly, were therefore
neither fit forRunters, Warriors, nor Counsellors; they were
totally good for nothing. We are however not the less oblig'd
by yourkino Offer, tho' wesleelineaccepting it; and, to show
our grateful Sense of it, if the Gentlemen of Virginia Will

send us a Dozen of their Sons, we will take greatCare of
their Education, instruct them in all we know, and make
Men of them. (Fuchs & Havighurst, 1972; p. 3)
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The necessity for Indian education based on the European
model was dependent on the speed with which white settlement
progressed amons the tribes. King George issued a_royal_pm
clamation 1763_that tiosed_theWest to_ white settlement hum
attempt _to_ reduceiriction between colothsts _and Indian tribes
because of the expense of Indian wars and the desire to preserve a
profitable trade in furs. However, many colonists ignored the
royal restrictions., In fact, taxation of colonists to pay for Indian

wars and for a standing army to enforce the provisions of the
1763 proclamation was a major cause of the American Revolution.
In 1775 the Continental Congress appropriated $500 to educate
Indians at_Dartmouth. After_independence,_the_Constitution_of

thenew_United Statessave _only Congress_thepower toregulate
commerce with Indian tribes and make treaties. Congress approved its first Indian treaty with the Delaware tribe in 1778.
The 1789 treaty with the Oneida, Tuscarora, and Stockbridge Indians was the first to contain education provisions (Report, 1976,
p. 63). During the next eighty-four years, the Senate approved

almost 400 treaties of which 120 had educational provisions.
Theile treaties allowed for white settlement on lands formerly
tribaland brought on closer contact between Indians and whites
and increasing pressures _for, at_first,_Indian_removal west of the

Mississippi and then, when_ that did not prove_ the permanent
solution it was first thought to be, for assimilating the Indian.
Almost a billion acres of land were ceded to the United States in
these treaties (Indian Education, 1969, p. 11; Rvort, 1976, p. 30).
Article III of the Xorthw est Ordinance of 1787 declared,
The utmost good faith shall always be observed towards the
Indians; their lands and property shall never be taken from

them without their consent; and in their property, rights,
and liberty they never shall be invaded or disturbed, unless
in just and lawful wars authorized by Congress. (Vogel,
1972; p. 74)

Many treaties had provisions for general education, teachers'
Salaries, school construction, supplies, and so forth. The 1802
Trade and Intercourse Acts incorporated a plan to civilize Indians_that included_providing them with_ social and educational
services. _Up _to 415,000 per year_ was authorized "to provide

Civilization among the aborigines." As more treaties_ were
negotiated, provisions for educational and civilization purposes
increared, sometimes at the request of tribes who saw they would
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have to change to survive. The House Committee on Appropriations reported in 1818:

In _the presentstate of our country_ one of two_ things
seems to be necessary. Either that those sons of the forest
should_ be moralized or exterminated... Put into the hands of
their children the primer and the hoe, and they will naturally, in time, take hold of the plow... (Roessel, 1962, p. 4)

The next yea- Congress established a civilization fund, which
lasted until 1873, to provide financial support to religious groups
and others willing to live among and teach Indians.
A combination of greed for Indian lands-and the friction which
sometimes resulted from close Indian-white contacta led to the
development of a policy of removal of tribes from_ clqse contact
with whites. In 1820, Congress began togievelop plans_ temove
Easteni_Tribea such as the Cherokee west of _the Mississippi. In
1830 the Indian Removal Act was passed authorizing President

Jackson to exchange lands in the West for Indian lands in the
Eastern States. In Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, Chief Justice
John Marshal opinioned,
Though the Indians are acknowledged to have an unquestionable, and, heretofore, unquestioned right to the lands
they occupy, until that right shall be extinguished by a
voluntary cession to our government yet it may well be

doubted whether those tribes which reside within the
acknowledged boundaries of the Unitad States can, mith
strict accuracy, beilenominatedloreignnation&They may,
more correctly, perhaps, be denominated domestic depem
dent nations. They occupy a territory to which we assert a
title independent of their will, which must take effmt in
point of possession when their right of postession metres.
Meanwhile they are in a state of pupilage. Their relation to
the United States resembles that of a ward to hiS guardian.
(Vogel, 1972, p. 117)

The next year in Worcester v. Georgia, the Supreme Court
struck down an attempt by Georgia to keep missionaries and
white- friends off the Cherokee Nation. Again, Chief Justice John
Marshall held,

The treaties and laws of. the United States contemplate
the Indian territory as completely separated from that of
the states; and provide- that all intercourse with them shall
be canied on exclusivWy by the government of the Union.

The Indian nations haJ always been considered ttS
distinct, independent, political communities, retaining their
original natural righta, as the undisputed possessors of the

soil, from time immemorial:Ile words 'treaty' anenation'
are words_of onr own_langnage, selected_in our cliplomatic
and legislative _proceedings, _by ourselves, having each a

definite and well understood meaning. We have applied
them to Indians as we have applied them to the other nations of the earth. They are applied t-o all in the same sense.
(Vogel, 1972, p. 130)

However, President Jackson supported the state of Georgia's effort to kmp missionaries and white friends off Cherokee land and

to force the Indians' removal west of the Mississippi. He is
reported to have remarked: "J ohn Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce it." (Vogel, 1972, p. 124).

Despite the fact that the Cherokee had done more to adopt
white life styles, including keeping slaves and establishing
schoolsthan most other _tribes, _the forced removal_of thetribe
was approved by _Congress in 1838._ The Cherokee's success_at
assimilation and the wealth they had gained as a result might

have bcen part of their downfall, The tribes with the most
undesirable land (based on white desires) and the least wealth
have had the best success in holding on to their lands. Assembled
at bayonet point and marched welt, an estimated 4100G of 11,500
Indians who started on "The Trail of Tears"1 died of dysentery,

malnutrition, exposure, _or _eithaustion before they reached
Oklahoma(Woodward, 196341_218); _The Five Civliiied Tribes7

of Oklahoma promptly established school systeins. Withinten
years the majority of their teachers had changed frbm Easterneducated missionaries tu locally-trained teachers. These schools
were financed by the tribes.
In 1832 the position of Commissioner of Indian Affairs was
creatiid in the War Department to _provide for coordination of
&ieral relations with IncLian tribes. By 1838, the federal government was_ operating six_mannaltraining _schools with eight hun

died students and eighty-seven boarding schools with _about
2,900 students (Iralian Education, 1969, p. 11). In 1839, Commissioner Harley Crawford formalized development of manual labor
schools to-educate Indian children in farming anci homemaking
(Report, 1976, pp. 38-39). Ten years later the Office of Indian al=

fairs was transferred from the War Department to the Department of the Interior. This transfer had little effect on Indian
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education, and missionariee continuod to be the major influence
on Indian children.
Americans in the Nineteenth Century saw their country expandingecross the continent. They began to Wel that their continued
success was_Go&awilland that their "manifest destiny [was] to
overspread and possess the whole continent_which providence
ha[d) given" them (Sullivan, 1845). As_wagona and then trains
crossed the continent and settlers moved west of the Mississippi,
the removal option ended and, in the 1850s, the period of reservation settlement began and did not end until the nineteen thirties.
Schools set up on the reservations were designed to devalue the
trulitional cultum and religion of Indian people and to coercively
assimilate Inslart youth_ into the dominant society. The forced
settlement on reservations caused an almost total dependence on

the federal agent for food, shelter, and clothing. This was
especially true for plains tribes wha had been dependent upon the

buffalo which had been decimated in the third quarter of the
Nineteenth Century. On the reservations, the government usually propowd something similar to what was offered the Crow Indians at Fort Laramie,
to build r house for your agent ta live in, to build a mill to
saw yot timber, and a mill to grind your wheat and corn,
when youraiseanr ithlacksinith shopand a house for your
farmer, and such other buildings as_ may_be_necessau._We
also propose to furnish to you homes and cattle, to enable
you to begin to raise a supply of stiNk with which to support
your families when the game has disappeared. We desire to
supply you with clothing to make you comfortable and all
necessary farming implements so that you can make your

living by farming We _will send you teachers for your
children. (Prucha, 1985; p. 15).
There was some question as to whether coducation was needed

because of the rapid decline in Indian population. From an
estimated number as high as ten million before Columbus's ar-

rivaL Indian population was rapidly declining as a result of
diseases from Europe to which therlackednaturalimmunity and
to increased, and increasingly deadly warfare (caused by guns),
brought about by the pressures of the growing white population.
Even starvation took its toll as buffalo and other game disaptk'
pearedPredictions of the ultimate demise of Indiana
popularity_of the term_ "IlanishingAmerican. By 1800, the Indian population of the United States had declined to two hundred

thousand. Many humanitarianesaw _education and_the life of a
fanner _setae only howler Indians despite the fact that much of
the landthey had been left with was, at best, suitable for ranching. Of course, many policy makers in Washington had never
been west of the Mississippi.
After the Civil War, in order to make the reservation system

work, President Grant instituted a "Peace Policy." Grant appointed a Board of Indian Commissioners to supervise the appointment of Indian agent% teachers, andiarmers_and the pur,
chase of supplies. This_board_continuedto operate until1933. The
lioard_of _Indian Commissioners
ded up reservations among
variousseligious groups_ For example, in Montana, Methodists
were assigned the Blackfeet and the Crow while Catholics were
assigned the Flathead reservation (Report, 1976, pp. 40-41). As in
the days of King George, it was much cheaper to make peace with

Indians than to fight them. The Commissioners felt that missionaries could best facilitate the peaceful assimilation of Indians
into the dominant society.

Government control and dependency (1870-1923)
Congress appropriated $100,000 in 1870 to nipport industrial
and other schoolS among Indian tribes. This moved control of
education for Indians directly under the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs. Emphasis was on day,_boardifig, and _industrial schools
teachingbasic skills such as arithmetic and speaking, reading-,
and writing English. Indicative of the declining powers of Indian
tribes and the increasing power of the United States was the ending by Congress of all treaty-making with Indian tribes the next
year as a result of a dispute over power between the House and
nate. (Tivo years later, in 1873, discovery of gold in the Black
Hillis set the stage for conflict between the United States and the
Sioux ancl_ Cheyenne Nations.) Contemporary Westernereoften
had_a_slini view of_ Indians, the Indian Bureau, and Eastern
government officials:

[The Indian Bureau] is responsible for arson, murder and
rape; it is árefugeof incompetents and thieves...From the
Indian agent_ the_ savage_ _obtains_ _his_ _supplies_ _of _food_ to

enable him to make his raids; from some creature of the
agent, he obtains his supplies of ammunition and improwx1
arms that make him more than a match for the raw recruit
that ale American government enlists from the city slums,
dignifies by the name of soldier, and sends out to meet these
agile warriors.
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The whole system of Indian management is a fraud: the
Indian Department rotten from the outmost edge to the innermost_ core.

fPutting the Indian Bureauback_under the arrnyYwould
do away with our junketing peace_rommissians,composed
of low-brow, thick-lipped, bottle-nosed humanitarians, the
inferiors of the savages in every manly trait and objects of
unlimited contempt by these shrewd marauders. (Triplett,
1883, p. 347)

President Grant's Peace Commission of Eastern
"humanitarians" reported in 1869 that:
The histary_of the_Gevernment_connectionewith_the in
diens is a shameful recordof broken treaties_and unfulfilled
promises. The history of the border white man's connection
with the Indians is a sickening record of murder, outrage,
robbery, and wrongs commttted by the former, as the rule,

and occasional savage outbreaks and unspeakably barbarous deeds of retaliation by the latter, as the exception.
(Jackson, 1886, p. 339)

Civil &ervice reform finally ended the worst forma of corruption.

Increasing amounts of law in the west decreased the worst injustices towards Indians, including murder. (It is interesting to
note that Canadawhich eventually formed a federal police force
for its western_provincas, the "Mounties," and Tursued a more
steady, andsolneL say fairer, policytawardsits Indians_avoided
almost all the Indian warfare that seemed endemic in the United
States.)
With the repeal of the Civilization Fund in 1873, the federal
government became more involved in direct operation of Indian
schools. The government's intent, as reported in the Annaal
Report of the Indian Commissioner to the Wcrettry of the Interior in 1885, was "to free the children from the. language and

habita of their untutored and often times savage parents"
(RoesseL 1962, p. 5), The Secretary of the Interior opthnistically
declaaed in 1883 that

if a sufficient number of manual labor schools can be
established to give each youth the advantages of three to
five years of_ schooling, the_next_ generation_ will hear
nothing of this difficult problem, and we may leave the Indian to himself (Roessol, 1962; p. 5).
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The firstoffireservation Indian_Boarding School was opsned at
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, in 1879, under the directorship of Captain
Richardlienry Pratt Pratt fillw the purpose of boarding Schools

for Indians as to take the "Indian" out of hii Indian Students.
Haskell Institute was established in 1884 at Lawrence, Kansas.
Over the years Haskell has been changed from a manual training
school to its present Litatus at; a Junior College, although still
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs_
Not only in the schools_wasindian culture suppressed. In 1881
in an attempt to force change among Plains Indian Tribes, the
religiouspractice of the Sun Dance was banned. In 1885, this ban
wasextended to a general policy forbidding traditional Indian
religious ceremonies and All aspects relatsd to such ceremonieS.
In 1886, Indian men were ordered to cut their hair Short. A Situa-

tion began to emerge where Indians felt the government owed
them a living of annuities and ratione in return for laud taken_ and
game killed. Many treaties provided for annuities, but_ othy for a
transitional peried duriLg which-Indians were expected to learn
to be farmers. However, the marginal quality, evenfor grazing, of
much reservation land_and the lack of desire among most Indians

to 1bome _farmers frustrated the government's attempte to

make Indiana selfsufficient on their reservations. A demoralizing
situation of dependency developed on many reetrvations which
continues to this day.
Education in white ways was Seen at A Way to end this growing
dependency and to destroy traditional Indian triballife. Another

attempt to end this dependency was the General Allotment
(Dawes) Act passed in_18/17. The DawesAct granted 160 acres to
each family_headand 80 actes to single persons over eightfmn and
orphansunder eighteen. Fee patent title was issued to each allot-

tee to be held in trust by the government for twenty-five years.
Indians were given four years to decide what land they Wanted; if
they did not decide, theSscretary of -the Interior Would decide for
them. All allottees would be given citizen:Alp, and land left over

after allotment was to be Soul to the U.S-government with the
profits_used for "education and_civilization:' Allotmentreduced
tribaLholdingsfrom_about 140 million acres to 50 million acres.
Supporters of the Dawes Act had three goals: to break up tribal
life, to enable Indians to acquire benefits of civilization, and to
protftt the remaining Indian land holdings (Report, 1976, p. 43).
Not all reservations were allotted; the Navajo Reitrvation was

the largest exception. When oil wit found on the Navajo
Reservation in the late 1920i, an attempt was made to allot the
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lands them but the Teapot Dome scandal in Wyoming discreditecl
the Sixretary of Interior and his policies, and the DaWes Act was
regealed soon atter.
By 1887, Congress was appropriating more_ than a million
clonal-6 a year to sducate Indians. About half the appropriations
went to missionaries contracted to educate Indians.--However,
feuding_bStween Protestants and Catholics, aggravated because
Catholics were-More successful in establishing echeols, led Protestants to support funding only government-run scheols which
still included Bible reading (Utley, 1984, pp. 216-2171 In 1889,
General Thomas Morgan became Commissioner_ of Indian At=
faint. Hit educational plan called for compulsoryattendance and
standiirdizSd curriculum, taxtl:Fooks, and instruction. As a result,

Congiess paiisid laws permiiting him to enforce school attendanceihrough withhokling of cationt and annuities from Indian
families WIIÔL did noteend_their children to School.

However, as the gosernment'seducation_program that sought
to "de-Indianize" the Indian became _standafdized in Indian
schools a countervailing trend was starting in the country:
the old view that Indian cultures_ had nothing to offer
American smiety, that the sooner they were_destroyed and
replaced the better, gave way little by little to an interestin
Indian *aye -and then to a positive appreciation of Indian
art and other contributions (Prucha, 1985, n. 58).
This change in attitude was due, in part, to a new scientific
outlOok that Went bsyond the ethnmentric view that all cultures
wefeinferior to the dominant culture and, in part, to books like
Heien Hunt Jackson's A Century of Dishonor (1886) which
described themistretment of American Indians. Jackson's book
has been compared 'nits pt:diticaleffikt tolinck Tom's Cabin.it
emphasized broken treaties, stolen Fandiand_theconcept that Indiens had no legal rights in state courts because they were not
citizens. Franz Boas, an anthropologist, wrote in 1911;
It is somewhat difficult for us_ to recognize that the value
which we attribute to our own civilization ie due to_the _fact

that we participate in this civilization, and that it has been
controlling all our actions since the time of our birth; but it
is certainly conceivable that there may be other civilizations, based _perlups on different traditions and on a different equilibtiukc of_ einotion and reason, which arc qf no
less value than ours, although it may be impoisible for ui to
41
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appreciate their values without having grown up under their
influence. (p. 208)

Francis E. Leupp, Commissioner of Indian_ _Affairs _during
Theolore Roosevelt's second term, reported to the House of
Representatives in 1905 that,

The Indian is a natural warrior, a natiiral logicim a
natural artist. We have room for all' three in our _highly,
organized social system. Let us not make the mistake;_in the
process of absorbing them, of washing outof them_whatever

is distinctly Indian. Mir aboriginal brother brings, as his
contribution to the crmmon store of character; a great deal
that is edrhirable _and wilich neec:s only to be develoried
along the right him_ Our proper work with him is improvement; not transformation. (Prucha, 1985, pp. 58-59.
At the same tithe this change of thinking_was beginnimg at the
Up, George Wharton James could report in 1908;
Aptin and again when I have visited Indian schiobls the

thoughtftil youths end maidens have :come to me with
complaints about the Atherican_hiitory they werecompelled

to study.4They tell mej '_Whea _we read in the United
States history of white _men _fighting to defend their
families; _their homes, their corn-fields, their Wwns, and
their bunting-grounds, they are always called 'patriots,' and
the children are urged to follow- the example of these brave,

noble, and gallant men. But when Indiansour anceritors,
even our own parentshave fought te defend us_ and our
homes, corn-fields, aud hunting-grounds they_ are_ _called

vindictive and mereiless savages; bloody murderers; and
everything else that is vile," (Vogel; 1972; pp; 3-4)

Albert Yava who started in school around 1893-94 wrote in his
autobiography,
Youlave to remember that this school business was new
not_only to the children but also to most of the people in the
villages; There had been a big commotion when the Govern-

ment gave the _order that all the children would have _to
attend schwl. There was a lot of resistance...The conser-

vativesyou can call theni that orilostiles

-felt Nerjr
strongly that the white man was_cramming his ways down
our throatt. Many peoplefelt_that_the Government was try!
ing to obliterate our culture by making the children attend

echool. And if you want to be honest shout it, the ahooling
the children have been getting over the past seventy-five or
eighty years hie educated them to the white man's ways but
made themless knowledgeableabout the traditional ways of
their own_peopleA_ lot of what they_have been taught is
good it makes them abletoimderatand thetway the white
man thinks, and to competeinthe outside world. But at the
same time, they aren't getting as much of their own traditions as they should. Something important is being gained,
but something important is being lost.
In the years just before I appeared on the scene, the (Hopi)
villages were split down the middle over whether to allow

the children to be sent to the day schools or boarding
schools... (1978; p. 10)

For the vast majority of Indians, boarding sohools did not seem
to work, Kluckhohn and Leighton report that 95% of Navajo
children
went home rather than to white communities, after leaving
school, only to find themselves handicapped for taking part
in Navajo life because they did not know the techniques and
customs of their own people (1962, p. 141).

Moves to reform Indian education (19241944)
With the start of the Twentieth Century, a trend began to
educate Indian children in public schools (Roessel, -1962, p. 7).
Tuition payments were authorized by Congress in 1890 to some
public schools enrolling Indian children. By 1912 more Indian
children were in public_ sehoolsthan in_government ichOÔ1I and
the number of government schools with Indian_children began to
decline. The use of federal funds to support instruction in church
schools was made illegal in 1917. In 1924, passage of the Indian

Citizenship Bill (Snyder Act) made all Indians citizens of the
United States. That same year, the Committee of One Hundred
called for adequate school facilities, competent personnel, Iin creased numher of Indian studentsiffpublic schoolk and scholarships for _high school and collegeThese recommendationaledlo
reservation day schools offeimgli sixtivgradeeclucationand off
reservation boarding schools offering an eighth-grade education
(Repor4 1976, p. 47). The Merl= Rwort in 1928 condemnix1 the
allotment policy and the pcxn. quality of services provided by the
MA, urged protection for Indian property, and recommended Indians be allowed more freedom to manage their own affairs. In
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discussing education, it pointed out shmkingeonditionsboarding Schools, recommendednot sencrmg elementary age.aildren to

thezn, and urged an increase in the number of day schools. It
stated.
The philosophy underlying theestablishrnent of boarding
schools, that the way_to "civilize" the Indian is to take Indian children, even very young children, as completely as
possibleaway from their home and family life, is at variance
with_ modern views of education and social work, which
regard the home and family as essential sotial institutions
from which it is generally undesirable to uproot children.
(1928, p. 403)

A number of fictionalized accounts exist about Indians who
went to boarding schools. Most interesting are Oliver LaFarge's
Pulitser Prize winning Laughimg Boy 41929) and his The Enemy
Gods (1937), Ruth Underhill's Hawk Over Whirlpools (1940), and

Frank Waters' The Man Who _Mile d _the _Deer (1942).
Autobiographies of Indians whaattended_boarding schools show
the echools more _favorably since unsuccessful students were not

likely_ to _write much. Of particular interest are Charles A.

Eastman's From the Deep Woods to Civilization.- Chapters in the
Autobiography of an ImIlicrn (1916), Alb-ert, Yava's Big Fcdling

Snow (1982), and Elizabeth Q. White's (Polingaysi
Quoyawayama's) NO Turning Back (1964).

World War I and the Great Depression which began_in 1928
cauSed considerable rethinking about whether_the United States
was progressing towaeds a Utopia_of wealth and plenty on earth
and_what the toalof educatimOndian or white, should be. Some
people _in their doubtslooked to the close-knit, non-materialistic
world of _American Indians for an alternative to what they saw
wrong with modern sceety. One such person was John Collier
who in the twenties became an advocate of Indian rights. With
the election of Franklin D. ROosevelt in 1933, Collier became
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. He immediately mzught to end
allotment of Indian binds and to implement therecoMmendations
of the Meriam Report. This fesulted in thelndian_Reorganization
(Wheeler-Howard) Act of _1934 wbich ended allotment of Indian
lands and _frovided_for_Indian religious freedom, a measure of
tribaleelf government, and Indian preference in hiring of Bureau
of Indian Affairs employeas.

Also in 1934; the Johnson-O'Malley (JOM) Act, Which
authorized the aecretary of the Interior to contract with states or

territories to provide services to Indians, allowed the federal
government to pay states foreclucating Indians in public schools.

Ornally, the money went into the general operating furds of
school districts and could,in fact, be used to support education of

non-Indian students. Today, theJOM_Act stillprovides money
to public schools ixiucating Indian_ children; however, current
JOM programs must be supplemental, such as special counseling, tutoring or native culture programs. They must also be approved by an Indian parent committee.
Besides the effects of what was called the "Indian NowDeaL"
Indians also lxmefited from many mainstream New Deal employ-

ment programs such as the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) and the Civilian Conarvation Corps (CM. These public
works projects provided jobs for lioarding ichool graduates, provided on-the-jot, traininit introduced many Indians to wage join,
and beta& creating aLcasheamomy which gradually transformed

the oldreservatimtrading economy.
Under Collier's administration the BIA built more day schools
and closal some bearding schools. A few native language texthaoks were written and greater emphasis was placed on Indian
culture in BIA classrooms Summer Institutes were held te give
teachers special training in -teaching Indian students. A bimonthly publication, Indian Education, was Started for bureau
employee& which continued publication inte the 19130s. Most
gains weraguickly wiPed out, however, ghen_ funifing_ dried up
with the_ start of World War IL _However, what education leas
lost in schools because of funding cuts was more than made up
for by on the job training as twenty-four thousand Indians served
in the armed forces and thousands of others found work in cities.

The most famous of the Native Americans participating in the
war effort were the Navajo cede talkers who served in the South
Pacific using a commtmications Cede based_ on their native
language_ which_ the Japanese could_not break According_ to
Suez, Wcald
thecomparatively short timespan of
the conflict...affected some tribes more than any other major
event in the four centuries of Indian-white relations" (1977; p.
107).

The termination era (19451968)
At the end of the war there was a renewed call to "set the
American Indian free." The thinking lxthind this call was that Indians would then need no special educational or other programs.

The argument was made and accepted in Congress that the In45
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than Reorganization Act had forced a collectivist system upon
the Indians, with bigterzleses of paternalism and regimentation,
and _that" tribal controland governmental regulations_ constantly

remind the Indian of his inferior status" (Armstrong, 1945, pp.
49 & 51). The "final solution" Congress came up with for the Indian problem was to "free" the Indians by terminating spcial Indian programs and their reservations. In 1953 six termination
bills were passed. As part of termination, states were to assume
responsibility for educating Indian children in public schoolt.
One of the_ first tfibes_to feel the effects of_this policy waethe
Menominee in Wisconsin, which had its reservation_termineted
by Congress in 1954, but was to mover somewhat because the
termination rvolicy of the 19508 was judged a failure much more
quickly than the earlier allotment policy. Land still owned by the
Menominee tribe was put back into federal trust status in 1973.
A form of the termination program involved raocation of Indiana
off reservations into cities wherethey often had _great difficulty
adjusting to the new conditions and returned home.
The typical reservation school of the termination era, Bureau-,
mission-, or public-operated, has been described by Murray L.
Wax:

The situation almost appears colonial, or at the least caste.

like: between Indian community and schoels there is a
strong social barrier, typified by the fences which surround

the Ischool] compound. Parents rarely visit the schools;
teachers rarely visit the homes; each side f4ndf,., interaction
with _the ether _uncomfortable.
The consequence _of_ this barrier 'between_ theschool and

the community] is that by the intermediate grades Indian
children have begun to develop a closcal and solidary peer
society within the walls of the school. (1971, p. 83)
Mph Nader testified before the Special Subcommittee on Indian
Education that
In any school mith _Indian students,BIA_or_public,
cultural conflict is inevitable. The student, bringing with
him all the values, attitudes, and beliefs that constitute his
"Indianness" is expected to subordinate that Indianness to
the general American standards of the scheol. The fact that,
he, the student, must do all the medifying, all the compromising, seems to say something to him aliout the relative
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value of his own culture as opposedto that of the school_
It is estimated that for half of the Indians enrolled in
Federal schools English is not the first language learnoxl.
Yet when the child enters school he is expected to function
in a totally English-speaking environment. He muddles
along in this educational void until he learns to assign mean-

ing to the_ solmds_the teacher makes. By the time he Ma
begun to learn English, helms already fallen_ well behind in
all the basic skill areas. In fact, it appears that his language

handicap increases as he moves through school. And
although it is no longer official BIA policy to diecourage use

of native languages, many reports in the hearings indicate
the contrary in practice. (Indian Education, 1969, pp. 47 &
51)

The books used in these schools are described in the chapter on
choosing reading material
The effort toget Indiana into public schools enceuraged by fund-

ing provided by the Johnson4YMalley Act got another booit
through ImpactAid._First passedin_ISK P.L._(Public Laws) 874
and 815 authorized funds for public schools in federallrimpacted
areas. These Acts were designed to ensure thatchildren livingon
tax-exempt land such as military bases did not rause a fmancial

burden for public schools. In 1953 the Impact Aid laws were
amended to include Indians livhij; or working on reservations or

other federal trust land. P.L. 874 provides a large part of the
operating expenses of many reservation public -schools today,
while many reservation schools_were built using P.L. 815 fundb.
_ Theimed forsPecial educational pfegfamsfor non-mainstream

cultural groups was increasiney recognizerl_by_college_ and
university educator& In 1959; the first Center for Indian Educa .
tion was established by Arizona State University. The Center
began publishing the Journal of American IncVian Edacation

which remains todiy as the only journal solely devoted to
publishing information and research on Indian education.

The move towards self--determination (196Pregent)
As a result of the partial success of Indian educational programs, the in ielvement of Indians with federal programs spa :red
by the Indian preference clause of the Indian Reorganization Act,
and the generally increased experience gained in working with
white America, Indian tribes were developing a core of leadership
capable oftelling thehmleral governmentwhat thetribes wanted,
using the news media and other democratic forums. This leader47
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ship was almost unanimous in opposing termination. The alter

native put forward was mif=determination; letting Indian
peoplethrough their tribal governmentsdetermine their own
destiny.
After World War II, other minority groups_ besides Indians
demanded better educationaleervices_With_Browa_ u the_Board

ofEducation(1954Lparatebutequar schoolsfor Blacks were
declared unconstitutional The treatment of all minorities in the
United States rereivtx1 increased attention in the 1960& At the
end of the decade two major studies of Indian education were
.ompleted. The National Study of American Indian Education

was carried out from 1967 to 1971 directed by Robert J.
Havighurst -of the University of Chicago. The results were summarized in 7-0 Live on This Earth (Fuchs & Havighurst, 1983).
Thesecond study was by the Sixkial Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education. Testimonylrom hearings_by this sommittee fill

seven volumes with a summary report entitlet Indian Edamdom. A National Tragedy, a National Challenge (1969) Also
known as the Kennedy Report, the Senate subcommittee's findings led directly to passage of the Indian Education Act, Title
IV of P.L. 92318, which provided funding for spcial programs
for Indian children in reservation schoolt, and, for the first time,
urban Indian student& This law, as amended in 1975, required

committees of_Indian parents to lie invlved inplenning these
special programs,encouraged establishment of commum -run
schools, and stressed culturally-relevant and bilingualcurriculum
materials (Szaaz, 1977; pp. 198-199). In 1974; parent committees
were required for JOM program&

Indian educators, often assisted by civil rights activists,
became increasingly active during the 1960s,and at the end of
the decade they formed the National Indian Education Association. In1971 the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards
wasiormai-Whilemore_mainstreamindian leadership testified
before congressional _committees and_lobbied_ congress, more
radical young urban Indians followed thelead_of the Black_Pan,
thers. In 1969 Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Bay was seized
by a group called "Indians of All Tribes" which demanded the
island be turned into an Indian cultural and educational center.
Three years later the American Indian Movement (AIM; toek
over the BIA headquirten building in Washington, DC. Later
AIM_ took overthe_village_of Wounded_Knee (Prucha, 1985, pp.
81-83). On a more local level AIM organired_anumber ofeit ins

and walk outs in high schools insisting on more Indian culture
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and history and more Indian involvement in school administration.
On the whole, the mainstream, non-AIM,_Indian leadersin the
19608 did not find schools, whether public or_BIA,responsive_to
demands for greater lacal control and local, Indian, curriculum.
Then, in 1964, the Economic Opportunity Act (OEO) authorized
programs such as Head Start, Upward Bound, Job Corps, and
Vista. As a result, in 1966, in an attempt to have a axhm31 they
could call their own, a group of Navajos started an experimental
schoolatRoughltock,_Arizona, funded under contract with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and_ the OEO- Over the next seven
years, eleven additional contract schools were atalted._Today

there are sixty. In 1975 the Indian SelfDetermination_and
Assistance Act (Public Law 93.638) required the BIA to contract
as many of its services to tribes as those tribes desired. The pur-

pose was "to promote maximum Indian participation in the
government and education of Indian people" and "to support the
right of Indians to_control their own educational activities" (Indian Education, 1982, p.120). Tribally-controlled community colleges were also established on reservationathrough BIA funding.
The first, Navajo Community College, began operation in 1969.
By 197S there were 16 such colleges locate:I in Arizona, California, Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Washington. Most of these colleges have been
plagued by "inadequate facilities" and lack of funds (Oppelt,
1984).

American Indians today: population and education
In 1974 there_were_170_ Alaska Native Village% 258 Indian

Resemations _and Inthan Trust Areas, _and 27 federallyrecognized tribes with trust areas in Oklahoma (Federal, 1974).
Little, if any, change has occurrml in these figures since then. The
maps shown in Figure 1 and 2 show how the reerervations and In-

dian populations are concentrated in the western half of the
United States. Ahout a third of a million American Indiani live

on reservations with another hundred thousand living in the
historic areas of Oklahoma, Of the adults over 25 years old, 57%
have not graduated from_high _school and_16% have completed
less thanfive years_ of echo& Twenty-seven percent of reservation_ American Indians over 16 are unemployed, 45% live below
the poverty level, 21% have homes without ipilnd water, and 16%
are without elixtricity (American Intriane, 1985; pp. 16-95).
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The 1980 census shows atota1U.S. population of 227 million of
which 7%4aae and eh& million, were identified as American In&tans of whom a little less tlum half live in rural areas. A half
million, about one-third, of the Indian population, are enrolled in
sch(ol; a half million are employed; and 76,865 are unemployed, a
13% unemployment rate. The mean hot sehold income for whites
is $21,173 and for American Indiani it is $15,418_ everahou0 the
average Indian housebold_size is 3.3 Persons compared to the
iverate white household size of 2.7 persons (General Social, 1984;
92-130).

In 1984 there were 82,672 American Indians enrolled in United
States colleges and universities, the lowest figure for any U.S.
minority group reported and a 5.7% decrette from 1982, the first
two=year decline in the last eight years. American IndianarepfeSent approximate* .7% of the United_Statas population and .7%
of the enrollment_in_higher _education_ tRacial, 1986, p. 25). In
1984. 73 American _Indians received Doctor's Degrees, again the
lowest number for any minority group reported and only .2% of
the total (Summary Report, 1986, p. 30). Education reforms in Indian and minority education seem to have had Some effect.

The average Scholastic Aptitude Tea (SAT) verbal Score of
American Indiane has risen four pointi between_1976 ancL1985
while the corresponding score for white Americans has dropped

two_ points. However, Indians still have an average score 57
points:below white Americans. (The average score for blacks,
Mexican-Americans, and Puerto Ricans is even lower than the
score for Indians ) The Indians' SAT math scores are very Similar
to the verbal scores. The number of Indiana taking the SAT ted
has increased 2% over the past fiveyears compare*" to a 511 drop
for blackS, it 48% increase for Asian-Amedcans,an 1% increase
thr Puerto Ricans, and a 26% increase for Mexican Americans.
(Number, 1986, p. 108).
A hundred thousand Indian children hetween the ages of five
and seventeen live on reservations. Ahout a third of them attend
BIA scheols. Over 80% of the 15,729 BIA employees are Native

American or approximately 2.5% of _ all employed Native
Americans_Krneficon 1idiias 1984p._ 14). Almost 14,000
Native Ameircans are teachers, librarians, or counselors
representing about 2.7% of the Native American work force,
whereas 3.2% of the white work force are teachers (General
Social, 1984, pp. 137438).

Teday there are 106- elementary and secondary schools
operated by the BIA and 60 elementary and secondary schools
operated by _tithes or tribal organizations under contract with the
BIA with a total of 38,53_5 student& Despite long term efforts to
eliminate Indian boarding school& 13,245 students still board at
their schools. The B IA operates three post-secondaLy schoolsand
funds twenty tribally-controlled community colleges (Education

directo, 1985-86, p. 1; Comprehensive Sckool Repor4 1985).
While Indian studentt were once excluded from many public
schools, now some state departments of education have done extensive work to provide supplemental curriculum aliout and for
Indians in their schools. Oklahoma and California are eapticially
to be noted for their efforts._Moat Indian_students now attend
public whools. BIA schools still educate a substantiaLnumber of
students while contract and mission schools serve &small percen-

tag& The increase over the years in Indian students attending
school in the United States is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of Indian children enrolled in
school
Year

Total Enrollment

1822
1879
1887
1900
1938

1,100
4,488
14,333
26,451
65,166
102,322

1951
1959

1980

1

141,548

501,840

(Sources: Jedediah Morse, A Report to the Secretwy 0 War of
the United States on Indian Affairs. New Haven: S. Converse,
1822,_
396. S. Lyman Tyler, A History of Indian PolicY,
Washingtom DC: U.S._Department_ of the _Interior, _Bureau of Indian_ Affairs, 1973. Statistics Concerning Indian Vhildrem Fiscal

years 1956 and 1960. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the

Interior, and 1980 Cemus of Popaatton General SocW and
Economic Characteristics: U.S. Summary. Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. PC80-1-C1, p.
98.

Conclaion
Federal_Indian policy over the years has swung between supporting tribal governments and terminating their special relationship with the fixleral government. Allotment end-termination
were one side of the pendulum's swing, and John Collier's Indian
New Deal and the current policy of self-determination_
the
other aid& Selfdetarmuiation in educationlas led to an increased
number of tribally-conteolled schools (although that increase has
leveled off in the last few years)a more active role by trilnlcouncilt in education_ (see_ tribal education policies quoted in chapter

two oa_bilinguak education), and an increase in reftrvation
public schools with all Indian wheel hoards. Many reservation
schools have large numbers of Indian teacher* however, efforts
to seriously modify the curriculum have notthelly talen place except in a few schooli like Rock Point Communit3r School .
Sometimes the purpose of local control hae become, 6/3 was felt
by an external evaluator about the firit locally-controlled_school
at Rough Reck, more to give employment te_localindians than to

provide a program_ of_ _quality education (Szasz, 1977; pp.
171472)._Twa major reasons for this concern for employment
rather than education are the high unemployment rate on most
reservations and the lack of educational expertise on the_part of
local scheol board& On the one hand_ theseschoolhoards are told
by the conservatives to get_ back to _the basics and teach phonics
and the three_es,andonthe other hand they are told by the more
lilwaral_ to open up their classrooms and teach bilingually. Whom
are they to believe?
The pressing need for employment ten& to overri& what _is

not a clearcut educational mandate_ inthe_ first place. The
economic rehabilitation of reservatione that John Collier howl
for fifty years ago is still mostly a dream. However, Indian pople
have_beenlivena say in _their own_ destiny through elected perent
committees, school boards, and trihal council& As the federal
government tries to cut funding to ail programe, the question
becomes whether echools can turn out Indian graduates_who_ate
self assured, employable, and capableotim'ovidifig leadership in
making reservation& often located on marginal land, self sufficient.
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Sdf Concept and the Indian
Student
Hail Gilliland

Achievement in school is highly related to self concept- A
teacher who gives students self-esteem, who shows them that
!lave the ability to- succeed, and who enables them tv believe

am worthwhile persons who have and deserve the
1"-f the teacher and themselves will see cooperation and

Without self-esteem, without hope, students have no
--o try. To every student in any culture, self--respect is
.,sential to *uccessAind_a mad
_Same N.-- --ler& gather interesting materWs and_ _prepare
ilanorate lesson plans to make sure all basic skills are taught
well; then they criticize individual students for their failures.
They make students who do not comprehend the material feel

they are less worthwhile as individuals. Teachers may not voice
their Welings, but their attitudes can be evident to the students

through their actions. No matter how well a subject is taught,

unless students develop selksteem, they will not want to
achieve, will most likely learn_ _to_ dislike School and "school
work," and will avoid both as much as possible. Self-esteem is not
only the key to motivation, it is necessary to clear thinking and
concentrated effort.

This_ original -essay -appears- -here-in-print for-the first tibia. All fright4

reserved. Termission Wreprint must be obtained from the author; Dr.
Professor Emeritus of-Education-at EasterniMontatut College; Billings; MT 59101; and President of the Council for Indian Educa-
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Se lresteem is a key
A child With Self-esteem likes himself. He has a good feeling
ahout his own personal worth, As John FBryde testified before
the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education,

Practically all educators will agree that, basically, the
overall purposeof Sducation is to turn out happy and social !
ly contributing human beings. This means that as aresultof
his education, the student feels that heison top of_bis ezi!

vironment, is contributing to its_development, and has a
joyful_sense of achievement according to his ability. This is

just another way of saying that school has met his nmds.
(1969; pp. 27-28)

Robert Roassel made the following observations concerning InSan children:

It is important for a teacher or an administrator to know
how a child Wels about himself, about his schcoLandsbout
his_friends. The way a child feels_colorshisapproach_to life.
Confidence and happiness bring_ an interest to learning,
while insecurity, rejectiox or a feeling of inadequacy may
bring hostility or withdrawal. (1962; p. 43)
Children attain self-esteem_in _two ways._ One _is_ through
refier.ted_appraisals; theirideas of what others_ think of them;
their concepts_of the orinions of friend3, parents, pfmrs, teachers,

and other individuals significant to them. What concept of
themselves will Indian students have when they reflect the
teacher's opinions?

The second way studenta gain opinions of thembelves is
through their perceptions of how 1well they fulfill personal stafr
dards they have developed for themseLve&_They_look at their
abilitie& their status,_their roles, and _compare them with_what
they would like to become. They also_compare their achievement
of theirobjectives with how well others appear to have achieved
those same objective&
Teachers of Indian students cannot assume that the personal

standards upon which students will judge themselves Will be
similar to the teacher's standards, or to the objectives of urban
society.

Recognizing student needs for improved self concept
Evidence indicates the selVesteem of most Indian students is
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poorer than that of the general population. If Native American
children have low Self=esteem,_it can be expected that their social
acceptance and_acadeznic performance Will also be low.
Deborah Youngling,_ in working with the Northern Cheyenne,
found that law of them, adults or children, felt any confidence in
school situations.

_Many of the children, floundering in class, become locked

into rigidself-hnages, They consider themselves nonlearners, anclineo doingehut off &huge portion of the world

fax more wondrous and hnportant than the classroom.
(1972; p. 54)

Phyllis Tempest (1985) evaluated the self concept of Navajo
studenteand found them generally "highin_conflict and low iii
_

self concept" (p.

Many were anxious, depressed,_and with little

faith in themselves. Suicide, the second most common cause of
teen-age death in the United States, is ten times more prevalent
among reservation Indian students than in the general population. In 1985 alone,one of every two hundred Indian students at-

tempted suicide This is sure evidence of the great need for
schools to build the self concept of Indian students.
It is, then, of critical importance that we, as teachers. recognize
that, _if weare to_succeedin_teaching Indian stazdents, Sve must,
first and foremost, find ways to raisetheir selfesteem Yet in the
majority of schools attended by Native American students, the
major emphasis is on academic achievement, with very little emphasis on building self-esteem.
There is no easy route to building self-esteem. Avoiding ex-

cessive negative criticism helps, but pats on the back and
positive reinforcement will not work unless student§ see real
gains in_ their academic_competencies. However, we need to
recognize that there are_many Indianshildren who sttacitAkdi
work with confidence Then we must set out to develop this
esteem in all of our students.

Promoting an expectation of success
Students will be mere likely to believe they can succeed if they
can see ...hat their teachers believe they will. The US. Department of Education's summary of research regarding teacher expectations states,
_ Teachers_ who_set end rommunicate_hexpectations_to
all their students obtain greater academic performance from
those students than teachers who set low expectations. The
59
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expectatione_teachers have about what students can and
cannot learn maybecome self-fulfilling prophecies. Students

tend ta learn as littleor as muchas their teachers expect.
(1986; p. 32)

Teachers should learn as much as possible about the good
qualities of their students and of their students' cultures so that
sincere praise will become natural and students will feel more
confident. Indian students are often more skillad in reading faces
and actions than in interpreting verbal statements. They quickly
detect sugar-coatad, insincere prcise. Teachers mustlooklor and
see students'_ actual strengths and then give true appreciation
and encouragement.
In students whose expectations are largely of failure and rejection; the smallest; almost insignificant, signs of capability should
be identified.
Praise for a job well done should be given immediately, since
praise given in the afternoon for what a student did in the morn-

ing is of little value. Praise should also be given unobtrusively,
since public praise can be humiliating for an Indianatudentand
can cause other students to_react negatively, To_manyatudents,
approvallrom friends and peers is far more important than approval from a teacher.

Recognizing students' strengths
If students _are_ to helieve in _themselves,_ teachers must
recognize individual strengths; AlLchildren have strengths; It is
up to teachers to find them; to let students know about them and,
then; to use those strengths to help students learn.

One teacher, to help her second graders see their own
strengths, had each write a statement beginning with, "I like
myself bcause..." Thtsstatements she got were simple but
revealing and helid her findviad things to emphasize. A typical
statement was,
like myself becaus&I'm
Indian boy. leen
ride &bicycle; andl take_good care of my teeth," One very_gifted
student in_the class completely outshown the other students; The
teacher was anxious to see what kind ot a list she would make;

Her answer was short and instructive for the teacher who was
just learning about-Indian culture: "I like myself because I know
how to make friends."

Motivating through realistic student developed goals
When people want something, they will work for it. The want
precedes the achievement. Most middle class urban students are

highly motivated towards success. They are willing to work
whether it is pleasant or not and whether the rewards of the work
will_be soon or delayed. They are accustomed to an autecratic
society which contains_ a_high level of agreement about the value
and definition of 'success."

Many Indian students define success in ways unrelated to
schoel. Their only objective in school is to get through itto endure it. If they are aware of any geals in our classreoms, it is
because, Leachers have set goals and told students about them.
Those gc.Bls are not students' goals. But, if Indian students have
no personal goals that involve school, they then have little reason
for effort The tribe orrommunity usually _enfarces compulsory
education_laws and keeps children in_a classrooms_ but they _cannot force anyone to learn. Students need ;;-oals, immediute goals,

not vague talk about the future. Theiefore, when tv. schers
recognize students' strengths and show the students that they
can succeed, students will be ready to sit down and discuss where

they have been, how far they have advanced, and where they
want to go from here. In other words, students will be ready to
nt goals. The goals_they develop must be short range, specific,
measurable, attainable,and the students'. Students _must_ see_a
reason for them and want to attain them. Otherwise they become
the teacher's goals.
The geld is not a piece of candy or time out from work. The --roal

is to be able to do something students ceuld not do before. Of
course, graphs that students keep in their desks can I.Ap them
record and see their progress and remember their successes, but
the graph is only a symbol of the goal.
Once studentehave_set realisticahortAerm godsend achieved
them _and are developing an expectation of success, then, _and
then only, can they begin to disregard errors and be free to take
chances. To make real progress, they have to understand that errors are beneficial because they are a natural and necessary part
of learning. Many Indian students have never gotten beyond considering each mistake a failure.

Students can also select topics of interest around which
teachers can build integrated lessons,as discussed in thechapter
on the whole_languageapproach._Indian students_in primary
grades often demonstrate enthusiasm towards school learning

which, because of continued failure, they lose forever in intermediate grades. By gearing teaching te the student, as is
recommended throughout this beok, rather than to textbeok or
subject, such loss of enthusiasm and motivation may be avoided.
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Developing self-respeet, making pride possible
A teacher's attitudes toward students, as mirrorKi in student's
thinking, can build tht: self-respect necessary to a happy life and
to success in school only if students are respected. Students must

live in a warm and supportive school atmosphere where each
child is recognized, by himself and others, as a worthy individual
who is wanted, respected, and liked.
A calm atmosphere in whichstudents are respectectwill also do
much_tobelp Indianstudents get overtheir natural shyness. The

shy,_hesitantfeeling that we do not guitc belong is natural for

Indian students in a classroom environment. To pressure
children only increases it.

Feelings are everywherebe gentle.
_A teacheee attitude is more_ contagious than chicken pox or
measles. The teacher who can earn the respect of Indian students
and w4o can show them that they are respected for what they are
id well on the road to v' 'ling those children success in school.

Students need more than just self-respect. They need self;
esteem. They need something they can be proud of. Too many

teachers and other well-intentioned individuals look at the
physical surroundings in which _Indian students livethe prethey_facetheir problems in school, and_ they sympathize.
They feeLsorry_for them. These students_eo not need sympathy;

they_ need something to be proud of. Pity and pride do not go
together. Building sympathy for a group of people may be a good
way to raise money for a mission or a schot 1, but it has no place in
the work within the school or mission. Chief Dan George expressed the idea well:

Do you know what it is like to feel you are of no value to
society and those around yoL? To know that people came to
help you but not to work with you, for you know they knew
you had nothing to offer?
Do you know what it is like to have your race belittled and
to be rnade aware a the fact_that you_ areonly a burden_to

thecountry? What isitliketo be without pride in your race,
pride in your family, pride and confidence in yourself. What
is it like? You don't know for you never tasted its bitterness.

I shall tell you what it is like. It is like not caring about
tomorrow, for what does tomorrow matter? It is like having
a reserve that looks like a junk yard because the beauty in
the soul is dead, and why_should the soul express an external beauty that does not match it?
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And now you hold out your hand and beckon me to come
over. Come over and integrate you say. But how can I come.
Ism naked andashamed. How can I come in dignity? I have

no presents; Lhavenagifts. Whatis therein my culture you
value; My poor treasure you_can only scorn.
Am I then to come as beggar and receive all from your mil,
nipotent hand? Somehow, I must wait; I must delay; I must

wait until you want something of me. Until you need
something that is me. Then I can raise my head and say to
my wife and family, "Listen, they are calling; they need me;
I must go."
Them Lean_ walk across the street and _I will hold m-;
high for I will meet_you as an equak I will_notscorn yeti for
you demeaning gifts and you will not receive me ir pi, ri-

,an do without; my manhood I cannot dc
1 can only come as one sure of his authority,

E.

of his

worth. I shall not come as a cringing object of your pity. I
shall come in dignity or I shall not come at all.
What do we want? We want first of all to be respected and
to feel we are people of worth. We want in equal opportunity to succeed in life
When you meet my children in your classroom, respect
each one for what he is: A child of our Fatherin heaven, and
your brother. Maybe it all boils down to that.
Excerpts from a speech at a conference of the Canadian
Association of Indian and Eskimo Educetion, Banff, May,
1970.

How can teacheralielp students develop this pride" This self;
esteem? All studentslave good pointein_which_they ran take
pride. Teachers have to help them see their good points, bring out

their strengths, talk about what they do well, and demonst ate
their prowess to them daily.
The language experience methud of teaching reading described
elsewhere in this IWok is one way of showing children that their

ideas are respected, of giving them something to be proud of
They see that their ideas are considered worth listening to, recordingand using_as regding material. Daily journal writing is
also a good way to slim., ,udents that what they think and feel is
important.
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Improving self concept through achievement
The most important and lasting way to improve their_school
related self concept is by helping students develop their academic
skills. Children who can read and write well and who can solve
math and science problems seldom Jack self-esteem. This is
especially true if studentacan also use their knowledge ta help
other students achieve _Diane, a shy and sensitive Indian girl on
the Fort_Peck Reservation, was more comfortable with a computer than with a teacher. However, as her math and reading improved through computer instruction, she progressed socially as
well.

Diane has gained self-confidence and she is no longer afraid
to volunteer an answer in class. She has shown a norkIndian

student how to use the computer, which is wonderful for
self-esteem. (Clark, 1985)

For students to achieve, teachers must build on the foundation
of their current level of achievement. If grade-level textbeeaks
pTesuppose a higher level of achievement than students have;
then teachers must adapt lessons to take the gap between actual
and _expected achievement into account or the students will be
left behind and their feelings of failure will increase. Throughout
this book are suggestionson how teachers eau adapt curriculum
to a variety of student achievement levels.

Giving students a voice in decision making
One importantwayin which the self-esteem ct stlyieras car t_b-e
improved is by showing them how to assume reLpodsibility for
theiractions and trusting them to do so. Students rthiet learn to
see the consequences of their actions, not only 7.,4.) themsitvoo, hut

also ta others. This really is another effective way of shor, ir4
respect for them. Students need to make decisions and choices.
They need to see themselves as responsiblepeople. They have to
learn that they cannot give their problems away; They cannot
leave decisions to others._They muf i;.ve with problems and learn

to solve them. _Many Indian studeno have not learned to take
this responsibility in school because 0+-7 have not been given the
opportunity, They can learn only if their teachers give them opportunities to learn early how tip solve problems and give them
e;perience in making decisions. They need to be asked their opi,
nions, tO have their questions answered, and tasee_theirideasput
to use so they can see the consequencmgood_or bad. Only in this

way can they become willing to make decisions based upon
reasoned thinking.
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Students will be afraid to make decisions until they trust their
teachers, and Indian students will hesitate to trust their teachers
until their teachers trust them.

Teaching decision-making skills
Before Indian students tan build self-esteem by knowing they
are trusted to make decisions for themselves, teachers will have

to teach them decision-making skills, to give them a relaxed
classroom_ atmoaphere in which no students are afraid to express
their ideas so that thereis free and open communication between

teachers and students,_and to give them opportunities to make
group and have those decisions
decisions individually and e
carried out.
Decision-making skills are taught through open discussion in
which students not only make small decisions for themselves, bat
discuss many hypothetical situations similar to ones they face
daily. They discuss openly and freely different possible consequences ofdecizions they might make. The "Character Education
Curriculum"_kits thth cédL by the_nonprofit American Institute
for Character Education (AICE)_are _helpful guides_for teaching
decision-m....k;rg 9kills. Classroom discussions resulting_from

these materials provide opportunities for students to interact
with others, explore possible solutions to potential problems, and
identify probable consequences of each solution. The seventh,

eighth, and ninth grade Character Education Curriculum includes cause and effects of substance abuse. 'The emphasis is on
the effects on the users' families, friends, and society in general.
The materiaLinchidesguides to discussions of legaLconsequences
of students actions and ways in which students_may_cope with

problems in more positive ways. The decision-making find
problem-solving skills developed in this process will not only help
students with their problems, but will also enable them to make
better decisions during the rest of their lives (Erlandson, 1985).

A good way to start discussion is through a "story" that
presents a difficult situation similar to one students rale:, face,
then let them discuss and decide what they might do, and what
the resultsmight beThe_discussion_will I:* most successful in a
relaxed, informal, openetmosphere_in which every sl?identisen,
couraged to speak. Every individual's beliefs and inner feelings

over.
constructive criticism and ridicule before, they, too, can en-

must be respected with no preference for the response of one child
another. Students may have to learn to distinguish between

courage everyone's participation. The teacher can aid the discus65
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sion with questions such as: "How would this effert your
family?" "Can you see why other people might feel differently?"
and "Are you saying this because you think that is what I want
to hear?" After these discussions are familiar to students, they
can he held in small groups if preceeded by thorough:planning
and students _understand their purtxme._Discussions will_berome
more_meaningfutif they are supplemented_with role-playing of
situations in which students must make decisions;

Training in decision-making will not stick Unless students
know their ideas are respected. This means pupil-teacher planning in which studentS do such things as suggest topics to be
covered :at the _start of a_ new_ unit in_ Social Studiesi_and_then
chmsetheir_own_committees tadevelop those_topics,_ This_ kind of

teaching_requires thorough planning by teachers; who have to

have their own ideas to contribute so students actually have
choices. But the extra work is worthwhile in the improved
attitude, enthusiasm, self confidence, and independence of the
students.
Students in a democratic classroom in which they have a voice
in decision making not only have greater self-esteem, they aleo
have more respect for the opinions of others and are more willing
to cooperate with them. Giving students a voice in decision Making is just one way:tencliers can show respect and confidence In
them. To develop selftespect and selfesteem, students need to be
given responsiWlity and be trusted to carry through.

Developing gemA Communication
Using diwussion to teach students to make goVd decisions and
giving them a voice_in_decision making are not possible until
teachers have developed good communication with students.
With some Indian students this will be the most difficult part_ of
teaching. Many of them have been taught that they should not
express an opinion, that they should not make a statement unless
they are positive they are correct, and/or that silence in the company of an adult emotes respect. Students need to be taught that
different behavi- r can be required in different situations, that
appropriate behavior in their homes is to be respected and followed, hat thatechoot ran require different_behavhor.
Some students have been in classrooms in_which their ideas
were not respected or usEd, but were criticized_ or ridiculed by
other students. How dces a teacher develop _communication with
these students? One way is by listening to their ideas and questions in group discussions and individually, in and out of class.
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Along with iistexthggoes _giving help when needed-This does not

mean jumping in and giving final answers. SometiMesalking is
a way of clarifying a question and the alternatives prior to_mak,
ing a decision. If you listen well enough, students will begin to
share their felings with you. Then you will know that you have
developtd real communication.

Shov7mg respect for the people and their culture
_ Developing self-respnt and self=esteem depend upon teachers
showingrespett for the Indian culture and for Indians as a group.
Prejudice is l'being down_ onsomething you're not up onr' It can
be eliminated only through knowledge,by learning to really know
the Indian people of the community and their _culture.
Pride in their heritage is developed in students ishenteachers
emphasize and use the values and stress the positive aspects of
the culture in discussions. Teachers who learn to greet children
and express some ideas in the native language show respect for,
and interest in the culture. Teachers who respect the people will
develop a culturally-relevant curriculum._ They_wilt teach alioet

native history and culture and uae ideas tmn the_ culture in
teaching other subjects. Local cultural objects, crafts,_gaznes,
and music will be integral parts of their instruction. They mill
also reco&mize and refer often to the contributions of Indian
people to their own culture and way of life. Showing films such as
MoreThan Bows and Arrows (Alaska, 1977) can aid teachers in
this task.
Teachers also must carefully theck_reading materials to identify prejudiced and stereotypiralexpressions,such as "wildas an
Indian" and "on the war path, ' and the labeling of _all IndianNic,
tories as massacres and all white massacres as great victories. If
students are gi,,en biased material to read, they will assume that
teachers agree with what is said unless the reading is preceeded
by adequate discussion of the author's attitude. If lessons and
textbooks do not contain references to Indians, students will feel
they are_notimportant. TeachereneecLto supplement textlionks
with local nmterials. Bulletin boards_andinterest centers should
reflett the local culture and notbelimited_to non-Indian holiday
material and a yearly "Thanksgiving Indian."

Summary
Self-esteem is the most important factor in achievement. Since
many_Indian students have become convinced that they will not
succeed, this must be a major concern of every teacher of Indian
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students. Some suggested means of building self-esteem are:

1. Teachers must expect success and ignore weaknesses,
recognizing and emphasizing individual strengths. They
must help students developi goals they can attain. Encouragement. humor and enthusiasm will help.

2. Teachers_can llevelop_studenW self-esteem by having
respect for students_and showing_ that respect in_their action& They_must treat students with the same respect they
would like to receive;
3. Teachers must give students reason for pride. This can be
aided by teaching decision-making skills, giving students a
voice in decision making, and giving students responsibility.
4. Teachers must developg6od communication by listening to

students and letting them know that their ideas are worthwhile regardless oflow well they ere doing ethidemkelly;
5: Teachers must respect students'_ tribe and cultum_see_the
?nod things in that culture; learn its values; and develop a
culturally relevant curriculum.
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3
Improving Reading
Comprehension of
Indian Students
Daniel L. Pearce

A1 question frequently asked by teachers of Indian children is,
"What can be done to improve my students' reading comprehension?" Because of_the nature of "reading comprehension," the
answer is not simple- Reading comprehensiun is an interaction
between various factt-zs during whicbreaders construct meaning.

Some factors which affect comprehension _include prior
knowledge about the topic, motivation, language facffityand
familiarity with how to read different kinds of print materials.
The areas of reading comprehension and comprehension instruction are large and complex. Rather than attempting to completely cover these topics, this chapter *ill present some background
information on_ _reading_ cornprebension1 some instructional
guidelines, andeomeclassroom examples of ways teachers of Indian children can help improve their students' comprehension.

Ba
Different authors _(Cooper, 186, McNeil, 1984; and Pearson,
1985) have noted that what_is meant by "reading" nd "reading
comprehension" has changed in the last twenty-five years_ One
reason for this-change has been aninterdisciplinaryinvestigation
into reading. Beginning in the 1960s; researchers from a variety
of areas, such as psychology, reading education, sociology, and
This original essay appears herein print lor the first time. AU rights
reservid. Permission to-reprint must be obtained from the author. Dr.
P e a r c e is an Astodate Professor of Elementary and &econdary EduceV.Ii)o- at Eastern Montana College, Billings, MT 59101.
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linguistics, started I's

-1 at reading and comprehension; As_a

rmtwit of this atti..k.,;.n.'7, the reading act has come to be perceived
om comprehension. Comprehension is not
et& _being inoepar

:,..criding; they are intertwined so that comjust _the restiit
plzhensionaraistedecoding. Comprehension, in turn, has come to

be eaen as a process _during-which readers create meaning
through actively interacting with ideasinthetext
lt1 the early 1960s. reading was viewetby some edticatoreas a
product o7 decoding (Fries, 1962). While appealing; this notion is

both simpatic and inaccurate. An example will illusate these
points. Below are three simple sentences, read them.
Matched Latin Squares are a variacion that evita the cow

founding at fractional factorial and confounded factorial
disenos. The ambiguity of tratamiento, and the resulting
aliases, are controlados. Temporal order becomes less of a
factor in variable interaction.
Do you "know" what you mad? The above lines were probably

meaningless for you, despite your ability to "decode and say"
each word, unless you kne77 some Spanish and something about
research_ designs. Without this prerequisite knowledge,
understanding ancf"reading"_did_not take place Reading means
comprehension and reading _comprehension involves more than
successful decoding or fluent oral reading;
As a result of investigations into readin& specifically _investigations into comprehension, a distinction has been made
about what is meant by comprehension. When most people speak

of reading comprehension they are really referring to two differentaspects, procesR and prOduct. The distinct;em between pro,,mprehencess and productis thedifference between the :7
sion (process) andthe end result (product).
Up until the late 1970s; comprehension_was iLequently viewed

as the ability to mall information fromepassage in eitherdiffir !
ing degrees of abstractness such as word meanings, recognizing
explicit facts, and drawing inferences (Davis; 1968) or by different levels of thought such as literal, inferential, evaluation;
and applization (Barrett, 1972). These. and similar effotts, approachee comprtlienaion in terms of the product produced. While
ability to recallinformation is an important aspect of comprehen-

sionitise end result and tells us little about how a reader arrived at ariswere
In comprehending a passage, or arriving ata product_readerte
minds do not just record the information in the passage and then
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give it back. The human mind doesn't work that way. Readers are

not passive recipients of knowledge. Instead, readers construct
meaning by taking ideas from the page and relating them to ideas
already in their minds (schemata). The text serves_ as &sort of
"blueprint7 _which guides_a reader in building_a men!:al _Model of

what iameant by supplyingelues to what the author intended (or

what _a reader thinks the author intended). During this

''buildine' readers fill in points and make inferences; after all, no
text can state explicitly all of the information, underlying concepts, and relationships necessary to understand what the author
is talking about. Consequently, comprehension requires readers
to play a very active role in constructing meaning. The act of constructing meaning is referred to as the comprehension process.
Comprehension, then, is the resultof severaLfactors whichin-

teract within the mind as a reader _goes_ _through processes
necessary_toarrive at a product. Goodcomprehension (having cn
acceptable answer or product) is dependent on several factors:

Having the necessary background information; being able to
relate that background information to what is being read; being

familiar enough with the text's structure so that meaningful
predictions can be made about what is likely to occur next (this
makes it easier to form new understandings);1 being able to vary
strategies uied during reading; and being able to monitor one's
ovrn comprehension (tnewing when_something is not making
sense and awitcking to another strategy).
The act of comprehension, or the process by, which a reader con-

structs meaning through interacting with the text, is not inherently different for Indian readers than for other readers.
Regardless of race, color, or creed, geed comprehenders appreach

reading as a meaningful activity and interact with the ideas
within the text in an active manner What is different for Indian
children is the kinds of imckground knowledge they bring to the
reading task,their command_oflanguage structures in- the texts,
and_ their_ experience with_ being_active readers- The purpose of

reading comprehension hastruction for Indian children is to
develop those things good readers do when comprehending This
means helping them become active readers on their own.
Improving the reading comprehension of the Indian child
for that matter, any child is achievable through balanced initruction. Before presenting some clitisroom example:1i, we will look at
six elements necessary for effective comprehension instruction.
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Recreational:8nd independent reading.

ChilUren_noid to relate te reading. Readbig_must We seen by
children as_ more_than decOding words, reading Mit loud, or
answering questiona_ After:reading a xelection, iChilcken invrt
have an opportunity_to_read for pleaitits, see teachers ane-7Aiars
reading, talk about and share whet:they have read, and achieve
Rothe SW:teas in reading; _At all levels of eidtitittit:A from primary
gradei through high school; students_muit have a variety of
books in_their rooms and be given an opportunity tek read them.
For euggestions on selecting books whick Indian_ Children Will
relate to_sei Gilliland's chapter- in this book on selecting reading
materials or BlanAes selected bibliography of Indian literature for
young readers (1981);
There are various ways to pmmote recreational reading within
X class. One successful way Involves Wituitained Silent Reading

(SSR) (McCracken, 1971). Efta (1984) pFeseinti a gOod overview of
one reacher'S silent reading program._

Not only must children have an opportunity to_ read Woks
which they_select, they muSt alto have the opportunity to share

and discuss those_ boOks. By Sharing and discussing_ 1_ do _not
mean formal written or_oral htiok retorts; I meana chancetoloik
to another person or small_ group of on& ab-out what has been

read. One way of encouraging sharing is to have periodic individual conferences where students and teachers talk about
Wok§ they have read. Other suggestions life to have students
make a commercial to convince otherato reacLa Wok or story or
to_haVe_students keep a "hook kite" listing_books read independently, Veatch (1978) has eeveral excellent_suggestions
regarding both individual conferences and book sharings.

Background knowledge
_Students muet be "prepared" to read a selection.__Theimpor-

tance of_hadcground knowledge has been mentioned asi necessi .
ty for comprehension. Prior knowledge is important in_helPing

students come_ up_with "acceptable" comprehension products.
The more readers know_about a_subject in a text, the easier that
text will he to read. Whethectheassignment it to read a basal
selection or a history book, if comprehensionli to Occur, students
must hive some knowledge about the topic they ire going to read
about. Not only must students have someknowledo ahout thiS
topic,Chey mit be able to identify the right memones(achema)
and be able to relate what it being read to what they know.
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Prereading activities, which prepare readers for the materiallo

be read through introducing and building background

knowledge, are especially important when Students are asked to
read aomething _they are not "intereated" in or_askRd to reed
Something outside their normal experiences. Prereading preparation involves introducing a topic and helping students relate

to
that topic and form a purpose for i:reading. It might sound

strange, but readers are more likely to be successful if they talk
about something before reading it than after reading it.
Prereading activities _which have proven ueeful with _Indian
children includelrainstorming (Vacca & Vacca, 1986), categorizing major concepts from a selection-before reading that selmtion

(Moore_Readence, & Rickelman, 1982), ancthaving teachers identify a major concept within the Story or_passage, introducing that
topic to the children, and then_allowing students a eh Ice to tell

what they know about that topic.

Exposure to different aetive reading strategies
_

Children need help in becoming active readers. Helping

students improve their comprehension involves more than practice answering questions over what has been read. While no two
people Will read a passage exactly the same (after allno _two
minde are identical), active leading involvea Some common traits.
Theee incbide: previewing-difficult material beforereading, using
cues within the text while reading to make predictions about
what ialikely to occur next (and reading_to confirm thoae predictions); and switching the rate of reading to fit the material and
the task.
If students are to becomeactive readers, they need to be exposed to and have an_opportunity to practice différent_strategies.
Thit is achieved_through a combination of teacher _modeling in
which teachers demonstrate clifferCrt strategies and students
practicing those strategies With print and non-print materials,
such as films.
Teachers will discover that _the strategies needed to help
students read actively will vary depending on the difficulty of the
text and the sophistication of the reader. Ideati and strategks
which have been used_successfully with Indian childfen include:
The Directed_Reading Thinking Activity (Stauffer, 1976), ReQuest-or Reciprocal Questioning (Manz°, 1969)._and The Guided
Reading Procedure (Manzo, 1975). For additional ideas on-ways
to develop active readers see Cooper (1986) and McNeil (1984).

Integrate reading with language arts
Reading must not be taught as anisolated subject. Comprehension development is tied to other language arts. Through talking
and writing atiout what they read, students develop background
knowledge, gain deeper understanding over material read, and
begin to_become_active readers.
Probably the _easiest way to bring reading out of isolation is
through language experience activities which use materials with
which children are familiar in their daily_lives. The success of the
language experience approach with Indian students islairly well
documented (Feeley, 1979; Mallett, 1977). My experience is that
although language experience is used with Indian stude-its, it
needs toile brought., in much more frkluently, especially in reservation schools. For ideason ways teachers can use language experience with all levels and ages of students see Hall (1981).
Language experience is not the only way to integrate reading
with sgeaking and writing. Havirc- students_write ahout what

they read is beneficial. Writing do - not mean writing_formal
reports; it means putting ideas, such as a letter to a characterin a
story, down on paper after students have read that story. This
kind of activity can help students actively work with ideas in a
story However, if_ _these kinds of writing 1activities are to be
useful, students must. be willing to_put their ideas down on paper.

Students will not feel as free to express themselves if a teacher
grades each writing activity for aspects of form(spelling, grammar,_ and complete sentences) For ideas on how reading and
writing can be integrated, see Jionisio (1983), Gambrell (1985),
and Smith (1982).

Vocabulary instruction
Children need help enlarging their vocabularies. Vocabulary
knowledge plays an important role in comprehension (Anderson
& Freebody,_1981). This is especially tru. MI Indian children
because their backgrounds_are limited in L sense that they frequently have not been exposed to_ ..irtain concepts and words,
and b.:cause of the bilingual iature of many of these student&

Vocabulary instruction includes efforts to_develovoraLand
mrfling vocabularies. Reading vocabulary instruction means _ex,

posure to and practice using the meanings of new spixtialized
vocabuhury and "old words" in different ways. It does not mean
rlernorizingdefinitions_doing numerous worksheets, and taking
periodic vocabulary quizzes. Students need to identify and practice using words in different se: tinge and formats. For examples
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of useftd vocabulary activities and ideas on how to develop
students' vocabularies see Joh..son and Pearson (1984) and the
April 1986 issue of Journal of Reading, a special issu( on
vocabulary.

Questions
Answering questions over what has_been read is_ a time-honored

practice within school.% It is a _practice _which will _continue
because _of_ the_nature ofschooling._ Questions are not in and _of
themselves_bad. _They are a way for teachers to assess students'

comprehension; however; if questions are to assist in increasing
comprehension ability (the-process-of tomprehension), they.must
clarify and not-just assess the-recall of information from the text.
As Herber and Nelson ;1975) have noted, students' answers to a
recall (or prOduct) questionareeitherrightor wrong and practice
in_ Answering questions_will _ not__ necessarily increase students !
_

abilities to arrive at answers independently; That is because
questions_ over what_ one has retid usually focus on information
within the text; and the answers to those questions are products
of _comprehension.

If questions are to be of value for comprehension instruction,
thei must do more than assess students' abilities to recall detail,
identify main ides, or draw conclusions over-material read. ThiS
is onereason mos;.. commercial "comprehension" kits do little to
actually improve_ _stnt:uits' reading comprehension._ _Teacher
questions_i in_adclition toriarifying infornation, should also focus
on_the process_ of _comprehension;

The following are adaptz. ions
process-oriented questions
Sandra Rietz of-Eastern Montana College over
-biology textbook passage on principles underlying absorption.
These questions can be adapter '. for use with any reading selecdeveloped-by

tiön,
1. If youl had to organize the ideas ir this selection to_study
then for_ Atest_whith_idea wouldyou have to understand
firstbefore you _could understand any .of the others?
2;
3;

In_ which al.der _would you-study_ the ickes?

Which Ws or_ideas is/are the hardest onesto understand?
Why do yet think these- ideas are harder than -the others?
4. Which
are the eAsiest to understand? Why are they
eassl5. Are there-ideas thattheautbior explains more clearly than
others? Which are they?
6. Which new words were hard to understand?
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7.

Which new-words do you still not understand?

8.

WhiCh_word&or ideas do you think are the most critiCid for

getting the meaningintendedin the_passage?
If you_were to break thepassage up into a few most important ideas; what would these be?
10. Was the passage p_i; together in a logical order; or would
9;

the author have made the meaning clearer if some of the
ideas were rearranged into a different order? What ideas do
you think might have been out of order?
11. What parts of the passage did you have to read over? Did
you_have to_ read any part of the passage more than twice?
What part(s)?
12; Were there any places in the passage that were frustrating

to readwhere you were ready to give up? What were
these?
13. Were there any places in the passage where you knew you
would not be able to read and undv-stand? What did you
do?

.i41. If you 1ild to develop a reason for reading this passage fa
pr_p,a2-;* for reading-,a_set up to know what you are looking for) what would it be?

15: Whr.; Would you ,ay might be the most important subLeacj'lig? (If: you :had to direct a reader
.,lassage, what would -you tell this reader to
riyAke hi

r Tf'P: aware of what tO look for?)

16. How did you ix spare or set up for reeding this y.)essage?
what else:could you have:done?
These and similar questions help students become aware of how
to compre lid text by helping them monitlr_their own reading.
These question& also can_ ge teachersAm_opportunity_ to_model
comprehension_teclmicue& by_answering_a question_themselves
and demonstrating what they do during the reading of a passage;

This has proved to be a vr, effective technique with Indian
children. For additional information- on using questions -to
improve students! comprehensic 1, see Herber and Nclson (1975)
and Pea:-son (1982).

Content area readin
Children
ries& and in

ornprehension "instruction" during reading

-hey subjects. Simply put, if comprehension is to
develop, teachers must expose studentb to reading in content

areas. Children need exposure t'. different text styles, author
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styles, and language patterns. All text is not the same. If
studentsara to comprehend_different material, They must have an

opportunity tc practice different comprehension strategies on
this _materiaL

__Theimportance of_ _content area readint for comprehension
development cannotbeinter_stressed._ filmy work in reservation
schools; I have observed a common phenomenon; _Teachers present a good basal readinLr lesson in which they develop students
background knowledge and involve them in an active reading of
the story. Then, the same teachers will have students read a content assigryneTo- ;nth:pendently with little or no instructional
3 need tO use the active reading techniquesin
assistano:
to comprehend what they reati. For examples
content tea,
of content. artki reading see Vacca and Vacca (1986).
,

Examples
Integrating writing with 'midis
One fourth grade teacher whose students were predominately

Crows incorporated oral language and writing into a basal
reading lesson through using a form of substitution. Thin involves having students substitute their own characters or events
for those in the story,

An overhead transparency which displayed two paragraphs
from_a story was shown to tko_class. Students_were told to_ read
this to themseiva& Then, theteacher_told the class it was possible tG invent a new ')ry by changing some things -In this stori,

She then read the ovo peragraphs out loud, charn.::g the sex of
every character.
Following her reading of the "new" story, she asked the class

what ether things could be changed. Students' sugwstions
(anin is, places, and So forth) were written on the board. By thit
time students were anxious to read their own _versions aloud,
Each student "read" his or her_ version toa partner. Thishelped

more students be involved than if only a few volunteers read
aloud.

The next step involved using a story from the basal reader.
Studenti were reminded of what they had done and were referred

to the list on the bbard. They were told to substitute anything
they wanted for what was in the first tw -) paragraphs of flit batial
story (just as they had done before) and Trite their new story out.
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Students' retellings varied in creativity and in degree of
thoroughness_(some did not change everything throughout the
"story"); After writing; _students were:given a chance to read
each others stories; Not only_did_the children enjoy this activity,
they caught each other's inconsistencies.
This activity allowed students to become actively involved in
manipulating events and characters in the story; they were involved in being active readers.

Practice with ilk's
In the section on "Exposure to Different Reading Strategies,"
a suggestionwas made to let students_practice using strater:es
with non-print materials such as filnisi One sixth grade teacher of

Northern Cheyennes_did just that._ She _had a video tape of a
movie about Chief_Josep1/41 Will Fight No _More Forever, and us-

ed some "active participation" techniques, _with_her students.
While students watched the movie, the teacher stopped the_videra
tape periodioally. During the first pause, the class was asked_to

tell what had harwned up to that point. An important character
in the filni was 5elected by the teacher, and the students were
asked to come up with a list of everything they could remember
or_ guessabout this person. This list was written on the bare..
The class was asked _to_ choose which thingti in the list they
thought woald be most importantinthestory and why, Theclass
was then asked to guess what would happen_next_in_themovie.
Thesepredictions were also written on the board and later confirmed or rejected.
A variation of the abeve was repeated every time the video tape
was stopped. Student made pretiictions about what would occur
based on "clues" &Om_ the filin and their own knowledge of Chief

Joseph. At the end of the movie the teacher held a short elate

disct

n cka how the students Jiad used what they

watching to predict what would happen.
'ad
Afterwards with_a r-eding assignment; tharlass war
of what they had done while watching the movie and r.Ciul the.?
were going to do the same thing while reading. The advantage of
using non-print mattrials is that childrenican be introduced:to
and practice using strateg:es with materials which are easier for
them te process.

Using ReQuest in social studies
ReQuest (Manus, 1969) is a form of reciprocal questioning
which helps students ask questions about what is being read;
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This strategy involves students and teachers taking tu:ns asking
each other questions about-the material being read.

A fifth grade teacher of the Northern Cheyenne used thiS
technique successfully in a social studies class. A: tektbóbk
passage dealt with the geography and people of Peru.:The teacher
intrtidt: Cld the lesson with an announcement.that tcday_students
were_going to have an opportunity _to 'be__the teacher" by asking
her questions_abontwhat_was_in thebook_
Students and teacher _read _the first paragraph silently; Then
the teacher closed her took and asked for questions about what
had been read; She tri91 to answer all questions honestly. After
the questions stopi*d-, the teacher asked students questions over
the first paragraph.- This helped assure that important facts were

brought to the students' attention.This process was repeated with the nextiparae, 4h When _toe
teacher was asked: a question .which .could not be specifically
answered just _by the information _inthe_text; she_ told_the_class
whatehe thought the answer_might.be and _how she had_reachcd

that conclusion, "thaveto_guess

the book does nottell me
that; My guess is this because the book does tell me the following
things."-

Perialically, the teacher would -ask students a "higher" level
question not explicitly answered in the text and ask for -an explanation of the -answer (the same .procese slue had mockieled -fht

the istudentS). The entire lesson seemed almost a ;lame. The
students_enjoyed _i_t_, practiced_ being acthr_e_ readers;_ had active

reading modeled for them, and remembered the content in : e
chapter.
In follow up lessons after_ students became more proficient at
asking questions, some modgications were-tried, -such as, a contest between teacher- and students in which a point. was offere4
for every question waich cotild not be-answered. TWO tides were
set down: questio:-1 had to be about-the Chapter and no.:"petty"
questions (xvit._is_tkie fifth_wordin tha paragraph?) could he ask.
ed;_kt_ another time_students "played" each_ other; The_teacher
formed teams and.gave students a_ short time_ o read a _passage;
(Would _you believe _that _some students read more _than the
assigned passage?) Then the student teams played each other.
If ReQUest,-as presented shove, seems like a game tO you, it is.

Howeveri it is a game that involves students in the reading
matetial by offering instructional-assistance. Not only doet, the
instructional_ aseAtanec_aid_tlevelopment_ of comprehension, it
helps students remember what is in the book;
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Se edins Reading Material
for Indian Students
Hap Gilliland

If hdian_studenteare_to build_a good self_concepLa feeling of
personal wortk andesense of tWr place Mbistory, they must be
given a wealth ol culturally and historically accurate _reading
material about their own people. If material selected fo- them to
_

read pictures their pople as in'Iuman &wages, as child-like
people of nature, or as highly superior beings, they cannot build
an accurate Self concept. Evun when historical statements are accurate, material written by an author who unintentionally shows
prejudicial feelings- or attitudes uf superiority will harm an Indian child whoineads it._

Silarly,ifiion-lñdiaiihildren are to develop =appreciation
for Indian _culture ? and contributions and are to learn to accept
their Indian neighb, It as friendsand equals, the books they read
must In culturally and historically accurate.
Books about Indian life are alto imgortant in teaching Indian
children to read. If children are to build reading skills, especially

reading comprehenaion, and a 4esire to read, they must read
material which has meaning_for them. Molt balaireader stories
interpret aBfesadifferent froth tat.of_MoitincAianChildrenthat
the children_cannot develop an interest in reading those stories;
the concepts are so far from their background that they cannot
Partauf this-essay have been prinWl-in "Problems in the use rA available
children's boelcs;" "chapter_ tiof InclianiChildrem's Books (1980), and are

used hare it-rmon-cif-the-Cohncii-V.v-Indian Education- All -rights

reserved. PermisPonn to _reprint mustbs _obtained: from the author. iDr.
Gilliland -ii Plan.- or -EMerittat of EdUditiOn-at-EWtst -Montana -Ca

lope-Wings, MT 591014 aul
P.71.icatiott

saldent of tlui Council for Indian

amurately comprehend_what the_ story is _about _Therefore, at
least _some _reading materials_ used with Indian_students should

portray Indian life. Such materials are almost totally lacking
from primary level basal readers (Reyhner, 1984, p. 82). In addi-

tion; material in readers that dees not relate directly te Indian
thought should mi onflict with Indian culture and ideali.
If reading mate 'Ws portray urban, middle class values, do
they imply that t!-.:

ittire and values of other groups are wrong

or less worthwh

they may do great harm to Indian

children's Self co r cepts_and
theni_tedevelopa dishIce for
readingaJse Df inappropriate materials is responsible, along with
a _Fack _of _understanding _of Indian culture and motivatior4 for

poor achievement characteristics of many Indian students.

Inaccuracies of facts presented
_ _Before

_I 970; _comprra tively fevt published books told the truth

about the American Incliam Although a few really good books
about the Indian culture had been published before this time, the
majority were misleading.
In 1965, a committee from the American Indian Historical
Society, an all-Indian organization, appeared beft s the
nit State Ciirriculum Commission choosing textbeciks for use in
California Sehools. They wrote:
We have studied many textboeks now in use, as well as
those being submitted today. Our examination discloses
that not one beek is free hem error as te the role of the in-

dian in state and national history. We Indiani believe
everyonehastbe right tehis opinion. A person silie hasthis
rigTit to be wrong-But atextboolcUa_no riAtta be wrong
or to lie, hide 0.1 tratk or falsify history; or insult or malign
a whole race r
ple Thst is what these textbooks do; At
thews aL Atremely suprficial in their treatment of
ae Amer:can Inii, oversimplifying and generalizing the
ePplc...saticn of our cbltiire and histbry, te Via extant where
physidal outlines of this Indian as a human being are
lost, Miainformation, misinterpretation, end miscencep
tion,allarefound_ most_ofthe textboolts. A true picture
of the American Indian is entirely lacking (Costo, 1970; p.
7)

_What _was true _of_ testi:melts was .4st as_true of_fiction; Many

bcolas were written_ by non-Inthan authors_ with no persord
knowledge of the Indian who were more concernd with writing Ft
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guid adventure story than giving a true picture of Tndian
Most were based on inaccurate information contained in other
books.

Indiana in most novels followed_ the stereotypes of Indians
believtai by most readers. These Indians appeared to have many

faults tat few, if an:, virtues. Battles between Inclians and
white% were emphasized, with Indians usually in the wrong. They
had IP) right to protect their lands from the invaders. The only In-

diaLa described as heroes were those who were traitors to their
owz, People.

The majority of_historiane and_ fiction writers described In,
dirins as savage beasts, nomads, and drunks. Romanticists, on
_

the other hand, described them as children of nature, noble
iavages, and superior geople living in an ideal world. Neither
made them appear as real people with faults and virtues, people

to whom a child amid relate. The Indian child cannot picture
himself ar a Hiawatha any more than he can picture himself as a
howling savage.
Not only were authre-s_ misinforme& but_ editors choseatories

which perpetuated_ the stereotypes, because "there what the
readers want." In 1955, I wrote a short story which included an
Indian whom I thought was very realistic. The editor's first comment was, "Your Indiar (+erect& apeaks English as well as your
other characters. Indians don't talk like that. Make him talk like
an Indian."
Writers madeacalpins a sixTrdficant aspect of all Indian life and

used this as evidence of savazerv They didnot maleit dear_that
the indians_in_the /slew Erie_;id area were paid bounties for
scalps by both the French ard the English They also do not mention that some colonists ti:,to made an income "ollecting bounties
for walps. Children's hister.;" 44do not tell lew the custom of
scalping spread with the
tior
intertribal war
brought on as Indian tribes T
;1
y European settlers. The emphasis on Scalping is;
one example of inaccurate
stereotypes which falsify the picture ofludian life.
Cbildfen's books_alio donotexplahlhew Indian drinking pate
terns were atleastpartly learned from _trappers andcowboys_who
often_got drunk as fast as they could when their work was done.
How many children's books show the
:WM as a member of
a loving, close-knit extended family whiok emphasized cooper,
tion and sharing?
Books have changed very ihuch for the better in the lad fifteen
rir.".

years. Editors today do not accept heats which obviously
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downgrade any minority, group. Authors are attenr . 'UR to learn
the facts before they writs. However, some wriW.rs 3t
tain information from earlier writsi a who had no first- hand knowledge
of Indian people. And editors who have no background Li Indian
cultured accept the research of these writers. It is still necessary
to select carefully and either omit inaccurate material or discuss
problems with students before they read.

Omission of facts
While less distortion of fade occurs in present-day writing the
omission of facte remains a serious fault of much of the literatur
The treatment Indians received is usually omitted from

children'aliterature, as are Indian contributions to the ife of
America and_the_workE

Although the first settlers learned to grow com pumpkins,
beans, and many other crops from Indians and were taught Indian farming metlliks, thole Indians are pictured in history and
fiction as nomadic hunters, not farmers. Little mention is made of
the fact that many faod plants used throughout the world were
first domesticated by the American Indian. Readers do not learn

that many Indian medicines and Indian methods of treating
fevers, blocid dots, and fractures have heen taken over by m6dern
physicians.
IncTian_religion is ignorecL brushecLover_lightly, or discounted
as heathenism. Little is said of the deep spiritual nature of most
Indians, of the importance of religion in Indians'_ everydaylfe, of

the great variety of religious experience, or that many iniiin s
believed in one supremp being. Writers we-Im unaware of the In-

dian's philosophical thought, close family ties, rerrget for the
land and all of nature, emphasis on hospitality and generosity,
and the r e l a t i o n of all of these to the Indian's spirituel life.

The_fact tat_theMayas Incas, Aztecs and other_groups_aurf
passed their European conquerors iii_knowledge of some areas_of

astronomy, genetics, medicine, surgery, mathematics, and architeettre is largely ignored. Ale.) ignored are contributions such
as high quality cotton and inventionasuch ad snow shoes, tohoggans, tufd canoes. How often in deacribing the heroes of America

do the authors include the many great Indian leaders and
oratws? How many readers 1ótA merican history know that
Thomas Jefferson_borrowee Irom the_League of the Ircquois
when _helms designing the Constitutioncf tkt United_States?
Much of what the Grand Council Fire of American Indians_ said

in a message to the Mayor of Chicago on December 1, 1927, is
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still true:

White men called Indians thievesand yet we lived in
frail skin lodges and needed no looks and iron hers. White
men_call _Indians savages, What is civilization? Its marks
rue &Arable relificm and philosophy, original arts, stirring
story end legend_We had these. Then we were
nusic

not ravages, but a civilized_race
We made blankets that were beautifuLthat the_white man
with all his machinery has never been able to duplicate. We
made beekets that were heautiful. We wove in heads and
colored quills, designs that were not just decorative motifs,
Out- were the outward expression of our very thought& We

made potterypottery that was uraful and beautiful as
welL Why _not _mike ichool childeen acquainted with the
beautiful handicraftsin whit h_wemereekilled? Put in every
schonl Indian blankets, baskets, pottery.

We rang songs that carried in their rnalodiea_all_the
sounds of nature=-the running of waters, the sighing_of
winds, and the calls of the animals. Teach these to your
children that they may come to love nature as we love it.
_We had our_atatesmenand their oratory has never been
equalled. Teach the andfini some of these speeches of our
people, remarkable for their brilliant oratory,

We bad gamesgamea that brought good_ health and
xound hndits. Why not put these in yourechooW We told

stories. Why not teach sehiral children more _of_ the
wholerame proverbs and legends of our people? Tell them
how we loved all that was beautiful That we killed game only for fet*i, not for fun. Indi- -As think white men who kill for
fun ere nnuederers.

Teil your children of_the friendly acta of Indians to the

white j1hItiettIOd kere_l'ail them of our loaders
and heroes raid their deeds-. Put in your history books_ the
Indian's part in the World War. Tell how the Indian fought

for a country of whith he war not a citizm for a llag to
Which he had no claim, and tor a people that have Wilted him

unjustly.
The Indian has long been hurt by thee+) unfair lieoks. We
ask only that our story be told in fairness. (Costo, 1970, pp.
2-3)
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Not only the deacriptions of Indians are biased by omission _of

facts. Descriptions of white heroes are equally biased through
omission. For example, Andrew Jackson did some things for
white America for which he deserves honor. But the history
b6oks fail to say that Jackson turned on his Cherokee friends w ho
had_proven their loyalty by helping him win A war; that he participatedin theconfiscation_of their well-established progressive
plantations, their homes, and villages, and inadethem w&ik _more
than a thousand miles to new lands in Oklahoma, eLjourney on
which many _of them died; that he did all this with no just cause

except that his white friends wanted Indian lands; that, in the
me way, he toek the lands of the other Indian nations, sending
them west on the Trail of Tears.
It is important that all children, whether they be Indian, white,
or ofany other racial or ethnic origin, develop an appreciation and
an understanding of the variety of cultures which make up -our

society and have_ contributed _to the American way of iifè .
Children cannot do this if the books thOy read_ telt untruths or
simply ignore entire races of people and their contributions.

Attitudes of writers
Their attitudes show in their writings in many ways. Thus, All
books should_be checked for stereotypes, prejudices, and loaded
vocabulary. Innuendos, often misskl by non-Indian readers, may
do the most harm to the seff concept_of the Indianehild, or may
develop lifelong prejudices in non-Indians. Oftenan author who
intends to say something good may, because_of hiS or her inner

felings, actually downgrade Indians. Not many of these
statements are as obvious or easily recognized as that by an
author who said, "He was an Indian, but he was a very smart
man."
Another author uses this conversation,
"This really is a piece of our American life, right among
the Indians. You wait and see, some day they'll im real fine
American citizens."
net-thfse savages:
"They've got_ a lot of_things to learn, too, 1höOey. Give
them some time. They've got lots of good in them."
One_American hiStou textlioOk devotes less than two pages to
the American Indian, beginning,
There were savage Indian tribis that huntlx1 the buffalo
for feed. They made clothes of the hides, and need skins te
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C (Wier their tents. The Indians often attacked the coveredwagon trains.

vocabulary_used often brings out a writer's attitudes. Battlesishich whitemeawon are called "victories," while Indian vietories are "massacres," evenwhea_they resulted from surprise attacks by whites. White _men who protected_ their_homes were
"patriots;" Indians who did the same weremurderers."_Indians
who did not disclose their military plans to the white man were

"treacherous," but that word is not utuyi for generals who
negotiated treaties which were later broken, or who attacked Indiens abiding by those treaties. Modern workers who move with
their jobs follosving_harvests or working construction projects

are not-termed "nomads_but an Indian who hunts buffalo or
who changes location summer to winter _is_ "nomadic." All Indians are "primitive," even those who wereareative artists, skilled architects, or built great irrigation systems!

Sumnuny
If Indian children are to build readingskillaaad agoodeelf concept, it is important they have culturally and lastozIcally_
curate Evooks which relate to their background. Non-Indian
children must also have books which tell of the true Nez of the In-

dian if they are to accept the Indian as a friend and neighbor.
However, the majority of older bOols for children about Indians
and_even some more recent aciolui present a binged picture of In-

dian Efa_They downgrade the Indian either by filed concepta
stereotypes, and omission of facts, or by innuendos of vocabulary
and semantics.
The problem of the Indian student, for_ all teachersaeho_care
about the children they teach, is to choose the right materials and
to separate truth from untruth and biased from unbiasai.
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Teaching Native American
Literature
James R. Saucerman

The 1986 report of the __Carnegie Forum's Taek Force on
Teaching as a Profession makes_ -sweeping recommendations,
even demands, for the "rebuilding" of _America's educational
SyStem btyond literacy. Among the recommendations is that
teaa--icit must be able to think for themselves, must "be people
whose knowledge is wide-ranging and whose understanding io
deep" (p. 45).

Part of the way to develop such a teacher, once more of the
brightest and best have been attracted to the profession, is to
provide a

rigorous undergraduate curriculum that embraces _a_ cornmon core of lustory, government, science, literatwe, andthe
arts. That core_ should develop the essential skills of com-

prehension, computation, writing, speaking, and clear think-

ing. It should deepen_ appreciation of our history and
culture, foster an understanding of the theory and appreciation of science and technology, develop aesthetic seuSibilities, and inspire creative impulses. (p. 50)
The study of Native American literature cannot do all these

things, but it can answer _many needs. The teacher of junior and
senior high--school students_in Indian communities must know_
This original essay appears here in print for the finit time. All rights
reserved Permission to reprint must-be obtained from the authon Dr.
Saucerman is-a Professor of English at Northwest Missouri State
University, Maryville, MO 64468.
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the Native American literary heritage and forms of1 expression
and be as sensitive as possible to the subtleties of images and
themes. In addition, he or she must be alert to the shaping of a
positive self-image in each student, a shaping_ often resident in
literature. Then the 1tëScher can make_more _appropriate selections of material and modes of presentation appropriate to the
region, tribe, and community _without limiting intellectual inquisitiveness. For example, sensitivity to the importance of one's
namein developing good self concepts helps the teacher to avoid
the _blunder _committed by the teacher in Phil George's short
poem "Name Givaway" who insists on giving the foreigrinamsof

'Phil George" to her young studentrefusing to recognize his
real name: TWO SWANS ASCENDING FROM STILL
WATERS.

While the Native American literature_ has existed, of course,
since Native Americans have existed, not until the early 1970's
did it filially hreak _free of Kistory and anthropology. No matter
how wellintentioned historians and anthropologists have been as
individuals, _or _how inescapably important history and an-

thropology are to the literature, its recognition as more than

curiosity and historical record has been a long time coming. But
Native American literature hat arrived and should be uried.
This chapter doss not provide specific lesson plans or course
designs. Those are left to teachers who can draw upon_their own
backgrounds and experiences. However, such_groups aa the
Council for Indian Education,Box 31215+ Billings, MT 59107,
and the Navajo Curriculum Center at Rough Rock Demonstration SchooL_Rough Rock, AZ, 86503 offer assistance. For examPle, the Navajo Curriculum Center publishes a two-volume
Teaching Guide for Intact?: Literature (Campbell, 1983). Even so,

it rests with teachers to know enough to select appropriate
literary texts for their students. With that understanding, the
plupose of this chapter is threefold:
1. To provide background on the nature of_Native American
literature that can guide the initial direction a teacher might
take.
2. 7-e- identify_as _basin core some Nativworks which_have
become (or are becoming) classics which are ineacapable in a

review of the literature regardless of what other valuable
and intermit:big welections may be includtd in a teacher's
rEttding assignments.
3. To identify useful secondary source materials available_to
assist teachere understand the nature of Native American

literature and select reading appropriate to individual
classes or situations.
As with all good literature, the best Native American literature
strikes at the heart of essential truths and how they are derived
from_ouncelationshipa te the spiritual presence to the landscape,
and to_each _other, and is, as _well, highly_personal. Literature is
the expression of the universal artist engaging the world around
him or her: the voice _of W.B. Yeats, William Faulkner, Frank
Kawabata, Ovid, Scott Momaday, Simon Ortiz, or Leslie Silko.
The personal nature comes from a characteristically intense participation of the individual with the wholeness of the surroundings, or the fragmenting failure to find such a wholeness. The
Native American voice speaks from its own werld in America and
from the unique position of being native to the land, even while
sometimes_ separated from it by the dominant, white, modern
American society.

The voice evokes the prebence of "What Moves-moves"
described by Kenneth Lincoln in the introduction to Native
American Renaissance. In spite of the rich, varied texture of In-

dian literature, this "conception of the human voice invoking
power" (Lincoln, p. 2) is not only pan-Indian, as Lincoln would
ha% e it, it is pan-human. To lead students into the univertiality
and uniqueness of Native American literature, a teacher must
recognize the essential truths localized in the particulars of existence, whether given in biography or in a highly fanciful poem
or story.
Ralph Waldo Emerson writes in Circles, "Our life is an appren-

ticeship to the truth that around every circle another can be
drawn; that there is no end in nature, but every end is a hveginning" (p. 263). That idea is exemplified in much Native American
literature. Emerson adds,
The life of man is a aelf-evolving circle, which, from a ring

impareptibly small, rushes on all sides outwards to new
and larger circles, and that without end. The extent to which

this generation of circles, wheel without whW, *ill go,
depends on the force of truth of the individual Soul. (pp.
264-65).

Native American literature, tou, records the individual soul's

inward search of itself and the rushes of that soul out*ard
through many circles to the ftirther reaches of our encircled existence where it shares a commonality with the woild at large.

Within that 111 os t expansive circle are 1smaller circles 1of com-

munal tribal experiences. Native 1American literature lives, as

deed the literature of many cultures, at_ each_ extension of
awareness, from the personaLseltevolving circle outward to
larger, more inclusive_circles, gaining strength from both the
universal valuesandirom its own more particularly shared tribal
values._ The _figure of the circles within circles 11is appropriate

because Native American literature does not lie outside the
established world literature, but like each cultural circle or entity
has its unique being within that larger circle, a part of it rather
than apart from it.

This chapter deals with the pan4ndian reaches_of thecirdt
rather than the inner circles of regionalsnd tribal literatures that
give life to individual pieces._ The general reviews, suggestions,
and directionsgiver inthis chapter cannot answer all needs. Particular selections, reading assignments, and themes are left to
teachers who, with the help of their own experience and books
suggested in this chapter, can select readings most appropriate
to their region and students.
If we were to teach a course in so-called world literature. which
often means "Literature of the Western World" (perhaps from
Ancient Greeks te that of _Modern Europe), all_ of us_ would
recognize and accept theimpossibility of adequate, thoroughlycomplete studies of ailliterature within that domain, that circle.
Recognizing that impossibility, we might accept the selectivity
of the course; so must we not demand of any one class an in-depth

study of all Indian literatures of all nations and all time. The
governing necessity must be the same as that accepted for a
course in literature of the Western World, along with the same
frwdom to choose pieces most appropriate to the objective of the

One favorable comment about Nathaniel Hawthorne& works
(The Scarkt Letter,for instance)_ is that_ Hawthorne _cannot keep
the past out of_the present or The present out of the past This is
also trueof NativeAmerican literaturewhether an ancient song

of wholeness or a contemporary story of struggle within a
fragmented modern world. Abel's struggle in House Mack of
Dawn forms a classic example. Abel's fractured-life is made
whole through his returning to the values of the natural ritualt,
especially the restorative "Navajo Night Chant," and the healing
power of the worde. Momaday's conscious use of ancient rituals
is perhaps the most obvious. But the importance of theaccumulation of past literature as it informs the present dares not be lost;
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we must not think the past exists in present literature only in
direct borrowing& The teacher of Native American literature
must constantly be aware of two worlds: the ancient tribal world
and today's technological world. Many conflicts and the resolu-

tions of those conflicts in the literature generate from the tensions between thosetweworlds,whether_in_Phil_George's short
poem, in Charles Eastman's autobiographical accounts, In Scott
Momaday's House Made of Dawn, in Leslie Silko's Ce.-emonies,
in John Mathew's Sundown, in Mourning Dove's romances, or in

the dynamic contemporary poetry of Simon Ortiz or Wendy
Rale.
One of the best tOols for unlecking the ancient tribal values and
the new, ..ecreated aesthetic participation is Owen Barfiéld'S
bcmik Saving _the Appearanem Although he does_not discuss
Native American literatureepecificallyBarfieldofferse concept
and a vocabulary to help us better understand the literatum
The core of Barfield's argument in-Saving the Appeartmees lies
in two closely related concepts. First, the difference between the

tribal outlook toward nature and the "medern technological"
outlook is more than merely a difference in thinking about
phenomena (which he labels alpha thinking); it is also a difference

in figuration, the process by which the mind constructs

phenomena feom sense experience. As modern readers of ancient

mythsandtales,"wearein_contact with_edifferentkindef thinkingend a different kind of perceiving altogether" iBarfielcL p. _29)

because we experience not with our impartial senses alonebut
with other things such as "mental habits, memory, imagination,
feeling and will" (p. 20). Furthermore, "the striking difference
between primitive figuration and ours is that the primitive involves 'participation,' that is, an awareness, which we can no
longer have, of an extra-sensory link between the percipient and
the representation" (p. 34). The relationship between the early
tribal poetandthelmter worldis not the sameas theidationship
that Otir mechanomorphic _consciousness might asaume._Eariy
men_had_a_ participation in a world whic14 for hinz was not
"outer" at all.
_Because phenomena are collective representations, they change
from one era to another, from one culture to another. This is Bar
field's second major concept, "evolution of consciousness." Barfield argues that, just as there has been biological evolution, so
has there been an evolution of consciousness which causes us to
differ in our figuration of phenomena. That evolution hat caused
particlee to become separate, unrepresented objects existing in-

dependently of our participation. This path toward nonparticipation, toward isolation, in the Euro-American world leads from the
emergence of Greek reflective thought and the direct and purposeful rejection of participation in ancient Israel, to the medern
scientific revolution which made a fait accornpli of the detachment of the outer from the inner worlds. Without denying either
tribal or moderm scientific phenomenaawareness ef the history
of this evolutionofuonsciousness can help us teimaginatively recreato another kindef participation which Barfield calls "final"

participation, a symbol-creating activity akin to nineteenthcentury Romantic imagination that had Goethe as a patriarch
and Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Ralph Waldo Emerson among
ite disciples.
Native American literature often makes use of the remembered
orienal participation and the re-created final participation which

it shares with all great. literatures worldwide. Failure of the
reader to recognize this participation creates a_separation_ _that
can lead to a_ weakened _understanding of contemporary writers
who aesthetically _restore participation.
_ _What does_ a junior high or senior high school student care
about the Barfieldian analysis of phenomena reviewed above?
Not much. The literature must smit for itself if the student is to
respond. However, teachers must know and care if they are to
focus certain historical or critical light on individual selections so
students may read the literature with greater understanding and
enjoyment.
_A standard anthology woukLbe the besteourreforearly_myths
and_folktales to beread in eitherjunior or senior high4 although
the readinglevel would have tube carefully monitored. Selecting
poetry creates more of a problem even though the number of excellent poems appearing in anthologies is a positive development

of the last decade. The problem arises when poems a teacher
wishes to use in class are not always to be found in a single anthology. For example, Rey YoungElear's fine poem "MorningTalking Mother" is in the Viking Portable, as is_Jemes Welch's
_poem "Surviving:" however, neither is in &alders and Peek_ but
Sanders and Peek include Scott Momaday's "Angle of Geese"
and geod poems by Patty Harjo, Simon Ortiz, and James Welch.
Joy Harjo's poem "Are You Still There" appears in yet another

anthology. (All are appropriate for high school, perhaps even
junior high.) The problem is indigenous- to literature texts
tenerally, for ene _typically fade that an English or American
literature anthology includes some but not all of the poems by
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John Donne or_Emily Dickinson that a teacher might wish to include in a course_Thesame principle applies to short storie& For
instance, the collaborative story 4_Chee's_Daughter" by Juanita
Platero and Siyowin Miller, appears in some anthologiesbutnot
all standard ones, yet it is a very good story to help_form a core
reading list for junior or senior high school student& The best
solution is to select (when possible) a useful anthology then supplement it.
The best assistancein selecting reading materials comes from
the bibliographies compiled by Anna Stensland (1979), Paula
Gunn Allen (1983), Andrew Wiget(198b), and Colonese and Owen

(1985). These bibliographies offer_the best help in selecting
primary and secondary Native American writing._Most of these
bibliographies contain a core of autobiographies and novels appropriate to junior and senior high school student& Stensland
most clearly identifies and suggests the appropriate level of the
literary works.
In addition to what may be found in anthologies, a brief core

reading list of _biography and autobiography would include
Charles Eastman's Indian Boyhood (1902), Emerson Blackhorse
Mitchell's Miracle Hill (1967), andlohn Neihaidt's recounting of
Black Elk's life story. A core of novels (and _romances) would include D'Arcy McNickle's Runner in the Sun, (especiallylor junior
high), his Surrounckd (1936), and Janet Hale's The Owi's Song
(1976). Stensland also lists Momaday's House Made of Dawn(for
inclusion in high school classes). That novel is, to date, the single
outstanding novel by a Native American; however, it could prove
difficultreadifig for students aAd would demand carefully help-

ing them throu0 its stylistic feature&
To our goodlortune, recent years have brought wider public&
tion opportunities for NativeAmerican_writers and publication of
a numler of books and articles extremely usefuLto butchers of

Native American literature. Paula Gunn Allea's_Studies in
American Indian Literature includes a list of periodicals which
typically publish works by Native Americans and scholarship
about Native American literature. Among the most accessible
and useftd of these are:
_ American Indian Culture and Rebearch ,Tournal. American Indian Studiesrenter, 3220 Campbell Hall, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Arnmican Indian Quarterly. Native American Studies, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
Blue Mud Qnarterly. Marvin, SD 57251.
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Journal of American Folhtore. 1703 New Hampshire Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20009.

MELUS (Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States).
Department of English, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
45221.

Studies in American Indian Literature. Department of English
and Comparative Literature, Columbia University, New York,
NY 10027.

Sun Tracks: An American Indian Literary Annual. Department of English, University of Arizona, AZ 85721.
Western American Literature. Department of English, UMC
32, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322.
Allen lists another twenty titles and should be conaulted for

the full range. She also lists (pp. 313-315) "Special Issues of
Periodicals" devotOd to one or more aspects of Native American
writing.
The bibliographies_ that follow list major anthologies of Native
American_ writing_and_booko about Native American literature

which_contain_ material that should prove useful as general
studies or particular advice. These are highly selective lists, of
course, and one should consult bibliographies included in most
volumes and those annual bibliographies appearing in joumnals.

The annotations suggest the principal strengths and possible
weaknesses of each text.
The teacher of Native American literaturemust _face_ several
questions: What makes a circle withirithe grander _circle distinctly Native American? What_shared basic assumptions are enclos-

ed within_ that circle, whether unique to Native American
literatureormot? What shared values and modalities give power

to the particular forms? The answers often arise from the
students' responses to the literature.

SelfttW bibliographies and scholarship for further
reading

Allen, Paula Gunn. (1983). Studies in American Indian litenitum
Critical essays and course designs. New York.: Modern Lirnguage

Association

_Thiovolume follows _Stensland's original work by a decade as
thonextmajor study of its type, but is aimed primarily at college
level courses; therefor% teachers should not expect direct application to junior and senior high school. However, the forty page
"Works CitOd" section, the outstanding essays by on& scholars
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as Paula Gunn Allen, Elaine Jahner, Gretchen Bataille, LaVonne
Ruoff, Linda Hogan, and Patricia Smith offer substance valuable
to any teacher of Native American literature regardless of level.

The chapter designations are "Oral Literature, Personal_ Narrative, Autobiography, andIntermedial_Literature"; "American

IndianWomen's Literature"; "Modem and Contemporary
American Literature"; and "The Indian in American Literature."
A. useful "Resources" section contains a bibliographical essay
titled "A Guide to Anthologies, Texts, and Research"; a selected
list- of periodicals which publish American Indian literary works

and scholarly articles about the literature; a further list of
periodicals 'which1 have 1devotéd special issues to Indian
literature; and a selected list of presses which often publish Indian_ works.

_The book is_ an extensive, inescapable volume to have in any

library. However, it is best used in ccnjunction with other
resources such as Andrew Wiget's or Kenneth Lincoln's listed
below.

Chapman, Abraham. (Ed.). (1975). Literature of the American

Indians: Views and interpretations: A gathering of Indian
memories, symbolic contexts, and literaiy criticism. New York:
New American Library.
This volume_has served teachers well since its publication;
partly because of the range of material suggested by the long subtitle That range is further demonstrated by inclusion in the set of
twenty-six selections such figures as John Stands in Timber, N.
Scott Momaday, Vine Deloria, Jr., Franz Boas, Mary Austin, and
William Bevis. Paula Gunn Allen's excellent essay "The Sacred
Hoop: A Contemporary indiaii Perspective on_Atherican Indian
Literature" -stands out from_among other very good essays in the
volume, as_does N. Scott. Momadey's address "The Man Made of

Words" and William Bevis's fine essay on the problems of
translating poetry from one culture to another.

Colones% Tom and Louis Owen. 11985J. American Indian
novelists: An annotated bibliography. New York: Garland Press.

The preface to this bibliography states "This_ __selected

bibliography is Uitended as an aidtostudents_of the American In,
dian novel and as_a guide to_the rapidly expanding volume of
critical matedal dealin&with Indian novelists" (p. ix). The entries
include novelists writing in the 1920's and 30's such as Mourning
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Dove (1888-1936), John Joseph Mathews (1894-1979), and D'Arcy McNickle (1904-1977) as well as contemporaries such as_N.

Scott Momaday_ Leslie _Silo, _and James Welch. For_ each
novelist there is a biographical paragraph; one-paragraph
synopses of that. author's novels, brief listing of other works by
that author, and one-paragraph responses of other scholars of
Native American literature, Charles Larson, Anna Stensland,
Simon Ortiz, Paula Gunn Allen, and Kenneth Lincoln among
others. Entries range from two pages for Dallas Chief Eagle, to
five pages for D'Arcy McNickle, to nearly twenty pages for N.
acott Momaday.
Lincoln, Kenneth. (1983). Native American Renaissance.
Berkeley and LDS Angeles: University of California.

The irtroduction, "Sending a Voice," sets the reader on the
tracl- of Lincoln's theme. The volume's nine chapters cover the
expected range from "Ancestral Voices in Oral Tradition" to

"The Nom Day Indi'ns." It also includes a useful selective
bibliography of primary Native American works and scholarly
studies of the literature. Lincoln has been faulted for being too
selective, for omitting essential scholarship, and for his "poeticlike" writing style; nonetheless, this book is informative and

rewarding to read, an outstanding addition to a personal or
school library.

Stensland, 1Anna, Lee. (1979). Literature by and1 about the
American Indian: An annotated bibliography (2nd ed.). Urbana,
IL: National Council of Teachers of English.
_This is the major volume published by NCTE which _has served
teachers so well since its first edition in 1973 and _especially since
the present, e-Ten more useful, second edition. Its great advantage is suggested by the title, for the volume contains fully an-

notated bibliographies under the following headings: "Myth,
Legend, Oratory, and Poetry," "Fiction," "Drama," "Biography
and Autnbiography, ' "History," "TraditionaLLife and Culture,"
"Modern_Lifs and Problems _.Music,_Arts and_Crafts. In_this
second edition, the entries in each cat.egory are groupédL under
elementary, junior, and senior high school, and adult_ headings.
Stensland's bibliography contains a section of capsule
biographies of American Indian authors and sections with the
self=explanatory titles "Guides to Curriculum Planning" and "A
Basic Library of Indian Literature." One shortcoming of thia
otherwise outstanding bibliography is also among its strengths:
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the significant presence of_ non-Indian vriterS. However, C.:.e
standard classic works of such writers as rharles Eastman, Scott
Momaday, James Welch, and Leslie Silko_ (among others) are
clearly present. It remains, for its purpose, a benchmark volume
unrivaled to date.
Wiget, Andrew. (1985). Native American Literature. Boston:
Twayne PubliSherS (O.K. Hall).

This recent contribution to the familiar Twayne's United
States Authors Seriei is an extremely useful general study.
Although thebookis fairly well balanced, Wiget d5 pay more
attention to conternporary_Native American poetry then have
some other scholars; therefore_this particular_contribution helps
fill in one of several gaps in Native American studies andhas the
added advantage of a later publication date. This volume, too,
contains a useful selected bibliography.
Selected anthologies

Momaday, Natachee Scott (Ed.). (1976). American Indian
Author& Boston:__Houghton, Mifflin_
This small volume (151_pages)_is_ made excellent by the selec-

tions included. Although contemporuy materialashould be_used
to supplement it, this text would serve very well as a high school

text Not only does it include the inescapable figures (Charles
EaStman, Emerson Mitchell, N. Scott Momaday, and James
Welch), it alSo includea selections not often reprinted such as
Thomas Whitecloud'S fine Phi Beta Kappa aWard essay "Blue
Winds Dancing."

Rosen, Kenneth (Ed.). (1970 The Man_ to Send Rainclouds:
Contemporary &arias by AmericamIndians_New_York: Viking.
Stories by Leslie Silko and Simon Ortiz dominate this wiles,
tion because of their quality and number. This collection, while a
gobil one, could be supplemented for classroom use by more contemgorary StorieS and a wider selection of writers.
Rosen, Kenneth (Ed.). (1975). Voices of the Rainbow: Content-

porary_poetry by American Indians. New York: Seaver Bobka
(Viking).

This volume also is somewhat dated; _however, it remains a
more successful text than Rosen's collection of short stories
because of the number of poets included and the range and_excellence of the selections from the twenty-one poets represented.
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Sanders, Thomas E. and Walter Peek. (1973k Literature of the
American Indian. Beverly Hills: Benzinger Bruce & Glencoe.
(Abridged paperback, 1976.)

This volume remains the best general anthology in spite_of its
1973 date, in part b..cause a relatively small aectionis devatedto
contemporaly literature. One of its greatest_ values lies in the
treatment of early myth, folk literature, and oratory.

Velie, Alan_R, (1979), American Incaan Literature: An Anthology. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press.
One fascinating part of this anthology is the "Songs" section
which includes a version of the Delaware "Wiliam Olum" in pie!

tograph, Delaware text (anglicized),1 and English. Chippewa
songs are included complete with musical notation.
Turner, Frederick W. (19731. The Portable North American Indian Reader. New York: Viking.
One of the formidable Viking Portable series, this includes a

limited_ but very useful range of writing under the headings
"Myths and Tales," "Poetry and Oratory," "Culture Contact,"
and "Image and Anti-Image." The "Myths and Tales" section
seems etrongest, although effective individual selections occur in
each section.

Additional works cited
Barfield, a (1965). Savinr the-appearances: A study in idolatry. New
York:- Harcourt,Brace & World.

Camell, D.- (1983). naching gut& for hull= literature (Vols. 1-2).
Rough Rock AZ: Navajo Curriculum Center.
Carnegie forum Task Force Report (1986, May 21) as excerpted in Me
Chronick of IfigUr gducation, 43-54.
Emerson, R.W. 11984 Selected writings of Enuerson, Donald McQuade
(Ed.). New York: Modern Library (Random).
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The Whole Language

Approach to language Arts
for the Indian Student
Sandra Fox

The communication skills of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing are learned best together as, for example readingsan be
learned from writing and writing from reading. Thus, au cornmunicatioaskills should be combined in a teRchingiapproach Call7
The _instructional _PhiloaophY __or
methodology of a "whole language"_ approach _incorporates or0

ed_ "whole language.!

language practice; the use of culturally relevant materials; and

language experience activities. The principles of the whole
language approach are:
1. Much of the content of instruction comes from the stUdent's
own la.guage and experience.
2. Aspects of language are learned from a "whole" language
perspective rather than asisolatedparts. Forexample_words_are
learned_ in_ the _context _of_ meaningfat language _experbnces,

Sound/symbol correspondence (phonics) is learned from_ the
sounds within words which students know and use Aspects of
grammar are learned from practical application,
3. Instruction is based upon active learning strategies.
Excerpts from this-essay have bout printed in Wkae Lcinguage Approach_ to Improving Beadingand Communication SkillsJEA Itesoura3
righth-rewybd-Permisand Evaltiation lenter One,-NAR/ORBIS.
sion to reprint must bei:obtained from the author; _Sandra_ Fox -Ivan
bducational Coniudtant. She tan be contactbd thrbugh the Council For
Indian Education, Box 31216; Billings, bre 59107,

4. Communication skills are not taught in isolation. Students
learn to read from writing, and vice versa._ Programs should,
therefore, include reading, writing, speaking, and listening activities.
Students_ are taught to enjoy and appreciate the written
works of others, including Indian and non-Indian literature.
Whole language programs usually include:
1. Writing language experience stories.
2. Bringing familiar language to the classroom (words from kid
culture, television, radio, songs, sports, and so forth).
3. Reading strategy instruction (decoding comprehending, and
critical thinking activities).
4. Reading_to students.
5. Having students read to themselves for enjoyment.
6. Sharing of literature._
7. Having students write every day.
8. Practicing oral language.

Whole language programs include units which incorporate
reading (see chapter on reading comprehension), listening speak-

ing and writing. The various components of a whole language
program are described below followed by a sample unit.

Listening
Listening is an important language arts skill. It is estimated
that people spend forty-five percent of their daily language-use
time in some listening activity. Listening is especially important
for_Indian_students who need to _expand_ their vocabularies_to

gain command of words they may want to use in speaking,
reading, and writing.
In a whole language program, students practice listening when
they are read to, a regular activity of the approach. They practice
listening as they hear other students contribute to language ex-

perience stories. They practice listening as they hear other
students bring iainiliarwords for word lists and as they hear
other _students s4tre literature.

In addition, other opportunities must be made for listening
practice. Early primary students should have practice in just
listening to and identifying sounds and their features. Primary
students must have practice in listening to directions, recognizinjg rhyme, listening for sounds in word!), listening for meanings

of worde, and listening for main ideas, sequence, and detaili.
Rules for good listening must be stressed.
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In interroediate and upper grades, the same kindeof_listening
practice need to take place; and, in addition, students need_ to
practice listening to understand and learn, listening for pleasure,
and listening critically. Specific activities must 1* planned with
these_purposeehunind These are also the purposes for reading,
and instruction in reading and writing for each purpose can be

correlated. However, it is essential_ that_ listening not be
neglected. For Indian students, especially, more time must be
devoted to it.

Speaking
Speaking, like listening, is not givéiienoughethphasiin most
classrooms. One of thrce major recommendations for improving

language skills of Indian students is to provide more oral
language practice for them. Indian students must spend more
time mastering spoken language before they are expected to read
and_ write it
__Loa whole language program, speaking (oral languagepractice)
comes into play_when_ students discuss an experience they have
had which then provides the teacher wi thL the content fora story

Wised upon that experienc& This type of story is_ called _a
language experience story. For young students, the teacher
writes the story down on a chalkboard or chart paper while older
students can do their own writing. Speaking is practiced when

students bring familiar language to the classroom to suggest

words or phrases to make hate of sports terms, names of

toothpastes, or words with the same meaning such as awesome,
humungous, and other synonyms for large. When students share
literature they_have enjoyed by telling a story or reading out loud
a book or poem they liked, they are practicing oral language.
Other opportunities_for practicing oral language _by students

include reciting poetry and individual_or_ choral _reading&
Students should regularly participate in skits or plays, give short
oral reports, simak into tape rworders, share experiences, and be
involved in discussion& Any activities in which students have
the opportunity to converse with-each other can make good oral
language practice. Stress the utility of speakin4 effectively.

Oral langulige activities should be meanin4ful. The setting
shouldbe aenaturalaepossible and the focus should be on the activity_and not_ on _the kinguage itself _Much of the sourrAfor oral

language practice can come from _the_fact_ that Indians have
always told stories. Students can tell traditional stories, make
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original speeches, or recite the speeches of other Indians (for ex-

amples of Indian oratory see Virginia Armstrong's I kave
spoken). They can turn legends into plays. Sgeaking should be
made an important skill for Indian students.
If your sc hool has a bilingual program in which both the native
and the English language are being strengthened, the inclusion of
speaking activities is evmmore important-Only when students
spearc_ and get _4inforcement for speaking do _they_ learn_ _a
language. _neck Isroormenvironmentcreated for language learning should include concrete objects and situations as much as
possible. The bilingual program should aim for conversational
language through immersion.

Writing
Students should write every day. Writing should be made an
important activity. Students should have writing folders or large
enveloms in which to keep written work. Classroom rules should

emphasize that it must be quiet when people are writing The
"Sditing" (correcting) process must bS made an important ingre-

client in the writing process. As part of it, students should
regularly get_ the opinions of other _students about their own
writingsncimay tometimes worit in pairs.
Two_kinds of writing need _to be gracticedin school: controlled
writing and independent writing. These lead to the two kinds of
writing necessary for life's communication nwds: exact writing
and imaginative writing
Controlled writing In controlled writing the instructor controlt the topic and form. This is useful for beginning writers and
for older students who- neSci toimprove their exact writing skills.
One form_of_controlled writingis_to have students copy written

works. _In eany grades,students can _copy_ poetry,_ songs,
language experience stories, and other short works. It is best _if
they copy poems, songs, and stories with which they are already
familiar
A second form of controlled writing is to have students write
word lists from their experiences- and surroundings (not from a
aliening boak1). For example, students can write names of thingg
in a_pictw.e_or in _their clattsroom,m.hool building school_yafd,
towz_ or hothe._ The students suggest_the "thiaer for thé_Iiiti
and then write them. They may have to ask for the names of some
things. These can be written down by the teacher and their spellings discussed one at a time; -or students can make their own lists

basad on the topic and exchange them for correction by their
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peers. The teacher should be on hand to explain and confirm spell-

ing& After a word list is complete and correct, more advanced
student& can write descriptive paragraphs of their classroom,
school yard, living_room,andso forth. Students can do specialized word lists such as_things on_a_Christmastreaor things having
to do with other holidays or special days. They aso can do rhyming words after the first word is given. They could i.hezi write
poetxy with the rhyming words. Word lists can be done by groups

of students or used by tutors with individual students.
A third form of controlled writing is the dictation of sentences
for_ students to write. Length and number of sentences depend
upon theleveLof the student& Sentences can include students'
spelling or vocabulary words,_or they can be &am an experience
which the class_ or a student haihIdAftereach sentence is written by the students, the teacher should write it correctly_on the
chalkheard for students to compare with their& This provides immediate feedback as to their success at writing, correct spelling

punctuation, and capitalization. The teacher or tutor directs
students to check to make sure they have capitalized,_ put a
perion,_and_soforthone aspect at a time, stressing things with
which students_arelaving difficulty.
More advanced students may lave short paragiaphs dictated
to them. No hints aregivew sttch as "end of_sentenceonly the
words are dictated. Students then have to check teL see _if they
have divided the paragraph into sentences corrmtly, if they have
properly indented the first line, and if they have cotrect
capitalization, and punctuation. Short papers can be dictated to
sSé ifatudents can divide ideas into paragraphs as well as checking on other_skiHs.
A fourth form of controlled writing is to_convert questions into

statements. The instructor_ shoukl_exprain or _review the difference between questions and statements Students should then
be directed to write a paragraph of statements in which they
answer questions such as: What is your name? What school do

you attend? What grade are you in? What is your teacher's
name? How many students are in your class? Is your school work
easy or hard? The length of sentences and the paragraRh will depend, of course, upon the level of the student or group. Questions
can alsobe given individuallrand students' statements_checked
after each is_written. Questions could be on the same topic or on
unrelated_ topics.

A fifth form of controlled writing is to have students writes set

number of sentences each week from waling or vocabulary

worde_The teacher can_count the number of _errors and putit at
the top of the page Students should work toward having-fewer
and fewer errors. They bwome confident when they see they are
eliminating errors. Students at higher grade levels will have more
sentences to write. However, there should be few enough so the
teacher can look them over quickly, maybe even correct them in

front of the students as they are handed in. Otherwise, the instructor should arrange a time to talk with the students akmt
their errors. A simple record of types of errors being made should
1:m_ kept for each studentStudents won discover that many of the
errors _they _make are from _carelessness.

Controlled writing should be done as long as neededthe content should depend upon the types of errors made by students.
Independent writing. In the second writing category, independent writing, students are encouraged t-o put their thoughts and
ideas on paper. Writing should be viewed as the ability to write
one's own ideas and present them in a form for others to-read. It
should he stressed that one's own ideas are important Ideas can
provide feaLor imaginary informationfiction or non-fiction.
Independent wng_should be_ stressed_ from_ the first day of
schooL Children want to write, as shown_ by their crayon maifts
and scribbles on paper and walls. Therefore they are to be encouraged to write in kindergarten, because, from the beginning,
they must believe they can write. Allow them to scribble, draw
pictures, or write alphabet lettere, if they know them. Ask what
thr have written and praise them for what they have done.
_ Early writers in_kindergarten anti first grade can also draw or
paint pictures_ to put their ideas on_paper._ Each artist can tell
about his or her pictures, ancitheleachercan extracttwo or three
sentences that will describe the picture or tell the story._By the
next day, the teacher can have attached a story strip to the bottom of the child's picture with the two or three sentence descrip-

tion on it The studente share the pictures again and read the
"stories" that go with them. Later on, students can write their
own stories_to go with their pictures.

First grade _children often _have limited spelling-usage
vocabularies. If their flow of _thought is interrupted_byidea gaps
and spelling problems, students may feel _frustrated aboutputting their own ideas down on paper. In initial writing lessons an
imaginative set of completion blanks sometimes enables students
to see completed selections more quickly. One might be:

MY PET
I have a pet and its name is
It has

fur.

Mikes to
It gleeps in the

After students fill in the blanks, _they_ can copy the entire
paragraph to make it their writing. For older students whoneed
this kind of motivation to get anything written, leave out every
fifth word of a work so they can fill it in.

Selecting a topic
Independent writing requires selixtion _of topics. Selecting
topics is difficult for children at first, so at first, teachers may
have to provide topics from which students can choose. Later
students should be encouraged to select their own topicsThe

topics should be relevant to the students' experiences,

happanings in_thetr lives, or thinigs thw know alvout. Sometimes
teachers can provide thebeginningofincompletesentenass or the

ending of sentences in order to get students started- However,
teachers and tutors should help students learn to select their owm
topics. A teacher may show how he or she selects topics. The
teacher and students need paper and pencil. On one of the pieces

of paper they number from I to 4. Behind numbers I and 2,
students are instructed to list topics abOut which they may want
to write. The taicher_tells them it can be something that happen-

ed_to thesomething they areinterested ir4 orjust something
they wantto write about. The teacher Writesslowntwo topics and
then tells the class what they amend hisor her reasonsior selec,
ting them. Then the teacher has the students write two more and
does the same, explaining his or her choice of the last two. (Four

topics help students expand their thinking) Then, students are
diked to select one topic from the four. They can confer with
writing partner% if they wish.
Teachers should "mcidel" writing for their student% After the
teacher chooses_ a topic or the class helps choose a_ topic, the
teacher shows how he_ or she_ thinAcs abaut_and Organ iz e s the

te short papers on the
writing The teacher should actually
chalkboard, making corrections and reorganizing ideas while doing so. Wb.n teachers write language experience stork% they are
also modeling writing
At this point students are ready to begin. Once they have
Wected topics, they need to-work quietly so all can think. Music
may be played if teacher and students desire it. If studente come

s

8

to a word they want to use but cannot spell, they are instructad to

put the first sound down and leave a blank or to use creative
spelling so they can ask the teacher or writing partner later. For
the time being, they should not disturb anyone.
As a regular practice, studenta should be encouraged to illustrate written works. This reinforces the_ideas_ used _in the
writing as well as the skills practiced. Students can also write
captions for cartoons.

Editing
Making cormtions on independent writing should be viewed
as "editing." Editing should_start out simply,mitlyalistudents
turned into editors after being writers. They can edit their own
work or eacbother's work. At first, they should simply read the
work to see if it makes sense. Later, they can check for correct
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and paragraphing. Older
students might have a checklist of things to look for.
The taacher can be available to help students adit. Some papers
may ba edited by a teacher as examples of how to edit. Copies can
ba made of one paper for all to see as a teacher pohlts out things
to be changed, or sentences_from many papers _can be extracted
for aleacher to useaaexamples_The teacher should be _careful to

choose papers_ written by students who are better writers so as
not to discourage the creativity of those less confident about
their writing.

Publishing
Some materials_should be ' ipublished.!' _Sometimes _students'
works_are displayed on bulletin boards or compiled and actually
put into book form to be read by others. Students can also write
individual books. The teacher is the senioraditor" in these cases
and reviews "drafts" with students before final copies are made.
Final drafts do not have to be perfect. The amount of perfection
expected depends upon the level of the students and the teacher's
expectations._
A projectfor older students is the 'Foxfire' ' concept of gathering and writing down information about the local community for
inclusion in a book. Students can also write articles on any topic
for local and school newspapers. Poetry adds spice to the writing
program. For early writers rhyming words,after the first one, can
be left out of poetry so that students ran fill in the blanka. Later,
students can write their own poetry. They get to feel and use a lot
of language when they write poetry.
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The classroom should have many opportunities for writing
Students can keep journals and write in them every day. In early
grade& a teacher can provide the topics. Journal notes are not
corrected or editedA _teacher may, however, review them and

make comments such as "me too." "Lagree," or "nice." Older
students, who should keep journals morelike diaries and write
What is on their minds, may not want teachers to review their
j ournals.

The claisroom should have a message box where students can
=swier and send messages to the teacher. Stress the utility of
writing.

Omaniemg a whole language program
The examples in this chapter are just some of many activities
that can be used in a whole language program. There are many
other& However,most teachers are Ivied to structured programs
outlined in textbook& Thereseemato be too many thinss to do in
a whole language approach and meetwaytedo them, To provide
some structure to a whole language program usea_thematic approach. If a topic, book, or special happening is of interest to your
students, organize a wholelanguage unit tiased on it with related
whole language activities based unon that theme.
For example, you might choose the theme "pets" for Native
American students at about the third grade level. Actual projects
might include:
L Oral language practice._ Have_students tell about their pets
or pets they know. They can tellthe kind of pet, describe the pet
and tell something ftmny the pet does.

2. Reading to students. Read the book Dog Story by Oren
Lyons (1973) to the _group. It is culturally relevant for some tribes

and is by an Onondaga author.
_3Reading strategy. The teacher picks out words encountered
in reading Dog_Story for meaning analysis or word attack instruction. Studenta_do_a_concept mapping of the Story.
4. Language experience story. _Haveatudents summarize Dog
Story in a language experience story format.

5. Students reading to themselve& At their independent

reading levels, have students read stories about pets.
6. Sharing literature. Have some students tell about stories of
pets they read and eapecially enjoyed.
7. Students bringing familiar language to the classroom. Have
students tell about dogfoodi or dog feod commercialt they know
about. Write and discuss the words in dog feed brands or wordt
of commercials.
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8. Writing every day. Have students write papers on "Why
Pets are Important." Papers canlie edited. Studentsshould write

in theirjournals every day. They may have some controlled
writing also.

The various activities of the whole language approach do not
have to lie in any particular order. Concepts froth other academic
areas, such as mathorscience should be inchidedif _they relate to
the topicThe whole language classroom should be full_ of stimuli

for _reading, writin& speaking, and listening. Some whole
language classrooms have reading, writing, slieaking, and listening centers.
The whole language approach is a much more exciting way to
teach than to just follow textbooks, and ita procedures also can
be used in content areas- such as science and social studies. The
teacher would plan reading, writing, spealdn&and_listening_ac,
tivities_on the-topic beingstudied-The_whole language Approach
also can be used with _Indian languages as well as the English
languaga. If micro-computers are available, students can use simple word processing programs to write, edit, publish, and even
check the spelling of their stories.
More examples for use in the classroom can be found in books
such as those in the section For Further Reeding which follows.

For further reading
Allen, R. V., & Allen-C.11982). Language experience activities. Boston,
MA: HoughtorrMifflin.
Armstrong, V. I. (Ed.). (1971). I have spoken: American history through
-tU voices tu hicitans.-Chicago:-Swallow.
Cramer. W., & Dorsey, S. (rLd). Read-ability books (a bibliography of
1,850 high inttreit, loW vocabulary lieols for teenagers). Portland,
ME: J. Weston Weick

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. (Various dates). Indian
reacling serieruStorie s and ksends-of thenorthwest.-Washington,-DC:

U.S. Government Printing Office Contains good discussion of
linguage -experience approach.

Graves, D. H. (1982). Wridng: Mockers curd cMktren at work. Portsmouth, NH: Hekernenn Educational Books.
Grobe, E.-P. (n.d.). SOO creative writing activities for composition classes.
_ Portlanct RE: J. Weston Walc1L_
Lyons, O. (1973). Dog story. Wefr York: Holiday House.
Russell, D._ H., & Russell, E. F. (1979). Listening ads through tire gractes.
New York: Teszhers CollleAte.
Shafer, R.-E., & Staab, C. (1983). Language functions and schOol success.

Glenview, IL: Scott Foresm

Stauffer, RusW1 G. (1990). The language expenence approach to the
reurcUrw of reucling, New York: Harper and Raw.
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Wilson, R. M.,AiRall, M. (18791. Pmgrammed word attack for teachers.
Columbus, OW ChErlei E. Merrill.
Zintz, M. V. (1984). The leading process: The teacher and the karner.
Dubuque, OH: Wm. C. Brown.
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English as a Second

Language for the Indian
Student
Rachel Schaffer

"The first people on this continent to be taught English as a Second Langwage were probably the American Indians."
James E. Alatis, 1973, p. 41

Teaching English to students whose: first: language is not
English Involves different assumptions about language learning
and student needs than does teaching English to native English
speakers. The two groups differ in size of English vocabulary, in
familiarity with the pronunciation and grammar rules of English,
and in knowledge of the_finer points_ nf speaking_and writing
English, such _as_ _style _and_ tone; There _will probably_ also be

cultural differences between native English and: speakers to
whom English is a second language which will affect how
students learn and how they behave in the classroom and,
therefore, how effective particular teaching methnds will be.
This chapter concentrates on issues and considerations which

teachers of minority, Englith as a Second Language (ESL)
students should be &ware _of, especifillY leachers of Native
American students._ These considerations apply to students in all
grades; even to college students; While I discuss practical recom-

mendations first, the studies and theory which follow and on
which the practical ideas are based are equally important and
This original essay appears here in print-for the first time. All rights
reserved. Permission to reprint must be obtained_from thei author. Dr.
Schaffer is an Assistant Professor of English at Eastern Montana College, Billings, MT, 59101.
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helpful in providing useful teaching ideas.

Practical Considerations
and Specific Recommendations

Learn English linguistics
To be an effective teacher of English, a thorough knowledge of
the sttucture and uses of the language is helpful and mecessmr
regardless of the type of students taught. This knowledge includesMuch more than the "grammar" of English, normally considered to inchide only the sentence structure (syntax) and word

endings (morphology).. It also includes the sound system of
English with its rules of __pronunciation (phonology and
phonetics), and ways in which_ the language is used to accomplish

a wide variety of social goals, such as requesting promising1
ordering etc. (pragmatics). The best source of this kind_ of
knowledge is an introductory linguistics course, which will _provide a_great. many facts not only about English, but also about
how laLtuages in general are organized and how they can be
analyzed and_studied Teachers who understand the patterns of
English organization and the variety of patterns possible in other
languages will be in a much_better position to explain English

structure to Native American students, using what_ students
know about their first language to clarify and compare dif=
ferences and problem areas.

An introductory linguistics course will also help instill in
teachers_ an objective, nonjudgmental, ckscriptive attitUde
toward all varieties_ of language, whether Standard American
English (SAE)_or a_nonstandarcl (regional, rural, ethnic) variety.
that any deviaToo many people, includingaome educators,
tion a spaaker or writerinakosirom _the so-callecI"standard" indicates a lack of intelligence, education, or_willingness to learn
the "right" way. Heatherington (1980) describes this kind of
prescriptive attitude:

A child who uses correct language is presumably neat,
polite, well groomed, and a paragon _of_ virtue, :whereas a
child who uses incorrect language probably _falla_asleep in
church, plays hooky from school, dissects cats, mid takes
dope. (p. 216)
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In reWity, all varieties of language are rule-governed; each has
its own system which_may differ from the standardbut still has
itsuwn rules of_grammaticality._Teachers knowledgeablein the
facts_ of language variation can appreciate language differences

without condemning them, and this attitude can make a
classroom a far more open, accepting, and constructive place to
learn. Such teachers will also be prepared to accept some grammatical mistakes for the sake of furthering communication and
language use. Rather than dwelling on outdated points of grammar (such as the who/whom distinction), this kind of teacher will
Wive more time to spend helping student& tackle areas of _grammar thatmayseriously interfere with communication with native
English speakers.

Learn about students' first language and native
culture

It is clearly_impossible for every teacher ofislative American
student& to_learn students first language fluently, or even well
_

enough to carry on a conversation, but it is possible to learn
something about the linguistic structure of the language, either
by reading about it or by asking explanations from speakers who
have some formal knowledge of their language. Acquiring some
knowledge of the native language Will help teachers recognize

areas of interference from that language which appear in
students' English pronunciatiom sentence_ structure. _or mord
endings, and will help teachers discuss and clarify with students
those areas of difference. Such knowledge ean also help teachers
plan lessons that will concentrate on areas of greatest difference,
confusion, and interference in spoken or written English, and will
even help them plan content lessons about the students' first
lafiguageas_a_way_ of teaching analytical language Skilisi using a
topic of inherent interest to the students (see, for example, Hale,
1973).

Understanding _the_ students' home_ culture_ is _also_ Nita for
understanding basic aspects_of their behavior both in and_out nf
the classroom, including language-related behaviors. Different
cultures have-varying standards of what is and is not acceptable
or respectful behavior. Silence versus talking, touching, smiling,
eye contact, competition versus cooperation, leadership roles,
and expectations of a teacher's role can all differ depending on
standards of a culture. Differences hetween a teacher's culture
and that of students can create conflicts and misunderstandings.
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One area of behavior that has a strong influence on the amount

and nature of speech produced in the classroom is the use of
silence. Silence among students can be used as a weapon against
teachers and as a learning_tOol Dumont, Jr. (1972) describes the
first use in a Sioux and Cherokee classroom in which students
used silenceas a signal of cultural clash with a white teacher who
used methods of teaching_and_intaraction very different from

those used by members of the community. In another class,
Where a teacher had greater concern and resmot for students'
opinions, students talked freely. Obviously, in a language
classroom, it is vitally important to encourage students to speak
andtnito express themselves. This can be done best by creating
a supportive,_low,anziety_atmosphere, as Krashen (19811 recommends, where students JééI free to make thistakes_and experiment with language, and by avoiding cultural-conflict _in _the
classroom wherever possible. It is, of course, also important to
show students the kinds of non-native classroom interactions
they may face later on in high school or college, such as being
called on to- answer questions, but it is- most useful to do so by
explaining_differences in behaviors and how they are interpreted,
and_by_continuing to_ be_noncoercive in encourazing students 0
experiment with-alternative kinds_ ofinteractions._
Silence as a learningtoolis described by Terrell(1981) as_ a _time

when students are gathering enough "comprehensible input" to
feel confident about performing some task (sw the "Approaches
to Teaching ESL" section which follows). Given traditional learn-

ing styles -of many Native American cultures, this may be the

most familiar and comfortable learning behavior for these
students. Teachers should not be too eager to impose more rigid
European _teaching_ techniques 911 Native American students:
answers_ sm _demand or _by_ turns, hiefly-structured_activities
where each student has a specific, unchanging role, etc. This is
not to say that students should never be called on to demonstrate

knowledge or ability, but they should be encouraged to participate in culturally-familiar ways, rather than be put on the
spot in front of the whole class.

Use a variety of teaching tfthniques
Once teachers know something about- their students culture,
learningstyles, and language, they will have a better idea of the
most effective teaching technique& But every class and every

student is different, so using a variety of metheds and approaches will ensure that every student will get involved at some

time, and teachers wili quickly develop a feeling for the most enjoyable and effective techniques. Teachers should feel free to ex-

periment and to let students know they are trying something
new.

Teaching techniques that I have found1 to be effective for
Native American students in composition classes (and for most
of _my_students, in fact) involve_the use of_ written and spoken
models, cultuially relevantexamples and topics, group work, and
individual tutorials outside of class.
Most people feml more comfortable learning by example, rather
than being asked to try something totally new with no model to
follow. For many native cultures, especially, this is one of the

primary learning strategies. I therefore give my composition
students several written medels of each kind of assignment I ask

them to write, whether grammar exercise% one-paragraph
full-length_essays. We _do_ written_ examples on the
blackboard; for oral exercise%_I dosomeexamples first or ask for
a group response from the entire class so that student& who are
essays,_

not quite sure what is expected can see others do the task. We
discuss the models in terms of both strong and weak points,
avoiding excessively negative terms like "bad" or "wrong," and
I make a special effort to make my expectations for each task
very clear before we begin.
Many_ of_my Native American students have been surprised

that they can actually write _an acceptable essay about topics
from their everyday lives_ and_ cultural_ backgrounds. They
sometimes seem to think that they should write _about_othy
suitably academic (technological? mainstream American?) topics,
and are pleased when I tell them that family, hometown life, and

cultural events are suitably academic topics, as are differences
they have_notiCed between Indians and non-Indians, and the
problems_or benefits of_being Indian. If students have trouble
thinking of topics, L help them focus_on possible areas by asking
them about home, friends, family, hobbies, interests, knoviedge

of their culture and first language, and al r personal topics.
Students who write about subjects they know and like will write
longer, more interesting compositions. T. D. Allen, who taught

Emerson_ Blackhorse Mitchell when he was writing his
autobiography, Miracle Hill (1967), hat a number of techniques
for showing students how to write their life stories in her book,
Writing to Create Ouneives (1982).
I also try to use_cdturally-relevant_topics in_my writing_examples and grammar exercises. I use student essays as much as
.
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possible, including ones on differences between Indian and white
lifestyles and values [comparison/contrast), on the meaning of a
special word in Assiniboine (definition), and on the main street of
one student's hometown (description). Lhavemadeup a sentenc&
combinhig exercise_ based_ on _a_Navajo_ short_ story (Chee's
Daughter,_"_by Juanita_Platero _and Siyowin Miller), a part-ofspeech exercise taken from a biography of a Sioux warrior (Crcay

Horse, tire Strange Man of the Oglatas, by Mari Sandoz), and
sentences used as examples of various grammar points or even as

test questions that describe activities familiar to my student§
(riding horses, tanning hide& going to school) and that use their
names.
For students whose cultures encourage_cooperation _aver
dividuaLcompatition,_class activities and_ assignments that use
group work may be especially effective and enjoyable learning experience& In myr grammar and writing classes, I have students
work in pairs to help each other edit and preofread work, and in
groups of three or four to preduce short pieces of writing or to do

exercises, sometimes with the same grade assigned to each
Aziember of the group. In my research writing class, I use group
.

activities to prepare and _practice various_skills,_ such AB
paraphrasing er_quoting,__Irnd follow _class activities with
dividualtake-homeassignrnents. Most of my students have liked
the variety in activities and have appreciated the extra feedlYack
from another pram. Students weak in one area receive help from
someone other than the teacher and usually are able to help their
partners in a different area, a geed way to build confidence and
Self=esteum. Strong student§ who don't naTx1 help still receive
valuable experience in_ teaching others and in clarifying
knowledge in their own minds _
Group workis alsoNaluable in _encouraging participation from

otherwise_quiet or passive students. Shy or insecure students
usually feel more comfortable sparking in small groups than in
front of the whole -class; lazy students are usually forced to contribute something by other group members or by their own pride,
and teachers can thus rely on peer pressure to spare them from
the role of manager and heavy. If the group is assigned one grade

for all membele, cooperation is _furtker encouraged, since all
members _then woHs. towards a common rewarcL
Rodgers_(i978 discusses 111 number of activities and strategies

for individualized language teaching in the classroom. He
describes group work as one of these strategies, along With eight
other types of activities, including playing and designing games,
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simulations and role-playing of_differenteocial and professional
situations (for example, business-related or political problemsolving situations, also called "smiodrania"), and student contracts drawn up for study projects. Rodgers points out that use
of these individualized teaching metheds can accommodate clic
ferences between studenta and teachers in learning and teaching
needs, styles, and interests.
Many _collegelevel ESL_programs have_tutorials as_part of
course requirements. These are individualized weekly meetings
between students and teacher, lasting anywhere from 15 minutes
to an hour, during which teachers have a chance to discuss parproblem areas with students, find out how students feel
about the class and theirprogress in it, and explain comments on
papers in more detail. The individualized fiedback. I believe, is

ticular.

very important, but practical only for teachers who have no more
than_twe_or_three small classeell 045 students apiece). Students
can be paired for iliht1 y longer tutorials, each_listening_to the
other's _session, but for large, multiple climes, scheduling occasional individual conferences is the best teachers can do. Even

meeting with students only once, just before midterm, can
establish a better rapport with students, clarify problems and
misunderstandings, and give teachers ideas for improving the atmosphere and direction of the class.

Make expectations clear
For some studente (and not just minority students, by any
means), each new class or new teacher is a mystery. What the
teacher considers good_or bad writing or speaking, satisfactory
progress,_appropriate behavior, how assignmemenr progress will
be evaluatedin generat _what the teacher _expects from the
studentswill vary from teacher to teacher and class_to class.
Teachers who treat students as partners in the learning process
instead of adversaries can help to diminish the mystery and the
anxiety that can accompany it, by making their expectations
very clear at the be&ning of the course and remaining consistent from then on. This includes explaining the usefulness of
courserequirements_whether content-related or grade-related,
and_ explaining_ the methods_of evaluation_ to be used=letter
grades_ versus point vahies versus ihéd cmarks,_end_criteria for

evaluationwhat is considered to be a serious problem(in
writing or participation, for example) and what doesn't matter.
As much as possible, students need to know how a teacher's mind
works so they know what Will be expected from them.
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Students also need feedback on their performances in the form

of honest but diplomatic comments, written or oral-, from
teacher& Comments should be positive and negative, with emphasis onthe former. It ieeasy tosee mistakes and correct them,
but it seems harder _for jéOlSiñ _ general_ to realize that geod
points also can and should be noticed and praised_Wheni write
comments on students' papers, I use two columns, one marked +
and one marked -, and I try to make the + column as long as I
can. It may never be as long as the minus column (it usually taltes

longer to explain how to fix a problem than to explain why
something is done well), but it should always have several items
and words of encouragement.

Encourage communication with native English
speakers

_ErAnglejam (1978) asserti 1thát second language learning is
mosteffectively accomplished where the process is as natural as
possible, much like the process childrenso_throughwhenlearn-

ing their first language For this condition to be znet,_contact
with native English speakers is necessary, not just castielly, but
involving input "directed to [them] by a cencern&I native
speaker" (p. 234). Of _particular concern to Native ESL students
is D'Anglejan's belief that the common assumption that learners
"remain culturally isolated...because of their inadequate second
languageskille" is in fact opposite to the truth: "cultural Isoladon is_ the causeef the failure teacquire the second language" (p.
233). It is, therefore,_vitally important _for teachers to arrange

regular social contacts with native English speakers, pethaps
through field trips, regular scwial events, or guests for one-on-one
conversations in the classroom.

Approaching specific problems
ESL student..4 most often have problems with those icond
language areas that differ most from their first language structureand differences between languages can he extreme The
temptation is for teachers to spend most of their thne on areas of
greatestdifference, which is frequently the beat approach to take,
butif an male note commonly-uied part of the language, then
spending_ a_ lot of time on it will nothelpetudents' fluency very
much (George, 1972; ix 162). Problem areasehould be covered in
detail only when they impair students' communication of ideas or
when they appear often enough in students' speech or writing to
be distracting (which can impair communication).
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TWO major areas of English that cause problems for secondlanguage learrers are idioms and word endings, especially inflectional (grammatical) endings. Idioms are difficult because they
are essentially multi-word vocabulary items: phrases of two- or

more words that have a completely arbitrary meaning rather
than the literal meaning found by combining the meanings of
each word in them. Thus, the idiom "you're pulling my leg" has
nothing whatsoever to do with pulling legs but,instead, has_the
special_ icLiomatio meanin&You 're foking,"_Student& therefore,
have to memorize sometimes very long strings of words with only

one short, arbitrary meaning; moreover, when they desire to use
an idiom from their first language, they often will translate it
titeruily, word for word, into English. Since most languages have
completely different idioms for the same idea (where they have
idioms for the same ideas), the results may be unsatisfactory and

frustrating (and frequently humorous, but at the speaker's expense)._

idioms_must therefore be _taught iii the same_way as single-

word vocabulary items, _with teachers' explanations that all
words in the expressions go to make up one completely different
meaning. Using vocabulary-building exercises, working idioms
into class and informal discussions, and givit s. examples of appropriate use of idioms can help students become familiar with
the most common English idioms.
Word endings in English also cause a great many problems for
speakers of other languages bicause morphology (which deals
with_words, affixes--prefixes_andouffixes-,andhow _they ars an
ranged)is the most variable level ollanguage structure, differing
tremendously from language to language in terms of what grammatical features are marked with morphemes (affixes of some
kind) and which are ignored. English affixes mark nouns as plural
or possessive (1-s, --'s); verbs as singular, past tense, perfect or progressive (-s,-ed,-ed or -en,-ing); End adjectives as comparative or
superlative__(-er_eest), and otherwise change_the meaning and/or
part of speech of a wordlpre-_, un-, -ive-ment, to mentiona_ very
few). Indian languages handle verbs and nouns entirely different-

ly, so that distinctions marked in English are not at all natural or

intuitive to second language learners and tue arrangement of
word endings is strange for them. These endings therefore require
careful explanation and practice before their usage becomes clear,

and probably _many years before the frequeucy of errors is
reducRuthermore,_ English_has_ many _woe& _that_ take irregular endings that must be memorized separately as special
caws.

One area of grammatical difference from English is illustrated
by Crow, a Montana Indian language, which has one ending for
singular verbs Awith singular subjects) and another for plural
verbs (Kates & Matthews, _1980,_frp._30-31); English marks
singular verbs orly in the present tense and o* forthird person

verbs, as in she was, he sleeps, it looks rainy; there are_no
separate singular/plural endings for any other tenses or persons.
Teachers of Crow students could, therefore, eifrect them to frequently omit the -s ending on third-person singular verbs in the

present tense,_in an effort to make EngliSh verb forms more
regular. Crow also_dce&notmarkverbsfor tense (past, present,
future), as English does, and Crow swelters_ frequently shift
tense in writing or omit the -ed, -en, or -ing endings. Other Indian

languages also mark different grammatical distinctions than
English does. Hopi has different forms of the plural marker for
concrete concepte such as "10 men" than for cyclical concepts
(repetitions of the same event) such as "10 days" or "10 strokes
on a belrAWhorf,_1956,41. 139). Navajo has verb stems which dit=
fer depending on physical shape Mat sheet,cylinder, wire-shalied,

etc.) of the subject or object (Hale, t973, pp. 207,208).
Speakers trying to learn a swond language do not usually try

to impose their first language's distinctions on the second
language, adding markers where there are none, but they do omit

markers in the second language for which their first language
lacks _distinctions. These aress, iniiarticular, will require much
discussion. much practice,many_examplesand_where possible,
direct comparison to the students' first language.

Research in English as a Second Language

Approaches to Teaching ESL
Early approaches to teaching ESL used grammar-based
methods, treating language as an object to be analyzed and
manipulated by both student& and teachersiSahoolihg, 1981,
216). The gramnutr-translation approach, for example, required
students to memorize lists of vocabulary, verb conjugations,and
grammar rules, with the result that students could state rules,
recite conjugations, and say wordS in isolation, but were limited

in_ their _ability to communicate fluently in either speech or
writing in a natural setting.

A second grammar-based method, the audiolingual approach,

was an application to language learning of behaviorism, a
psychological approach to the study of human behavior.
Behaviorism says, in general, that behavior is the result of learn-

ad habits reinforcad (through rewards or punishment) by the
situation surrounding the learner. In applying this approach to
language learning, teachers_presented a language model _to
studentsa_particular grammar nde (such as use of the plural
marker,$) or _sentence structure (such as the passive construction)and hnd students practice that rule or structure through
spoken or written drills until they had developad a new habit and

could use the structures automatically. Teachers reinforced
students through encouragement and correction. But, again,
creative language learning was limitad.
Eventually, limitations of thg) grammar-based approaches lad
to an increaaad emphasis on communication over puiely formalizad grammar knowledge._ Uskg a language_ to_communicata im
volveafarmore_than knowing lists_of vocabulary, being able to
state grammar_rales, or following drilled patterns; otherwise, a
student interested in learning another language could memorize a
dictionary and a grammar book and get along splendidlyan impossible task, as the young son of one of my Hebrew professors
was once sadly disappointad to discover when he triad to do thiS

with Hebrew. As Veit (1986) nicely puta it, "Learning about
grammar has about the same effect on the ability to read and
mite as learning about leg muscles has on the ability to run" (p.
252).

To linguists, _who study language as a science, first language
learning involves far more than a set of learned habits or a collet.'
tion of technical terms: there is an active, creative process going
on as language learners construct rules unconsciously from the
language heard around them. Communicative-basad approaches
to teaching ESL therefore treat second language learning more

like first language acquisition by a child, stressing the importance_of learning_a language to be able to communicate in it
(Schooling, 1981,_p. 216).

Where grammar-based ESL approaches emphasize language

structure and conscious knowledge of grammar rules,

communicatii,e-based approaches emphasize the ability "to-communicate messages in the target language" (Sehooling, 1981, p.

216), and to understand language 1function and language use.
Many recent approaches take this view: the cognitive (Cognitive-

cnekl approach, Cattegno's Sikat Way (Gattegno, 1972), Asher's
Total Physical Response (Asher, 1977), Lotanov's Suggestokvy

(Suggestopedi0 (Losanov, 19731, and Terrell and -Krashen's
Natuthl Approach (Terra 1981; Krashen & Terrell, 1983) all cmphasize successful_ communication_ and e tolerance for errors in
grammar and pronunciation as a necessary part of the learning
process.
Krashen and Terrell (1983) describe the theoretical basis_ for
communicative-based ESL approaches as resting on two major
hypotheses concerning what a language learner most needs: sufficient comprehensible input in a tow-anxiety learning environ-

ment. The first point concerns the necessity of providing
students with enough understandable language data so they
have a_chanceto learn vocabulary and sentence patterns, but at
=advanced enou0 leveleo_they continuete learn new aspecti of
the second language. This approachatresses that students need a
silent period atfirst_tagather input until they feetready to speak
The second hypothesis concerns the greater success _experienced by second language learners who feellittle or no_ anxiety

and possess a gaad deal of motivation and selk:onfidence.
Learners who face negative emotions, in essence, face a mental
black for language input, "preventing them from utili7ing input
fully for further Lnguage acquisition" (Krashen, 1981, p. 62). For

this reason, language teachers should bt supportive and not
worry nadulTabout tingrammatiad uttenuices, since with additioael language input, an increase in grammaticality will gradually appear.
A communicative-bated approach grounded in these assump

tions has certain advantages. It allows students at different
levels of fluency all to get something out of a lesson in the same
ESL cla3s, since the emphasis is on comprehensible input and
stretching understanding through new language forms and -contexteaLcues. Itiany_Native American _cultures _employ a silent
learning_period as_part of teaching_childrenlPhilips, 1972),so_this

approach might provide a familiar beginning for new _English
speakers. It also encourages use of a wide variety of teaching
methods and materials, both linguistic (spech, writing, songs)
and nonlinguistic (pictures, visual aids, models, actions), to that a

great many contextual cues bastd on what students already
know areprovided to hdp them learn new material. Thia may alto

help a class whose students use different learning strategies.
whether lwause _of cultueal differences or simply individual
preferences (see next section).
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Mohan (1986) takes the communicative-based argument a step
further, emphasizing the need to include contentin language
lessons and actually communicate about an academic area. He
points out that most second_ language learners _study the

language only because they will_be taughtin that language alone

at eome pointfurthermore, "many scholars now believe that a
secondlanguage is learned not sn much by direct instruction in
the rules of language, but by using the language in meaningful
contexts" (p. 1). Cummins (1984) argues that studente need
cognitive and academic skills as well as fluency in a language to
do well in school, and these skint can be taught best through_con,
tent lessons in the second language. Mohan gives as an example
of content-based language instruction anelementarrschool ESL

teacher who used cocoons, _photographs, _charts, a film, and
studente_drawn_pictuns_in aseries_of lessons on insects. She did
not_claim to_be_an_ expert oninsects, but served as a guide for
helping students answer questions on their own.

Rather than build lessons around particular grammar points,
the teachers Mohan descrilAs concentrated on content information, but they took advantage of the material and nature of the

tasks involved to foster language learning. In addition, Hale
(1973) points out that students nativelanguage provides worth-

while contentfor study and_offers the_ opportunity to teach
specific linvisticskills that can becarried over to the analysis of
English. Hale mentions several language games that increase
linguistic competence and provide enjoyment through learning:
making generalizations about word classes through a fill-in-theblank game, figuring out what is wrong with sentences, taking

words apart, and so forth. Such lessons using students' first
language require a teacher who is a fluent speaker of_the language
and is also_familiar witUnguistic analysis._ Wheresuch a person
Callbe found ortrained, methods of analyzing language taught to
students willbe invaluable when transferred te learning English.

Where no native speaker is available, a linguistic analysis of
English that goes beyond purely traditional grammatkal ruble
normally covered in school is also a worthwhile source of content
lectures and can help clarify differences between first and second
languages.

Most mOdern ESL researchers agree that communicative,

based approachesIot teaching ESkare_moreeffective than older
grammar-based approachesWhich particular approaches work
best will depend on many_factors, ranging from which approach a
teacher likes best to the age, numlwr, and fluency of studentS in
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the class, Teaching English through content lessons may work
very_well for older_ (junior high or high school) students with
greater Iluency_in _Efiglish_or _more experience with curriculum

materials in their first lemguage, _but for younger_studentsjust
beginning to learn Englisk the structureof the language almost
always needs explicit explanation. Then, too, some students,

especially older ones, need to have formal statements and
descriptions of Englith grammar because of their individual
learning styles and preferences, The information presented here
is intended_ to _give teachers ideas for different approaches to
try teachers and their _School_ board milli- n the best judges of
which approaches will work best to meet tt. _ needs of students.

Leaining styles and atkategies
A great deal elf attention has been paid in recent years-to learn-

ing styles and learning strategies among studente. Students
develop_their_own approaches to acquiring knowledge, in this
case iingu istic knowledgebased on cultural_ influenceor_purely
personaLpreference. Philips 0972) givesen example of culturallyspecific teaching methods used in raising children in the Warm

Springs Indian community in Oregon. Adults use two main
metheds: siknt observation, as when children are present at
storytelling sessions but do not speak, when children observe
an adult performing a task such as ws, ,ving and supervised participation, as when children who have Observed some task long
enough_to feelzapable of successfully jèi1 ormingit participate in
some parted the task underan adtilt'ssupervision. Bothmethods
involve very few verbalinstructions; in fact, "the use of speech in
the process (of teaching) is notably minimal" (p. 387).

An area of potential conflict in teaching English to Indian
children is the clash between learning styles to which students
have been exposed at home and those used in the ESL classroom.

Philips characterizes one basic teacher-student classroom interaction_asinvolving_the_teach,er calling_omindividual students,

forcing them to respondinstantly, on_creniand andinikent ofthe
other students. Another kind of interaction involves_ students

working in groups, with one student as group leader. Both
teaching methots, Philips points out, conflict with traditional
Warm Springs metheds, where children are given as much time
as they need liefore demonstrating ability to perform, test their
ability In_ private before Performing_publicly, and avoid competitive roles with other Indian students.
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It was no wonder, then, that Philips observed differences in the
behavior of Indian and non-Indian_atudents in a variety _of school

situations. Indian students, compared to non-Indian students.

appeared reluctant to answer questions when called on, to
volunteer information, or to take on leadership roles in small
group exercises, behavior which could be interpreted as shyness,
unresponsiveness, boredom, or sullenness by teachers unfamiliar
With students' cultural backgrounds. On the other hand, Indian

students were more cooperative and active than non-Indian
students in small groupa_where they _directed the_activities
themselves. Thus,Tbilips says, " .the differences in readiness to
participate in interaction are related to the way in which the interaction is organized and controlled" (p. 3-79).
Another approach to learning styles has dealt with cultural differences in the emphasisplaced on certain skills or approaches to
analyzing information. The European educational tradition, on
which mainstream American education is modeled, values objective; scientific_ approaches_to_reality, in particular, verbal skills,
matk_ancLaymbotmanipulation _Many Native American _cultures
place more emphasis on a subjective, artistic view of the world in-

terpreted through drawing and other visual and spatial skills.
Regardless of cultural background, children will have individual
strengths and preferences for one approach over the other, so it is

important that teachers try to discover students' strengths and
weaknesses and present material in a variety of ways, using a
variety of auditwy, visual, and tactile modes,_including spoken
and _written_language_(with frequent_ parapbrasing of ideas);
visual aids such as pictures, charts, and tables; hands-on experience; and so forth. The greater the variety of ways used to
present information, the greater the likelihood students will
receive a sufficient amount of "comprehensible input."
More specific learning strategies addreas the academic needs
students will face Cummins (1984) discusses the roles of context
and cognitive involvement in the communication tasks required
of students,_Some language_activities_are cognitively undenam
ding, requiring little thinking by students, for example, language
drills; others are cognitively demanding, for example, giving oral
reports or writing composition& Crosscutting this dimension is

the role of context: context-embedckd language tasks providq
clues to meaning beyond the language itftlf, for example lessons

using illustrations or audio-visual aids; others are contextr.ecluced, demanding full understanding of the language its&
with no nonlinguistic cues; for example, listening to lectures

in

without visual aid& _

_

Charnot and O'Malley (1986) use this_ classification in their
Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA),
winch combines content lessons for ESL student& in__math,
science. and social studies with the teaching of learning
strategies, defined as "operations or steps used by a learner that
will assist in the acquisition, storage, or retrieval of information"
(p. 16). They emphasize the importance of teaching students how
to become active learnersand to use strategies to make connections between items of information,in_transfer stratoSies to now
activities, and to understand materialmore_thoroughly then rote
memorization alone allow& They describe three typeaoflearning
Strategies: metacognitive, cognitive, and social-affective(p-17),
and they include an extensive bibliography of further readings in

this _area). lifitacognittve strategies are pracedures used by
students to ihink_ about and plan for learning. Cognitive

strategies am procednies umd by studenti to manipulate,
understand, and retain informationSocial-affective strategies
are prncedures used by students to assist learning through the
help of another person.
Chamot and O'Malley describe spwific learning strategies_for
each of these three categories (pp. 19-20). Metacognitive

strategies include advance organization, making an effort to

understand the basic organizing principles of the material before
it is taught orread,_asin reviewing notes before a ciaaa or skimming a chapter before _reading_it; selective attention, concentrating on swific words or_ types _of information presented in
class; and self-evaluation, determining how successful aleathing
effort hat been. Cognitive strategies include notetakingirom
tures or readinir resourcing, using any kind of reference
materials;_and elzboration,_ making connections between new and
old information._ Social-affective strategies include cooperation,
woridng with other students or family members; and asking gutsttons to elicit_ additional explanation or example&
Stewner-Manzanares, _ et_ aL _(1985), describe additional
strategies in theser-....Itegories and present_13 activities that combine metacognitive with cognitive and social-affectiveatrategies
to facilitata and enhance language learning. Oneactivity descrifk
ed by Stewner-Manzanares, et al., provides practice with _the
metecognitive strategy of advance organization and the socialaffective -strategy of cooperation in a vocabulary building exercis& Students_are requested to find similarities between English

and their first laiiguage(s) for language functiont Such as

greetings, requests, or 1apologies. The teacher provides
background information about the_vaiious _types of language
functionS, using some English_examples, and students work in
groups to share their_knowledge_ of how English expresses a
single lah-guage_fimction, such as apologizing.
Stewner-Manzarares, et al., and Oxford-Cargenter (1985) stress
the importance of using any or all of these learning strategies for

facilitating language learning. Oxford-Carpenter reporta that
researchers have found that "successful language learners tend
to use 'good' strategies more often than unsuccessful language
learners" (p. 13, and Stewner-Manzanares,et_al., agree that
"Studenta who have a variedrepertoire_of strategies to apply to a
wide range of learning tasks are far more likely to be effective
language_ learners" (p._17). Since "studies show that learning
strategies_ can be improved or modifiel through training"
(Oxford-Carpenter, p. 1), ESL teachers should become familiar
with the literature discussing the various types and offering suggestions on how to help students develop them. The advantage,

of course, is that not only Will language learning_ skills be
sharpened, but learning skills in al subjects will be improved.

Conclusion
This chapter has discussed a number of specific recormiiendations for teaching ESL to Native American students, and in addi-

tion, some very general istnies_ involved_ iii teaching Native
students in any subjectarea-Because the classroom environment
and interaction_with the teacher have such a strong effect on
students' willingness to speak and write, they can play a major
role in the success and progress tif students' language learning.
The more teachers know about sources of influence on their
students' learning process, the better prepared they will Ite to
meet their students' needs. Students will learn under_virtually

any circumstances if the moduction is _there, and a true

understanding of the students'culture, language, and learntag
ityleii will help teachers to encourage and bring out their
students' natural love of learning.
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Social Studies and
the Native American
C Adrian Heidenreich

Following_the Treaty of_Lancasterin 1744between the Six Na,
tionsand theColony_of Virginia, the _colonists invited the Indians

to send some boys to Williamsburg College where they would
learn the ways of white people. After a day and night of consideration, the Indians thanked them hoartily, but declined. They
explained that some of their young people already had been sent
to college, and when they returned, they were bad runners, weak,
ignorant of living in the w6ods, and spoke the Indian languages

imperfectly; they "were therefore neither fit for hunters, wan
riors, or counselors; they were totally _go:HA _for nothing._" In
grateful sense of the_ offer from Virginia, however, the Six Nations invited the white people to send some boys to the Indians,
who would "take great care of their education, instruct them in
all we know, and make men of them" (Hughes, 1976, p. vii). Over
a half century later, however, such perceptive leaders as Pr.sident Thomas Jefferson still believed that once Indient learned
about_the white man's ways they would in eielf-interest give_up
their_ native culture& and_adopt _those _of _the_non-Indiam When
this had not beemcompleted by 1889, Commissioner of IndianAf,

fairs Thomas Jefferson Morgan stated in his Annual Report that

the reservation system belongs to "a_ vanishing state of
things"... [and that] Indians must conform to "the White
This o
essay appears here-in print- for the Brat time. All rights
reserved. Permission to reprint must be obtained from the author; Dr.
Heidenreich is a PtOkesor of Native American Studies at Eastern Montana College; Billings; MT 59101.
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4en's ways," peaceably_if they will, forcibly if they must.
They must adjust themselvestatheir environment, and conform their mode of living substantially to our civilization.
This civilization may not be the best possible, but it hi the
bestthe Indians can get They can not escape it and must
either conform to it or be crushed by it (1889, p. 3-4)
Alundamental knowledge of the social studies might have led
to caution_in such Statements and the _assumptions Which
underlie them-Studiet of Native American groups, of the nature
of culture, of:intercultural relation& and of the economicliolitical
context of Indisii,white_relations were of great importance to
development of Americansocial Studies (Voget, 1975). The Swial
acience Movement in Amerce developed in the 18408 and 1850s,
and the term "axial studies" was used by the 1880s to refer to
diverse studies of society. In1905,_the sociologist Thomas Jones

(1908) wrote an article on "Social_ Studies" for SoutUrn

Woritmon magazine. He was an instructor on this subject at the
Hampton_Institute in Virginia, a boardingschool which had been
founded to teach Black and Indian student& His articleitreSied
the value of studying civick sotial welfare, andeconomicstohelp
his students become acquainted With and adapt to theism-WI;
American society. Thomas Jones mrved as chairman of the Na,
tional Education Association's_CoMmission on Reorganization of
Secondary Education, Committee onSocial Studies from 1913 to
1916 _when that organization gave_official sanction to the term
"social_ studies," In 1921, the National Council_ for thti-aocial

Studies was founded. At the first annual meetingof the Seciety
of Americanindiarisin 191.1, the Seneca anthropologist-Instorian
Arthur C. Parker_stated that the philosophy of Indian _education
should be based on ideas from anthropologists, especially Lewis
Henry Morgan and Franz Boas; from sociologist Fayette McKen,
zie; and from some practicesof the new Bad of -social work. He
argued that Indians must adapt and assimilate, but must retain
their Indian individuality.
Until recently knowledge of the socialstudies wee not well
knownsmong the public, including educators andpoliticiani, and
there hsve_been many blind alleys and sometimes_ outright
failures in forcingindians and other native Ixtoples to conform to
the ways of the dominantoulture. Finding that assimilationbad

been accomplished only_partially by 1926,. Congress authorized a

special investigation_ of "The Problem of Indian

Administration." Iteleased in1928 and known pOularly as the
"Mariam Repert," it was based on the inlnciples of mOdern sacial
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studies. This report recommended that the fundamental task of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs should be educational,
devoting its main- energies to the social and economic advancement of the Indians, so that they may be absorbeciinto the prevailing civilization or _be fitted to_ live in the
preftice of that civilization at _Westin accordance with a
minimum Standard of health and decency. (p. 21)
The Report alao recognized that "the Indians_ havamuch to contribute to the dominant civilization."_Govemment policy and
practice8 should develop and build on In&ian economic and social
life "rather-than to crush_ out all that is Indian" (p. 22).
In 1933, President Franklin D Roosevelt appointed John Collier as Commissioner ofindian Affairs. Collier had been trained in
the socialatudies discipline of Anthropology and had previouely
worked in community development projecti. He directed _the
Bureau of Indian Affairs -(BIA) to no longer follow policies prohibiting practice of Indian culture, such_as speaking _tribal
languages and performing religious ceremoirieth which had been
largely in effect for the half century since T. J. Morgan's time.
Collier (1947) believed IndianeW_a_ "power to live...the ancient,
loat reverence and passionlorhuman personality, joined with the
ancient, lost _reverence and passion for the earth and its Web of
and_that they had tendfx1 it as "a central, Sacred fire" from
which modern America had much to learn. In fact, he suggested
that Indian cultures "must and can be diticovered in their continuing existence, or regenerated, or set into being de novo and
made um of" (p. 154455).
Numerous Studies by social scientists during the past one hundred years have reveakml_the strength of Indian traditions and
the ability of Indianslo survive, adapt, and renew these traditions._ Among the studies are those by Indian scholars such aS
Francis LaFlesche (Omaha), Luther Standing Beer (Lakota
Sioux), Ella Deloria (Yankton Dakota Sioux), D'Arcy McNickle
(Salish), Bea Meidicine (Yankton Dakota Simi), Edward_Dozier
(Santa Clara PuWalo), Jack Forlkss (Powhatan), Alfonso Ortiz
(Tewa), and Vine. Deloria, Jr. (YanArton_Dakota Sioux). In 1977,
the Americarr Indian_ Policy Review Commission (1977) opened
its Final Report_with the statement that "A history, once
thought ancient and dead, has ?ism to challenge thit generation
of Americans." In fxlucation today, we recognize the influence of
such analyses from the tocial studies in the _anicePt_of
Multicultural Education. And prolaably more Indian students
136
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major in education and social studies at the college level than in
any other fields.
In a major study of Indian education, Estelle Fucht and Bo-tart
Havighurst (1973) found that the most common suggestion by

parents wasthat"schsels_should pay more attention to the Indian heritage" and_ tat Indian_ _community_ leaders_ were "over
whelmingly in favor of the school doing something to help Indian
students learn about their tribal culture" (pp. 170 & 187). So con-

cerned were tribal leaders and educators about such issues in
Montana that they used the channels of participatory democracy
to encourage a change during the 1972 revision of the Montana
Constitution. That change made it state policy to recognize the
distinct and unique cultural heritage of Amerkan Indiani and to
be committed in its educationaLgoals to presentation _of _their
culturalintegrity. In 197_3_the Montana StateLegislature passed
House Bill 343, the Indian Studies law, which was

an act requiring American Indian studies to be part of the
educationaLbackgroundofpublic school teaching personnel
employed on, oriapublic schools located in the vicinity of,
Indian reservations where theenrollment of Indian children
qualifies the school for federal funds for Indian education
programs, and encouraging American Indian studies as part

of the educational background of all school personnel
employed in the state. (Montana Stste Board of Education,
1975, p. 5)

The subsequent Indian Culture Master Plan (Montana State
Board of Education, 1975) called for three main objectives:

1. to urge formal schooling that is relevant to the aspirations, values, customs and historical perspiwtives
Montana's Native Americans, with 'articular emphaeis
on language, history, and religion, as well as to their
social, political and recreational pursuiti
2. to provide a forum for the presentation of true, accurate
and undistorted information_abou'.. Native _Americans
raid Montana Indian cuiture in the state's higher education institutions and public schools

3. to enable non-Inclians to better understand Native
Americans through the development of an awareness and
appreciation of their unique cultural contributions. (p. 7)

During those same years, a number of tribes startexl "cultural
commissions" or "cultural committees" and tribally-controlled
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community colleges, as well as working with other -colleges to

devdop Native American Studies programs to help teach
awareness and presemation_of their cultures and to monitor in !
formation about them Community colleges on reservations in

Montam and many others, offer courses on tribal history,
language, and culture. Navajo tribal education policies require
mouses in Navajo history and culture (Navajo, p. 9). Since 1983,

all students at Eastern Montana College have been required to
takenine credits (three courses] of "multicultural sthdies," which
can include Native American Studies as well as languages_ other
than Englisk czniparative literature, international economics,
and_other such _course&

Yet understanding of _Indian culture and history is not cow
mon Montana House Joint Resolution No. 60 (1974) states that:

both the _teaching-force in Montana and_their _student
population are at present _substantially undereducated in
the history, values, and culture of American Indians as seen
by Indians.

The American Indian Policy Review Commission (1977) coneludes that:
Cine of the greatest obstacles faced by the Indian today in
his drive for self-determination and a placeinthis Nationis
theAmerican_ public's ignorpnce_of the historical reFation,
ship of the _United States with Indian tribes and the lack of
general awareness of the status of the American Indian in
our scciety today. (p. 3)
Recognizing these issuesalong with lack efunderstanding of
other cultural_ groups in America, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) adopted a
"Multicultural Education" standard in May 1977, to become effective January 1, 1979. This standard requires teacher-training
institutions to give evidence of planning for multicultural education in its teacher education curricula. NCATE (1979) defines
Multicultural Education as:
preparation for the smial, political, and economic realities
that individuals experience in culturally diverse- and complex human encounter& These realities have hoth national
and international dimension& This preparation provides a
process by which an individual develops competencies for
perceiving, believing, evaluating, and behaving in differential cultural set
p. 4)
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All of the above have been influenced bymcdern Secial Studies,

including methede of reeearch, studies of specific groups, and
comparative studies.

Basic definitions and metluxis in the swial studies

_Forrnany thouiande of years, there have been attempts to
understand what goat on in human groups and how they_function. Since_the _late 19th centuryi methods of study based_ on
scientific approaches used in fields such as biology and
physicsfor example, _hypothesis, field observation, and experimentationincreasinglrhave been applied to human groups.
Ube of such methods, along_with did-mice] interpretive or
"humanistic" approaches to human social aggregatet or int-Mutiont, hi often called "social studies" or "social _science." Thote
who are more demanding in uft of scientific methods_aione, or
whe deal with the individual as the unit of analysis, prefer the
tenn "behavioral Science."
The sociaLstadiesdeaLwith the behavior of people in relation to
other people and the environment in Which they liva Mcwlern
social studies include the disciplines of Anthropology,
Economics, thvgraphy, History, Linguistics. Political acience,
Ptychology, and Swiology. This list is not exclusive, and -Some
pinions Would add such fields as Psychistri, _Social Work, and
Law. Mathematics and statistics are used to _help interpret the

fmdings of the sacial studies fields (Engles, 1971; National
Academrof Sciencei and Sacial Science Research Council, 1969).

The term_social studieii alto refers to the combined use of

methods andclata from the Several scicial or behavioral twiences
to understand and predict. our own behavior and that of others.
Clements, Fielder, and Tabachnick (1966) provide a useful definition of "social study":
1. The proceseoflearniwabout variety and change in the

actions of people as they arrange to live together in

groups. This learning goes on through the gathering and
interpreting of smial data, as well asAhroughzritical exSmination of the conclusions and generalizations of social

scientista

2. The development of intellectual skill appropriate to this
study:
a. Acquiring a _languate whose content and structure
are capable of patterning, ordering and communicating
social realities,
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b. _Acquiring the 'suppleness of mind' thatpermits the
examination of alien individual and cultural forms. (p.
13).

The overall goal is to underatand the social forces and institutions which influence us. Sor.liA studies helps to understand
human behavior and_ institutionsto establish fact and theory
which will provide a basis for more rational management of
humanaffaimin planning and policy making. ThiS helps to fulfill
&major stated goal of education: to prepare Students to bep&.
ticipating citizens in a democratic community or society-That is,
the social studies aim to tell ub what and how _things axe, why
things are the way they are, and to predict_where they have been
and where they are going. Researth methods in the sc i1 studies
include
1. Data collection (field observations, surveys, interviews,
analysis of documents, tests, case studies, and longitudinal
studies);_

Experimental metheds (psychologkal and other laboratory
experimental testing);
3. Interpretive methedi (Such as content analysis, statistical
manipulatim game theory, and other analytical devices) which
help to explain the data. _

Some studies are done as "basic research" to enhance

understanding_without any necessary immediate application of
that knowledge other studies are "applied research" when the
major purpose is to develop data and underatanding to senr_e_a
particular application. Secial policies Sri) eatablished by_input
from the data of such studies ail Well ea ffom informal channels

and formal negotiations at verioui local, state, and national
levels.

There has been much_dissnasion about how to study human
groups and how to teach about them. One concept is that of
"society." In every_ hying groupbee hives, ant nests, deer or
buffalo_herds, baboon troops, or human groupsindividuals
(organism4 who compose the group interact With each other in
structured and unstructured ways. Thege organisms and their interaction, taken collectively, are called S "scidety." Theinterac-

tion, or behavior, of animal groups _is largely directed by

biological (hereditary) tendencies anclenvironmental needs The
interaction of human groups is_directed by some of the mime
ford* End, in addition, the uniquely human directive called
"culture."
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The English Anthropologist Edward B_Tyler (1874) defined
"culture," or "civilization," as, "that complex_ whole which in,
dudes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, cmstom, and any other
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society"
(p.

1). Erasing this more generally, Vine Deloria, Jr. (1969)

writes:

Culture, as Indian people understood it, was basically a lif

style by which a people acted. It was self-expression, but
not a conaciouS Self-expression. Rather, it was an expression
of the disence of a people. (p. 185)
The culture concept was drawn from its_ root meaning of "cultiva-

tion" as creation, as in the growth and development of
dometticated plantS and animals. As Laguna Pueblo poet Carol
Lee Sanchez write§ of Indian identity as creation:
Each tribe adapted various
formeef_Furopean beads and
ruffles and braids that
became traditional
ceremonial dress by

the late 1700s
butthey axe Indian!
because: WE wear them!
because: WE put them together
in a certain_ way, (Hobson, 1981, p. 241)
Culture lathe basieof the unique quality of humanity AS defined by N. Scott Momaday (1975), Pulitzer prize-winningliiowa Indian author of the novel House Made of Dawn: the abilityas in-

dividuals and as groupsto imagine ourselves into existence.
Culture includes those patterns for living (ideal, as well as acWel, everyday patterns) which orient society (a group of people)
toward_ their behavior ei it occurs in relation to current and
changing coaditiona within the society, in the environment, and
between themselves and other_ societies (Sae Figure 1). "A
culture" includes all intertwining aspects or segtrtents of the
lifeway of any single group of peopleeverything from huntinx

factory work, and toilet training to kinship, language, and
religion. This concept is an acceptance of the real differences
among different Sotio=cultureS, that peoples in different times
and_places have different ways and customs, and of the uni-

queness of each culture. This acceptance is inherent in the
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language of the Montana constitutional recognition of_ the
distinct and unique cultural heritage of the AmericanAndians
and in the NCATE _definition of _Multicultural Education.
"Csiture" in a more_comprehensive sense also refers to the total

traditions of all humanity. In this sense, it is a claim for the
essential unity of the human speciesthe idea that there are
general likenesses (biologically, socially, and psychically) among
all humans.

Figure 1A. Elements of Culture
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There has been considerable diacussion about how to defme and
describe the nature of culture, a concept considered to be a central one shared among the secial studies. World-wide research
has established many characteristics of culture, its pervasiveness, and its_different_forma__Other _key_definitions and
concepts related to culture are especially useful as they apply to
teaching Native American students. Space allows only brief mention of some of them. These include ethnocentrism; cultural persistence ("tradition") and change (adaptation, including inven-

tion, diffusion, cultural syncretism and cultural poverty or
breaxdown); intended and unintended consequences; terms which

refer to how cultures interact (conflizt, accommodation, acculturation._ assimilation); _and _social iüdicators (things that
reflect or_measure aspects_ of soci0 _behavior and_thequality of
life, particularly in its non-economic aspects). These are discussed
in such sources as McDanield (1976); Banks (1973a); National
Academy of Sciences and Secial Science fresearch Council (1969);
Homans (1967); -MacKenzie (1966)- ; Clements, et al. (1966); and
Kluckhohn (1949). Teachers should become familiar with them.

'reaching social studies concepts
Purposes of education include exploration of knowledge,
clarification of values, and development of skills. Teaching
strategies need to be developed by teachers to meet the needs of
the siiecific communities in which they teach as well as to meet
national goalaand standards. Also,_ methods for teaching social
studies concepts_will vary frem_grade_to_grade. In elementary
grades, simple exposure to_ concepts _and practicing_a few skills
should occupy much of the time. In later grades, there needs tobe

an increasing complexity of exposure and learning. Older
students need to develop increased self-awareness and to practice

description, observation, comparison, and reading what others

have written, both biographical works and studies of social
groups.
Students ran take field_trips to historical locations and social
and_ ceremonial events. In_ the old _days, Plains Indian _children
made toy items such as tepees, dolls, andherseequipment which
paralleled the material items of their elders, andatudents_today
can do the frame. They can act out roles, play games, sing with
drums, list n to flutes, keep diaries, write poetry, and write their
own story books. They can make photographs, tape recordings,
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or videotapes and do interviews of eaCh other and of elders or
other community people and use these to explain what people do
and what their_culturd la like. Another techniqueisto have tribal
or community members who have knowledge of the culture come
to the classroom and_ give_e talk. Guest speakers, in the same
manner as is done with films and_ other activities, need to be integrated into a larger lesson with lead-in and follow-up activities.
Each leison or classroom activity can 1* organized around a
topic (such a§ family life, religion, values, _materiel culture, -or
politicsLor an activity skill {such as public speaking/oratory, interactionanalysia, or athletics). It is sometimes usefuLto choese
one significantevent -or aSpect of eecial lifefor example, treaty
negotiationsand_ help student§ understand the context, limitations, and agreementewhickare imposed (or which people imposed on themselves), and the intended al; well as unintended consequences of such sovial decisions end actiona. Forexample, an intended consequence for a tribe during_the 1868 Fort Laramie
treaty negotiationt Was to establish reservations to protect their
landbase An unintendod consequencewas thattheirpower over
resources _OM that lard (for example, buffalo and travel _routes)
became aiminished-Another example is the tendency for peoples
to idealize their past-either by reference to horrors such as
smallpox epidemics among _Indiana or the Holocaust among
Jews, or positive things suckas thefreedom to ride with the wind
and hunt buffalo among the Plains_ taws_ There should be
awareness that there are conflicts of opinion lathe interpretation
of swig life, in reference to the present, past,_or_possible futuree
Anotherapproach is to discuss the influence of cultures on each
other. Some years ago, when I taughta course at Colstrip,_Montana, just north _of the Northern Cheyenne Reservation, the
teachers asked me two_ apparently contradictory questions

(though they did not ask theth on the Same day): 1. How can these
Cheyenne kids really be "Indianr_ They drive to high schiul in
pickup trucks, wear blue jeans, and aregreat basketball fans. 2.
Why are these Cheyenne kids so different from our white kids?

One way of answering the questions is_ to refer to Ralph
Linton's_(1936) description of the typical day of the average
American.

Our solid citizen awakens in a bet...which originated in
the_Near EaSt...He throws luck covers made_ from cotton,
domesticated in India, or linen, domesticated ia the Near
East...or silk_discovered in China He slips into his_ino
casins, invented by the Indians of the Eastern
145
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woodlands...On his way to breakfast he stops to buy a
paper, paying for it with coins, an ancient Lydian
invention.-His plate is made of a form of pottery invented
in China. His knife is-of steel, an alloy first made insouthern
India, his fork a medieval Italian invention, and_his spoon a
derivative of a Roman original. Heleginsbreakfast with an
orange, from the easternit4editerraneam, a cantaloupe from
Persia, or_perhaps a piece of African watermelon. With this
he_has coffee, an Abyssinian plant...waffles...made by a
Scandinavian twhnique from wheat domesticated in Ada
Minim% Over thee* he pours maple syrup, invented by the In-

dians of the Eastern woodlands. As a side dith he may have

the egg of a species of bird domesticated in Indo

China...When our friend has finished eating he_settles lack
to smoke, an American Indian habit, _consuming a plant

domesticated in Brazil_ in either a pipA _derived from
Mexico...forYa cigar, transmit' ed taus from the Antilles by
way of_Spain. WhilesmokinE ae reads the news of the day,

imprinted in characters invented by the ancient Semi tes
upon a material inventK1 in China by a process invented in
Germany As he absorbs the accounts of foreign troubles,he
will, if he is a (mad conservative citizen, thank a Hebrew dei-

ty in an Indo-European language that he is 100 per cent
American. (pp. 325-27)

Notice how many references there are to American Indians in
this passage. Malcolm McFee (1968) coined the term "150%
man" to describe people who could operate fairly welLin twoot
existing cultures, such as the rural non-Indianimiture and that of

the Blackfeet Indians in northwestern__Montalia. We must
recognize that weare_all multicultural _to some extent, and there
should Be positive reinforcement that it is okay to be as fully bilingual/bicultural as possible. Some students even may become
200% persons

Another important orientation is to emphasize how different
dieciplines in the social studies can be used to approach a pan
ticular topic. Banks (1973b, p. 157) uses the illustration shown in
Figure 2.
Emphasis on the ability to listen_well, and to_read and speak in

English_aawelLas afribiliinguage if appropriate to the ;myticular classroom should accompany the smial studies unit.
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Sixial studies can be taught_ ina_bilingualibicultural setting: the

vonabulary and concepts of different cultures can be used to

define the secial world, such as terms for kinship_ and
geographicalplace names. Social studies lessons can be combined
with lessons in other areas, such as language and physical educetion. For example, students can make throwing arrows (crafts or

shop) throw them (physical education), and learn about how
throwing_arrows or spears were (and are, in some tribes) important socially and historically in skill development, social interaction, competition, huntin&_warfare,_and recreation.
There should be a bEeance_between_teaching_what studenteare
interested infor example, answering student questions or hav .
ing students discuss, leek up, and evaluate answers to_ their own
questionsand teaching things about culture and social relations
which they might not think to ask about or in which they, at first,
showed no interest. Teachers need to know how to find materials
on a_particular topic, tribe, or tribes to be studied. Students can
be sourcesefinformation about their own trib& They can help in
discovering_ more about their own community and its relations
with other communities and government agencies.
, and
Interviewing elders, community leaders, parents, sib
friends can give children positive reinforcement. However, learning is gradual, and one assignment or even two or three years of
class study does not necessarily lead to adult-level understanding
of the complexities of a ',articular culture or of social relations
generally. There should be awareness of the levels of information
studied. For example, a seventh grade class will not be able to

Figure 2. Understanding a social issue with
social science concepts and theories.
STATUS (SOCIOLOGY)

CULTURE (ANTHROPOLOGY)ft.

CHANGE (HISTORY)

A SOCIAL ISSUE
POWER (POLITICAL SCIENCE)-

(Such as Poverty) -0 URBAWSPATIAL PATTERN
(GEOGRAPHY)

FRUSTRATION (PSYCHOLOGY)/4""
SCARCITY (ECONOMICS)

This figure illustrates how a social issue- such as poverty can be sufficiently
understood and therefore reflectively acted upon only after the social actor has
viewed it with the concepts and theories from a number of social science
disciplines. Any one dis4pline- gives only. a _partial understanding of a social
problem or issue; Thus; the social studies programs must be interdisciplinary.
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gather thesophisticated knowledge about kinship or religion that
a twelfth grade class might It took Cheyenne priests and Lhoge
of other Plains trihes years to learn the proper knowledge abOut
the Sun Dance, both in performance and theology. A one-or tvci
hour transcribed interview or a week-long topical unit orandian
religion is not the equivalent. But suchanactivity canencourage
itudentt and provide entry intothe skills and knowledge of social
itudieS. Ac-noeding_to traditional Plains Indion culture, children
were notsimply repositories of teachinp of elders, but were considered tabepersons capable of participation in the culture according to their level of skill, experience, and insight. Skill§ and
knowlmige learned in an educational setting might later be applied to social isSues affecting the community. School is not a
substitute for home and community,it is one of the several ways
of learning and perpetuating a culture.

Issues in _the socisd studies
At one Montana college during the early 1980s,_a_ committee
Met to discuss general education requirements,_ inchidingithe
peiiibility of adding_ courses_on_Indian culture. One faculty
member stated_thatInclian students had no need for such courses
becausethey should learn to live in the white man's world, and

thatthere was no need for non-Indians to take such courses
because white people do not have to live_on reservatiOns. Earlier
in this essay there was reference tO the Montana Indian StUdiei

law, which required teachers tO have background in Indian
history and cUlture. AS might he expectedi there-was some_con,

troveriy about that law-Many of theissues_centered amund
tineitiOna aboutwhatisIndianculture and heritage; how courses
anctworkshops can present sensitive and accurate information on

them; and why Indian culture should be singled out over
Hispanic; cowboy; women's, or any other culture. There:was the
issue of whether teachers should be required to take such ediica7
tional courses, The Montana Indian StUdies Law becanie so con!

troversial, in fact, that pressure and lobbiting by teachers and
others led the Montana legislature tO pass House Bill 219 in1919

Whith -changed the requirement to allow indiViduaLschool
diStriete to require backgrotmd_ in _Indian studies if they so
desiredi rather than keeping it as a state requirement.
_Itisimportant to remember that social studies issues are inherently complex because so much is involved with habit pat;
terns; the social interpretation of events, the fact that peciple
react to their knowledge or ideas ahout theintelves (the feedhatk
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phenomenon), _and the rapid change and the openness of the
future (future shock). Intergroup relations alio have an effect A
report on the outlook and_meds of the bThavioral and social
sciences-by the National Academy_of Sciencks and Social Science
Research Council (1966) stated that:

the behavioral and social sciences are potentially some of
the most revolutionary intellectual enterprises ever conceived by the mind of mem Thisis true basically becautie their
findings call into question traditional assumptioni about
the nature of human nature, about the structure of society,
and the unfolding of social processes. (p. 272)
A related issue is that when_a_socialmientist simply deacribs
social behavior, he or she is ofteninterpreted as endorsing that
form of behavior, or sometimes interpreted as discussing sacred
or personal things that should not be "pubfic_ knowledge."
Teaching in educational institutions is # political processes much
as_it is a consideration of facts and skills, and teaching Native
American etudenti often involves explicit issues not recognized
as issues_athong non-Indiima Writing about Black Studies,

James Banks (1973b) steal that an importent goal is to give
students "the ability to_mae_refiective decisions So that they
can resolve personal problems _and,through secial action, influence public policy end develop a sense of political efficacy" (p.
152). In teaching Native American students as welL_thereis em-

phasis on devtlopment of practical knowledge and effective
political Activist1 skills appropriate to democracy which can be of

benefit to the individual and the community. Much of this
focuseson_beCoMingeware of and freed from colonialism and oppression, institutiona and other forms of racism, economic ex-

ploitation and poverty, political alienation and powerlesineiS,
and low self-esteem.
_Lim (1985) in a retent study of Crow Indian boys compared his
findings to those_reported by Chadwick (1972, p. 140) that "In-

dian students feel desPair,__disillusionment, alienation, fruitrition, hopelessness, powerlessnesrejection, and_estrantement.
"(p. 10). The years of cultural oppression have made their Mark

on Indian cultures and individuals. Clyde Kluckhohn (1962)
Stated that "NaVajo culture is becoming an ugly patchwork of
meaninzleii And unrelated pieces, whereas it was once a finely
pattermx1 mosaic" (p. 340). Yet, at the same time, it could be
stated of_ the Navajo and many other tribes, as Malcolm McFee
(1972) stated of the 'Neatest tithe:
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TWo hundred and chirty years of adaptation and adjustment

to change has resulted i n a bicultural community held
together by _special_ bonds._ The past eveats_ _have_ _not

resulted iii tzibel disorganization, but in a reorganization
that accommodates the simultaneous persistence of many
traditional social and cultural characte:istics from both interacting micieties. (p. 121)

Kluckhohn suggested that "basic divergences" between Indian
and "our American culture" be made more explicit to the Indian
(1962, p. 342). This is one thing classroom teachers can do. A
value chart, such as the comparison of traditional, biculturakand
pantraditional family behavior among Minneapolis urban Chippewas prepared by Red Horse, Lewis, Feit, and Decker (1981),
can_provide &beginning for
cussion_ (see_Figure3).
One of _the most, difficult issuesin_discussing the findings of the
social studies regarding Indians and Indian-white relations is the
matter of the mlings and anger brought out, on the part of both

Figure 3. Some selected variables of behavior ac-

cording to family lifestyle-patterns among Minneapolis Urban Chippewas.
Family lifestyle pattern
Variable of behavior
Language

Traditional

Bicultural

Pantraditional

Ojibenty constitutes-conversanomW_Ianguage of parents and
grandparents. Children are
bilingual and able to transact

English constitutes conversetionalVnguage by parents,
grandnarentz; anti children. _
Grandparents are usually bilinseal. Sense Indian language is

Either English-or Ojibwa), constitutes caws:genital] language

limoy /Midi bellowing Indien

!anent.

recepured through formal

otparmstsarandparents and
children. Indian language la
recaptured-through forma
academic classes

classes.

Religion

Midewhvirtreelitint ArthelstlieL
system. It retains the characteristics of a very closed system.
following family networks.

Anglo_bsdisf _Relent Ismaili:LS
generally, but not exClUsively,
Catholicism. Sorne all-Indian

COngregationlysiSt with eni
turally adapted canons.

A thodified_bidiin_bellefeystens

mixing several traditionel--

fame; id.,htidewiwindiatiw
Amerman Church. ttc-__UWW
closed structure of traditionalists, proselytizing strategics are
employeA.

Family relational field

Extended network-.

Extended network.

Extended network.

Social engagement

Some acceinance of dominant
seCielyls aCtivisieS: LC. bowling. etc. Cultural activities such

Dominant society's activities prevail, i.e., bowling, baseball.
Re4te to non-indians
Well. Cultural activnieuremain
of interest but not necessarily
enacted through behavior, e.g.,
will sit ansLwatch at pow wows
and read about religion. Very

OPehly eschew activities of ihtt
nant society. Cultural activities
prevail. Those who are not en.
pat tr)_to recapture Singing
and dancing skills.

es fasts_religion. and Ptiw
wows prevail and take precedence over all others.

actilivtieesie Indian meetings and

From Red Horse, J.G., Lewika.. Fait,
& Decker, J._ (1911i). Family
behavior of urban Amedcan Indians. In R.H. Dana (Ed.), Human Sirvices for cultural minorities (pp. 5543). Baltimore University park.
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Indians and non-Indians, often for different reasons; This can
become quite sensitive when Indian students appreciate the information or focus and non-Indians feel they are being attacked,
or feel ghilty and Vidnerable, or vice versa. One of my students
wrotein evaluating me_that "the instructor is so sympathetic to
Indian_culture that he hates other cultures"something that iS
not the case and which I oertainly_had notintended to convey.
Sensitive topics can be approached inavariety_of ways._ For ex-

ample, an overview of Plains Indian history can emphasize the
brutality of warfare and the massive deaths whi(h occurredin the
sinalllxix epidemics which weveral times wiped out over half the

population of the tribes. Or it can emphasize the constant
heroism of individualt and ditiinitte survival of the group, and the
emativity developed by the tribes in their continual adaptation to
newoonditions. Or; there can be a balance in presenting hoth of

these issues aathey relate_tolndian culture and hietoty.
Several things to be considered when teaching social studies
related to Indians are:
L Indian viewpoints should be respected as alternative explanations tt other hypothewes and opinions.
2.

Unsubstantiated theories need to be treated as suchas

theories or hypothesis.
3. Accurate -names should be ueed for tribes, place names, and
concepts_used by local Indian groups.
4, The _first_ 20000 years of the original Americans' histOry

should be discussed prior to European; Asian, and Afticikn
American history,
Discussions of Indians must become "Americanized;" so that
the Indian part of the 100% American culture is explored.
6. European expansion needs to bc dealt with truthfully,
7. The on-going cultural development and adaptation of Indian
roups shohleLbe dealt with,-not simply as eiiltiires with a past
.1 not just in_ terms of Indian-non-Indian relations,
5.

Nztive heroes _and resistance leaders should be con-

-riqi -from 1492 to the present;
9. i'heria shoule. be an emphasis on the fact that history tends to
fiere ere both evil and good in every era,
be C.
f,,Cus on the 20,000-yoar struggle of Indian
10. 'of, -re
:.he art of living in harmony with the
pea. e ..rrilg
,4 the past 500 years of struggle against conquest,
Univr
wi

of e

pi the

,eop:

itat really matters is the spiritual struggle
character developmentnot _simply material

"progr.:ss." 41.1apted !Tom Forbes; 1973; pp; 218-219)

Li
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In elementary grades baiics are taught which give children
skills in observation and _knowledge of particular concepts and
terms. Controversy as suchneecL not be stressed until junior or

senior _Rea_ levels. Remember that social studies is not jug
"ethnic studies." It encompasses much more. It is important for
students to learn about multiple culturestheir own, those of
other trihes or groups, and the "mainstream" national and international cultures with which they will have tointeract asadults.
Multicultural Education was defined bythe National Association
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) with certain
implications:
Multicultural education is p_reparation forthe...realities that
individuals experiencein _culturally diverse and complex
human encounters
in differential cultural settings Thus,
multicultural education is viewed as an intervention and an
on-g_oing assessment process to help institutions and individuals bwome more responsive to the human condition,

.

individual cultural integrity, and cultural pluralism in
society. (1979, p. 4, emphasis added)

Fuchs and Havighurst (1973) stated that "teachers of Indian
children should be systematically trained to take account of the
sociocultural processes operating in the community and
classrooms where they work" (p. 303). This is true of Indian and
non-Indian teachers. It is important, if possible,_ to haveteachers
from the culture being taught, or_who have_hadAirect and indepth experience withihosecultures, as welkas training in social
studies. Remember_thatculture iaa living, creative prixess, continuously_developed by people living out their lives in interaction

with others. That is the basis of the social studies.

Instructional materiels and sources
There is _much information to know about the social nature of
human beings and about any particular culture and intercultural

relations, and many skills to be learned to know about them
(Task Force, 1976). Ideally, there should be a graded series of
lessons, integrated so that students can proceed from 1st to 12th
grade. For most Indian tribea, however, there isf ek
tively little
materiel adapted to various grade levels. Thereis more generalized Indian materiaLbut even_here_materials adapted to any one
grade, culturaLorinterculturalsetting, or type of student (for ea-

ample, reservation Indian, urban Indian, or non-Indian living
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among or near indigns) is limited; One dilemma is that there is
not_a late market for Indian materials; so muclrof the material
is produced in small qUaritities and istmn out of print A_teacher,
school librsriax4_ or:tribal ArehiVilt Will have ita work diligently to

actinire appropriate material and usually will have to rely heavi,

ly on inter-library loans and_ Silitces like the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC)._
Generally sOaking, however;ithere laquite a range of suitable
materiale. FOr ilhistration, I will list a few of the culturally rele=
vant materiiiii I haVe found particularly usefuL

1; Reading materials (stories)

The Buffato Of the flathead (1981) and other_books in the Irdian
Reading Sanaa. Portland, OR: Northwest Regional Educational_ Laberatory. =
Kleitscb,_Christel,_& Statibend, Paul (1985). Dancing Feathers.
Toronto; Canada: AnniCk.
Linderman, Frank B. (1972)_Piirry.9hiet4 Medicine Woman of
the Crows. Lincoln: University of Nebraska.
A Puebto Indian
"7.
McDermott, Gerald (1977). Arrow tNeW York: Puffin.
.4-.1n. New York:

Momaday, N, Sditt (1968). Ho
Harper and Row.

; Kansas City,

Ryniker;Alice D. (1980). EagliMI: Lowell.

2. Physical objects and artifact.:

T

COA_ Ralph T. (1977). &wed

TkOusand rears of

North American Indian Art Kansas CitY: MO: Nelson Gallery
_
__
Of ArtAtkins Museum of Fine Arts.
Hanson, JanieliA. (1975). Meal Weapon4 Tool.% and Ornaments
ofthe Teton Dakota Iridiant. Lincoln: University of Nebraska.
Hunt; W. Ben; 41973). _Tke COMpkrte How-ro Book of Indiancraft New_York:
Culin, Stewart (1907),_Gamei of tke fforth American Irulkurs;
24th Annual Report of the BUreau of American Ethnology,
Washiniton, DC.
Western Teading Post (catalogue); 32 Broadway, Denver, CO
80209, (303) 777,7750.

3. Pictures, maps, and other graphics

Dunn, Dorothy.. (196_8). American Indian Pcanting of the
Southwest and Plains Ar4as. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico.

Nut,
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Rickma David. (1983). Mains IndianS Cotoring Book. New
York: Dover.
Wade, Edwin L., and Strickland, Rennard (1981)._ Magic Images:
Contemporary Native Ameriaan Art. Norman: Philbrook Art
Center and University of Oklahoraa._
Waldman, Carl (illustrations by Molly Braun) (1985). Attas of the
North American Indian. New York: Facts on File.

4. Films, tapes, End records
Canyon Records (catalogue). Major producer of Indian records,
4143 No. 16th St., Phoenix, AZ 85016; (602) 266-4823.
Chitdren of the Long-Beaked Bird Wideotape of the daily life of a
contemporary Crow boy). Bullfrog Films, Oley, PA 19547;
(2151779 8226_

I WiLLFight NO More Forever (Vesture film on videotape about
flight of Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce from Idaho _to
Montana). Congress Video Group, South P1ainfids4 NID7080.
More Than Bows and Arrows (Film about the_contributions of
Indians to world culturQ. Camera_One Noductions, 8024 1 lth
Ave. NE,_ efittle, WA 98115;42061_524 5326.
Roanoak (Docudrama videotape_ about the first encounters
between_ Indians And Englishmen in Virginia)

Weatherford, Elizabeth (1981). Native Americans on film and
vid e o _New York: Museum of the American Indian (Broadway
at 1_55th Street, NY, NY 10032). (A listing with descriptions of
about 400 films and vidaotapet)

5. Museum and historic site visits
Check your local area. A few siteninthe Billings area include the
Western Heritage Centec, _Pictograph Caves State Park, and
Plenty Coup Memorial State Park. (Be aware that some museums
still contain exhibits displaying only one side of the historical
record.)

6. Reference Books

America's Fascinating htdian Heritage (1978). Pleasantville, NY:

Reader's D*est,

Hodge, F.W._ (Ed.) (1907 & 1910). Handbook of the Indians North

of Maka (Vols. I & II). Washington, DC: Smithsonian

_Inatitutiom
Kehoe, Alice B. (1981). North Amerkan Indians: A Comprehensive Account. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
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Sturtevant, W. (Ed.) (series currently being published). Handbook of North American Indians. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution.
7. Bibliographies and directories
Hirschfelder, Arlene B.; Byler, Mary G4 it DorrisMichael A.

(1983). Gut& to Research on North American Indians.
Chicago: American Library Asswiation.
Jennings, Francis (Ed. ) (various dates). Newberry Library Center
ftn- the History of thE American Indian Bibliographic Series.
Bloomington: Indiana University.
Murdock, _George 1P., & O'Leary, Timothy J. (1975).
Ethnographic _Bibliography of North America (5 volii.). Ne*
Havem Human Relations Area Files-

Native American Directory41982). San_Carlos, AZNational
Native American Cooperative. (Includes tribes, museums,
organizations, evente, stores, and so forth)

Prucha, Francis Paul (1977). A Bibaograptcal Guide to the
Histoof Adian-White Retations in the United States (Vol. I)
(to 1975). Chimp: University of Chicago.
Pruchit, Francis Paul 41982). A Bthliographical Guide to the
History_of Indian-White Relations in the United States (Vol.
II) (1975-80). Lincohr University of Nebraska.
8. Teaching Guides

American Indian Education Handbook.. (1982). Sacramento:
California State Department of Education.
Oktahoma's Indian Peopk: Images of YesterdaN Today, and
Tomorrow. (1983). Oklahoma City: Oklahoma State Department_ of_Education.

Unlearning "Indian"Stereotypes: A Teaching Unit far Elementary and Children's Librarians. (1981). New York: Council on
Interracial Books for Children.
_ Teachers will have to prnduce some materials to supplement
available_ published materials. One of the most important activitiea in soci0 studies education is for children to learn about
their own lives and their ownculture. Theycan_do this bykeeping

journals; inten ,owing community members; and recortling,
photographing, a:Al vidsmtaping elders, ceremonies, and other ac-

tivities. Books, work sheets, recordings, slide programs, and
videos can bn producnd by such work. Micro-computers and
printers, along with ditto masters or_photOcopying machines, are
useful in preparing classroom materials. Examplei of !Woks pro155
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duced with student help include Heart Butte: A_Bkiikreet Indian
Community tReyliner, 1984) and Between Sacred Mountains
(Bingham &Bingham; 1984).
Texts and films Are_ _appropriate both for content and for
teachingthildren the methods of social studies. However, it must
be emphasized that such materials, whet'. rocally or commercially-produced, are brief accounts of parts of a_ culture. Even_a
several-hundred-page 'wok only bgins to describe_the culture of
a tribe. All materials mhould be evaluated. The California State
Department of Ethication's American_Indian Education Hand-

book (1982, _pp. 83-86)_ proYidee an excellent brief "Suggested
Criteria for Evaluating instrnctional Materials." Atid there is

always a_nied_ for additional up-to-date materials.

liumaaresources (knowledgeable people) are very important.
LocaLcommunity members, teachers, and tribal cultural committees; along with consultants, should be involved in producing; ex-

amining, and choosing social studies teaching materials appropriate to the classrooms of their children;
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Teaching Science to the
Native American Student
Carlos J. Ovando

In 1976 the American Association _for _the Advancement _of
Science (AAAS) prepared a document, "Recommendationi for
the Improvement of Science and Mathematics for Ameeican_ Indians.- Among the recommendations were 1) that high school
science teachers should tuie an ethnoscientific approach which
draws upon the way scientific principlat are expressed in the
Native American culture; 2)_that bilingual initruction Should be
used where loyalty to the NativeArnerican language is fairly intense; and 3) that a vigorous effort should_ _be made to recruit
Native American students for programs in_ science_ and
technology (Green & Brown, 1976). These recommendations
reilect three important iSSIles of improvement _of science instrucdon lor Native Americans i.ddressed in thiS chapter. First, how
can an effective balance be uchieved between traditional, homelearning experiences of students arida formalscience curriculum?
Second, what should be the role of the hoine language and/or
English language development in science_ curriculurn? Third,
what iS the place of science teaching within the whole school curriculum for Native Americans?

The relationship between home and school culture
The ways in which we come to learn about science include sor,e
This original chapter appears here in print for-the Spat titne All lights
reServed. Perinission-to reprint must be obtained from the author, Dr,
Ovando is an Associate Professor of Education and Director of the Bilingual/Multicultural Educetion Specialization at the University of
Alaska, Anchoragec AK 99508.
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of the following processes: "iñvestigátiñg, discovering, experimenting, observing, defining, comparing, relating, inferring,
classifying landj_communicating" (Holt, 1977). Regardless of the

level of scientifk sophistication, humans all over the world, as
theyinteract with their environment, have had to uSe these same
processes to develop tethnology which enable§ them to survive.
As Cajete (1986) observes,

Expressions_ of the science thought process are abundant

iii histetical-traditional Native American cultures. They

have ranged from the simple practical technologies

develowd to survive in a given environment to highly_complex and elatforate technologies developed by _the "high"
civilizations of Mexico, Central, _andSouth America. These
expressions of the science thought process have all Wren
distinctive cultural formswhich reflect primarily the way a
particular group of Native Americans has adapted to a particular_place and environment The acience thought process
has been reflectied in Native American agricultur& medical
practices, astronomy, art, ecological practices, hunting, and
gathering. (p. 4)
_Activities, then, that can be applied to formal Science learning
in school are an as inVegral an asgect of Native American cultures
as they are of all culture& Therefore, all children bring to schoola
base for acientific knowledge, Skill& end eiperiences_ This _base

can be related to the scheol'S curriculum._ ForexampleNative
American children 1may have had fiistehand experience with such
istludA as soil erosion,_cofiserVation,-usn of pesticides, and con-

sumption of traditional= versus mainstream Anglo-American
food. These_experiences can be applied to formal fields of science

such_ as ecology, ethology (the study of animal behavior),
genetics, geology, and nutrition.
Of course, as Cole and Scribner (1974) rfoint out, "how people

perceive the environment ho* they claiSify it, how_they thia
about it" varies across cultureS (p. 5). The AAAS' ethnoscience is

a field of study which attempts to delineate withina_particular
culture its patterns of perception, classification,and thought.
Working Within 1the context of Native American culture, Cajete
(1986) defines ethnoscience as,

the methods, thought preceaSeS, mind sets values,
concepts, and experiencea
which_Native American
groups understand, reflect, and obtain empirical knowledge
about the natural world. (p. _1)
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These methods and concepts may _differ subtly and_dramatically
from the way in which Anglo-Americans (white Americansof_the

dominant English-speaking culture) interpret the environment.
If, for example, a lesson dealing with frogs is presented to Anglo

and Native American student% their subjective reactions
(positive and negative!) to touching a frog Will be derived not only

from their individual personalities but from their cultural
backgrounds_as well Beyond the rather specific issueS of frogi,
students iroth traditional_Native American backgrounds might
be more inclined to see scientific processes from a holistiepoint of
view while students from mainstream Anglo-American

backgreunds might be more interested in breaking down the
Subject into its smallest component% Cajete (1986, p. _50)
diacuased the work of Maruyama and Harkin; (1)78), which
deScribeS, for example, Western classification systems as tending
to be _more hierarchical and quantitative while Native American

systems tend to be more mutualistic and qualitative. Weitern
systems_ _also tend to _see _causeeffeet relationahipS

ai

unidirectional, _linear_ phenomena, whereas_Native American
thought patterns tend to allow for many possible directions_in
caus-e and effect. As Cajete (1986; p. 6) explains, "rguse and effect
cannot be isolated from other causes and effects with which they

Share a wholistic relationship within a system."
Differing scientific world views, however, do not have te mean
mutually exclusive approaches to formal science lessons. In the
school science setting boqi Native American and non-Native
American_students_and teachers have something to contribute
and something to learn from each_other. If _the relationship lie=
tween the traditional Native American home culture _and _the
Westernized school culture is two-way street, the qualitr and
practicality of the scientific learning experience can be enhanced.
Suppoge, in other words, that curriculum and methcds bccome
responsive to the pattenis and experiences of the home cultures,
and that,_at the same time, the local community adapti practices
or concepts fromthe_formal_school curriculum which may have
relevance to solving problems in the_local_environment. On thia
point, Scribner and Cole (1973), make the following observation:
Changes in textbeeks, curricula, and teaching techniques
are all needed and important, but they cannot beeounted on
to briclge_the gulf between _school and _practical life by
themselves. A two-way movement is necessary hera_The

first, which is already under way in some experimental
161
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schTols, is to move everyday life into the school so that sub-

ject matter and activities deal with some of the same
aspects of social and _physical reality that the pupils confrent outside of schooL
The_second_has been little attempted. The technique-. of
theniodern school need to be introduced into the context of
recognized practical problems. Education must be stripped
from the schoolroom and made instrumental in traditional
settings. (p. 558)
In other_ words, interchanges are to be made between the home
culture and the school culture. Guthridge (1986), in an artitle entitled "'Eskimos &olve The Future," points out how he uses
students' cultural frame of .!.erence to solve future :problems.
Guthridge has trained teams of students from GambelL_Alaska,
to compete in the Future Problem_Solving Program. Theseleams

have won etate and national __awards. :Many assigned pro,
blemssuch as the warming of_the earth's climate or the use of
laser_technologyrequire student research in scientific fields.
Gutkridge points out that
In Future Problem _Solving_ at_ Gambell we have learned to

apply_ Eskimo _training to the modern school setting.
Students find; record; and memorize possible problems and

solutions that might:be applicable to theassigned subject

matter, andi thenslowlyfigure out what the mitterial
means. (p. 71)
_

Steps involved in the Future Problem Solving model were

originally designed with a Western mind set in which a great deal

of verbal interaction was required among students. Guthridge,
however, accepted students' use of their own communication
style and pace until it felt comfortable and: necessary to move
toward more verbal articulation of ideas. He credits_ the_spec,
tecular success students from Gambell have_had_in _coming up
with highlyimaginativeioliitions tofutureproblems to this flexibility in_ approach._Students use learning strategies wh:o have
servedtheir hunting ancestors well for millennia but, at the eame
time; they acquire skill in using some Western problem-solving
techniques which they can and may, in the future, apply itip lOcal
issues. In discussing the Western versus the native world views,

Guthridge tells his students, "The human brain is_ nothing
moreand nothing lessthan an efficient computer. Why not
give it two types of software?" (1986; p. 72).

As discussed above, Native American students bring to
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classroems skills and experiences_which_ can be uSed as Sprinik

boar& into the twientific process; _materials and teaching
techniques adapted to tap these resources_can_result in students

gaining greater mastery of science concepts. However; it does not
follow that all Science texts must be rewritten to reflect students'
home background. Science lessons need to start with students !
prior knowledge, eiperiences, and motivation. Only teachers can
do that; textbooks alone cannot As a case in point, Kleinfield
(1979) has noted in her study of St. Mary's (a successful Alaskor .
boarding school) that, while_there was no special curriculum for

Native students, what seemed _to_matter most in the scheol's
effectiveness was the close relationship_ between studenta and
staff. Character development was of central _concern. What we

may learn from St Mary's, then, is that a science curriculum

nc _has been carefully adapted to reflect culturally-compatible
classroom_ practices and home experiences may not be effective

unless teachers afe deeply 1committed to the academic and
personal growth of their students.

The role of the nathre labguage and English
The second inipertant issue relevant to the AAAS recommendations for NatiVe Americans' science education which we_will
examine is the role of the home language and the role of English
language developthent _ACcording :to Title VII guidelines, the
dual purposeufbilingual education isnot just te teach English to
non-En,:::'..sh-background

students but to provide effective

knowledge transmission; In_ other mord& 7bilingual inStruttion
has a federal mandate not only toprovideEnglish-langnage SkillS
kir liMited English proficient (LEP) students_but to make_sure
that they proSper academically in content areas such assciencC.

In an effert to address pressing, linguistic and content area

needs in math, SOCial Studies, and science-of-limited Engiish profi-

cient students; Chamot and O'Malley (1986) have designed a
model called the Cognitive Aeademic Language Lbarning Approach (CALLA). This modelreVides for devWopMent of
English through activities in mativsocialstudies,_and Seience. Of
centsti. in Native American bilingual prograans thegoal
net to preVide a transition into mainstream AmericuLculture but
rather to Maintain and develop biculturalism. Nonetheless; the
CALLA niedel hitt Validity as a method for teaching English In
this modeLinitead of stiiiiking English 28 a second language in
the formal sense_ancLas a separate stibject, students Use English
in science lessons to develop English linguistic skills as well ai to
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gain an understanding ofacientific content and processes. Accor7
ding to Chamot anti_ErMalley; the CALLA approach can be used

effectively both with limited English proficient students and
Fneish-dominant students who tome from a Minority-language
background. They point out that tin
example of the conneCtion betWeen _the science curriculum
and languageexperienceis that students must use language
actively to reason through an observation from its inception

to a conclusimi, The process of analyzing a problem,

describing; classifying, and other skills that are

fundamental to science ourtittila are an integral part of
language development. (1986, p. 27)

Rather than emanating Aridly froth a mainstream science
text, the students' cultural baCkgrOUnd can be incorporated into
CALLA science lessons. For eiample, the authors suggest that
atirrie le ils be baSed on dikovering_the scientific properties of
faitiliar things from_the studentt' home background.
Teachers_ ushig_the_CALLA spproach, heyond planning an
activity-based science lesson, also prepare to address such things
as_ the vocabulary needed for the lesaon (fOr eitainple, the colloquia meaning of "dense" versus the StieritifiC meaning), the
types of language structures irivolVed (for eirample_,_ "more than!'

and "less than"), and the types of attidY skillarequired (for example, how NJ use reference boOks, diagrams, amitables)
, In preparing such lessons, care needs_ to be taken not to water
down the content of thelesson whilesimplifying the language tt)
the required degree. _Therefore, to maintain the appropriate level
of difficultyin content; it may be highly desirable to preview and
review the lesson in the students' home language., Thus, to have
the most success with a CALLA approtCh to science, teachers
need ibt well-verSed not only in science _content; process, and
activities, but also iri ESL and bilingual teaching principle& in
the Native American context; often involving stnall schools in
remote, rural_ _locations, teamteaching and use of non-school
human_ resources may_ be important in hsving the greatest
success with a CALLA approAch. Fifir eitaiiiple, a Ideal staff
member with ESL training might WOrk With a Viiiting geologist
from a university to prepare sOnie lessons. _
The promise of success with thiS typo of hands-on discovery
method with limited Engl;sh prOfitient Students is supportecl_by
emerging research. For: example, Chatnet and &Malley cite
research by De Mild, Cohen, and IOW' (1981) and Rodriguez and
.
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Bethel (1983) which suggests that learning English through
science can be efWvtive and fun (1986, p. 24). Studies by ltowe
am). Agers- and Mason (1969), Hoff and Languis (1973), and
Renner and Coulter (1976) suggest that limited English proficient students who studysciencethrough activity-based lessons
simultaneously make strong progress in English language skills
(citai in Sutman and Bilotta, 1986).
_ Despite the opportunity offered by a partnership of science and
ESL,there are also lwal Native American contexts in which initial science training inetudents'_ home language may be possible
and desirable. For instance, in the Choctaw bilingual program in
Mississippi students receive themajority of classroom instruction, including science, in Choctaw. Doebler_and_Mardie(1981)
found that Choctaw students in the bilingual program (the experimental group) did substantially better in post-tests in social

studies and science than did Choctaw students submersed in
English-only classrooms (the control group). As seen in the Choctaw example,
Science achievement of non-English background speakers
can be enhanced by instruction in the native language con-

timing for several years after they have mastered basic
English-language skills, because students are still more
adept itjrocessiñgIbstract co&nitive operations through
their homelanguage. If_sufficientinstruction or tutoring
cannot be provided lathe home langeagedueto_the_lack_of
human material resources or to _the presence _of _multiple
languages within one classroom, activities designed to use

concrete, visual, and context-embedded learning formats
will increase the ability of the language-minority student to
master required skills and concepts. (Ovando &
1985, p. 205)

Of course, there are many local factors which will determine
when and to what degree science instruction Will be in the Native
American language or in English. However, there are three basic
guidelines which may be useful to consider:

New math and science skills, facts, or concepts are most
efWctively learned in the student's native language.
2. When second-language instruction is incorgorated into a
math or science lesson, identification of specific
objectives to match the targeted math or science objec-
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r -vide more opportunities for students to
r-art cular vmabulary sets or sentence struc-

tures.
3. The more ct rlext-embecided the pnse,tatjon ia(for ex,
ample, ob set- ytion of a hermornettr's response to hot
and coldl. tb.. raore likely LEP_ students can maEter the
content evieil. ii_presentedin English. The more contextreduced a lesson is (for example, explaining the meaning
of gravity), the more important it becomes to provide instruction in the native language. (Ovando & Collier, 1985,
pp. 213-214)
_

Getting students interested in science

_Related to the development of language through the science
curriculum is our third important issue, the place of Science
_

within the overall echoel curriculum. The AAAS recommended

that Native American students be actively recruited to Study

science and technology. This is an important goal to1 be
encouraged. But, to accomplish it, students need to be exposed to

ecience in a positive and meaningful way early in elementary
Schoel. It may bkt-too late to attract studentabythe time they are
in high school. Fortunately,_ young_chicl&en seem to approach
their _natural_environment as a marvelous series of question
marlts._They spend hours observing with genuine enthusiasm the
world around them. They seem to 1:* captivated by all forms of

lifebms, antelope, other children, horses, deer, butterflies,
trout, and so forth. They are fascinated by such11 natural
phenomena as electrical storms, snow, wind, and rain. They Jove
to observe what happens when they tImew_rocks into_the water.
Human-made items like airplanes seem_magical_to them; so do
other humaninventionalikehot air balloons, bicycles,computers,
radios,_ vacuum cleaners, watches, VCRs, tape recorders, and so
on.In other words, children's natural desires to make sense out of
their environment (withall its beauty, complexity, and mysterY),

am be nurtured formally in the elementary grades so that the
spark is not gone by the time these children are in high schooL
The reason for doing this is not just so that we can have a higher
number of Native American Pcientists later on,butso all Native
American adults of the fut-are will Lave an understanding of how
science impacts their lives.
Unfortunately, as DeAvila 11985, pp. 21-23) pointi out, many
programs targeted to language minmity !?.:Idents such as Native

Americans suffer from the cumpe story education stigma.
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Becauw studenta in Conipensatory education programs have
test scoresin the "baSiCS," reading and mathematics; aim Is'
:at in thes(
attention is_focused on iiiipirOVing
Other subjects; such_as aCietiee, tend tO i 6 addressed int.:.
and haphazardly _after the other "Work" of the schoci day is done;
The implicit assumption_ seemsto be that, in a linear fashion,
students cannot learn about science until they have achieved
mastery:of a certain level of literacy, _DeAvila, however, argues
that a discovery=based, activity-oriented_ science_program is Sii
ideal vehicle for simultaneous, parallel developmeat ot thinking
litemcy skills, Oral language skills, and science content._ _
One_ way_to addriaa the Otiikette raised by DeAvila regarding
the way many language-minority Sttidents in compensatory programs are denied theopportunitk _to develop scientific discovery
skills is to: consider some teaching and learning strategies stir
gested by Herber (1978); Hisiapproachis known as content;ares
reading. Viewing content areas, such as science,_as powerful and
exciting vehicles for-learning to read, he offersthe following suggestions. First, teaChers should see reading not as a subjectunto

itself Int as a vehiCle ft:1r =getting from point "A" (Lack of

knowledgesbout a Certain aubject) to point "B" (the source of iititerest). That is, literacy shotild be taught as a means to an end;
Reading skills anchored_iii inetinitighilipurpose *ill have greater
power over students tlan reading ADIS taught in isolation with
no relationship to other subject& Thtis,_ for example, a teather

who is aware that students are interested _in how the Reeky
Mountains 'Sine about may wish to select readings from &Wit
whiCh will focus stndatits Oti the professes by which such moun-

tain ranges are preichited. In this particular 01/36; the end,

discovering_howsuch &mountain range was formed, becomes the

driving force _behind_students *tinting te read the pas-ages.
Through the pological r Arng _assignment, in parallel fashion,
the teacher can provide instruction in kith reading Skills as caned
and effect and sequence of events;
Much difficitlty associated with extracting_information from
science texts_ has to do With the highly-complex nature of the
vocabulary, _the organization Of the tett,: the language otructUre;
the literacy skills; and the itOdY reqiiired to master the toncept a;
Without effectivegtridance_itia 660 for students tO fall behind,
become frustrated, and eventually_giViiii0; This may be estajcialk
ly true for students from languag&minoritk: backgreitida;

vocabulary and sentence structure; for example,_ are Clearly
likguage isstide. What Herber eutys about instruction im geneihil
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caneasily be translated to a situation where teachers areworking
with language-minority students such as Native Americans:

The subjective obeervation that the student "can't read
the textbook" is baeed on the incorrect notionAhat_they
_

should be able to read that material_ independently.
Assignments are given; students _do poorly in their attempts to read the material; the_teacher is disappointed; the
students are frustrate& (1978, p. 17)
In the situation which Herber describes, teaching is not really go-

ing on. It doeS not take much imagination for a teacher to tell
students to reed a certain_ sertion_of the _book and answer questioni at the end of thechapter. The skill of teaching comes in providhig studefiti withekills to build a bridge between what they
alfeady know and what they need to learn. In Herber's approach,
reading for comprehension requires active engagement of science

teachers with their students in such a way that:
(1) before teachers give specific reading assignments, they
discuss with students the objectives to be attained from the
reading;

(2) that teachers and _students discuss prior material or exlieriences which set the context in which the new material is to be
learned;_ and

_(3) that teachers carefully examine the vocabulary students

need to understand to make sense of the reading material
(Herber, 1978, p. 38).

Bilingual teachers working with limited _English_proficient
students on science assignments_ may_meed_to_go_over and put
-extra emphasis befofehand on_ the crucial vocabulary associated
with the text-One type _of prepreading vocabulary activity is to
provide studentewith &list of terms they will encounter and have
them_ write down what they think 0.: words mean. Thig Will

relate what they already know to what they are going to learn.
Then, using a dictionary, group work, and teacher's explanations,
students can write down what the wordi actually mean in_the
particular lesion. In addition, teachers may need tahelp students
identify in the text where tle authors aresimply givinginformadon. where tlr.i are explaining causesand effects, or where they
are classifying. The use of passive tense in sciemm texts may need
some explanation (Who or what is doing what to whom or what?).

As can be Seen, Herber's approach to teaching reading at the
same time as teaching a subject such as science involves a great
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deal of oral preparation and a variety of pre-reading activities
with _students befOre the assignment is given. In these prereading activities4Berber 11978, p. 173) Suggests that prediction
can serve as a means_of engaging students in the reading process.
If students make predictions about what will happen in a given
science extwriment or study,they_aremore likely to want to read
and to comprehend the assignment to see if their prediction was
accurate or not. By predicting beforehamt the_students have an
investment in what they are about to read or observe. _
Both the CALLA approach and Herber's content-area reading
can _serve to integrate two subjects into one (for example,
science/ESL or science/reading). Such integration of subject matter _may be considered a method culturally compatible with some

Native American traditions. In that respect, Cajete comments
that
There is no word in _any traditional__Native American
language which can be translated to mean _science" as it is
viewed in medern Western society. Rather, the thought
process of "science," which includes rational observation_ of
natural phenomena, clasSification, problem solving, the use
ofeymbolsystems, and applications of technical knowledge,
was integrated_with all other aspects of Ne...ive American
cultural organizations. (1986; p. 4)

It follows naturally that, in Incorporating Native Americans'
traditional backgrounds into the formal science _curriculum,
variety of areas of study or experiences can be interrelated. As
will be seen in the following eection on resources, for example,
study of traditional mythe, legends, and stories about the stars
can be integrated with lessons on modern astronomy.
So.

Resóürcés and Idéàs foe Teaching

In tnis section, resources in_fourareas pertaining to the improvement of science teaching for Native American students will be
deecribed:

1) ideas for use of the load environment;
2) ideas fOruse of local history and traditional stories;
3) sample science lemon plans; and
4) organizations and_programs_for teacher( and students.
The lists, of course, are not_ comprehensive, butthey provide a
sampling of available materials. Some materials may be used ai
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they are, while_others may offer ideas for ways in which science

teachers at the local level can develop their own materials or
lessons;

Ide Is for use of the lo-cal environment
The follawing materials exemplify some exciting ways to use

locaLresources to teach science within the cultural and

en-

vironmental context of Native Airietittin Students.
1; Ethnoctany of the Hriaapiii (Witahomigie. Powskey._&
Bender, 1982) Is a locally prechiced bilingdaLmonograph_which
deacribes plants in both acientific and conmion terminology and

notes the way in which they fit intO the Hiiiilapai culture of

Northwestern Arizona.
2. Nauriat_Niginactuat Plants that We Eat (Jones, 1983) is
likewise a locally-produced monograph commissioned "to help
preserve Inupiaq food wisdom, and to encourage the use of local
foods" with_ a focus on improvement of the nutrition of young
Eskimos in the Kozebue area of Alaska.
3. Dendina
Tanaina Plant lore lliari,__197_74 is
another excellent publicittinn which examines the close relationship between plant life and the Denali's, or Tanaina, Indians of
AlaSke.

_

_

4.

Village_Science: A_Resource Hah.'book for Rural Ataskan
Teachers (Dick, 1980) is a highly imaginative and outstanding ex7
ample_ of how an area school district has developed a series of
secondary level science lesaons using such commonly available
things in their region as boats, chain art*a, anow machineamood
stoves, guns, vapor barriers, and hand tools, These items arelink-

ed to such science concepts as frictionsurface_area, inertia,
action-reaction. centrifugal forca_and_center of gravity. Each
utit has text with illustrations, suggested activities, and student
response sheets_
Antler and Fang (Education Development Center, 1970) iS
a small publication of the tecial science curriculum Man: A
Course of Study. The beoklet explore§ the interrelationship
among caribou, man, and wolf.
Lace the wolf, man must find a caribou, approach and kill it
before he canuse it But man dPes not have sharp teeth and
strong jaws. He does not have great endurance. He can not

run faster than ten miles an hour. He dees not follow the
caribou through its yearly migrations.
How does man find the ar'bou?
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How does he get close to it?
How does he kill it?
What does he do with the dead animal? (p. 22)
.;.

Pitengnegsaraq: Yup'-ik Eskimo Subsistence Board Game

(The Lower Kuskokwin achool District Bilingual/Bicultural
Department, 1983) introduces Yup'ik students to the critical

function which weather and seasons play in subsistence
economies _clerendentori fishirigi trapping, hunting, and gathering for their survival. The game provides a natural lesson in
ecosystems;
7. Sometimes an idea for the science curriculum_ may come
from an unlikely source. For example; Hale (1980); a linguist; waggests:

The study of language should form_a part of curriculum.
Linguistic science has the advantage over other _sciences
that the data relevant to it are immediately accessible, even
to the youngest of students, and it requires a minimum of
material and equipment. (p. 3)
In other words, according to Hale,scienceteachers can readily
use "linguistic knowksige which students possess as a subject
matter of science" (p. 3). For example, he suggests that by engag-

ing students in an analysis of the structure of their home

language, they *ill "Wgin to formulate the laws which govern
the observable behavior of linguist form. Observing data and
making generalizations about it is an important activity-at thie
stage" (p 7). As amillustration_ofthis point, students in a_Papago
context may start by using suchpossessivepatterns as r:rly_dog,!

'my house, 'my horse,' 'my mother,' and Jo_forth to try_ to
discover the rules by which the possessive construction takes or
does not take the suffix i-gal.

_8.__ Teachers_of _science working with Native American
students need not limitthemselves ttLexamining resources lábel
ed, so to spea7., "For NativeAmerican stulents.!' For_one thing,
there is often a dearth of good materials that addressthe needaof
language minority student& Therefore, we need to look for ideas
wherever we can find them. The following are examples of general
resources which can I* useful to science i4-.A.:(:hers working with
language minority students within Native Arnerkan contexts:
The Scavengers Scientific Supply Company, P.O. Box 211328,
Auke Bay, AK99881, offers a profusion :science education supplies. Its catalogue lists animal skulls (for example, er171
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rIlikieNveasel, marten, mink, mnskrat; red fox, and beaver), fur

kits, plant specimen; and slides as well as posters of invertebrates; fish; mammals, birds, geology, ecology, and plants,

A Guide to Nature in _Winter Northecdt and North Central
North America (Stokes, 1976) is a gpneral reference piablitation
very usefill when taking winter field trips_ to examine mid thiLgs
AS Animal tracks in the snow_and to look for birds which are then
quite conspicuous. The author nctes,
Winter is a particularly
time in Which to do this, fox
lefis gone birds are more easily s(iTtiand many join
tbgether in flocks, r Acing them even more coaspicuous.
Now is the time to i.,:zke birds you may have dismissed all
summer _ _as_
a:.
Mockingbird or ' on ly anot het
Chickadee" ar
a them on a deeper level of interest. (p.
185)

Ideas for the use of local history and traditional
stories

In the prcvic:_! .; section, the use:of students physical environment for devehipment of science lessons and itt.:AritieS WAS 61=
plored. In this section we will examine, .-1.ow NatiVe _AtheriCan
stories, community lore, and lotAl life hi5ti65 Can be integratA
with the study of scfr.x.e.
1. Ulkiiiiigmiut: People of Wainwright (North 9lopeBorouL7h
School DiStrict,_1981)_ is a student-produced local history of_the
ESkimo_community_of Wainright; Alaska. The monograph does
not pertain to any specific field of science; However; it illustrates
how_ students working on such a locel history pro'.. ;'t could be

guided to use aspects of historical research to bratzh itto scientific studies. In the case of the Wainwr_ght book, for 0-rti nple, the

salient topic of whaling could be used to begin a stiidy Of the
physiology and behavior of whales,
2. The Yukon-Koyukuk School District has pruduced a swigs
of- autobiographies, or life stories, of NatiVe Anietitans Of intetiot

Alaska, The biographies are writteni tranStriptiorS cif *kat
tOntemporary Athabaskans have told_ orally abC.Ii. .,heir life

eiperiences. The books are designed äüItüiállèléiat

materials for upper elementary_ students-, Again;_the: is_no direct

science content in the-life histories, but they demonstrate how
sciencelessons_could be fused with locally-meaningful material.
instance; the topic of fishing could be incorporated with a
study of fish life cycles and food chains; the topic of gold mining
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could berelatki to ideal geology; or the topic of fishing could lead
to a study of microorgallisms as they relate to foOd preSettration.
3. Star Stories ilSkiriner, 1986) is, a delightful publication
liMch_presents beliefs and concepts from a variety of Native
American cultures regarithg _the cosmos. It incomdrates these
ways of thought irto sctence lessons in the area of aStronomy.
4. Famine Wu:ter (Ileyhner 1::.,84) was originally an oral
account_toldin the last quarter of the 19th Century about a trip a

Blackieet family_ made neirthward in search of a strange kind of
bear (a polar bear). _Thebrief account, interesting in its own right
as a form of literature and _history, could also serVe as a starting
piAnt for such science topics_ as ecological regions (plains, forest,
tundra), bird migrations; seasors, and the effects of latitude on
seasonal changes.

Sample lessons
The following resources provide detailed examples Or collec7
tiOnt of scieoce lessons which cam be tailored to the needs of

NatiVe American students. The first two monogretpiit,_cited focus
on deVelopment of English skills while acquirirg ..1-encecontent

and processes at the same time. The other two references are to
materials which incorporSte traditional Native At:oilcan then-A s
into science lessons._

Leancing English through 'Science (F

e

0.ati.

ucShmmaker; 1986) includes, _in_ addition tto a .
tiunal strategies; narrative descAptions_of three_somple
lessons in which thestrategies are applied:I _Tw_a_of_the lessons are
at theihigh schoo!nhysics level while the tbird_one, on mathinee,
-chuld be suitable for kindergarten or early pliana: v.;

2. A Cr 7nitive Acatle'lnic Language Learning Approack An

ES-L_CcnigntnEased Curriculum (Chatnot & O'Malley, 1986) also
has three samplelessons in its chapter on science. The lessons

state language _objectives, science objectiVeS, and learning
strategiv. They also desciihe preparation_for the lessons, pres-en-

tation, practice activities; evsluationanci_follow-up activities.
The first lesson, for example; which draws _easilY on lotal
resources, is on the interaction between rocks and_ water.
3. Introduce Sdence_to Stucknts Using the Environment_A
_1981)
Guide for Teachers of Native Americar tuttents (7`.?
contains eighteen lessons for elementary students. ?. fes topics
included are soils Ld and population, mini=clitnatee, the web of
life; and _ecosyst_:sAll lessons are bailed Oh' kkally=available
outdoor feld experiences and include instructions for platinctd
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observation. Many of the lessons begin with a -non-scientific"
quote from a highly-regarded Native American_ elder or a poem
related to the topic, and these introductions give deep-r meaning
to the lesson.
4. Science Lessons for Native Americans (Otto & Eagle Staff,
1980) is a collection of less:ms, ranging from kindergarten to
adult level adapted to Native American cultural traditions_Each
lesson includes a statement on implications the_lesson_ has _for
Native Americans For example, a lessononconditions necessary
for Seed germination and _development ends ty asking why
Native Americans planted crops on river bottorr
id of an
hilltops or but es.

Organizatior s and programs

students

for teaers and

Followinre some resources which provide a support strlxture for information networks and science education oppor-

tunitim
1
The Native American Science Education Association
(NASEA, 1228 M St., NW, Washington, DC 20005, Pheine 202
638 7066) is a tiCit-for7profit organization begun in 1982_ta im
prove science education :for Native American_students._ The

organitation is dedicated to increasing _the representation of
NatiVe American_studentsin_science ancl_ math-based careers.:It
arse Produces__and_ disseminates information about culturallyrelevantscience and math programs. Among its projects and services are regional science network conferences, sisciame Mumdon resource center, science equipment loans, regional
workshops, field research awardsfor outstandint toach_ra and

science circuit riders who provide on-site helg_ba teachers;
NASEA alSo_ offers a model high school science _program
(Dek*anakWui, Ulohnanne _Science1_and a bicultural health
Sciertee program for high school students etk'Wa K'YaleWin
Yinikwadinna);
_ _2;
Kui Tatk is the newsletter of the NASEA (same address as
above) Published quarterly, the newsletter includes such tbings
as in!ormation 011 workshops and conferences, articles on them
and tnetitt4s,- tmlituraily-relevant science charts for_ the
clam:at:kat. NASEA news, lists of opportunities for_students and
teaChets (inch as_ summer programs, scholuships, and
féllowships)j arid film_reviews.
3. Also_a product of NASEA ; the &civics Education Resource
Center CatalogGe of Hottlings, Spring 1986, lista resources for
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Native Americans in art, astronomy, energy, health,_ math,
language arts, natural sci Eace,iscience, social science, and teacher
education_same ad& ...33 as NASEA).
Winds of Chang2 is &quarterly magazine for American In-

dians involved_with_ science and _technology published by the

American Indian Science and Engineering Society (Winds of
Chs-nge, 1310 College Avenue; Suite 1506, Boulder, CO 80302).

The publication is designed to provide information on Native
Americanain science careers and to encourage Native American
youth to choose science-related careers. It includes portraits of
Native American scientists, articles on tribal use of technology
for resource developtnent, news on corporations involved with
Native American issues, descriptions of schools providing OW
opportunities for American Indian youth, and information on
scholarships.

5. The Minority Access to Research _Careers_program
(MARC), sponsored by the National Institutes of Health; is_a
prepare minority
highly generous scholarship program
students for entrance into graduate programs in the biomedical
sciences. Ac' -.'ssion to-the program is fused on strong academic
performance k MARC Program, National Institutes of Health,

Bethesda, MD 20892, Phone 301 496 7941).

Conclusions
Working in bilingual -education, Lambert (1984) has developed
the concept of subtractive versus additive bilingiialism. Subtractivebilinguilismis described as students' lack of development in
tbr home languages astheyslevelopeecend4anguage skills. Adbilingualism is described as continuing

in the home language while also mastering _the second
.age. Lambert argues that in sUatractive bilingualism the
langui..tr-- will also lead to
lack of development in children's
deficiencies in their mastery of the second language. Additive bitial for full
lingualism, on the other hand, provides the b-est

development of children's first and second langUages. In tais
paper we have diedisied three rosin issues:
L The need for a twiwayinterchange between thetraditional
Native American learning environment and a school's formal
science curriculum.
2. The potential to use so; ance lessons as excellent vehicles for
development of English language skills in some situations, while
givinginstruction in the home !..ngumge in other situations,
3. The desirability of elevating and integrating science Andy
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hitt the web of the overall school curriculum, using science and
its .-Jvnection with the home culture as a means of helping tO
teach the a_abasics:'
_

All_of the above points; as well as the material resources we

discussed; reflect a common need to break down unnecessary bar-

ears between traditional Native American ,ultures and the
Western science framework; between the content area of science
and other sch6ol subjects. These things are additive processes.
Just as Relditive bilingualism enriches both children's first and
second bnguages; additive science mlucation_can_enrizE Nati":e
America students _traditional_ heritage _at the same_time the t it
prepares students to master scholastic science content and processes-. And additive seence educaonean_dothis within a context of more holistic uilderstandiriL and meaning;
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Mathematitg äfld
the Indiati_Skiderit
David M. Davison Cind Duane E. &china&
The bilingual student is a disadvantaged mathematics
learner=in terms of both cultural orientation and language processing. It is too simple to say that "American Indians dorit
have meth braine or that they "can't do math." Such comments
come all too_ easily in the face of ttn poor achievement of
American_ _Indian students in mathematics _beyond about the
fourth grade level. The responsible educator must ask "Why do
these students not perform better in_mathematics?" and '17ihat

can be done to help them learn more effectively?" The task for the

mathematics educator is to desigruxcurriculum that *ill enable
Native American students_to do better.
In response to these_questions, it if .:fr.iropriate to consider_the
influence of language and culf7:4.1 ca a bilingual _student's
technical language development
re ieviewed this influence as staled by other investir
,7 (Schindler & Davison,
1985)._For example, Green (1978) fo t. ad that triathavoidance differences in perceived utility. ability _to _distinguish nuances of

meaning in the English language, _ and the mathematics
vocabulary of the Aral-Actin Indianlanguage all need to be con-

sidered as factors in the mathematics learning of Native
Americans. She disconnted the idev. that American Indian
&Whig essay appears -here in r..mt for thefust thEe. All rights
reserve& Permission-to-reprint-must be obtainedlromthe authors. Dr.
Davison is- eftvfessorof :Education at-Efietern -Montana College,
Billings,-MT- 59101.- Dr.- &Aida** is Principal of TurUe Mountain High
School, Belcourt, ND 08916.
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students fear and avoid mathematics because ofiailureand lack
of inherited skills, but noted further that American Indian
students view mathematics as Irrelevant to real life.
Garbe(1985), in his work with Navajo Indians, suggested that
t he students were not getting enough instruction in mathematics
vocabulary. He recommended that vocabulary to be mastered be
clearly identified and that student_performance_in vocabulary be
passed on to the teacher of the next grade, Teachers should try to
use students' past experiences with mathematical terms to_help
give the terms meaning in a mathematical context. The introduc-

tion of a new term should be carefully orchestrated through
repetition in context,: and through saying it aloud and spelling it.
Green (19I8)and Closs (1977) both commented on the lack of interest in historical _material dealing with the mathematical contributions of Native Ameicans; Thisis reflected in the scant attention accorded Mayan contributions, forexample, ir classroom
applications of the history of mathematics,
Leap, et al. k1982) observed that American Indian students' errors in mathematics problem solving were due to the use of_In,
d:-.2.1 language mathematics-based problem solving strategies
rather than inaccurate mastery of Western mathematics skills. A
review_of_studies of mathematics learning among a variety of
non-Western culturesindicatcd thaandigenous peoples are often
unable to solve mathematicsproblemsthat are not perceived as
culturally relevant (see; for example, Saxe, 1982Ln:1re/sr-vie,
the abstract addition of thirty-seven and fourteen ismeaningiess
to sor--..E. non-Westerners. It would be more meaningful to restruc-

ture the problem as the addition of thirty-si, ;en horses to fourteen horses since in most Native American communities h-rises
are important.
_ The Eastern_Montisna College Title VII Dean's Grant was

awarded to address_ _the needs of a multidiltdral/bilingual
Aawrican Indian population_by_focusingon the expansion of
selected teaching methoe .3 classes, A_primary goal_of the program has tveen to extend the capacity of the institution_to provide
training relevant to bilingual educators in the innovative used

technology, mathematics, and science. In the first year of the
investigation of
grant the Project Directer concentrated on
English language mathematics concepts and terms used in the
Crow Indian language, an important native language in Montana,
Thl use of the Crow language ishigh among the 'dt:ilt Crow
reservation population and nearly eighty per cent of :=...row Indian
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children are fluent spea4ers of the Crow language (Read, 1978).

While designed prirnakily to address the needs of teachers in
reservation schools, this study has implications for many other
bilingual American Indian students. In_ terms ofthe different
ways_in_ which _they _ process_ mathenistical information, these
in
students are being neglectedu
the strategies u

t::tor in schools.
tititeriaatics concepts in the Crow language

rel-,7!ar mathematics i

explore the relatimiship between _the acquis
:riasnematics concepts in the English language and in the Crow
language and to document the ex. istence and used mathematics
vocabulary in the Crow language; the authors devised & structured interview study with Crow Indian adults in several reservern communities and Crow Indian children in three reservation
schools.

The adults were all fluent sëákers of Crow. According to th3
adult infoi_aants,_names for square ovid circlewere_well known,

but the name_ for _trianee_(which_means, in_English_three
points") was of _recent origin and less widely knowit Names for
oierterma such as sphere were recent descriptive inventions.

Mathematics terms currently in use reflect the mathematics
important within the Crow culture Crow language terms exist
for addition and subtraction because these operations have meaning in theiCrow culture Crow language terms for operations such
as multiplication and division were:not found in the survey. This
may_be_heeause_the informants did_not_ typically use_the terms.
The adult informants noted thatnumber names are important in
ceremonies and have special significance in the Crow culture;

Student interviews
mien
The authors identified_three_schealinz. 'he Crow_lnicE
vationPryor; Crow Agency,and Lodge t.*-u4s- -where tt, _13 is a

significant population of bilingual stude:,1,,. At ,..-Ach school an ad-

ministrator selected ter stUdents

fluent in both

English and Crow. The authors had requested:that, stUdents be
selected flom _those in grades four, five, or six who had been
invthedin &bilingual education program.
_ A fluent_Crow-speaking adult acted as_ftrterpreter to ask the
survey questions in_Crow._The students came _one at_a tirra to the

room where the authors-and interpreter were locate& Each interview lastet1 approximately twenty minutes. The students processed the interpreter's questions and answered them in Crow.

Theinterpreter then translated the student's answer 1,..,;o English
for the authors;
Following is a sununary of responses:
1. Nineteen of the thirty students could recite Crow namesf..r

numbers up to tr:r but no higher, while only one could give
nui,-j-,z..T.F!

t-,-venty. However, when the interpreter gave the

7,..21ne and asked the student to identify the
Crow
numuer, eigL. mcognized number names beyond twelty, and
six of them re; ognized names for numbers greater than one hundred; This suggests that even in bilingual programs students are
not using_the_Crow_names for the numbers frequently, although
they recognize_them
2; Twenty.six of the students use Crow_number namesmlien

speaking with other Crow Indians, especially with family
members. For example, some students living or spending considerable time with their grandparents speak only Crow while
*W.:them. This suggests that the students are using the Croy
number names they know.

3. With only three exceptions, the studenti, said they uted
English language number names only in school. There was a clear

distinction in the minds of these Crow-speaking students thgt
one spoke the Crow language at home and the English language
at school.
4. Nineteen of the students usEKI mathematics only when deal-

ing with money while eight of the remainder said "when using
numbers in an English language way." This finding also supports

the notion that these stiidents associate the use of the Crow
language with their outkikichool
Students appear to encounter the terms for addition and sub
tractiononlyin the context, of mathematics instructionwhether
the terms were known seemed to depend on whether the students
could rnember them from bilIngual instruction
6. The term for one-half, and to a lesser extent, that for onefourth, form part of the traditional Crow-culture. Otherwise, fraction names are viewed as part of the English4anguage culture only.

Tiventy threU of the students knew or recognized Crow
names for atleast fo, -Jr Shaw (circle, square, triangle, rectangle,
and star), and otAr_ two knew or_recognized_fewer than three
shapes; The term for circle was unfamiliar to only two students;
three were unfamiliar with square, and four with triangle; The
widespread recognition of terms for circle and :ware was to be

expected in terms of their significance in traditional Crow
181
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culture. Certainly, the importance of these geometric shapes in
the Crow culture is supported by these findings.
8. When asked the position' of_ a: designated red: in a set of
Cuisenaire reds, only one-fourth of the students used the ordinal
term representing fourth, _the _majerity_answered_ "_four;" It is
clear thattheCrew language distinction between cardinal and ordinal numbers_was_not _understood by these students.

9: Each student was given the twenty-four-piece set of
geometric attribute pieces consisting of the three primary colors;
the shapes square, triangle, circle, rectangle; and the sizes large

and small. Each was then asked to sort the attribute set. in
twenty-five instances the student sorted initially by shape,
whereas mc-t- westerners sort initially_by color._ This viould_w
pear to support the netionthat AmericanIndians relate better to
spatial representations_than do non-Indians; This also supports a
tentative conclusion that American Indians process mathematics
differently from non-Indians.
10. When asked to identify differences between given attribute
pieces, seventy-five percent of the students could identify all
three attribute changes. This suggests that these students are
very capable of Mating to geometric materials.

Interpretation of the findings
All students interviewed were classified by administraters as
bilingdal, but only one could count beyond twenty in the Crow

language. The effect of years ofschooliñCrowhildiEuiiin
_
English_ appears to _be _that Crow knguage_ mathematics
vocabillary_is_ being_ lost Even _when the_ children knew Crow
number names (as in counting); they appeared to be thinking in
English and translating into Crow. They reported that they used
English number names when talking -with other Crow Rpeaking
children, but that they use Crow number names when talking to
Crow speaking adults.
Basedon interview d, it appears the Crow language with its
geometric termsand uses of mathematicseperations is_not being
used te aid mathematics_taught_in English_in_ Crow reservation
,

schoola_lf_Crow is tette used to_teach mathematics to Crowspeakingchildren, the teachers need to be aware of the operations
of mathematics within the Crow language and to be able to use
the logical constructs within the Crow language to assist Crowspeaking children in the accommodation of mathematics institction in English. This means that specialited teacher preparation

programs for teachers of Crow-langilage-speaking children
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should include study of _mathematics cOñcéptS1 ih the Crow
language. Crow bilingual education_powams in the elementary
schools may centerCrow language lessons on mathematitS Writ=
tiOna in the Crow language and thus_assist non-Crow-speaking
teoCheie in fatilitating Crow-language-speaking children's ac=
commodation of English language mathematics concepts; Crawlanguage instruction in mathematics may enhance English,
language Mathematics achievement of Crow-Lniguage-speaking
children Anexperimental Crow-langtiage bilingual mathematics
class which:taught initial:reading and mathelhatits hi the Crow
language to Crow-language-speaking firit-grade-level children
resulted in these first graders_receiving higher scores oh a Stfih=
dard Eriglish-lenguage achievement test_of_mathematica ability
than a matching group of Crow7languagspeakinglifet-grade=
level Children who were given initial mathematics instruction in
Engliah (ClöSS, 1975).

Methodis Of learning mathematics

Equally as important-as the role of languar-and_culture on the
Native Ainerican child's learning of mathematicslathe_ way

mathematits is learned. How do:Native Amer.-an students process matheniatical ideas? What is their style sii learning?
One way_ht responding to these questions is addressed by the
!'Math id the _Minde__Eye" project, centered ih Portland,
Oregon. 'Vs isoject directorMaier(1995) indicatl, many plople,
regardless of culture, find_mathernatics devoid hf meamng, thhE
diStihg hi nothing more than mathematical jergon_and SYMbol
Atkin This results in mathernalmi underachievement,
and aversion. Many who, are successful in mathematics
emPloy seniory perception, models, and imagery, but this isnot
where thelocus of school mathematics lies. Maier faction attention on visual thinking and its role in teaching and learning
mathematics;
The "Mathenr.rics Their Way_programi in uie for a number Of
irtiats, has pros successful because of_its_emphisis on telating
iiiithematicsito reality, The program Eas been particularlY slit=
herifill With American Indian students who have benefited from
the More hands-on, less kiibstratt approach. There is a clew sulk
gestion these students *ill be more auctesaful when presentation
of:mathematics:materiel respondi th theit lean** styles by being less abstract:and:more visualand. tactile. Thia observation is
--.tiporteid by students' preierence for_ geomatrie likika. and ging;
tit that they can succeed in English-language mathematita SO
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long as it makes sense in terms of the way they process information. InitiaPy, use of the native language is important as an aid_to
learning English-language terminology; the continued successful
learning of mathematics depends on students being able to process the ideas in_a_meaningful way. Accordingly, it appears that
for _students from more spatially-oriented cultums, such as
American Indians, a more-sensory-oriented teaching style would
seem essential.

Summary
Three influences affect the American !ndian student's capacity
to learn English language mathematics. The first is the role of
language, the second is the culture, and the third is the student's
learning style.
The authors fix:ad that Crow Indian bilingual_ students are not
maintaining mastery of the Crow language as fares knowledge of
Crow languagc mathematicaLterminology is concerned. This
raises _questions_ _about the_ impact of bilingual education in

mathematics instruction, at least in terms of mathematical
vocabulary_ Ircomplete learning of mathematics vocabulary in
the children's first language may be creating children who have
incomplete mastery of eith.or their first language's mathematics

construct or the constructs of English. 1The influence of the
students' culture, and the perceived relevance of the
mathematics curriculum, is seen as arLadditional problem. Except for working with money, students_ do not perceive the
mathematics they learn in school to be of any use to them, nor is

the school curriculum seen as culturally relevant. Most
significantly, the students did not share either a large number or

a wide range of goals. The school curriculum, as far as these

students were concerned, :elated to just one goalearning
money. Even though these students were young, School had very
little message for them.
The metheds by which mathematics_is typically presental_do
not consider the_Indian student's learning style-Textbooksare
typically written_for_ white middle_ class America end_ present
mathematicsas =essentially abstract subject. While many textbook series now make reference to the use of tactile and visual
aids, few teachers present mathematics in other than an abstract
manner. The Indian student depends upon a more sensory approach to be able to learn mathematics effectively.
These influences, singly or in combination, have affected the

ability of many American --Indian students to sucreed in
mathematics, _Students in bilingual education programs need
more_ attention _paid_to_mastery of mathematics terminology- in

the native language,_and thence_ to the mastery of English

language mathematics vocabulary._ Wherever possible,
mathematics concept& should be presented hi_a_cultuhilly irelevant manner, using situations in which.the students_ may _have
some interest. ANwe-allf the presentation_of mathematical ideas
needs to 1* consistent with how students learn. The use of a tactile/visual approach assists stUdents W-form meaningful images;
Theauthors _suggest that progress in these three areas-will contribute tomore_successful learning of mathematics by American
Indian students;
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Using Microcomputers in
Bilingual Education
A. W. Strickland

Today, it seems inconceivable that less than_a _decade ago the
first microcomputers were emerging front designers' worksheets
into the honle_and classroom. Yet, in 1977 Commodore (with the
PET 200,1)Apple (with the Apple II), and Radio Shack (with_the
TRS-80 Model I) were echoing the words of Seymour Papert
delivered earlier that same year before Congressional hearings on
technology:
During _the nineteen eighties, small but immensely power_

ful personal computers will become as much a part of
everyone's life as theilr. the telephone, the printed wiper,
and the notebook Indeed,computerS Will integrate and
mpereede the function ef these and other communicational

and recreational home technologies. (Papeit, 1977, p. 258)
Since 1977; others have heralded the role of the microcomputer
in education. Alfred Bork, a _pioneer in computer-based learning,
reinforced Papert's comments this way:
We are at the onset of a major revolution in education, a
revolution unparalleled since the invention_of the printing
pre:SF-J.-The computer will In the instrument of thisiitvolution...By the year 2000 the major way of learning_at

levels,and in ahnost all subject areas will be through the
interactive use of computers. (Bork, 1979)

Tbis original essay appeani here-iniprint for the first time All rights
refferved. Permission to reprint must be obtained from the author. Dr.
Strickland is an Associate Proktior of Elementary and aecendary
Education at Eastern Montana Collme Billings, MT 59101.
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At first, many may have classified the views ol Papert and

Bork as extreme and overly optimistic but, today, schools are being filled With microcomputers, software, and a generation of
children expecting to usethis tool to help them learn. All areas of

teaching are experiencing the anxiety of using this new

technology,_but no need could be greater than that -of the bL
fingual_teacher and child. In a World where differences in

Language may have created a chiSm between_Native _American
and English-speaking societies, the burgeoning computer revolution may engulf the Native Americanetudent in a sea of despair.
Dr. Judith Hakes, director _of a project designed to aid the
AcVMS tribe, a memlnr _of the All Indian Pueblo Council near
Albuquerque, New Mexico, revealed signs of the ever-widening
technology facing Native Americans as folloWS:

Traditional approacheein_the _teaching of mathematics

and Science are not worTring and students are falling further
behind. At the intermediate grade levels- many Students experience difficulty with science and mathematics and these
difficultiesbecome apparent on student perform:4m* results
of_standardizeti iksts. In the arta of science poor_perfci,
mance is often shown because Studente_laci_basic content
information while imor performance in mathematics is evident in the basic skill weaknesses such as computation, uee
of the number system, word problems, number concepts,
and problem solving.

The need for improvement is critical beciiuSe if poor
academic patterns in mathematics and Science are not

changed, these _Pueblo students will not be able to compete
iñtlie future job market in this area. Many will be forced to
leave the reservation to accept low paying_low level jobs
and others will simply drop out of the job market entirely.
(Hakes, 1981)

The computer could help overcome this, but it would bensive
toessume that software publishers Would create a_eignificant
number of micracomputer programs aimed at_the small Native
American market.Thus, teachers must beprepared to develop, or
intwate, existing softWare to meet_the_diverse needs of the
Native American populationIn the remainder of this chapter, I
will diSCUSEI ways to accomPlish_thesetwo alternatives as well as
what bilinzual reiearah LhàtOOffer to aid in this quest. Where
specific bilinguaLmicrocomputer software does exist, it Will be in-

chided in the discussim
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The diecussion is divided into the following wections: teaching

about microcomputers, teaching with microcomputers, and
teaching using microcomputersThese three Sections loosely
follow the medel described by Robert Taylor (L980) in his book,

The Oornputer in the schoot Thtor; Too4 Tutee. Therefore,
Taylor's basic framework will be evident, but with my modifications to account for technological advances whkh have taken
place since his publication.

Teachiuk Obeid microcomputers

Teaching about microcomputers is subdivided into two sections:_ computer literacy and computer languages-Bsing Taylor's

deseriptiona,_we could classify the microcomputer in a_computer
literacy _course as_a_tool, while in a computer language course the
microcomputec_ _becomes__ the tutee as students attempt to
reproduce human tasks using computer languages.
Computer literacy. Few thsagree that computer literacy should

be taught as early as possible, but implementation and curriculum development have been__ slaw._Theie hai been much

thscussion as to what is meant by the term_computer literacy but,
in suck_a rapidly developing field, a preeme,_static definition
seems impossible. This elusiveness has caused many educators to
become apathetic and _given them ample excuse toideky_proper
planning for _a K-I2 mcrccomputer cuniculum. Such_a_pran,
which needs to be as_dynainic as the computer field, must deal
With the microcomputer_as &tool of the information age. Hunter
(1983) focuired on the role of micrecomputiire ti a toel of the information age, giving the following definition for computer literacy:

'Whatever a person needs te be able to_domith computers and
know about computers in order to function in an information;
based _society' ip. ).
Hofmeister (1984) summarized HunUr's definition into three

critical attributes:
a. The needs of an individuaLneatssary for effective functoning with computers in an information--based eociety.
b. "Needs" refers to ikille, knowledge, and attitudes _
c. Needs wilLnot be static, but will vary with time, place,
and individuaL (p. 6-5)

Except in_a few isolated examples, Indian education hag not
put forth tM_ effort to implement this _definition of computer
literacy. A varietyef examen may be tendered to jusfrify this Foci

of leadership and imagination.

HITI, in an era of higA
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technology,leography, school size, and even lack of vrell,trained
teachers _need not be barriers to learning. With a_computer, a
monemand a telephone, the information of the_ worki is at our
fingertips, and communication with_ other_Native American
groups can become a rewarding learning experience.
In a study entitled, "Lit Your Fingers Do the Talkine (Barn=
hardt, 1984), tWo Scheele bi_the _remote North Slops Borough

District of Alaska took advantage of the communications
technology described above and reported the following results:

They Reacher* began to use_computers to communicate
with supervisori in other locations, to teach math drilla and
practices, to teach science, and to improve rtmearch pro,

jects. Hovvver,the_most interesting use of the zemputer
was as a ceminannications teml for instructional and_administeative purposes. Using the computer andoneof many
electronic_networks, students eirchanged information with
students in California . . .
For theee teachers_and students, the world of technology has
not, left thentabandorad and isolated, but is operiing_new vistas
of learningwhich will make them masters of the information age.

_Computer languages. Computer languages allow computer
users to become the "tutor" While the computer becomes the
"tutee." If we structure human knowledge into its language, a
computer can understand tasks we create and then perform them.

In the process, computerianguages must be translated into

machine language; only_thencan human instructione be fame&
The two most_common tzanslation processes are interpreting
and compiling interpreted languages, such asBASICIBegirmars
All-purpose Symbolic Instruction CodO, LOGO (a name derived

from the Greek word for reason), and PASCAL (named after

Blaise Pascal) are generallyfound in the IC-12 environment. Gompiled languages, such as ADA (named after Acta Augusta Byron,
the Countess of Lovelace consideredby many to be the frit pr4
grammer),_ALGOL (Aktolithinic Language), COBOL (Conunon
Business Oriented Language), FORTRAN (Formula 1W:1:slating)
have been _useclby college and business communities._
Increasiney popular in education are two sOcialtypesof high.
level_computer applications: authoring system languages and
artificial intelligence languages.
Mylona (1985) describes various authoring _systems which may
be appropriate in the -development of teachercreated microcomputer software for bilineual and Indian education. Her reliort,
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CAI and Authoring Alternatives, dmumeats and reviews a
number of microcomputer-based authoring systems.
SuperPilot, an authoring language, may offer the best benefits

to K-12 teachers, particularly to teachers in Native American
schools. _Superinlot allows users to interface videodisc players
with microcomputer _software to create unique micrecomputer
lessons too specialized_for commercial software _publishera Very

little work has been done in this arm but the possibilities hold
great promise.
With the advent of artificial intelligence languages such as
LISP (List Precessing language) and PROLOG (Programming in
Logic), schools will be able to have on-site expert systems in a
variety of dieciplines, again shrinking the technological world in
which we live.

Teaahig With Microcomputers
The most common 1186 of microtomputers in schools is as
"tutori." Software to support this role must be programmed and
produced by "experts." (However, if one examines the array of

products on the market, thii might be considered a generons
tenni) The procesalavolves_students being tutored by the computer while the_computer_executesthesoftware. The student
responds; the computer evaluates the response and provideethe
next appropriate section of text. Depending _on the_type_of
microcomputer software, the process is either simple or complex.
The eight divisions of microcomputer seftware 'and in this area
are drill and practice, simulation, tutorial, toel, problem-rolving,
instructional game, testing, and recreational.

_As diacussed earlier, very little commercially available
microcomputer software is designed exclusivey for Native
Americanuse, but a great many of the approxhnateiy 3,986 Software packages for theApple family, of the 978eoftwafe liaclufges
for the MS-DOS (IBM-compatible)_ famil,A of the 643 sdtware
packages for the Commodore family, and of the 545 software
packages for the Wadio Shack ITRS-80) family can be integrated
into the K-12- curriculum. (Data furnished by Eastern Montana

College'i- Technological Resources for Instruction
PioloktTRIP.) With careful integration into NatiVe American
eurrieulums, many of these softWare padcage4 (cukl aid the leer-

ning processTheicey is to treattimesea varialbleiand allow
masb3ry of thèátIriIUfbilingua[reseaich tellaus anylhhiit
is that time required for assimilation _of various curriculum
materials is greater with bilingual students than with English-

speaking students (li (Aland, 1981)._
Alessi and Trollip (1985) _contend that the four parts common

to effective teaching modeleare presenting information,guiding
the student, practicing and assessing student learning. ReSearch
indicates_that for most learners this model of teaching produces
the highest achievement levels (Koran, 1971; Merrill,__1974;
Klausmier & Feldman, 1975). However, this ignoresdevelopment
of skills or concepts through discovery experimentation, and
practice, mbdels which may be very effective where time is not a
constraint. The Alessi & Trollip model appears to be the one
followed by most software developers, with tutorial softWare
Satisfying the first_ two phases, drill and practice Softaare the
third phase, and testing the fourth phase.
Bilingual education programs which wish to use _microcom,
puter software need to- clearly identify which models of teaching
produce the most desirable results before_they_invest in large
software purchaaes. Additionally, _the= _information could be
critical in medifying existingsoftware packages to better meet
the- needs of bilingual _students.

Drill and practice software Drill and practice software FS, by
far, the easiest_to create, probably explaining why it make§ up
over 60%_ of commercially-available microcomputer software. It
is alsoeasiest for teachers to use, as it generally requireelittle_explanation to get students started. But, for drill and practicesoftware to be an effective learning tobl, more is required than a cursory inwection; teachers must plan carefully for its integration
into the curriculum.
This type of program ie also the most severely criticized of all
educational software. The majority of the criticism is justified
bTicause many_of _the poorest examples of microcomputer Software on themarket are drill and practice programs. Moat often
these programs reproduce flash cards or worksheets, a form easy
forprogrammers to put together in a quick, Salable product.
Therefor% teachers must question an investment in software
which accomplishes nothing more than could be done without the
computer.
_
The two batik types of drill and_practice software are remalial
and skill Slutpening ReinediaLdrill and practice software requiree teachera toperform smediagnosis ofa student's deficiencies and then identify a program that can ftklus on the problem
area. Moretiveriesteirby-step explanation of each error is an im=
portantlacet if a student is to master the desired skill by the end
of the program. Skill shamming drill and practice Software seas

to improve either students accuracy or speed in a particular skill

(which may be student_ or leacher initiated). The critical dif;
ferency between the two lies in _the need for diagnosis and the
detailed error explanation supphed within the remedial program.

The majority of the drill and practice software claims to be
remedial, but very few softwareprograms contain the attributes
described above. Nearly all skill-sharkening software falls in the
area of reading and mathematics. Thus, the main emphasis of
this section_will be in those area&
The reaffing &ill and practice software concentrates on letter
recognition, alphabetical_ order, word alphabetization, sight
words, phonics, structural analysis, word definition matching,

and synonym or antonym matching. Ilmi&lbe assumed that
the quantity of drill and practice reading_ softwareis vast;
however, quite the opposite is true. There is a particular voldin
the bilingual area. Again, bilingual teachers must use reading
drill and practice programs as mastery lessons, allowing students
sufficient time and repetition to acquire the skill.
Severalatudiesin this area of computerized learning have been
conducted and may provide insight in planning bilingual reading
program& Gerard Malgish (1984) analyzed -common writinig errors of foreign studeirts on the Writing Skills Assessment Teat§
(WATs). Result( orthis computerized sta0_ could provide insight into writingproblems of Native American student& Sauve
and &chnuer (1983) produced a Guicte to Microcomputer
Courseware for Bilingual Education and Rekted S-ettings, which
concentrated on reading software. Maribeth Henney (1982) and a
team_ _at_ Iowa State University, in response to the lack of
microcomputer_programs available in reading comprehension,
developed fivemicrocomputer programs aimed at the dementary
Becauseresearchin bilingualreadingsbill and practice soft-

wamesperially in the Native_American areaappears so deficient, the way is clearly pointed for futurelna'iwinvestigations
and, therefor% development of more substantial microcomputer
software may be on the horizon.
_ The area of mathematics is filled with examples of drill and
practice_programs, fiAnn preschool to college level. Most software

is aimed at thetremedial area, but few pregrams follow the
guidelines previcrusly _mentioned, One _which does is Mallon's
(1978) microcomputer progranrBilinguatMetkwhidi gives drill
and practice problems in either_Eneish_or_Spanish_lising_ the
mathematical operations of addition, subtractioironultiplicatiom
andfor division. This illustrates a trend in bilingual educatiorc
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programmers_ve concentrated on Spanish-speaking_students;
few have developed programs for the Native American popula-

tiou

There-are many advantages to microcomputer drill and practiee_programswhen correctly designed aficl_developed. Drill and
practice microcomputer materials ran_bemade more interesting
by using graphics, varying feedback_patterns, keeping students
informed of their progress, and calling on an assortment of media
presentations which maintain interest One of the most importent featurei of any program is the progress data which_can fie
stored and used later by teachers to bettO guide learners in acquiringtheskill. This is, by far, the moat important aspect of any
&xi! and practice software. With Indian students,_teachers can
use this reservoir of data to create individualized educational
plans for each member of the class.
Simukttion softwamSimulation software May be appropriate
in any of the fourphases described in the Alessi and Trollip (1985)
model of teachinip Generally, simulationi are combined _with
other software to improve the chance-a for learning to_take place
and_ to reinforce previously learned concepts._ Tor tids reason,
microcomputer simulationi ratty have great _potential for education, esmcially Indian education. Simulations used to reinforce
previously learned material could greatly enhance assimilation of
difficult concepte (Gagne, 1967).

By dermition, azimulationis a representation of a real set of

events. A microcomputer simulation places uSers in the role of interacting_with _situations created by the software, resulting in
userabeing_forced to make decisions whoW consequenceslead to
the next set of events. Simulationt are meat effective when they
provide experiences that might be tat) dangerous in real life or
when they provide vicarious journeys_through time and spice,
allowing students to assume an_abundance of roles.
Alessi and Trolfip (1985) dividemicrocomputer simulation software into four grouptc_physicaL procedural, situational, and process. A physiCalaimulation depicts a real device on the microcomputer screen. allowingatudents to manipulate controls or dials as
if it were_therealinstrument ()prating in a Simulated airplane
cockpit,learning to operate a ham radio, operating the_consoleof
a _nuclear reactor plant, and conducting a scientific laboratory ex.-

periment with complicated apperatui are a_ few examples of
physical simulation. Most of this software appears aimed at college or vocational students- rather than thelf-12 learner. With the
advent of videodiec technology, perhaps physical simulation
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models am be created that willgive K-12 Indian students opgortunity to experience devices usually foundiin large urban school
_
_
curricula.
A precedural simulation is similar to a_physical simulation except there iS a prescribed procedure to be followed, and itiethis
sequenced Set of events which is the prime objective. Examples
would_ be programi which show how to oper-e a hand-held
cakulator_ to achieve a Specific solution (for example, doing
squareroots, calculating an average, and so forth), or to perform
a titration of acids_or_bases in chemistry. Inhelder and Piaget
(1958) indicated that sequenced events are critical in development of preoperational and concrete operational thought.
Perhaps procedural simulations to help_reinforcelearning_at this
early level would)* beneficial to all masa education, especially
to _Indian Students having difficulty assimilating new information into their native language/culture.

The_ third simulation type, situational attempts to place
students in a scenario different from their current time or location. The two previous types of simulations dealt With skill per-

formance; this type deals with attitudes and behaviore of
students as they interact with the software. Sometimei thiS in
volves assuming roles of animals (0 Veil Lake andilDell Woods)

or, mort importantly, of humans of _different_ cultural
backgrcuncle (Oregon rrail and Volcanoes). There is a great_need
for situational Simulation software relating to Indian culture and

historyto be created So that, not only they, but their English-

speaking_ counterparts, can gain insight into the Native
American environment- _
Process simulations differ_from the other three in that the tiger

do-es not actively participate during the simulation. but must
descril*, lefore the prowss begins, what_ thecomputer isto do.
This type of simulation is generally used to see changes over
time, such 68 in populations, economies, labor productivity, and
specialized fields Such as genetics (Cattab).
_ The small number of commercially-available simulation programs_isprimarily owing to high cost and the amount of expertise requiredfor_production-Flowever, properly used, simulations
can be a significant_ factor _in inaTeasing student motivation and
valuable twls in dealing with the acquiring of difficult eoncepti.

In the Indian K-12 curriculum ample opportunity_exists to integrate simulation software into daily classroom activityTutorial SoftWere. Tutorial micrwomputer softwareis difficult
to create liecauie it initructs; it attempts to emulate teachers in

presenting new material to learners. While tutorial software may
be found at any of Gagne's (19703 :eve Ise'. learning, it is typically
developed for discrimination learning, concept learning, rule learning, and developing problcm-solving strategies. For this reason
tutorials are adaptable to a wide range of curriculum areas--from
arti to physicalsciences (Gagne, Wager, & Rojas, 1981). Alfred
Bork (1985), talidng about tutorials, said:
Computer material must be designed to allow for not just a
Single conversation_between the student and teacher (the
computer) but rather an entire set of all possible conversetions" (p.62).

Contrary to Bork's_ view, however, most microcomputer
tutorials are being _produced with only one teaching model in
mind. It is _very expensive to produce tutorial softWare with
multiple teaching models. However, electronic publiShing is still
in its infancy and more elaborate tutoriala may be forthcomin&
We know the population of learners iS diverse so thatniore than
one teaching model is required to reach &majority of students.
Thus, if tutorial software it to makea significant contribution, a

multi-medel approach is the_ right direction for it to go.

Strickland (1980) described_a_computer-managed metric instruction package which_demonstrated the need for carefully-designed

tutorial software for use with students having a wide range of
learning styles.
The degree of complexity of a tutorial program increase& milt
requires more branches to alio* for thiS variability of learning
styles. The more branches, the greater individualization is possi,
ble with students and subject matter._ As_this evolution of
tutorial complexity conthmes_ it moves toward Intelligent

Computer-Assisted Instruction (ICAI) and ultimately to
"expert" systems-Suchsystems, now beginning to emerge, show
greatpromise for education. Unfortunately, some of the best examples _of computer tutorials are found on mainframe computer
systems. Slowly, some of these are being converted to microcomputer operating systems and will eventually find their way into

K-12 classrooms.
Teachers of Indians need to carefully _examine _commerciallyavailable tutorial software, making ,sure teaching models
preSented are appropriate_for their _students. However, linearly
designed tutorials should_be avoided whenever possible because
they Are_generally older (developed prior to 1981).
Tool software. Microcomputer tool software includes program
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groups such as word processing (AppkWorks, PFS:Write, Bank
Street Writer, Wo_Ed Star, etc.); 1electronic spreadsheets (AppleWorks, PFS:Plan, Visicak, Lotus, etc.); databases (AP=
pleWorks, PF&File, Dbase III, etc.); and _special graphic/word
processing programs (Newsroom Printshop, et.c.)._TooLsoftware
is the most used of all software areas, primarily because its purpose and function are easily understood by a variety of user&

Since these programs instantly increase productivity and
technological knowledge, they could have the quickest benefits
for Indian student&
Problemquilving_software. Problem-solving software involves
the highest level of Gagne's (1970)1earning hierarchy. Only a

limited number of students may have reached this level of
thought but, for those students, problemsolving_software _can
provide skill development in a variety of curriculum_ areas. _Often

this is presented in inductive or discovery format. However, this

method requires long uninterrupted periods at the micrmomputer._ Sometimes the software may be more productive if
students wont_in gxoups (of a_maximum of three students per
group). The experiencecan _be made more effective if 1the teacher
has designed a follow-up activity_which integrates_the_software

with a previous curriculum experience. As inany _other
classroom, teachers of Indian students need to be 'mewed for
the length of time required by students to successfully complete
problem-solving activities. Sometimes this means mcxlification of
theirAeaching styles to accommodate the time.
Someofthe morepopulax problem-solving software names are:

Gertrude's Secrets Gertrude's_ Puzzks, Moptown Parade,
Rocky's Boots, Match Wits Mystery Master, The Factory, The
Super Factory, The Incredible Laboratory, and Thinking and
Learning.
Instructional game software. Instructional game software is a

powerful teaching tool becoming more common as use of
microcomputers in schools continues to rise. They closely resemble simulation software, but simulations are designed to mimic

reality while_instructional games are not hound by this constraint. Certainly,Anstructional _games are more entertaining
than other forms of educational_software, but they_attempt to
provide students with challenge& They vary la instructional
value. Decimal Darts and Math Darts provide elementarrschool
students with an opportunity to master fractions while playinga
gamer since knowing fractions enhances the chances of winning.
While there have been several attempts to classify games (Abt,
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1968; Ellington, Adinall, & Percival, 1982), no system has 'wen
uniformly adopted; moreover, there appears to be only_a ethall
amount of research into instructional games._ The different
generic groupings of instructional_games are adventure, logic,
role-playing, imychomotor, card, board, and combat This is an
area where teachers_must be clear on instructional objectives
before purchasing software. Appropriately wad, instructional
games are valuable as their motivating infkience is quite strong.
Testing software. Assessment, the fourth phase of the Alessi
and Trollip (1985) effective teaching mndel, is cone_of _the most
essential partt of all instruction. The two_major methods of using
microcomputers in testingaretause them to construct tests or to
aliminister tests. Constructing tests is the most filament uee of

microcomputers in testing. A number of test generating pro-

grams are on the market Generally they allow teachers to create
multiple-choice, true-false, or fill-in-the-blank type questions.
Some programs provide for random selection of questions from_a
iiool of stored questions. Many give statistical data on student

performance. Some even provide an item analysis of the test

questions.
_Microcomputer administering of tests may emerge as a popular
use with the growing number of micros in schools and the advent
of videodisc players. This combination would allow examiners to

be removed as a variable, especially in tests administered to
preschool and elementary age children where interactione_between children and adults often take place_The_use of microcom-

puters in testing could benefitteachers of Native Americans,
where language_bathers often_infiuence test results,
Becreationalsoftware. Recreational software is not intended to

have instructional merit; therefore, it should be limited to activities outside the classroom. Because this software has entertainment rather than educational value, its discussion is omitted
from this chapter.

Testehing using microcomputers
Administrative uses of microcomputers can lie divided into the
categories of office and classroom. This section_ dealsonly_ with

classroom administrative usess. Theteacher hasa great deal of
paperwork involving grading_and keeping of data on each child.
By_properly using_available software, the time required to perform _these tasks can be greatly reduced. Microcomputers can
help prepare reports, worksheets, quizzes, tests, and classroom
art materials; aid lesson planning and resource Scheduling; and
help in other waysonly limited by a teacher's imalmatiom
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Summary
This chapter has tried to bring to the forefront the great opportunity, as well as _need, tor the immersion of technological advances into the_ Indian classroom Jai_ _more effective learning.

Along with this, however, must come_ opportunities through
workshops and inservice training seminars for teachers to master
skills needed to integrate micrwomputer software into existing
curricula. Beyond this must come recognition for comprehensive
K-12 iturriculum planning embracing the tachnological advances
oLtaday and tomorrow. This requires baldness coupled with tare,
since_ the_ vast_ ariay of software available labeled as
"educational" can many times bemisleading.

It is my contention that bilingual (for example, Indian)
students can be rarticularly helped in their struggle to live and
exist successfully in two worlds through the use of micrmomputers and software. Simulations, drill and practice, tutorial, and
tool programs can provide individualized instruction that allows
achievement otsubject matter mastery.
Obviously, this chapter_is but a brief examination oLeduca-

tional computing. The particular ma of bilingual computer
education warrants further extensive study.
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Physical Education fer the
Indian Student
Robert W. Grueninger

The values and skills which Native_Americans traditionally
needed for survival were perpetuated throughgamessnd worth.
Games loth developed and tested the strengtlz stamina, speed,
pain tolerance, and courage required for life. Thus, games_and
Sports often simulated hunting, fmKI gathering, tipi building,
relaying vital messages, or fighting (Wit*, 1976). Skills emphasized were _those of throwing spears, shooting arrows, riding horses,
and running. Leaders of games were chosen for their successes in

competition With_all_this, then, it is little surpriie that the
Cherokee chose to call games "the littlebrother of wai" with particular refsrence te- the ancestral form of what today is known as
Lacrosse (Lavine, 1974).
It Will-come as no surprise to Native Americans that many pervasive elements in contemporary sports were born of American
Indians. Not only is Lacrosse of Indian origin, but-so are-field
hotkey, ice hrickey, soccer, and football, although similar_ games
developed independently in other corners of the world, as welt
under the innate need of humankind to play, to contest one with

another, to kick, to throw, to run, to wrestle, to leap, and te
dance The American Indian carL also feel pride of oWnership
when it comes to the origin _of many elements of mederntity
sport and recreation Canoes, sleds, snowshoes, moccaeina,
Thili originid essay appeari-here-in print for the first time. All rights
reserved. Permiesioita reprintinust beiobtainediifrom the author. Dr.
Gr laninger is an Associate Prokissor of Physical Education it Eastern
Montana College, Billings, MT 59101.
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hanunocks, kayaks, ponchos, tohoggans, parkitS, stilt& swings.

tops, and in fact, rubber -ball& itre Some Indian inventions
(Brescia, 1981; JoseThy, 1968, Lavine, 1974). Games such as

Blind Man's Bluff, Prisoner's Base, _Crack_ the Whip, Hide and
&eek, and Follow the Leader were cornrnon among tribal children
(Whitney, 19771

Then, too, Indian groups had Son* gamea in common and
others that were unique. Moreover, all games andeports were

constantly in a state of change in minor _or major ways
(Heidenreich, 1986). There iS value in teaching games and sports
that are the Native American heritage, since the goals of educe-

tion are to preserve what is_worth preserving culturally and to
provide us both with a feeling for history (where we've been) and
dettiny (where we're going).
Physical_ education_ programs for native student& then, need
not_be_drastically different than for anyone elSe. However, some
differences do exist, and it is importAnt to recegnize and planfor
these difference& First, While physical fitness and motor skill
development should be the primary objectives, regard also
should be given to the Sigrificant social and emotional growth op-

portunities available to_ Native _American children through
physical education classes, intramurals, and interscholastic
sports_
_
Secend, _although children, regardless of race or ethnic
background, go through the same Sequences in learning motor
patterns and a curriculum based on developmental motortasks is
inunediately suitable, timetableS and comparative emphases
might vary.
Third, because of the unique aspects of the native experience,
opportunities should be considered to introduce games of low
organization et the _primary level which are either Native

American gemesor which can be adapted to Eve more relevant to
the cultural_ setting Similarly, in the middle and upper grades,
when introducing lead-up games to team Sliorts, the physical
educator is encouraged to incorporate thotie that have roots in In,
dian culture, or at least to explain the extent to vzhich the game
has been known in the Native American experience.
An account of games played by Inclians _would fill several
hooks, and several have been_written thatlist games and tell how
they were playe-cl (MacTarlan, 1958; Culin, 1975). Equipment is
deacribed in someof thebooks, with detailei instructions on how

te make_ it. _Improvisation is possible with the use of newer
materials. For example hoops made of plastic or of rublier hose

joined with a wooden dowel and tape could substitute for the
traditional wooden hoops in _the hcaip and spear game. Since Indiens continually made_ the best use_of_what they could find in

their environment, such as by using metal for arrow tips_ and
spear heads when iron became available, it would not seem impure to-use synthetics, plastics, or even manufactured equipment
in teaching and practicing in the eighties those playforms that
came into existence centuries ago.
__Mention_will be made here of some of the more common active

games, sports, andconteets that would have provided iihysical
fitness benefits to contestant& Fancy dancing is omitted, since it
thrives both as an exerciseand anart_form apart from any need
to preserve it Also omitted is discussion_of_the many guessing
games and games of chance, which also forma rick _continuing

tradition. Suffice it to say that gambling was associated with
games of all types.

Childten's games
Children's games mimicked adult activities (Lakota, _1972).
Okla wmild put up miniature tipis and boys would bring rabbits,

imitating the hunt Stilts were fashioned for Hopi, Shoshone;
Crow, Zuni, and Mayan children,to mention but a few. Swings
were_enjoyed by_ Pawnee and Teten yOiingeters. During the
winter, children in_the nortli country would:spin conical tOps on
the ice (Lowie, 1954). Children_ bled to imitate the mcitions of

animals; so Follow the Leader as a litader_assumes _different
animal movement patterns would be well recehted MacFailan,
1958). Tag games were also popular, as were other running and
relay games. The Indian game of Lummi sticks; from the Northwest tribe of the same name, is known to every physical education _teacher witty.
_ Fish Trap. Among Northwest Coast Indiana, a tagigame was
played_in_wbkhsomewhersagitlieen fourand_12 Children wmild
hold hands and form a fisherman's net_ and three or_four °theta
would be the fish. The object was to trap _the fish_ by_touching

them with any part of the net Once caught; a fish presumably
became part of the net and the game continued Moss, 1979);
Hoop Race. The Beaver -Clan of the Seneca Nation enjoyed a
circle relay involving passing a 24-inch diameter hoop over the
head, bodyand_legs of each player around the cirtle and back
again in reverse sequence (stepinto the likiow over the triink, and
off over the head); The first team to_completethe hoop passing
without missing a person or step was the winner;
ffa9
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Cornet* Darts. _Darts made ef shelled corncobs and feathers
werethrown at a circular target drawn on the ground at various
distances. Twenty feet was common, although the target couldbe

nearer or farther depending upon the Skill level of the participints.

Dodge Ball. Mandan, Pawnee, andether prairie tribes played a
form of dodge ball in which a batter would toss up and bat a
raWhide ball witha founfoothardwood stick. If any of eight or so
fielders encircling the batter _caught the ball, the fielder would
throw it fronithat spot at the batter, The batter had to {ledge the
bail while staying inside a four-foot diameter circle If hit, the
batter became the fielder, and the throWer became the batter

(Whitney, 1977).

Archery
_ Indians commonly held their bows horizontally rather than
vertically. Variations proceeded from (E) standing and shootmg at a

stationary target to (b) standing and shooting atamovinglarget
such as a ball of yucca (Navajo), (c) standing_and shooting at a
buffalo hide being dragged by rawhide, (d) trying to have more ar-

roWs in the air in a rapid_fire technique at one time than could
your opponent, Iellaunchinga piece of straw into the air and trying _to hitit with _marrow, similar to trap shooting (CrowLand (f)

riding and shooting at a grass target (Lavine 1974). Targeta
varied from shooting through holes in a yucca in New Mexico,_ to

corncobs in other parts of the Southwee, and to a Sapling branch
in California. The Blackftiot had their own version ofarchery golf,

consisting of shooting an arrow inte the _ground and_ then
sheeting a second arrowatthe first-Where thefirst arrow landed
became the "tee" for thenext shot The Pawnee variation consisted of _shooting an arrow so that it would land flat about 50
yards ahead_ Other archers then atWmpted to shoot so their arrows would come to rest across the first (Whitney, 1977).

Bowling
In Georgia,_archeologists discovereK1 several twenty-foot long

bowling_alleys built by the Cherokee The alleys were made of
hardened clay. Stones were pitched at clay pint or clube In the

Southwest, corncob targets were knecked down by rolling
wooden balls. In Louisiana and Arkimaii, however, the Caddeln-

diens played an interesting team ganm not_unlikewhatienow
known as "Pin Guard." A fieldabout_30 feetby 70_ feet was marked out, and six day "Indian clubs" were placed side by side along

.
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each end line. Two teams of sevea players competed; each team
confined to its own half of the field. The object was to throw a
basketball-Sized bell filled with seed so that it would knack down
the_pins. Play continued until one team had knocked over all the
pineon the_other team's end line (Whitney, 1977).

Winter sports
Eastern tribespeople slid objects along the ice in contests for
distance. The_objects, tailed snow snakes, consisted of sticks, arrows, feathered_ &arts thade of animal ribs, horn-tiplied saplings,
antler pieces, or even unstrung bows _(Lowie,_ 1954)- Snow snake
among Northern tribes employedflat or rounctrodaasIong as ten
feet which were hurled across crusted snow or smooth ice.

Snow boat apgarently was an Indian version of today's Cub
Scouts' Pinewood Derby. Today Cub Scouts make pinewomi cars
and race them down ramps; Indian children whittled canoes out
of hardwecid and raced them down iced chutes. A small keel kept
the boats from flipping ever or off the track (Lavine, 1974).

akota_made sleds using the ribs of buffalo as runners and
cherrywood_forthe_budy_of_theeled._ The_ribe were_tied on with
rawhide, and a buffalo head decorated the frontof thesled (Wolfe,

1982). Khotana, Ow, and Chippewa youngsters raced both on
snow shms and in toboggans (Whitney, 1977).
Ice Shinny. The most interesting wintAr game was Ice Shinny,
found among numerous Northern tribes. Early North American
white settlers were accustomed to the sight of a brave running
across the ice pushing a puck with a curved stick. Shinny was
played_with crooked stkts_similar to_the ice hotkey sticks of today_In fact, ice shinny may be_considerecLe precursor of ice
hockey, although skates _were not use& _Teams competed ilVate
tempting to score goals against the opponents by hitting a ball

through a gcmd with the stick (Levine, 1974). Among the
Blackfoot,- two upright logs were the goel posts, placed on end
lines about one-quarter mile apart. The-puck was a knot of wood
covered with rawhide or was a stone. A game consisted of seven
points. As many as_50 players were on a teem. (BlacIdbot women
had an_impirtial_thethod of chonsing_ their_teams. Each_ Player
would place her individually carved _stick on _a_ pile,_andli blind

folded person would choose the sticks two at a time, dividing
them into two piles. The owners of the sticks formed the teams
(Whitney, 1977).)

Shinfii
__Shinny was the forerunnerof btth ice and field hOckey, and was
popular from Canada to Mexico, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
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Although the ice version was played by men and Women, the land
game was engaged in primarily by Women. The field variecl_from
four hundred feet to one-quarter mile long. Teamacompeted by
defending goals located at opposite ends_ of the field or by taking
turns and counting the number ef _strokes that it took to _score a
goal by hitting the ball along the ground with the stick (Lavine,
1974; Whitney, 19771._

Doithle_Ball. Double Ball was a variation of shinny in which
two_baseball-sized balls were tied together with fr- Six-inch leather
thong_ The double-ball
was tarried or throWn With a hooked stick
.
some two- to sur-feet long. The game waS liopular among Pawnee
and Pima women as well as femalea of many other tribes, but was
hardly ever played by men. Menominee womeaplayeddouble ball

on a hundred yard long field, withathreefoot stick, and from six
to ten players on a team. The game started with a ball toss at
midfield. Thenplayerawould pick up, run with, and pass the ball
until a toal was-score& It was permissible to tackle the ball carrier, but_was not okay to touch the ball with the hands (Breacia,
1981). Today, although variations might be used in contests or
relays, MacFarlan advises against the team game because of the
considerable risk of injury from the Stick (MacFarlan, 1958).

Lacrosse
_While Indians had their own types of howling, 'lackey,
baseball, wrestling, and football, primitive forms of these sports
were found in other pada of the world es well_ Lacrosse,_howeve
is uniquely American Indian- The French_ explorer Rene
Laudonierre recorded the gamein1564_ in_what is _now Mississippi, among the Choctaw- The game was called Kabocca. The ball
used was the size of a golf ball, and most commonly was made of

buckskin stuffed with hair. Sometimes it was made of mild
(Lavine, 1974; Culla, 1975). There were as many as- Mven hundred

players on_ one team! Each player had two sticks with a cupshaped _end to catch and throw the ball. Goal pelts were a mile
apart. The score could run to one hundred_points, and &game
could take four to five daye, or longer. The Choctaw played
Kabocca against the Creeks and the Chickasaws,among others,
to earn hunting privileges, to settle disputes, or to determine the
heat warriors, _ _
_
Kabocca was_ played by men _of the Algonquin and Iroquoian
tribes of the Atkuitic Coast and Great Lakes, the Lakota to the
west, the Muskhogena of the South, and by the Chindok and the
Salish in the Northwest, with different namei. Although the Iro1_
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quois called the _game Tokonl -in, the "little brother of war,"
Frenchriettlers, observing that the curved Sticks used by the
aenecas resembled a bishop's staff called "la crossier" in French,
named the game Lacrosse.
Lacrosse was a violent, active sport, with muchrunning, quick
starts, and frequent injury (Anderson, 1983). Santee, Shawnee,
and Sioux (Lakote) permitted women to play. Cherokee, Choctaw,
Muskogee, and Seminole used two rackets; the rest of the tribes
mentioned wied one. James Mooney described a game he witnessed among the East Cherokee in 1889 as follows:
It is a very exciting game, as well as a very rough one, andin

its general features is a combination of basebal/ football
and the old-fashioned shinny. Almost everything short of

murder__ is allowable in the game, and tvoth wirties

sometimesso into the contest with the deliberate purpose of
crippling or otherwise disabling the best players on the opposing side. (tiulin, 1975, p. 586).
_Fortunately, the ruleii have been refined through the years.
Teams have been limited to, fire* 30 or so per side, and, then, to
the current 10-a:side for men, 12-a-side for women, and the field
has decreased to the_ size of a_sixr.er pitch. Rules of Safety and
protective equipment have beeiladded_(Anderion,1983).
Modern Lacrosse is played widely in Cana&_and the Tinited
States tWhitney, 1977). A variation, Box Lacrosse, is pkyedin
iceless hOckt*, rinks, adopting rules from ice hockey, lacrosse, and

"murder ball" (Lavine, i974).

Hoop and pole games
Sports implements often were derived from weapons usedin
hunting or in war. Thus, the shield hecame a hoop in the hoop and

pole game, and the spear became the pole. In Garnago, the Iroquois_hoop and_ pole game, a five-and-a-half:foot spear of maple
was thrustat aneight-inch diameter hoop. Two teams, each of 15
to 30_ players, lined up several_feet apart and the hoop was rolled
in hetween. After the hoop wasspearal the opposite team had to

throw its spears to hit inside the hoop. Any player who missed
lost his spear (Breads, 1981).
Somethnes arrows or darts were thrown at a rolling webbtx1
target hOop which had been divided into different point values accoMing to difficulty. Blackfoot warriors shot arrows at the hoop
as it rolled past a specified /mint. Most tribes restricted participa-

tion to mem although women of some tribee, such as the

"7
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Klainath,__ were alinwed to participate. Pawnee tribesmen used
darts,_and Sauk and Fox, arrows (Latrine, 1974k
A variation of the:game fig plow oh the_prairie involved two
competitors who slid eight-fnOt long polessfter the rolling hoop
so the hoop wotild fall over one when it ran out of momentum.
Scoring was as follows._ _
linop fell on any "part of_the pole = 1 point

Hoop fell on the butt_end of the pole = 2 pointS
Hoop felon theipoint of the pnle = 3 pOints. (Whitney, 1977)

Rr physical education classes ttiday, however the'SuffOo
Hunt" game of the Oklahoma area seiiiis most _adaptable. The
objective is to throw a blunt spear _through_a _ten-inch (inside
diameter) ring made of green branches wrapped with rawhide.
Children are -divided into grcinps _which will make best use of
available equipment so as 16 _allow maximum Nirticipation conSistent withgood safety practice& The groups may be sulAivided
into throwers snd retriever& The last persOn hi line rolls the
hoop, and the_first throws the pole tit. it Eath Child is given_five
trials; Throwers become retrievers, ahd retrieversjoin_the throw,
ing line as rollers, and so- forth. Clobe SiPerVision is advised, to
prevent someone from being hit by ü pole (Wise, 1976) ;

Football
Games played with the feet rahged fitin fOot Catch tosoccer _to
kick stick race& Foot catch Wei plaYed by tribeswomen, who
balanced a small deerskin ball on t6P 6f theloot, kicked it into the
air, and caught it again on the foot; Pretty Shield (Linderman,
1932) gives this account:
This happened at The-hollOw-rnek hear_Thebigilrop_The
leaves on the trees were nearlY grown_Several of us girls
were playing at kicking the ball. In this game we choose
side& A girl places theball_upon her foot, and kicks it up,
keeps doing tlusuntil_ she misses; and the ball falls toi the
ground. It isthen_the other side's turn to-kick the ball, each
girl talinglier turn until all have kicked. The side that keeps
the ball from falling the longest tithe, the greatest number
of _kicks; wins the game; and alWays the *inners touch the
foreheads of the losers with their handa. (p 111)

Pretty Shielddescribed a kicking-ball made for het by her older
sister_ "The thin skin that is over a buffalo's heart is taken off

and stuffed with antelwe hail My ball

-WAS a Very _fine _one,

___
painted red and blue" (p. 35).-_She does
not infer that this was the
same ball she used in the ball volleying game described above;
208
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Among the Eskimo, the ball was one-and-a-half to twoinches in

diameter, made of buckskin, and somewhat akin to the popular
hackeysack now possessed by hordes of American teenagers. By
comparison. the soft_ leather hackeysack measures about six inches in circumference, or about one and a half inches in diameter-.
There were many variations of ballkicking games_; the earliest
*as recorded as far back as 1583._For instance, the Eskimos had
a game similar to line soccer. Yakima men and women played
football on a field, counting one point per goaland_ allowing a

goalie to black the ball. The Paiute played Wat Si 140,_Corill

50,yard1ie1d, with two teams of four players each, using a thre&
inch wide buckskin ball (Brescia, 1981). Most tribes disallowed
use of the hands,although _some games-employed hands and feet.
The Topinagughn of California had an elaborate foetball-handball
game in which men had to use_their_feet,while women were permitted to throw the ball. Another Californiatrilv, the NiShinam,
played with an oblong ball, 12-inches in its longest diameter, with
eight players to a team. Dr. Hudson described the game:

One ball is used. The goals_consist_of pairs of poles, three
feet agart, at the ends of a one-thousand foot course. Rough
play is the rule, as a player is allowed terun with_the ball in
his hands, and interference is permissible. (Culitz 1975, p.
703)

D(*4 this sound familiar?

Tek'mu Pu'ku means, in Moquelumnan tribal language, "to
kick little dog," and was one of many kick ball and kick stick
races among Native Americans. Two parallel lines were marked
six inches apart, an_cl posts were placed at the end of the lines. The
object was _to_keeP the email, buckskin ball between the lines

while foot racing; if the ball went out of bounds, it *Ai restarted
from that point (Brescia, 1981).
Intertribal kick ball races were _commoz4 such_as_between the
Papaga and Pima. Other tribes of the Southwestalso pWyed kick
ball and kick stick, but the best known kick stick racers were the
Zuni. While the Navajo were reputed to have the fastest runners,
the Zuni would always win at kick-stick races, kicking a stick
along and_racing to_catch it only to repeat the process for many
miles (Nabokov, 1981).

Running
For many tribes, running was and still is an importent part of
life. According to Mails (1972),
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Boys ten or more years of age were compelled to take long
runs, to go without food and water for long periods of time,
to roll in the snow, to dive into icy Witter, and to stay awake
and alert for hours on end.

Pueblo children were told to "Look to the mountain tops and
thenmning (will) be easy." Hopi children end adults would get up
before dawn and run to the fieldato cultivate, as far as_35_miles,
and then back again by nightfall (Brescia, 1981). Each season had
its running races, such AS corn planting in the spring, when the
Zuni and Mire would run racesio _bring rain, and harvesting in
the fitn, when races were run to please the gods and ensure a rich
crop iLavine, 1974).__

Nabokost (1981) provides a detailed narrative of the August
1980 Tricentennial Run commemorating the 168G revolt in which
the Pueblos routed the Spanish. The victory was in large part attributable to ceremonial runners Who Spread_word of the plan for
the rebellion. The 1980 reenactment spanned over 375 miles and
took six days! Nabbkov digresses in covering the race to discuss
the history and accomplisheiats of Indian runners, from kick
Stick racers _to _include log runners, messengers, and finally,
Olympians._ He also mentions the Carlisle Indian Schobl, which
was famous for two reasons: (1) winning fOotball games against

the most prestigious universities in the Etat, and (2) ai the
birthplace of Pop Warner Football (HoWell, 1978).
_

For the mcklern Indian_youth in Search of a hero, _one mieit
mention Jim Thorpe, a Carliale alumnus who_maa one of the

weatest running backs fobtball has ever known and_winnecof the
Olympic decathlon in 1912, or _Billy Mills, who stumbhx1 during
che finalS of the 10,000 meter run but recovered to win the gold
medal in that same _race in the 1964 Tokyo Olymgcs. An
eiteellentrainy day" activity would be to show the film Running
Bmve_whieh portrays the life of Billy Mills up to hii Olympic vire

tory and recounts the struggles he had between his _Indian
culture and the requirementii of attending the University of
Kansas.
The physical educator,then, should feel confident in -emphasiz-

ing running as a fitness activity and as part of the Native
American heritage. Instruction in common track and field events,
too, would be most appropriate. One innovation, though, would

be of interest. Indians often ran racei towards each othernvo
young men, for example, Would start itt points equally_thatant
from a center line and then race headlong_towardait, sometimes
colliding with full force. Thie is not fecommended, but another
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modification is suggested in the following quotation from Dr.
Frank Russell:
The relay races of the Pimas did not differmaterially from
those among the Pueblo tribes of the Rio Grande orthe
Apaches and others of the &outhwest...young meL ran in
groups of four or five. There were forty or fifty runners in
each village, and he who proved to be the swiftest was
recognizedas _the leader who should run first in the final conIt was not necessary that _each village Should enter the

same number of men in the_race; a _man might run any
number of times that his endurance permitted. When the
final race began each village stationed half ita_runners at
each end of the track, then a crier called three times for the
leaders, and a§ the last call closed the starter shouted
"Ta'wail'!_and they were off on the Brat relay. Sometimes a
race wasended by one party admitting that it was tired out,
but it usually was_ciecided when the winners were so far
ahead -that their runner met the other at the center. (Culin,
1975; p. 806)

Additional suggestions for physical education
An Ontario, Canada task force on Native American education
(1976) recommended emphasizing _activitieS With a cultural
background of participation that aFao_promote physical fitnetia.
Such activities would include lAtcrosse, track_and field event:4,
and field heir-key. Furthermore, they recommendedAhat_Native
American students design their own recreation program&
A curriculum for Native American students should introduce

traditional _activities such as those mentioned here. Beyond
these, innumerable games recorded in the literature are easily
incorporated within thecurriculum. When intreducing a game or
sport, a physical educator appropriatelymight give background

information that links current participation with that of the
children's ancestors.

teachers and youth leaders are encouraged to remind

chili:Wen of _the qualities exemplified by their forebearers which

arestillidentifiedas Indian traits powers of observation, medita-

tion, courage, patience, humor, delkelitince, strength, and
staminx Furthermore, throu& gamesiind spertd, opprtunities

are made to teach values such xa_ competitiveness, the desire to
excel, and resp-ect for self and others. and to develop endurance,
piaiieverance, and riSk taking (Meeker, 1901).
211
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In evaluating programohjectives, a teacher should use norms

to the population being tested. This may mean
establi§hing_new_norms from test data at ii_particular school or
atea, Which _students may find MOre Meaningful than
standard§
baSed on a larger riopulation with little or no reprewntation
from
NativeAmericans. Developmental_tables are not as unique to
population, but have moie Universal applicability.
Pepper and Coburn stbass the importance of positive
feedback
in twaoihg Children. A study in Medford, Oregon,
showed
that a
4:1 ratio of pbsitive_to negative feedbatk *as most..
beneficial to
studtht achievement in elementary grades. Seek opportunities tb
comniend children for correct effort§ &eh though the exact result
deSifed is still to be attaiciod.
_
_
involve parents in the eduCation process to gain their support
and to _create a supportive home atmosphere Opth
houses and
sports festivals are two_possible ways tO itiCreate parental_participation. Other recommendations, besed Oh Effective Practices
in -Indian Education: A Teacker's Monograph;
arethe_following:
l. Recognize that Indians and tiati=Indians can be effective
teachera of Indian children.
2. Reaffiethat Indian children are teught_to be accountable for
their Oimections, and that dieciplifie is handled differently than
in non-Indian culture.
_
sryecific

Appreciate- that there are some &iv-misted differences
culturally that-trace back20i000 to 50,000 years.
A Lummi Child in Washington stated, "All thildrm are not _the
same physiCally,__socially; or culturally." (PepparArCoburn,
1985). Let us accept what even a-child knews:_e_veryone cannotl*
treated identically; some, adaptationa iiienecessary both for
tiiltiiraLeurvival anti for indivithiali te_receive optimal, educational benefits through physical education;
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15
Paren gt,The
First Teachets
Sattdra Kay Stiweter

Rarents are the most important_people in a child's educationei
life, more important than teacher& books, playmates, and toy&
Parent& whether they imow it or not, train their children to live
in Society and influence their attitude about themSelves and
School. Wlmt children learn and how intereatd they are in learningi&closely related to how their parenta Wel about education.
This becomes very significant when working with students not
from the dominant culture.
Most schools in the UnitOd States have a cultural base that is
not Indian even when enrollment_is_mostly Indian. Asa result,
rules, regulations, and cuiriculum are frequently unfamiliar to Indian student& This unfamiliarenvironment can be laid to the use
of English as the main or, many times, the only language and to
teachers and-staff unfamiliar with working with children from
Indian cultures. Often there is a notable absence of Indian adults
teaching in the school. Consequently, a child Woks to the people
at home to find out if it is "okay" to participate in this_7new"
environment. Parents' attitudes and training of the child become
very significant at this time.

'Chia chapter focuses on children's early interactional experiences at home_ and how they relate to children's later
academic_achiPvement. Throughout the chapter there are recommendations for addressing parental involvement.

This original-way-appeara here in_ prizt for:the first time Ail rights
reserveck_Permission to reprint -must IwObtiiiikl from the author. Dr.
StilTetet it an Assistant Pmfessor ofElernentary antSecondary Ethrta=
tion at Eastern Montana College, Billing& MT 59101.
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Factors assodated with academic achievement
Literature about early_ehildhoorl_ establishes the role of early

exwrienca and its relationship to_ later _cognitive and sotial
development is well established. Thaacquisition of knowledge is
seen by many educators and theorists as an active process that

depends upon the interactions between children and their
environments. This interaction begins within the first few hours
of a child's life. The-child's physkal attributes play an important
role in this interactional process.
_ Physical well-being. Parentalinvolvementin a tfuld's learning
process starts at conception where the mother's healtheffects _the
growth and development of the brain structure and the central
nervous system. By the age of two, a child's brain has attained
seventy-five percent of its adult size and is two times heavier
than at birth (Dobbing, 1974). Poor nutrition during this period
has been associated with structural changes in the central nervous system, shorter attention span, a slownetni in adjustins to-a
new environment or stimuli, and retardation (Davidson & Dobbing._1966 Brody & Brody, 1975).
Another _notable example of _the importance of the mother's
health is the fetal alcohol syndrome baby who is learning impairel because of the mother's excessive use of alcohol. Research
indicaLes that even children who do not show symptoms as extreme as a fetal-alcohol-syndrome child may have significant
alcohol-relatad brain impairment which causes learning
disabilities (Shaywitz, Cohen, & Shaywitz, 1980), short attention
spans, and less_alertnesaiStreissguth Barr, &. Martin, 1983).
Streissguth, et IL (1983)_found that tha attentionatdeficits are
still prevent in children at four years of age. Willemsen (1979)
reports that infants born to alcoholic mothers tend to have more
problems adapting to sights, sounds, temgerature changes, and
other demands of the environment than those born to mothers
who drink mciderafely or not at all. Strauss, Lessen-Firestone,
Starr, and Ostrea (1975) found that addicted infants are less_alert
and lass_ _responsive to stimuli they can see or hear than are
nonaddicted _babies.
The use of other chemicals has also been found to be related to a
child's temperament. Clgidren bora to mother's with heroin or VA-

caine addiction are born addicted (Willemsen, 1979). Other
chemicals or drugs frequently lured by pregnant women which at;
fact development of the fetus are nicotine (from cigarettei) and
caffeine (from cofWe, tea, cola drinks, and some overthe=cOunter
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phis)._ Women who smoke heavily during pregnancy hmre_off,
spring who weigh less than norinal for a numberof _months
(Willemsen, 1979). JatObten (1983) dotumentedthat caffeine con7
sumptionprior to pregnancy was associated with greater arousal
and irritability and pobter ileWquieting_ability in the newborn.
A thild'atemperainent is_closely tied to the learning process
and fortitatiefi :elite:sell concept because it influences the ease
and qitalitY of interactiontetween parents and thild. Thomas and
Cheaa (1977) identified three temperamental types in infants; the
eaay ehild,_the difficult child, and the slow=to-warm :up infant.
Because of the reciprocal nature Of the childtcaregiver
rebtionship; these temperament Styles Oily an importantrole in
how a child interacts with the enVirommenLA child that has a
difficult temperantent they haVe _a_ number of the following
behavior charatteriatica: iriregular biological functions and sleep
patterns, itritabilitYi_ a disfike of being touched, and loud and
freqUent crylng.TheseL children are difficult to provide care for

and ineY beemotionally deprived because of their negative

reePonseateheingheld or cared for. A parent they be discouraged
or feel rejected by _the child and, therefOre, May not lie interested
in playing with, talking to, or generally atimulating_thechia _The
hterature indicates that When infants are notresponsive, mothers
spend leas tithe ititerieting With them_(Milliones; 1978). This
leaves children i an enVironment withlimited stimulation which,
consequently, &ea _not _stimulate learning.
The immanent and irreversible nature of the deVelopment of
the fetus during the 'requital keriod is often underestimated by
themother as well as trotential auptort tretips within society._A
mother's health and well being are Critically related to the child's
capacity for acadetnit athieVettieut and lineal involvement.
Social and educational Support aystemsiorthe mother and fam7
ily durmg prgtiantY Could_te animportant factor in the develop=
ment of healthy infants born into families ready to interact with
thetti.:

Self Concept_ formation. Two aspects of a child's self concept
that twome important when dealing with Children not borminto
the _dominant culture are a aem* of belonging and_a_ feeling_ of
worth; It is important thet hoth art *ell established before a
child attends school. EVidente in the literatureindicates that self
concept is a powerfitl determinant of a child's_ behavior; specifical-

ly achievement in school (Hammer & Ttinier1985).
How one feels about öttettelf la believed to begin to develop
early in life at Children interact with their mothers or primary
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caregivers._ It_ it attotiated with bthaviors such as rocking,
holding, tállthIg4o and_being liwntitive in meeting an infant's
physical needs such as feeding. Through these ro..:tine activities

children learn whether they _have_ any _control over their
environment Children cry to indicate_ _they_srs experiencing
discomfort If that cry is tended-to and the discomfort removed,
children learn they have some control over their env ..-onment.
Erik Erikson (1963) rvoints out that, whenever &child's care it
inconsistent or inadequate, a basic mistrust is fosteredin the
child which can develop into an attitude of fear and suspicion
toward_ the_world. This fear and mittrust can carry over to later

social interaction. Many_parents may not be dWare of the ways in
which basic trust can be_ fostered in young -children._
Coopersmith (1967) concludeci_that_childien devdop self concept according to four hates: significance(the_way they ferle they
are loved and tpproved of by people important_to_them); Competence(in perforzning tasks they consider important); virtue (at-

tainment ofmoral and ethical standards); and power (the extent
to which they influence their OM and other's lives). All four are
established within the fan:lily and are i-val in place by the time
children enter school.
Environmental stimulation. We often do _not think of infante
and young children as engaging in cognitive activity becimie of
their relativey limited repertoire of behavior and Languate.
However, a_review of the literature on learning in early childhood
indicates the_childien_begin to develop cognitive structures as
early as one week. Parentalbehtviori Which promote the development of cognitive structures in infancy are verbal interaction and
visual sthnulation.
It is important that the parents begin verbalintafaction with
child Shortly after birth, even though the child deitenot respond
inxeturn. Condon and Sander (1974) concluded that long before
children begin to speak, they have already laid down within
themselves the form_and_structure of their culture's language
system. Some theorists speculate thAt there it a critical period
veri early in a child's life _for language _Requisition (Lenneberg,
1967). By the time infants are six monthiold they begin to form
the sounds that make up speech. If children srein_an_environment which produces -sounds to imitate, and if they receive reiti
forcement for vOcalizing, they Wgin to speak just at the time
when_they are_biologically ready to learn language. By the age of
two, children_basically underttand the Structure of language and
the rules of grammar well enou6 to Communicate in two-to=four217

word sentences. Therefore, it ia important for young children that
their _pannts_talk to them regularly. Bing's research (1963) indicates:mothers of highly verbal children provide more verbal

stimulaUan
during their children'ii earlier development and
.
ragtime more verbal interaction during their later _development.
Verbal interaction with parents increases children's vocabularies

as well as teaching:them a form ot communication. Providing
language labels for objEcts and actions in the environment also
helps children grasp concepts. Since success in Schnol is primarily

dependent upon communication through Speaking and writing,
this early emphasis on language will help prepare children for
echnol.

In ad_dition, children_apparently can learn two languages
simultaneously.Jt appears bilingual children go through three
stages of language development (Volterra & Taeechner, 1978
First, the children learn words from each language. Language
switching ov.curs during this stage. In the Second Stage, one set of

grammatical rules is used With both languages. In the third
stage, at approximately seven yeare of age, children are capable
of -maintaining fluency in ly3th languages.
Fnatherly (1985), based on_annxtensive review of the research,
recommended that Indian parents speak to their children in the
language in which they are most fluent If one parent is fluent in
English and another in an Indian language, the child benefits if
one parent always uses the Indian language and the other parent
alWaYs uses English with the child. A child_ that becomeeiluont
only in an Indian language_can quickly learn:English in school if

thcre is a good_bilingual and/or ESL program; the child who
leanislittle or none of the native language and only "Indian
English" at home is handicapped in school (see chapter on bilingual education).
Children also develop cognitive structures When they explore
their environment What is important ia that the environment is
safe and provides sensory stimulation. How alert infanteare,:how
Soon they begin looking attheir hands,_anct when they master the
-,kill of reaching_for objecteare dependent in part upon the design
of their environments (White, 1978). Toys and objects with bright

colors, music, reading, talking, movement, and other similar

stimulation encourage children to interact With their environments. These important interaction§ form the foundation
for further learning.
Styles of parentingA larte body_ vf_researck euggeetathat
children's cognitive growth and self concept is directly linked to
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parental practices. This research dealing with parental practices
has facused on patterns of verbal communication and parental
values.
According to Bernstein (1964), language conditions what and
how children learn, thus setting limits on their future learning
liernstein identifiiii two forms of communication aides or styles:
reatricted_and_ekborated. Restricted _codes_ I3Pe- _stereotyped,
limitecLcondensecL andlack specificity andexactness Sentences
from a restrictal code are short, simple, unfinished, lack detail,
and give limited information. Elaborated codes are thoae in which
communication is specific and individualized. &ntences in an
elefiorated cede are longer andgive reasons, ratitwiale, and detail

abeut the subject. Hess and Shipman (1%5) found that when
motheraprovided restrictive language aides, childferes_proIlemsolving ábilitiei were diminished as well as their performances on
standardized IQ tests.
Amato and Ochiltree (1986) found that family envnenments
conducive to the development of competence in children:

L Encourage children's attempts at nmatery.
2. Give children responsive and realistic feedback.
3. Provide warm and supportive emotional environmente

4. Encourage children to explore and manipulate their environments
5. Provide frequent occasionewhen_parentstalklvith cEddrem
6. Provide high educational aspirations and expectations for
children.
7. Provide assistance with sv.hcx)1 work.

8. Give rational direction to children's activities, with atten .
tion to issues rather then to punishment This is also more
successful than allowing children to regulate their own ac---------------tivities.
9. Provide family life that is relatively free of conflict between
members.

Summau
When schools and students come from different cultures,
parents' attitudes and training of children at home become very
significant Young children iodic tower-di parentaand other_pefr
* they love to pmvide guidance in au enviromnent foreign to
them._

Young parents many times have not thought through their
roles in perpetuating their culture or their way of life. This is
219
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esliecially true when they are personally involved in finding their
place in a dominant culture mot sensitive to their oWn needs. This
can complicate the lives of infants 1Yeing formed or Shaged bythe
routines of the day and the basic interactions at feeding time._
if success in school is important, then the community, tribe, or
family needs to address the issue of what can_ be done to help
parents provide -active support to children. Watson, Brown, and
Swick-(1983) suggeSt the following guidelines:
1. Parents must have a community supgort netWork from
which they can draw in carrying out their roleg. (Thia can be a
parent-teacher organization, a church group, a traditional Indian
society, or their extended family.)

2. Parents must perceive their role as "educator" and their
children's role as "learner" as important_ and_ vital to the func-

tioning of the family (What parents_have to teach children is
as imgortant as what the school has to teach.)
3. Parents mustect on their perceptions that learning it essential for healthrfamily living. (Parents must spend time With and
give attention to their children.)
4. Parents must understand and know young -children. (Young
Indku parents are lucky to usually be able to rely onthewisdom
and help of their perentt and and their extended family in bringing -up their children.)
_
The Watson Study indicated that many parents believe it is im-

gortant for children to_learn _but never actively take part in
teaching their children_ However, Indian parents need to provide
their children with active rather than fassitre Supgort in the
educationAsetting. This does not mean arguing with and protecting their _child "from" the teacher which can teach childfeathat
school work dms not need to be done or school rules_ followed It
means working with the teacher in a cooperative relationship.
The child iS usually the loser in battles between schools and
parents. If real problems exist they_ shoal_ be taken up with the
echool administration and the school board, not fought out in
front of the child.
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16
Teachers and

Parents:

Working TOgether
Dick Little Bear

A general review of the literaturereveals that "Indian" Education is a neglected fieldef study. Few detailed works on the subject exist despite the_ appearance of acholarly interest in native
American_ culture_and heritage (Kinchelm, Kinchelue, A Staley,

1984,p. 5). For a topic as srecific as "Working With Indian
Permits" even less material exist& More Work must be done,
recommendations made, and reSulte disieminated to educators of
Indian children, since a positive Workins relationship between
teachers and parents is eaSential for proper education of Indian

children. This thapter is an attempt in that direction.

The need for teather/parent communication
In all Indian communities a definite need eilsts for teachereto
work with parent& One reaSon for that need is that mostef those
who now teach Indian students_ are_non4n4ie11 s _from the dominant society. Most __of _their_ teacher training has been
monccultural,_ mith the American_ middle-class forming their
socioeconomic_norm-However, teachers need to realize that When
they teach Indian students they are not teaching the norm and
that the students they are teething are being impacted daily by
another dynamic culture. These Wachtel* must be receptive to
under-going an acculturation precess to familiarize them with the
particular tribal culture of their students.
This original essay-appears here in print for the first time. All rights
reservedPermission to reprint must be obtained from the author. Dia
Little Wear-ia Prasident of the Montana Association for Bilingual Educationand a field zeprogentative forthe Interface Education NetWork HI

can ba contacted thleuCenter for Multicultural Education, Weid
Half, Monrana StaW 1:1

, Waltman, MT 59717.
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Asecond reason is that even if teachers are Indian, they may be
urban Indians with _little _or _no knowledge about retervation
cultures. They will have to undergo_an_ acculturation preceei
somewhat similar to that of teachers from the dominant society.
: A third reason is that even if Umbers are from a reservation;
they may have unquestioningly accepted the values of the dominanteociety as being superior to those of the Indian. Since their
sihooling_and theirteacher_training may have bleached them inwudly and brainwashed _them _into believing: that anything:Indians do is inferior; they may teach_their_students the Way they
were- taught. This kind of teacher may need_extensive rizf,
acculturation in order to have gocal working relations with traditional unassimilated, Indian parents.
_ A fointh reason is that there is a lack of Indian-developed;

ctilttgrally-falevant curriculum materials which are tribally

specific. Working_ with _parents_ *ill enable teachers to bring
trilvally-specific materials into their classrooms. Being able to us*
culturally-relevant materials will lead _to _a enittrallY4elevant
education in which parents and their childien see their_Cnitigke ei
a Vital and necessary part of the whool curriculum and today's

warld.
_ Finally,, a fift-h reason for teacher-parent interaction is that too
often_ tedity's_ Indians_ are judged_ in: relation tO histOrital circumstances not of_their malcing;_guidtheie judgments haVet0 be
eradicated. Stereotypes and misconceptions have been thellot Of

Indigms since they made their first contact_ with_Buropeani.
Many non-Indiane continue to rely on these stereotypes and

misconceptionsoften confusing them with truthwhich
Categorize Indiant in the worst possible manner.

Eadusion of Indian parents has not worked
The dominant society seems to think that if Indians do not
*ant tO become middle-class Americans there must be something
Collectivelr wrong with them. Such reasoning is fallacious, and

teachers _must _be_sensitited as to Why it it. The federal
government _had; or seems _to leve_intd. a_ policy Of genocide

towards Indiana When Indians _survived tMs_ poliCY; the
government tried cultural genocide. In the vanguard_ of_this
attempt :at cultural genocide was aiucation in the form of
mission, boarding, and day schools. This really was not Education

in_ the true sense of the word; it was enfortud acculturation.
Indian_parents_were systematitally excluded from participation
in the education of Indian youth.
223
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Excluding Indian, parents __from the education of Indian
Children has not worked, and; in fact, has made Indians parents
very suspicioua ofinedern American education. A century and a
half of enforced acculturation under, the guise Of education hae
hacLlasting detrimental effects on all Indians. Theee effeets will
continue unless Indian parents are involved in Sehikaing their
children, and they will continue until teachers atart viewing their
students as individuals who represent_ the_ sum total of exiyeriences, geed and bad, wrought by two different cultures and
Mb different attitudes.
Teachers have to_ be-aware of an attitudinal difference between

Indians and _other minorities, except_ for Blacks and seine
Hispanics in_ the Southwest The difference is that Moat VolUntary immigrant minorities came to America:wanting to become
"!Americans." Thus, they rapidly acquired the trappings of _the
dominant seciety such as language and _valuesInclans differ
because they simply want to be what_they brie always been:
Cheyenne. Sioux, AraPiihoe,_andeii_forth. They would prefer an

accommOdation with the _dominant society rather theft assimila;
don, This desire to be themselves was prevalent among Indians
long beforeA492. The coming of Europeans did litit -change thia
attitude even though Euroveans have tried mightily NI Make ill
rndians into English-weaking, brown: Americene. TheY have
tried to change Indians by violent and bY iiiibtWineans:
In the- min-4880S Federal Indian pelicy _was modified to
reflect the belief that government had a responsibility to
"tiVilite" the IndiansAt_was not enough that they, had
Voluntarily accepted confinement on the reservation. They
mustsacrifice the traditional customs and:valUet *Id& had
restored some meaning to their shattered livet. But these
practices were not approved of either
AMetieans
generally or by federal government ciadialis._
considered primitive. savage; barbarie, and non-Ciristian.
Washington: turned t education and_ _land reform to
actenipliih this "ciViliiing"_process. A widespread system
Of bearding school for IncTian child-en was developed. Some
*ere run by_the government others were uncliør the ittilithil

of various_ missionary sects. The whoola' fur,ttititi belond
the_liimple education of the children7-arld it VMS Simple
because those in charge were:incapable =Of innagiiiing that

their charges could do anythine Kliond the most_ simple

taskswas to remove them froni the influence of their

elders and their cultural heritage; i.e.; to break the bonds of
ri =
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family, neighbothood, and ethnic identity which white
Americans valued so highly when applied to themselves. It
was hoped too that adults on the reservations would he
more inclined to remain peacefuL and give up their
traditional ways if their children were confined in
goveniment schools many miles away.
The schooli the children were forced to attend were-strict
and_authoriterian beyond what anyone would put up_ with
today. They were also, although perhairs not intentionally,
cruel. Children_were rarely allowed to go home t-o visit their
families; moreover,_upowArrivil at the b-oarding frchwls,
they were forbidden_ to spealc_their native languages and

were required to remain-silent _until they could speak

English. That one could learn_ to speak by_remaining silent
pedagoidcal triumph not readily accomplished. (Weeki
& Gidney, 1981, p. 119)
This misuse of education producecLeducation-hating Indians.
Scheols are still assmiated with punisent _and deprivation in
the minds of some Indians because that is what it_ meant to the

grandparents and the parents of today's childrem Thetis the
detrimental effect teachers must eradicate. Educators _have to
reaLz.e_thatindiani are going to retain their cultures no matter
what and that_this Attitude is a cleasroom reality. The fact that
tribes still speak_their.languages and practice their customs
despite the many constant-assaults on them is evidence that the

tribes still find them valid and relevant in this rncidern sOciety. So
while

a central issue in_ recent _discussions of Indians is that,
although for at least_a centurjt and_ a half their imminent
disamearance has been confidently predicted, Indians have

persisted as definable little communities and as an
unassimilated minority (Leacock & Lurie, 1971).

These "definable little communitiesere going to continue to
exist, too. How unassnnilated they remairidiffers from tribe to
tribe and depends upon historical circumstances,geographical
location, world views, economic conditions, ándL acceptance_or
rejection of mcidern American education. So, contrary to_ what
has heen "confidently predicted," Inclian cultures have not been
wiped out although they have been greatly modified since 1492.
However, those cdtund essences which have filtered down to the
1980s are still integrat shaping forces in Indian aociety, and

these _essencesphysical appearance, languages, world
view,must be included if Indian education programs are to be
relevant.
Various phrasea reflecting_national attitudes towards Indians

have been coined to encompass a philosophy. Phrases like "white

man'a burden," "manifest destiny," "make white and
delightsothe," "the only good Indian is a dead Indian," "civilize
and_Cfnistianize," "accelerated acculturation program," ' 'eaten
mination," "termination," l'szelf-detennination" have attempted
toaddress Indian issues. They have not worked. The only thing
that'agoing to work is Indian determination to make_European

education relevant to Indian culture. &heols can be a good
means of preserving Indian culturesif their_curriculum reflects
the way Indiana live and think._ Indians _commonly preserve their

culturea if they have the same _means as the dominant society.
That means is culturally-relevant education, espicially in the

earlier grade levels.

"But I want my child to learn English"
Some Indian parents are unwilling accomplices in the continuing eradication_of all that makes them unique people. They find
an_accommodation with the dominant society and accept
elements of it Ironically, Indian parenti will bus tlieir_children to
schools in towns that border regervations ratherthan put_ them in
reservation schoeia TWIT; type of parent often fears that teaching
Indian culture and
ãgSinachoolswill take time away from

other school Subjects and handicap their children's ability to
learn English and _the standard school curriculum in
mathematics,science, and social studies. The research presented
in other chapters in this book indicates that this is an unfounded
fear, if the school has a well-designad bilingual/bicultural program-Parents who vivre bilingual/bicultural education do_not

seem to realize they are sending their children to theeame type of
school which quite lately failad their geeat-grandparents, grandparents, and parents, and which are_nowlailing them and their

children. Indian parents _who_ _send their children to offreservation Schools are saying, in effect, that-Indian education is
inferior, which meant. that Indian_ valueaare inferior, that Indian

languages are inferior, that being_Indian is inferior, and &ally,
that they and their children are inferior. This need not happen. A

culturally-felevant_education can enhance the Ktlf-image of
Indian students, especially when taught by culturally-sensitive

teachers.

When thesestudents, who have learned in the schoel's overt
and hidden curricula that being_Indian is inferior and have accepted that as truth, go away from the reservations, their opinion
of themselves will be severely shaken. They willrealize that no
matter how assimilated they feel inwardly, the dominant smiety
will judge them primarily by outward appearance. Its judgments
will be tinged with all thenegative stereotypes that outward appearance ec okes_from members of the dominant seciety. Indian
students must have a very good self image in order to withstand
theft negative ludgments.
By developing and implementing culturally-relevant_curricula,
Indian educators Will help Indian students develops good self image and live a better life in a rapidly changing world. By develop
ing_strategies_to garner a positive working relationship between
teachers and parents, they will be hdping Indian students sueaxtd in any endeavor. There_ are chawneli available to promote
and produce apositive working_relationship-For instance parent
committees (PACs) are mandatory lor many federally-funded
education programs for Indians. However, participation_ in
Parent Committees must be viewed as important and directly
contributive to children s education; otherwiw, parents will not
bother to participate- PACs must be listened to and given real
power to determine the shape of school programs.

Recommendations for teacleft
Tluire is no such human as aLgeneric_Indian for which a titan-

derd Indian history, culture, and language cuiTiculum can be
designed. There are some general slinilarities, inchtdiiiglairand
Skin color and life styles bawed on geographical location_For in
stance, there are Similarities among Plains Indian& In fact, if a
reasofi_exists for the notion of a generic Indian, it is the one

modelled after_Plabis Indians associated with the horse, tipi, buffalo, and feather _regalia. There are, howmr, great diiiimilarities
among Indians, Plains Indians included._These dtsimilaritiee include language, world view, economic-condition, degree -of ac-

culturation to the dominant society, spiritual outlook, religion,
myth& and clan structures. The following recommendations are
baseden theldea that there is no generic Indian, just as there is
no generic mhite man.
L Teachers_ of_ all _nationalities need to become aware of
themselves as beingirom &particular culturc Culture is not the
exclusive domain of ininoritie& Teachers from the dominant
society should be aware of their ethnic and cultural origini to

they can better understand American Indian cultural differences
and how they relate to the_students.
2.

Teachers nee_to become aware of tribally-specific dif=
ferences.l'his means that what is acrvtable in one tribe may be a
taboain another. For instance, in all Plains Indian cultures, eagle
feathers are sacred. Yet, among Cheyennes, eagle featheramust
not be touchai by Cheyenne female& So, something that seems
logical for a teacher to do, such as awarding= eagle feather or its
likeness to a Chayenne female _for _an athletic or academic
accomplishment violates Cheyenne belief& Yet, doing so in a
classroom with students from another Plains Indian triba might
be perfectly acceptable.
3. Teachers must learn about their students tribe, including
its history and the aspirations of parents and the local communi-

ty. Teachera should not just read books, usually _mitten by

whites, on the subject but shouldectually taIkta tribal members.
4. Teachers should not relron_preconceived sterwtyRes and
p-opular misconceptions of American Indians For much too long,
Indians have been seen as looking alike, talking alike, behaving
alike, and ofbeingindifferent to what the dominant society MS
to_offer. Remember, there is no generic Indian. A teacher who
assumes there is does a great disservice and a grave injustice to
American Indian children.
5. Teachers need to make =dem American education _more
acceptable to Indians by asking parents, who represent thune

values and habits that will make the curriculum relevant to
students' backgrounds, to come in and share their experiences

With student&
6. Teachers should encourage parents to take college courses,
to return_tozollege or a post-secondary vocation school, or obtain
a GED certificate.
I. Teachers should be aware of linguistic differences and in,

fluances on their students. There is also _no _generic_ Indian

language except, perhaps, sign language-Members of each tribe,
regardless of the degree of language_ erosiom arestill impacted by
their native language. Thalanguage spoken by the elders still influences children. While many of these children come to achool
speaking English, theirEnglish is often non-standard "survival"
or "Incriae_English adequate as a aocial instrument but inadequate for academic comprehension and achievement.
8. Teachers should keep expectations high. This is true in
academics, athletics, and diecipline, Starting low and_switching
to high expectations will lead to a loss of credibility. Do not lower
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extaxtations for any reason, but especially not because the
students are Indians;
9. Teachers must remember that their students are not yet
sophistiratedin_their_eulture, so it is unrealistic te expect them
to be able to _give a_ lot_ of information about their Culture.
Teachers must remember that cultureis acquired_over alifetime.
Students may also have been taught at home that certain information about their beliefs is not to be told to outsiders;
10. Teachers should be very careful of what they say. If a need
arises te speak ahout a local person, teachers should be well acquainted with the person te whom they are talking. This cautionary recommendation is included because of the extended
families, clans, andiactions that_characterize the social struc7
tures of Indian communities; _Theseereclosely inter-woven and
regular communication among __community_ memberi is a
characteristic of Indian communities.. This _regular _communication can bring grief to unsuspixting teachers who _do not_know

the person they are talking to. It is only a slight exaggeration to
say chat everyone in an Indian community is related either by
bleed or marriage. A geod rule is, "Do not say anything ahout
persons_away from them that you would not say ahout them in
their hearing.!'
Teacher& should be awere of factors that can:enhance a
positive self-perception by Indian students; This ran be_clone by
disrussing Indian contributions to the country; positive Indian
values and their relevance to the modern society; and the complexity of the kinship systems. Teachers can also teach students
ahout the geography, ecology, history, and government of their
reservetion.
12. Teachers can encourage leadership Skills among stUdents.
13.Teachers can_introduce their students at an early age to
preventive strategies and Oternitives_to_akohel and drug use.
14. Teachers should be aware of the _communication_patterns
of Indian students. Sometimes when teachers esk_a_question,
they do not allow enough time for response and end up answering

the question for students. Indian students next more time to
answer a question, not because they are less intelligent but
because thr want to digest the guestion and formulate a corrett
response. Their response has to be correct because the cUlture requires precise communication, not haphazard utterances.
a student. Shani=
_15._Tearhers_ should_rotdeliberatelY
ing and rensureere social controLdevicas amongmany_tribes. It
is done only when needed because corrective instructions are ex229

meted te follow. To shame students in front of their peers will
evoke negative responses.

16. Teachers should not have a "savior" complex_ Indian
students do not need saving from _their culturaLbackgrounds;
rather, the students need to be shown how theireulture,lieritage,
and Indian-ethos are positively related to the values of the dominant society.
17. Teachers should try to grow while on Indian reservations.
Many teachers who have had a long tenure on Indian reservation
negate that length by repeatin,g the same experiences over and
over each year. The children deserve teachers willing to keep
learning, Classes can be taken at Indian community celleges on
local culture or summer courses can be taken at colleges and
universities that offer programs in bilingual and Indian
education._

Recommendations for parents working with Teachers:
1, Parents_ should_knowy that non-Indiaateachers are_almost
always_ not sophisticated_in the culture of their particular tribe
and are bound to make some mistakes. Parents must realize that
it takes time to become acculturated, especially for people who
come from the dominant culture who have had no compelling
need to familiarize themselves to the minority culture and have
relied on misconceptions and stereotypes to color their perceptions of other cultures.
2. Parents should volunteer for inclasa help. Thisnot only_exposes indian_atudentsta positive role xnodels, but italso enables
parents to appreciate the rigors teachers undergo daily and how
teachers' education has preparecl them for their profession.
3. Parents must go to the school to talk to teachers and ad-

ministrators atvout the education of their childrenespecially
wh di there is no crisis. Going to the school should become a
regular occurrence, not just when the achool sponsors an activity.
However, appointments are useful because of teachers' and administrators'_ schedules.
4- Parents should reinforce what is taught in school They ran
find out what is being taught by talking te their children and by
visiting the school. If there is a diragreement with what is being

taught at school, this disagreement needs to be talked out with
the teacher, or if that does not work, with, first, the principal,
then the superintendent, and, as a last resort, with the school
Parentaare_the first_ educators ef their children and they
must instill in them the need to be educate&
6. Parents must, re-instill the many iyositive Indian values
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time and social _circumstances have distorted. If re-instilling
these values is not possible, an explanation of why these values
have changed should be given. Otherwisestudentamay ask why
they should respect their elders who do not conform to thevalue
system of the dominant society and who are often not respected
by members of that society.
7. Parents should be careful about expressing dissatisfaction
with the school or school personnel in the presence of their
children who are students. Whenever parents talk negatively
about the_achooLoritsataff they validate any negative opinions
their _children_ have_about attending _school _and implicitly encourage them to ignore what iabeing tauglt and_to be disruptive.
If they disagree with how the schoolis sun, parents should go to
the school to try to work out those differences.
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DisdpIin nd
the Iñdiah Studeht
Hap Gillilàrid

Some teachers tiliProack Indian students with :trepidation
because they haVe heard Indian students Sie 'undisciplined."
However,it has also been said, "Discipline problems are not in
the kid,they_ are in the circumstantes."
Teachers or counselors who haVe poSitive_sttitudes and expect
cooperation may find teething Iridiiinstudents not only pleasant,
but fun. To be sure Stiidebtahavsspositive; cooperative attittide
as well, teachers will *ant to emphasize a lightly-structtired
cooperative approach to teaching, respect students as individuals, capitalize on group control, arid keep rules few -and simple.

Good behavior is a habit. If teathete follow suggestions in this
chapter; there is every chance Stiidents willIall into that habit. If
students do not, the object of Consequences the teacher may impose is not to puniSh thein, but_to _change their actions and get
them back into the habit of good behavior.

The b-est diScipline is Self discipline
Student's who have real self iespect, and who understand What
is exivected of them as willas the reasons for the expectations
will seldom be discipline problem& They will prefer to maintain
their self respect. By doing the wrong thing, they would lose it.
Thie eliginal essay appears here in print for the fitat tibia.: All rights
reserved. Permission te reprint inapt be obtaineci_from the author-. Dr.
Gillikuniis Professor Emeritus of Education at:Eastern Montano College, Billingi, MT 59101i and President of the Council for Indian Ednation;
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The important factor in building self discipline, then, is attitude.

If teachers respect students, they build those students' self
respect.
Children usually live up to a teacher's expectations. If they can
see that you expect them to cause trouble, why shouldn't they? It
is not going to change your opinion of them. However, if all your
actions indicate that you have confidence in their doing the right
thing, they won't betray that confidence. They live up to your expectations.

Approach discipline %iith a positive attitude
The_word discipline, as defined in most schools, is a negative
concept that assumes a nmd for correction. However, this need
can be prevented_ by_ a positive_ attitude and a_ tension-fme
classroom Work to make_the_classroom a _friendly place, a home
away from home. Look at the classroom and ask yourself, "Is this

a place I would choose to be if I were a child?" I have seen
students that a teacher had to push out the door at the end of the
day to get them to go home. The majority of them were Native

American chikken who were members of a problem-free
classroom.

A problem-free classroom is one with a teacher who enjoys
teaching, and lets children feel thisenjoyment Are you compas.
sionate? Do you Bice children? Have you an eqüiL liking for
children of all cultures? Is this evident from your actions, not just
from what you say? If your answer to these questions is yes, you
probably will have a problem-free classroom, because the best

way to handle discipline problems is to prevent them from
starting.

Understand culture differences
Most common discipline problems can be prevented much more

easily than they can be stewed. To prevent or stwp discipline

problems in Indian students, you must understand Indian
culture, and the affect various actions may have on Native
American Students. The most important difference between
white_and Native American cultures is the Indian emphasis on
sharing and cwperation, rather than_getting_ and_ competing.
Attempting temotivate students throughhelpingindividuals ob
tain aomething not to be shared, or _to gain an advantage over
another, may create n sentment in Indian students that will eventually lead to diwipline problems. Diacipline problems hated in
resentment toward the teacher, or the system, are hard to cure
because it is difficuit to identify the cause.
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Wat 4h for other differences between cultures. For example,
many teachers insist that pupils "look me in the eye!" when talking to them. To the traditional Indian, lookingdownis a sign of
respect and, as such, should pleasea teacher. Ifyou insist that a
student lookyou in theeye,_ffis pushes the child to an even lower
level and widens the gap between you. Since an Indian looks in
the eye only of an equal, a wider gap makes it impossible for the
child to tlo so.
Do not expect students to understand that school is important
and that you as a teacher are to be respected and obeyed. Many
Indian families see little relation between .school and important
thing.% in life and may have little respect for teachers in general.
Thus, you will have to earn any respect given to you.

When problems do arise, try to understancl_beforecriticing
the child, the reasons for what_ has_happened. _Many Indian
children are _continually in trouble for excessive tardiness or
absence Tardiness is usually the fault of the parents rather than
the child. If the home does not run by an urban time schedule, it
may be ahnost impossible for the child to always be on time. If a
girl is the only baby sitter when her mother has to be gone,
res onsibilities at home must come before School The school
needs to work with the home to try to solve these problems, but if

children are continually scolded, punished, or_harassed Jor
somethingthey cannotda anything about_they cannot be blamed if they_male littleeffort toimproveinthose or other ways. Let
children_know you believe they are doing their best and you will
usually see improvement
Because of past conflicts between Indians and whites, some Indian children come to school harboring strong resentments learned from their families towards all whitet and even sometimes In-

dians who work for whites at a school. It is better to talk out
those resentments, perhaps in special lessons on Indian history,
than suppresr them. Events such as the Trail of Tears, The Long

Walk_Baker_ Massacre, Sand Creek, Wounded Knee, and
countless other tragedies happened and cannot be erastd. The
solution is to get students to think and talk about how such
events came to take place and how they can be prevented in the
future. In social studies, comparisons can 1,-e drawn to historical
and present events such as treatment of Jews in Nazi Germany
and of Blacks in South Africa. If white students come in with the
the same felings about Indians, perhaps ivied on what happened to their ancestors, the same approach is suggested.
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Motivated Children are not problem children
When there are discipline problems, it is well to loek at the
motivation of the students. Have you given them a reason to
want _to_achieve9._ Motivation is the key to a well-behaved
classroomin_any culture._With Native students, remember that
group motivation is atleast asimportant as individual motivetion. Keeping students busy with meanineuUnteresting work of
the type suggestal in the teaching methods chaptereof this book
will go a long way towards minimi7ing discipline problems.

Keep rules simple and few
An authoritarian approack imposing _rules_ without ensuring
that students thoroughly understand the reasons ior _ them;irill
1* completely ineffettive. When you, as a teacher, resort to what
students view as an authoritarian appreach, Edirne students will
accept it as "the way school operates," others revolt; more often
the Indian student withdraws his participation.
Rules are only A minor part of discipline. Be sure each rule is
reasonable, and that the child is able to follow it. They should be
kept as few, as_simpleand as specific as possible. They must be
well stated, and they_must be dismissal so that students understand them completely asid_understand_the_reasons for them.
Since many Indian parents do not thticize or_try le control aggressive behavior, their children may not undeestand whyyou
would object to it Make reasons for any rules clear to students.
Don't assume they already know an act is unacceptable behavior.
Be sure your discussion of the rules is two-way communication. If
students agri* that the rules are essential for cooperative living,
the rules _soon become effective "because that's the way we live
around here."

Whenever possible, students and_their parents should_be involved in developing rules so that the rules are understood by

students and are their rules and their responsibility. In a
democracy, not only the leader, but all others, express opinions.
Don't squelch discussion of the rules and don't hesitate to revise

them until all understand and agree with them. Then make it
everyone's responsibility to enforce them. Once rules are agreed
upon said understood,_insist they be followed. "You cannot love
someone you_let walk all over yeu."_Nor caxtchildrealovetheper,
son they walk ever. An unenforced rule aays: "Rules do not have
to be followed." All rules must be enforceable. Rules like "be
geed," "behave," and "act like gentlemen" are neither. They are
therefore useless.
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Use rules to set limits
_Never condone tmaccept,able_behavior, but-let_ your students

know that rules _are to set clearly defined limits by which the
group can live together moreeffectively. The object is to have the
rule followed, not to punish the one who doesn't follow it. If the
rule is followed, the goal is achieved for this time, regardless of

the attitude behind that achievement, so ignore irrelevant
behavior. Pay no attention to the tantrum, if the rule was followed. If it is necessary to penalize a person for not following-a rule,
the penalty should I* immediate. A penaltytotake place later is
meaningless in a society wiented tothe present.
In the old Native American traditional way, on the rare occasion when a person had to lx punished for not following the rules,
as soon as thepunishment was over, so were all resentments. The
person brit& his place as if nothing had happened. This is the way
it should be in the classroom. If it is necessary to punish children,
they should understand the reasons-Indian children will seldom
hold_any resentmentsamd _will assume the_incident is goneand

forgotten by the teacher as well. You can start the relationship
fresh.

Keep most discipline unstructured
Sow rules are necessary, but most discipline can be unstruc-

tured. Unstructured discipline is mole flexible, and better
understeod by Indian children who are often "thoughtless" but
Seldom intentionally disruptive. They seem thoughtless bVactues
schOol-style restrictio_ns _are so foreign to their way of life St
home. It takestimeand patience todevelop an understanding of
the iinportance of having a controlled atmosphere at school._
The traditional Indian home contains little of what the dominant culture considers discipline. Children are almost never given
direct orders which must be followed. Since parents have a great

regard for the autonomy and maturity of their children, the
childien_ are _given a wide freedom of action without many of the

behavior stardards set _by _schools._ Parents_ way give their
children an understanding of a need, or of _the reasons why &thing

should be done, but the children then have the freedom of per:
sonal choice. They are responsible for their actions and the consequence& In the traditional Cheyenne home, for instance, children

learn quiet patience early; they learn they must be quiet and
ordedraround adults. Their actions are molded_ through love and
interest, not inflexible rttles. This is the discipline the child knows
and expects.
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Teach by example
Native _ American_ children are experts at learning _from
demonstration and example. _This is aneffective way of teaching
all people, but especially Native American cbildreit Let_ them
learn through experience, not theory. This is as true of teaching
discipline and attitudes towar0 each other as it is of teaching subject matter. Model the behavior you want. If you want children to
respect each other, you mIst show that you respect each of them.
Children will usually follow your example. Open conflict with a
student affects the group's respect for the teacher. A teacher who
displays_frequentirritation also suffers loss ai respect,
A _sense of humor jeoneof_your _most sraluable tools. Don%
hesitate to laugh with the childmiz atyourselLas_well_aeat_the
problems that arise. Indian children have a tremendous sense of
humor, and they appreciate it in others. Your sense of humor can
relieve a great many tensions that could lead to problems. It also
helps build your personal relationships with the students.
No child should ever be criticized openly in front of other people, but public criticism is particularly devastating to an Indian
child. Public_criticism_ destroys the self respect upon_ which all
your discipline _and_ achievement depend. If _criticism must_he
given.it must be done calmly, in private, with_a friendly, counsel-

ing attitude. Humor and good natured teasing are Indian
substitutes for direct criticism.
Teasing is a part of the Indian way and is a commonly used
means of discipline in many tribes. It is an acceptable way of correcting, as long as it is done in_private, or in such a wathat it
does not put the student in a bad light among_hit friends. Teasing
is indirect criticism so the person haethe right_to accept it or reject it,_but, he understands its_meaningIneometribes,_ such_as
the Crow, the father's brothers and _their okildren are the "teasing cousins." It is their responsibility to tease the one who gets
out of line to help him or her to see the error of his or her ways. In
this way, the child does not have to be criticized directly, and the
discipline does not have to come from the parents.

Listen to parents
The blunt way in which non-Indiana get to the point in expressing feelinio offends the Indian. If Indian adults have a criticism
regarding your classroom, they Will usually talk of goed thingi

first and will take a long_time to get to the point_lf you area
typical teacher, you_may mwer Imow_they_hatht helPfulcHticism
to make, because you will not wait long enough to hear it. Take
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time to have_a eup_of _coffee or just a_friendly conversation with

parents. Given this time, even parents who come in very angry
with you can go away understanding what you are trying to do in
your classroom and supporting your metheds.

Do as you would be done
_

Inxnany tribes, corporal punishment, the use of force to obtain

discipliLz, was almost unknown. Striking children was considered barbaric. It would not show respect for a child, and Self

discipline is built on self respect. The assumption wai that if
children were given respect, they would respect others. Spankings *ould violate this principle of_mutuaLrespect._
One *ay you can judge any disciplinary_action you plan to use
iS by asking yourself, "How will I_asanadult, react to this treatment froma superior? Would it maintain my self resvect? Would
it make me want to do the right thing, or would it make me want
to rebel?"
One Indian said to a teacher, "You have a right to do to a child
in class anything you are willing for the prineipal to do to you
during your teacher's meeting."
No teacher Should yell at children or threaten then. !These are
other actions that destroy self respect. Children learn from your
example at all timesnot just when you want them to! You would

not condone this behavior from children. If a child does yell at
you, very unlikely with Indian children, don't imitate him Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery! Threats indicate to children
that you think they are not gr,ing to do the thing requested. Once
again, they will probably 1;v9 up to your expTactationS.
Remember, the Sioux are not concerned with eliminating bad
behavior but with developing positive good behavior._ This comes
through Shared responsibility. You andyour_studentemust work
as a team to develop the responsibility that leads to a pleasant atmosphere.

Tieat students as indiAduals
The cause of a_great many discipline problems is depersonalization. Letchildren know"You belonghere. We want you. You are
important _as_an individual." Show them through your actions
that you mean this. They will not believe what you say unless
they see it in your actions.

Problems that arise can be handled best through individual
non directive counseling. Once you and your Student really know
each other, individual discussion can eliminate moSt of your pr0-
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blems and make life happier for both you and the _student. Be
honest with the:children about what you are trying to do; and
your reasons. Then when it goes wroug, admit that it did not
:
work; and try something:else.
Self discipline is not obedience. It is doing what needs to be
done. _It is learning to see what needs te be done, doing it to the
extent that seems reasonable, and learning from the mistakes.
Someone said that Cherokees treated their children as adults. A
Cherokee answered.No, wetreatthem as humanbeings. That IS
a status you only:accord to adults; and usually only to adults of
your own social status."
Children in the classroom should be convinced that there is
nothing wrong with making mistakesonce. That is how we all
learn. But they must learn te make responsible decisions, then accept the responsibility for those decisions, Among the Blackfeet,
it was common that when a respected relative died,a child would
be giventhe name ofthat person. The child then felt responsible
for living _up to_thatnarne. Anything he_did could be a reflection
on the original ownerof thename, Along with this responsibility
the child gained the self respect of being considered worthy of the
name.

In the middle class urban community, teachers can usually
count on:parent support in problems of discipline. In the Native
community,, school and home are separate entities. Neither interferes with the other. Parentsmay have little understanding of,
or sympathy for,:problemsiof the school. These problems are the
sabers responsibility.: Indian parents may believe that a child
will only_befrustratedbY 'corrective" measures. If there is control; it has to come from the childien themselves.

Group control is effective
_

Peer groups:are the mosteffective means of social control over

the behavior of Native_students. American Indians are group
oriented; Group approval is much more :i[portant_than_teacher
approval. If an individual has to make a choice between
cOOlverating with the group or the teacher, the group is sure to
win. To the aut6cratic teacher this can mean sure trouble. But for

the teather who can motivate the group, get it interested, and
work with it, the:peer group can greatly decrease the number of
disciplinary ploblerns.
Let students have apart in decisions and in solving_classroom
problemsTalk with them; and listen to their ideas. If you don't
listen to their ideas; youareaaying those ideas are notimportant

therefore; they are unimportant; When y
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sn and expect

them to have go-cid ideas for solving the_problems, you are giving
them respect and building their self_ concept.

Oider,__or disoer,_ can be created by students as a group,
depencling_ upon their relationship to the teacher, and their
understanding of the value of the classroom activities. The
Native student is usually effectively controlled by an understanding that if he acts a particular way, others will not like him.
If an indiv!clual is not controlled by group pressure, this is a sure
sign that he does not ftel that he belongs.
_ _Attempts to get_the student to _compete with inaclassmates or
attempts to challenge him to outdo them will force hint to actin

opposition to the group. The object, then, is to motivate the
group, not the individual, to challenge the group. If assignments

are group assignments, if the individuals in the group are enthusiastic about working together, then the person who causes
problems is working against the group, and group pressure will
control his behavior.

Modify behavior through pride and approval
Most Native children, especially younger ones, will work very
hard for a few words of approval from parents or an elder, or from

you, their teacher. They may be insensitive to punishment, but
they react very favorably to praise. However, the praise must not
be loud obvious praise which separates them from the group. If
the 1ozily time a child gets anyAndividual attention is when he
misbehaves, the attention becomesthe reward._It gives the child
a sense of importance that he _or she needs. _Naturally, the
behaviorcontinues. A person_will continue any act as long as it is
rewarded, even if it is rewarded as little as two out of ten times.
Positive approval of good behavior and punishment of bad
behavior give the child attention. They may both reward the
behavior. The effective means then, is to recognize only good
behavior. Compliment it. As nearly as possible, ignore the bad.
This way you are working to replace the undesirable behavior
with the gaod. If liehavior is such that an effective means of control must be found,_ isolation is usually the mostaffectiveform of
punishnient. It removeathe_child from the group approval_which
he_or she seeks. But it should beapproached as a means of changing behavior, not as punishment for what was done.

Summary
_If_yoti_conthittally_watch far_the good thingscompliment thenz

reward the good behavior, most of the problems will disappear.
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Build each child's sell respAwt, plan with the group and let them
help you with control. Then_ a _positive attitude Will be easy to
maintain, and you can be free to enjoy working with your Native
American students.
Among the Sioux, the only time physical restraint_ was used
was wheiiyoung children cried. Crying could reveal_thelocation
of the family _to_ an enemy. During the fifst few weeks of life,_if
babies cried, the _mothers made sure their needs were taken care
of hnmediately; then_ if _they only wanted attention, their noses
and mouths were dosed with_ eland for a few seconds. They
learned quickly that crying was not beneficial Later, if they crid
for attention, babies were carried in their cradleboards away from

the group and left in isolation until they quit cryingused_ by the
_ This _system of behavior modification is still
Yanowama of South America. When lubies are hungry, they are
fed. Theirneeds aretaken care of immediately. But if they mat
other times, everyone-walks away. When babies are cheerful and
laughing, everyone wants_ to hold them and play with them. Like
the Sioux, the Yanowamo _lovechildren and cheerful children
never lack attention. Children learn to_laugh_and be playful When
they want attention. I have never seen a Yanowamo Indian over
the age of tWo cry, regardless of what happens- When_they
they _get_up laughing, and everyone laughs with thent_fln oni
sodety,_thany parents ignore children when they are happy and
reward them when_ they_cul _
In the old Indian life serious _crimes occasionally had to be
punished, although they were rareA_Cheyenne who killed
another was ostracized from the tribe and made to live alone,
usually for Several years. If he survived, he was, at _the end_of thii
time, accepted back into the tribe, fully, with no loss of prestige
or__position. The object was not punishment, but rehabilitationchange of behavior. Feelings of guilt or resentment had no
place in this.

In modern life, isolation_Dr shame may be uSed to bring a
change of behavior, but after repentance the incident is not held
over the child, and he holds no permanent sense of guilt, self
blame, or loss of love. The incident will not be brought up again.
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Testing and Evaluation in
Multicultural Schools
Russell Lord

The presence _of testing and evaluation as integral compenents

of virtually every social institution in the United States, including educatiozz justifim neither their presence nor use.

Neither _the best of intentions nor historical tradition should be
accepted as justifying any testing program. Instead, a testing
program should exist solely on the baiii of how well _itmeasures
what it is suppoSed to metiure and how_that measurement is
then used. How to judge a testing program is the subject of this

clapter.

Rather than a _repetitive account of the volumes already written about testing and evaluation in multicultural contexts (see
Additional Readings in References), this chapter Will provide a
structure for practitioners to apply When tryingto evaluate a
given testing program in a particular context To accomplish
this, an outline that draWS heavily upon work_by Helton,
Workman, and Mittuzizek (196_2) will be developed and then sup-

ported by examples of its applicability.

Background
Despite its incredible record of abuse and znisuse, testing,
which has enjoyed wide acCeptance in the_ United States since
shortly after it was intreducedat the turn of this century, faces a
future of increased_notdecreased use (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1980).
Obviously, a_phenomenon enjoying such widespread acceptance
must _fit with prevailing sccio-political values and norms. From
legislatures and courts to educators and citizena, tests have been
This original essay appears here in print for the Bret time. All rights
reserved.-Permiiiion to reprint must be obtained from the author. Dr.
Lord is an Asacciate Professer of Educational Paychology at Eastern
Montana College, Billings, MT 59101.
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viewed br Americans as a useful component of complex decision
making faced at every level. Standardized testing in America has
become_ an accepted methed of measuring capability and, thus,

throughout its history, has been interwoven with opportunity
(Olmedo,1981)-It is in thiscontext that testing and evaluation in
multicultural schools is examined in this chapter.

A mixiel assessment system
Testingand_evaluation can be viewed as separate components
within an assessmentprogram, or aaintegrally-related aspects of
one process; _depeaent _upon ea& other_foutheir_existence. In
either case; testing_ involves_ measurement _of some_ concept by
quantification (assigning of _numerical Nalues),_ while evaluation

involves the oft-en-relate:1 but not identical processof judging
someone or something (a qualitative task) Whichever view one
takes, the following medel is equally applicable
Alli tests shake some common components: the presence of error;_theexistence of some point of reference-establishing relative
positiorr,_ and_ the liMitation of _being indirect since only the
characteristics 0f-51 phenomenon_ can_be measuied, never its
essence. Given these definingapecte_ tests inustalways beseen
as what they are (inexact owing to error,islative; azd
never as what they are-notexact absolute-, or discerning of the
essence of any concept, variable; or student Judgments based
upon aniappropriata understanding of testing at least have the
potential of being Superior tO judgments based on inaccurate

views of _teal*. This is the starting point for understanding
testing in _any_ context_ twts always contain error, are only
relative tesomeepeCifie_point_offeference and only indirectly indicate that something might exist beyond that which is observed
directly. With that understood; it is possible to begin developing
a medel for evaluating a testing program.

Helton, Workman, and Matuszak (1982) discussed such a
model that served as the foundation for their "branching assessment system." Their model serves as the batic structure for this
chapter-Drawing on their work, the component* in the present
outline consist _of eix_partm_(1) the_purpwee and: reasons for
testing; (2) the theokiea and modehi upon whichtestingis_bised;
(3) the domains mMsured44)L the technical characteristic, of tests
in terms of reliability, validity; and utility; (5) the ethical and

legal aspects of the testing; and (6) the situational and :environmental constraints under which the testing metes. Ez=
planet:ions and illustrations of each pert follow.
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Furposes and reasons for twang
_All tests_serve_only_zertain purposes and not others. Only
limited reasons exist for use of given tests. For example, tests
can be used to dwide who will have access to certain limited
resources (Olmedo, 1981), certify high school diplomas (Learner,
1981), determine the appropriateness of certain educational interventions (Reichly, 1981), assess an individual's "functioning"
(Scan, 1981),_ support claims of racial superiority slue to biology
(Garth, 1923; Jensen, 1980), or even_to keep certain politically
less-desirable_immigrants out of the country (Gould, 1981).

Purposes served by testing are not always explicit or easily
discernible, but asking what the reasons are for using or not using certain tests or types of tests can sometirnes help make the
implicit explicit. For instance, why have rating scales easily completed by teachers and parents to assess children's motivations
not been more widely used (Achenback &Edelbrock,_1981; Rute
ter, 1967)2 Suck informationehould at least be a most valuable
supplementto theinformation gathered from traditional achievemerit and related tests.
Questions about the intentions of certain tests are. however,

limited in determining purposes and reasons behind testing.
Finding that a test or testing prvgram has beneficent intentions
is not Sufficient. Indeed, malicious results_easily can (and_tem
often have) derhwl_from even the bestintentions. For instance,
Binet (of _the _Stanford-Binet IQ test) originally intended to
develop a test that could be used to alter _Educational practice so
that mentally retarded individuals would ke enabled to achieve
"normal" learning. However, within two decades of its intrGduc-

tion to America, his test was used to systematically deny
entrance to the United States_of immigrants from _central and
southern Europe _while _allowing entrance to immigrants from
northern Europe and the British Isles (Gould, 1981).

Questions =awning purrams and reasons behind testing
must probe for the ideological assumptions behind that testing,
often difficult to determine. For example, Thomas Jefferson'e
"meritotratic ideal" is so deeply ingrainedinmainstreanvwhiteAmerican_culture that_verylew white_Americans_ think to queer
tionit. This ideal holds that a "natural aristocracy" exists, and
those individuals who are more able and motivated should be
allowed to rise through the sociopolitical order instead of being
held back in favor of a "landed aristecracy" determined by birth.
How many contemporary educational tests rest directly upon

this premise? Yet, for individuals who do not "buy into" Ws
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tdiàdál , economic, and political
ideology of competing_for
advancement, what is the purpose of _testing implicitly &Signed

to meaaure motivations and skills essentialt&such competitive
advancement? So much prewnt testing meshes so well with thit
ideal that moSt developers and users of tests have failed to conskier thatimpertant decisions might be equally well made_using
some means_other then tell-Ain& Other industrialized societies
make importanttlecisions concerning school entrance, placement,
advancement, azdaimilar actions without reliance upon standardized achievement_teats_ Questions as to the purgoses and

reasons for testing must_brea out of the ethnotentriem that
generally dominates Educational decisions.

Theories ind models upon_ which tesCmg is based

All_tests are constrained by theories and_medels upon which
they are_based. It is, after all, only through theorieathat anyone
knows anything-Without theories to "tie things together," pro:vide hunches_and_ piedictions, and make sense of_otherwiimi
unrelated observations, "facti" Would exist only in_isoLation
from one another. Peoplewouldso naively from isolated eventto
isolated event, never being able to generalize or learn from
previous, rdated events. __
soit_isiwith testi devekped from
_ As with people's knowledm
that knowledge. Just as some theories_ are tbetter" than others
because_they are more complete, sophisticated, and thorough, io
it is with theoriei upon Which tests are base& Any_test, baSed ai
it is on a particidar theory, Will not exceed its theory or be "better" than the theory_supporting it.
Juit as children playarith inedW cars and airplanes, adults use
medal§ to help understand theliorld with which they deal. Since
modeli represent that world Ina _simplified manner, their literal
accuracy becomes less important thaii_ their ability to usVully
represent Some given asp:et of the woraThough Bohr's famous
concentfic circle medel of the atom is now_ known_to deviate
significantly from "reality," it is still used for its simplicity and
usefulness. All_ testi rely upon certain theories _and
modelsthough not all_test developers and users explicitly state
their theories and models. _
Appropriate testing in a znulticulturil School requires that cur_
rent and defensible theories and medels exist for testa
Despite the fact that,
the concept of general intelligance has been abandoned in
biological and learning reseaTch . this archaic Macy still
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flourishes in mental testing where it _serves social advantage under the gui§e of scientific truth. (Garcia, 1981, p.
1172)

Gould11981) demonstrated that the famed "r factor claimed to
underlie all meaningful measures_ of _intelligence by existing
across all imgortant cognitive_functions actually exiStS only as a
mathematical entity when _ one uses the particular Statistical
analysis favonAl by _those testing experts developing early intelligence teats. _Different analyses, equally defensibk _from a
mathSmatical_perapective, cause "g" to literally disappear.
Todo.Y, cognitive science enables educators _to "go beyond intelligence tests and understand how the_human mind solves probleme_(SternlYerg, 1988, p. 137). Why,despite these facts, does

most testing in multicultural schools still rely tion teSts that

embody theire outdated perspectives? The answer ifs that at a
simple level, educators (hke_ others) hold fast to those explana,
tions that Serve them well and_with which they are familiar said
comfortable. A more complex answer involves the myriad professional, scicioolitical, and _cultural forces that lead every profes,
sional bOdy to accept one set of explanation§ while rejecting

otherS.
_
To escape present confining thsories and modelsis sformidable

task. A _pluralistic model is possible, but _requires the difficult

taskaf assessment across a much _wider_spectrum of behaviors

and situations (Mercer,_1979), along with development and use of
local norms (Elliott & Bretzing, 1980). While pluralism, or the acceptance and appreciation_of diversity, has gained conSiderable
acceptance in other educational areas, testing has been slow to
accommodate.
Another alternative model would be_ to_focus upon the pro-

cesses engaged in by humans when tolling teats. Such a focus
would center examinations upon_how the examinees were taking
the test, not simply upon_ what products and achievements they
evidence. Sternlierg's _extenthve recent research brings considerable attention to the processesof intelligence. Therefore, individuals involved in_ testing in multicultural contexts must
probe the theoriesand models behind any tests uSed with their
Studenti. For_instance, is the "twc factor" them, behind_the
Wechsler_ series appropriate for your studente? Is Kaufman's
ABC test sufficiently sensitive to Luria'il neuropsychological

theory to assess significantly different dimensions than the

Wechsler and Stanfor&Binet? These illustrate questions about
theory and model.
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The domains measiiied

Any _test must_determine function within specified domains
while ignoring other domains. In this context, domain refers to
an area of skills, body of_knowledge, or similar entity.
Many domains are of interest to_educatars, including but not
limited to intellectual, a ademic sociaLpaychomotor, and emotionaL Examples of tests purportedly assessing_functioning in
these domains would be tests of intelligence (Wechsler, StanfordBinet, Kaufman ABC), tests of academic achievement (California
Achievement Tests, ioWa Tests of Basic Skills), aptitude
(Scholastic_Aptitude Testh teats of social akills (Vineland Social
Maturity Scale), teste_of physical Skills (Purdue Permptual
Motor), and tests_of _emotional functioning (Burke' Behavior
Rating Scale). Numerous _tests also exist for assessing specified
domains such as visual acuity, auditory_functioning, adaptive
behaviors, end even situational and environmentatinfluences on
school functioning Many thnes it is quite easy to determine_the
domains claimed to be &sassed by a given test, if an educator
looks forit._
Of primary concern in this area are ways in which domains
assessed by_ standaftlized teeth are Wired against individuals
from groups outside mainstream culture. Though pluralistic
education is contemporary,_most_testing has a much longer tat&
tion, embedded in ethnocentric rather_ than_phrialistic views of
"educationally relevant domains." Since 3.5 million schoel-age

chikixen are "limited-English-proficient," and linguistic
minorities must be given consideration for social, political,
economic, cultural, and "relevance" factors when tested (Olmedo,

1981),_ what _domains are being ignored when testing such
students?_ To_ _what extent is the student's "motivational
domain" assessed? Given_the tremendoue inniortance of "self=
efficacy" and attributional tyle 1Bandura & Cavone, 1983;
Stiles, Shapiro, & Elliott, 1988),-how carefully-are these -domains
being assessed simultaneously with other, more tra&tiond domains? Or, are educators still talking aboutoutdated ideas of improving_self=esteem and attitudes so that behaviors will improve?
Since one carrexamine "any statistic regarding quality of life and
(find) theAmerican Indianis the lowest on the scale" (Prezident's
Commissiork 1978, p._962), how_important is it that domains
other than traditional eduátiOnaL domains_ b0 asbcsser if
American Indian students are to receive "appropriate" tasti
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Tftt fellabilitY, Validity, and utility
The technical characteristics of standardized tests have been
researched and mitten_about _until the volumes far exceed the
time available to_anypracticing educator to read all of them. The
following isintended only as a brief, useful explanation of the
technical characteristics of tests.
No test is better than its documentable technical
characteristics. Without evidence that a test measures_ whatever
it is claimed to meteure, in a predictable manner across pelple
and time, and in a fashion thatallowe comparisons which _enable
profctitionale to make Imtterdecisions by using the test than by
not uSing it, no test should be used by educators.
_ktest can_be saidto be reliable if it measures in a consistent
manner that is, if it yields predictable scores. A test's Score§
must be due primarily to sources of systematic variance in that
examinees tend to acore consistently in one direction_ao matter
when they take the test, which version they takeor whetherthey
take one or another half of the test Anything that makesecores
fluctuate in unpredictable directions, _such as anything that
causes the iiame examinee_to acorehigher on Monday and lower
on Thuraday,r educeathe test's reliability. Since reliability is baaed solely upon agroup's scores, it should IYe obvious that reliabili-

tyexista only for a ceriii group, not inherently within any teit
itself When factors other than those the tett it "aimed at" affect
testscores, reliability is affected. The familiar r valueattached to

tests reflects the error in the teat in a direct manner. When r=.80,
the variance observed among test scores preduced by the group

used to establish that reliability figure consisted of 20 percent
"error." Were a carpenter to use a tape measure having that
much unpredictability to build your house, it swims unlikely that
too many wets, _corners, or roofs would fit very well. What
ieliability should an eduutor demand? It degends upen the importance of the derision to he made. If a deciaion Wei being made
as to whether your child would receive a label likely to remainfor
life, such as Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR), would you settle for a 15 to 20 percent error rate?
___
Validity in teats utied to tw3 discussed_under_several different

topict, but has recently_come to_be seen as an aspect of one
general type: construct validity. Validity refers to whether a test
measures that which itie claimed to measure, and not something
elseObviously, a test must first tie reliable, since the presence of
too much error would preclude establishing validity.

usedia be sufficient to demonstrate that a statistical correlation existed betwwn tag &cores and some external criterion. For
instance, if test scores predictably related to success in college,
then those test scares could justifiably be used to decide admit,
tance to college. Noticing that variables can_berelated for the

"wrong" reasons led to the demand thattesta have validity to
the "constructs" they were claimed ta measure. Aa an example,
gender would haveaccurately predicted dropping out of college in
early Twentieth Century Amenca. Was such "criterion-related"
validity an accurate basis for denying women access to colkite?
Certainly not, because the correlation existed not because of deficiencies, but bwause of the reasons men and women entered col,
lege in that era. To teach school or nurse, womens' usual college
goals, one did not need to fmish college.

Now tests must carry demonstrable evidence that they accurately measure the abstract _concept _they are claimrs1 to
measure (the construct)-Such_validation is difficult to establish,
since it virtually_requirea experimental manipulation of the
abstraction with corresponding changes in test scores. Is a new
intelligence test valid boause it correlates with a previous test?
Or, might that actually indicate its lack of validity?
Another dimension of the technical characteristics of tests_ is

the area of norms, Simply stated, norms are the point of reference
against which test scores must be measured. For a teatto be used
with anyone, the norms for that test must fit"_the person and
vice versa. If no one on whom the testwas developed (its reliability, validity, and norms establiahed)is similar ta the intended examinee, then the test'snonns aremot appropriate and any inter-

pretation would_ be misleading at best. The most im)ortan
aspects_of groups used for test norming are appropriateness and
relevancy, not size. To this end, educators engaged in_ testing
Native Americans should develop and maintain local _norms ior
tests they use (Elliott & Bretzing, 1980). Onlrin this way will
they be able to make lacal and national_ comparisons netaled if
test results are to provide beneficial information.
A final technical characteristic of tarts, tx* often ovrloaked, is
utility or the extent to which a test improves one's decision,
making. If you do not make better decisions for having used the
test, how can you justify that use? The development otexpectancy tables (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1980) can provide evidence of a
test's utility, and can be maintained by a schooL by a district, or
by any other unit.
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Ethical and legal asiàtè of testing
Every twaing situation_ involves_serions etIncal and legal
issues, no matter who does the testing or under_ w_hat circumstances. The ethical issues surrounding testing_ are well
documented in several places, and will not be repeated here
because existing sources present them coherently and succinctly.

Among _the _relevant sources are: (1) "Ethical principles for
psychologistsrAmerican Psychorogist 11981),(2) Stanctards for
Educational and P4ychological Tests (1985); and, (3) chai)ters 2,
3, and Cin Psychoeducational Assessment by lieltom_Worlcman,
and Matuszek (1982). Various asiwcts of these issues are are also
given extensive coverage in the American Psychologist special
issue on-'lresting:Concepts, Policy, Practice, and Research," October, 1981. Specific legal cases can be found in several sources,
some of which- are listed in the extended references at the end of
this_chapter (Bersoff, 1981: Slater & Thomas, 1983).
Theethicalissues _generally revolvearound aspecti of informed

consent, which encompasses_ _anything and everything that
reasonably affects whether or nota personcould make a truly informed decision almut the testing. If anything_tW-would have
affected the person's decision was omitted, intentionaliy_or_not,
then the person did not give informed conmint, and the testing is
suspect at best (and potentially fru worse than just questionable).

Situational and environmental constraints of testing
The fmal component of this outline involves situational =den,
vironmental aspect') as they interject themselves into a testing
program. Situational and environmental factors can be either obvious _or_ subtle, exerting influences over every phase of the
testin& systematkalbr driving -the scores of some examinees upward relative to_the scores of tithed; while simultaneously driving
others' scores downwars.!The earlier cited data abbut quality of
life among American Indians (fterti&enCs_Commission, 1978) il-

lustrates an explicit, although too often ovetioolced,constraint
upon educationally relevant test scores, just as dolinguistic differences. Importantly, simply "Ivecause scmeone can speak a _s&

cond language Woes not- mean that] they can also be teste in a
second_ language" (Padilla, 1979, 4). 236). Additionally, as
demonstrated by MerCer (1973 & 1g77), group differences ir stan-

dardized Ica_testaare explainable in terms of sociocultural difference& Such data illustrate_the potency of environmental and
situational factors that_ constrain_ _test reeults1 for certain
respondents relative to other respondents; if such forces are not
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incorporated into test interpretation, results can only be
misleading and potentially devastating.
Suppose a person's entire cultural background teaches that attempts- to improve oneself by beating one's peers are deplorable.
Then that_personis _told to "do your very best" on a test that
meastwespeeormance_by how_many peers you beat-How should
testers expect that person to respond?_ If all the important dimensions of one's environment revolve aound interpersonal acceptance and integration into one's peer group above anything else,
how will one's performance on tests of academic achievement be
affected? Is a standardized test still "standardized" if the test;
taking enviromnent i£ situattd in "non-standard" housing, on
"non-standard" ground, among "non-standard" peers? The importance_of situational and environmental factors can hardly be
overestimated.

Pieseiptions and prosciiptions
TO summarize thii chapter on testimg and evaluation in
multicultural schools it seems reasonable to discuss _some
prescribedactions to be taken as well as some proscribed actions
to be avoids&
1. Apply some systematic evaluation whenever testingiacon,

ducted. Whether it is the outline discussed here, or some
other, apply it consistently, all the time.
2. Confront your own purposes, reasons, and ideological
assumptions continually, along with those of the testing
program. Do not overlook one's own implicit assumptions;
they are no better than the criticism theor tan withstand.
3. Carefully evahuite thetheories and =Ads that underlie any
test to be used in one's_testing program_ Theories_and
models continually change as _new scientific evidence_is
found and integral:0d into the evisting body of k-owledge.
Many "facts" accepted a few years ago aml now kit .wn to be
erroneous, so "g6od" theories and models have to change to

stay 'pod."

4. Take care to see that importantdomaitts of functioning an)
notoverlooked by your testing program._ The _domains of interest to your testingprogram nrig
from those iden-

tified by nationally-developed tests, but your testing program must include domains relevant to your students as
well as those included in standardiral exams.
5. Establish and follow acceptable ethical and legal guidaines
to be followed by everyone, every time testing is conducted.
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Written informed consent documents illustrate such
guideline&

6. Follow the American Psychological Association Standards
for Educatiowal amd Psychological Tests 11985) to evaluate
the technical characteristics of all tests in your testing program.
7. Develop and maintain local norms and use them to supple-

ment national and regional norms when interpreting any
_ test data.
8. Ask questkns_ofeveryoneinvolved in any testing program
and learn more about testing in your own context, whether
by your own reading, taking more classes, contacting
experts, or just asking insightful questions.

Conciusions
Although testing in American education_is 'bigger_than any of
u&" that does not remove each educator's personal responsibility
to confront it and try to turn it to more beneficial purposes and
results. No one program of change or outline foraction can be sufficient, but beginnings are necessary. Without them, changes will
not occur, and testing will proceed along its long familiar path of
least resistance, complete with its extensive misuse and abuses.
Hopefully,_this_chaptercen_help educators put up some profes-

sional resistance to inapppriate testing.
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19
Preserving Indian Culture
through Oral Literature
Sandra A. Rioz

Except for an introduction tr 7. .1Pcted works transcribed as
they were told and an occasioned tuaud(y rare) experience with a
live storytelling, most students in contemporary schools have lit-

tle exposure tO oral literaturefolk stories, cycles, epicsthe
mythologies which are the collective inventions of a people. Owing, most probably to V iinfluence_of the empirical_retiuLkement
1ective
to measure, ton& seei or taste_ uponindividual_ á
thinking_about what we will grant the status_ of
And
we _ will_not (L! Engle, 1978); oral literatures of most Wewern
European _cultures have fallen into disrepute. Frost (1980.

contends that "scientifie lore" has effectively disposed of the
mystery and metaphor of oral literature by portraying it as "a
clutter of ancient foolishness." Evea the oral l'anguageimedium is
now most often valued and taught .r.nily as a utilitarian device,
while written language is presented An todAY's óthbOlS as the
primary tool oflitenuy_activityand invention._This_is_a curious
turn around_considering the history of thb .leveloment et writ-

tenianguageL
Imposition of western European education on non-western; Indian communities has resulted in the "empirical curriculum," a
world view which represents a new universe far different from the
traditional culture. The collective wisdom of the native culture is

usually overlooked in favor of "proper" academic subject matThis original essay appears here imprintiorithe first time; .All rights
resertred. Permission-to rrint-must-be-Obtained-fitin-the-author.-Dr%
Metz is a Profmor of Eiememary and Secondary Education at Eastern
Montana Cbillge, Billings, MT 59101.

tera_MateriaLsonstituting_theculture's_oral literature is often
judged_unfit for use in _the _classroom. Yet, it issaid that "to
understand a person (or a people) you must understand his ltheir)
memories" (Old Polish Proverb); And it is the function of oral
literature to both construct and preserve the culture's memories:

its metaphor, its allegorical accountings, its structures which
enable its members t.i) understand order and mystery in the
universe. The oral litorature of a culture is not about science, or

the "tniths of science," but about truths which mark_ the
significanceof humanexistence. It "speaks the languageof the
mind" (Frost; 1980) and structures the collective knowing of a
people;

Recently; attention to the structures of knowledge; bath as
mental models and as these appear as surface configurations in
writing and speech, and attention to the structure of "story" or
how we configure stories (Bower, 1976; Kintsch, 1977; Mandler &

Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975), suggests that the natural, oral
literature of a cilltural community or tribe may be much more
:hart simplistic and frivolous entertainment of the very old and
very young. _Rather, oralliterature organizes sets of propositions

wlich structure information. Tribes _have understood the
significances of their stories for generations; butin_medern_times

they have not been able to verify or quantify these perceptions
for a system of thought which values only what can be counted
and which categorizes tho raphor of the stories as fiction To
those who cannot appreher..:,,, ; he value of the stories, in particular, theimanner in which tr euaurnl definition of truth is eir.,7
bodied_ in the structures of stcries (the metsphorical ftinction of
story structure% the oral literature eften appears to be of little
real substance.
James Hillman (1975); a Jungian_ psychologist _who swiiles
"story," "storying" (the making of stories); story structure; and

the devices of st-ories in relation to human behavior and
psychology, claims the oral st-ories of a people structure its
mythic and me ,?horic perceptions of the universe. He further
contends that individuals who cannot make stOries i(who lack
mentalmodels _ft Aory") have difficulty placing themselves
and their experience& in_ a _global or universal perspectiVe
(Hillman; 1979); Stories bind time; define the natural order and
place people in it; and establish "sensibility"whatis "right!'
and "real." Collectively, the stories of a people organize thought;
They are one way of understanding about relationships betwam

persons, events, and things. Their content and structure are
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metaphonc in naturetruths not appropriate for empirical
analysis. In as much as stories constitute such "truths," they
can, and often are, considered as sacred oral text. In some
cultures, ritual and protckol still attend storytelling. For example, many Indian stories can only be told during Winter, after the
first frost of Fall and before the first thunderstorm of Spring.

"Story" as a mental model
The mind creates, operates, and refines mental medels or struc-

tures of knowledge which reconfigure and then represent the
universe. Such mental models constitute ways in which we
"know," Pev, 'J-linvent _models which. configureinemou for the
properties o, things; places; people; circumstances,_experiencest
relationships, causes; and effects. Our models _are realities_or
truths which may be refined and changed by data_ from outside;
but whkh we also impose upon the world outside to verify what
We thhik we understand. We are successful, as individuals and as
communities, te the degree our internalized medels, private and
collective, are reasonably geed predictors of outside circumstance. ParadoxiCally, internal medels can also Make outside
circumstance._ We see_ and hear what we project upon the world

around us (Smith; 1982),

"Story" is an invention of the human _minda knowledge
structure or an an idea in the form of a model or schema. It is a
way of knowing, a way of organizing information, and is, by

itself, a truth. The structures of individual stories are substructures of "stery." Each sub-structure, or sillgle story,
reconstructs a part of the cosmologyi of a people and is a mental
model_ in its ovm_right. Educators who haveilearned to thikof
"reality" in_ _empirical_ terms_ might be inclined to_rejoct the

assertion that folk stories,the atories Aka peoplemightbool
"real" educational significance other _than to provide_isolated
experiences or a spacial day or hour of "fun." But such stories
(even the likes of Hansel and Gretel, The Three Little Pigs, and
Red Riding Hoed) emEalfdy the cosmic conaciousneas of a culture.
Aside from bringing a sense of unity, int4grity, and belonging to

apeople, the primary function of "story" and steries
structure and Ao_confirm _the structure of_ thought in cultural
context& Thesignificanceofeteriss forthe_people who_awn them
is a quite different matter from the limited value placed upon
them by educational curricula.
Madeleine L',Engle (1978) writes that oral (folk) literatures of
many western European cultures were debased, not because of
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the advent of the printing press_and_the_availability of printed
material _at a_ time when relatively few people could read; but
because of the rise of rational thought in the 18th and 19th centuries; the Age of Realism and the industrial revolution. "Truth"
came to be that which could be observed and measured. Stories

were, subsequently, regarded as nothing more than foolish,
trivialities to be relegated ti) the idlings of g;hildren (an unfortunate view of both children and oral literature). Stories which
survived the reign of rationalism still, collectively,_ provides
metaphor for the cosmic consciousness which_ they_representarchetypal__ characters __Iwickedness, evil; innocence; goodness;

foolisbnes% deception; honesty); archetypal circumstances
(beasts to be slain; hunger ta overcome; poverty to endure and,
perhaps, to rise above; abandonment); archetypal buman needs
(loving, success, security, safety); and archetypal lessons (don't

be too greedy, tricks often backfir% honesty is better than
cleverness, people have responsibilities to one another). The story
structures, the manners in which stories are organized, illustrate
cultural truths regarding a variety of cause-effect_ relationships
and univeraid orders (for_examPle,,circles and cycles, windings
and unwinding% events andepisodes, problems and resolutions,
strategies for solving problems);
Story patterns are also set in configurations which conform to

the sacred numbers of a culture. Stories embody the order imgoaed by,a people upon the cosmos. Hopi cosmology, for instince,
is based in the number four, a sacred number (Waters, 1963), and

many Hopi stories are:patterned insets of fours (Mullett, 1982).
The Hopi stories "work" that way because _that is_ the_"_anTect"
and "naturar '_ order of_ the Hopi_world. The _stories_ create_ and
confirm _the natural _order; _Oral stories represent realities that;
despite the remaining influences of so-called "rational thinking,"

continue to shape human behavior. The creative activity and
thinking (especially literary) of a people is still centered upon
very basic assumptions about the nature of the cosmos which
rovern the structure of the stbries.
The power of the mental mcidel of "stone' for Making:meaning
-.annot be overstatedi(Rumealm t, 1975; Bower; 1916; Mataler &
Johnson, 1977; Smith, 1982; Meyer & Rice, 1984). Scolion and

Scollon (1979); in an investigation which involved, Northern
Athabaskan children's retellings of stories from their traditions,
found that individual childten were able to understand stories

told in other, mutually unintelligible, Northern Athabaakan
dialects, provided that they "knew" the stbry in their own
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languages. They write; "It is almost as if by understanding
everything but the words, one has understtxid most of theetory"
(0.

1). They also found that western European collectors of

Chippewa steries tended te restrUcture the stOries from patterns
of twos and fours (satred number 4) te patterns of three (sacred
numlmr 3h and to add or deleteportions of a stery to fit their own

notions of how stories should work._ Translation of stories,
according_to the Scollons, requires as much attention to pattern
as to word&
Smith (1982) suggests that eau' individual has- his or her own
internalited mental mcidel(a) for story structdre. If these are dif=
ferent from the patterri(s) of an encountered storyi the individual
ielikelY to change the story tornake itcoñformto hi or her own
tilesAndiVidtials _tend to retell not what was_ tokli_but what _their
own mental_ models will allow;_Tlw. story structure that is "right
and sensible" is the one that each ofus knows best; and that; not
surprisingly; will be the structural invention of our own cultures.

A story that does not make sense is not nonsensioal; it simply
does not conform to the mental model for story order that the
listener has learned. Coherence is imposed by listener's cultikal
mcidels for "stery"-and stories.
Many western European collectors of non-western atories
reconfigured them to conform_to their own definitioneof aensibil,
itT These rewriting efforts_werensually structural--omission or
insertion of structuralelements in a native story to better accommodate the story to those of western European origin, recasting
of a four-patterned story inW patterns of three or five, and the ad-

dition of names and personalited information to archetypal
characters tbought to be "tbli simple." Such changes: were not

conscious and deliberate efforts to reconstruct the entire
literature of a native culturei but to_merely_"fia ittere_and
therei_ for_ the sake of_ "sensibility;" _based_ on the ethnocentric

assumption that the ideal for a "proper" story was the western
European model-. Stories which "tailed" to conform to the mcxlel
or ideal were, somehow, ''unnatural," "wrong," and "didn1 make
sense." They needed to be restructured because of the collectors'

"hidden" assumption that stery sensibility and correctness is
based on exterior rides or truths which can be tided as medelato
"repair" faulty story structure. In _such "repairerr collectionsi
the native sense of meaning and value in the universe; as given in

the stories; is violate& Furthermore, the stories come to be
regarded (as they are often so regarded today) as nothing more
259
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than hittorical and anthropological curiosities_ and_ not_ as
evidences of mOdels for a reality held in common by a people.

"Story" as generative grammar
Many recent investigations of "story" and behaviors related to
telling, reading, and listening to stories attempt to describe story

structurethe way in which stories work. Rumelhart 11975),
Bower (1976), Mandler and Johnson (1977), KintSch (1977), and

Stein and Glenn (1979) suggest that stories are grammatical.
That is, stories have "overall organizing_principles" vihich "can
be _described independently of any_given content" (Meyer & Rice,
19.434,_p. 321), much in the manner_in which a sentence can be

mappedin terms of its internal functions. The sentence structure
"subjezt, verb, object" (agent, action, object) can be described as

existing independently of words which might be used in the
structure"The dog chewed bones." A given story structure can
alto be mapped independently of its content. And, just1 as
sentence structures as_patterns in memory are regenerative,
capable_of generating an_tmlimited number of_siwkenor_wzitten
sentences, story _structures_ are patterns_in memory_ _considered

capable of generating an unlimfted number of stories._The fact

that people tell _stories verifies the truth of the pattern in
memory, and the fact that so many people us j:? the eame kinds of
structural devices, or similar devices to put i..qormation in story
order, establishes the conventionality of mental mOdels for oral

itoriei.
That different ailtures generate stories mhich_are structurally
different, _ yet _sithilar_within_the boun&ries _of_ the _cultures,
suggests_ thatmental models for storiesoan be different Yet the
existence of similar story structures in differentoultures, and the
existence of "story" itself in all cultures, indicates that people of

different backgiounds have managed to solve the same
problamhow to save and remember informationin much the
same way. Listening to children tell stories can help to identify
the nature of the 1childrën's mental model for "story" and the

types of conventions for niaking stories_that children _have
invented(Suttonanith, 1981) The attempts of _children_ at
makingl stories suggest that_even very young children recognize

the need to structnr- information into stories in order to
remember it better.

Where do mental mcidels come from?
The fact that youngchildren, awarently independently, experi-

ment with story making suggests that "story" is a primary
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organizing principle, whether it exists in the mind of a single individual or in the collective coniciousness of a people._ "Story"
and stories are, indeed, idea§ that exist in the human ntind All
human cultures, most likely _without collaboration, "have" tkese
ideas or mental models. Where the ideas come from iS cent-al to
establishing the imywrtance, perhaps_ the_urgency, of cultural
preservation through practice of an oral literatuxeIn particular,
we must consider Whether these ideas originate from_within the
collective consciouineaS of the culture, or whether they exist in7
dependently_of the culture in the environment, waiting to be
discovered_ and learned. While thiS diatinction may seem unnecessary to this discussion, it is central to the nature of tki
tegrity of a culture's literature. If the mental medels for "story
and stories originate from within the cultural "mind," then they
are genuine metaphoric constructs which impose a "truth" and
order upon the univeree And such "trutithough "nonscientific," is as real as any other and is a distinctive measufeof the
manner in which e people think about their world. If, instead,
theseideas come from without, then any collection of storiesean
be substituted_for those of a native culture, or a more "scientific"
lore can replace _the_ stories, since the native stories represent
"wrong" views of thenatural world. If literature exists simply as
a device for providing empirical data about the universe, then a
culture's means of preserving its identity may not be seriously at=
fected by the loss of its stories. And, perhaps even "story" itSelf
becomes a questionable or trivial way of organizing information
__
onot empirical investigations provide better models._

Interestingly, moit, if not all mythologies, include stories

which account for the_originS of "Story" and stories. Such stories
tell of spiritual and_ inysteriona encounterS between people and

supernatural powers in whicfrsv, ies, hence the idea of "story,"
are given as absolute cosmologies--Aniths. In thew: accountS, the
stories emerge instantly and wholeln_the human mind. The idea
of "story" and the stories themselves are finished product s in the
very beginning. Theyare delivered whole by the firstehosen one,
thefirst storyteller. The StorieS are never "learned" or assembled
from smaller bits and pinces, and, although they may evolve, they
are never less_than complete. The cosmologies thus constructed
are not environmental data_to be learned; they are "given." And
they subsequently influeacea people's perceptions and
assessments of the surrounding _world__Sinne_icience has no
verifiable, empirical answer to the quastion of_whe& such mental
models come from, oriem stJries provicie explanations just as
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reasonable as various contemgorary theories. III_ fact, cultural
lores may explain emergence of such montaLmodels as "story' in

a metaphorical manner consistent with_ at least some current
"Scientific" ideas about themature of cognitive development.
The "scientific lore!' offers theoretical explanations of the

origins_of mental models. Since thew empirical Worldviews have
had and _continue to have such a significant impact on_theprac,
tice and the integrity of oral literaturei, some might beimportant

to consider here. To better understand these_ideas, let's make
three assumptions about the nature _of "knowing." The first
assumption is that knowledgein the brain forms structures or
patterni of organizationmental models. The tecond aSsumption
is thatinentalmodels exist as knowledge structures of higher and
lower ortlers,and that higher or der structures (more global, comprehensive structures) iwrve to order and organize lower _order
(smaller concept) structures. In other words. _knowledge_structures are "nested," smaller within larger. Thethird assumption is
that leraners do not make memories of "facts" per se, but of ex-

perience5 which are reconfignred into structures. This would
mean that learners do not "know" tkings or facts, but organizations-Nor are such organizations (knowledge structures) made up
of facts. They do not "house" or "contain facte," whith_would
sugget frameworks in which information is _stored- Instead,
knowledge structures are very probably, by themselves, the configuration of information in memory. The structures, not "facts,"
are the facts, or what is known.
_Then wheredoes±*.story," where do stories originate as mental
models OiEL knowledge structures? We will consider four contem-

porary ideas which represent the- lore of science: accretiontun,

ing, creation, and invention. Eaeh explains the_ rig`ms of
knowledge Structures somewhat differently, and each deos not
necessarily mean that tho_others_ ere "wrong."
Rumelhart and_Norman (1978) address the problem of the
origin_or development of new knowledge structures (schemata) by

proposing three possible means by which mental models might
develop: accretion, tuning (evolution), and creation. A ccretion
presumes existr e of a wecursor mental model I a_which new
"facts" can be iv...ached. Tuning refertto_the "elaboration and
refinement of coneepts"AhrouA_experience, resulting in the further_"equilibration"_or perfecting of an already-exIsting schema
or model. Crsation suggests that entirely new concepts can be
generated through repetitious contact with a pattern or modelin
the environment, a form of "induction from experience." Creation

oi

iy new mental models; schemata; can occur either by
hrned generation" or by "schema induction." Patterned
-.ration involves development of new knowledge et-rut:tures by

pying the structure of an older, existing mental medei, with

necessary modifications, a form of "learning by anilogy._"
_

Schema induction suggests that new_and different knowledge
structures are induced in the learneesmind provided such structures are _repeated_sufficiently_in theenviromnent
__Both_ accretion_ and _tuning are unable to_ operate without the

presence of prior knowledge structures; and implicit in both
theories is the notion that learners will evaluate and reconfigure
new data using existing models. "Patterned generation" assumes
that old structures exist from which new, sithilarly configured
mental models are constructed. ''Sehema induction" asserts that
knowledge structures exist "whole" in the environment, _to be

learned "whole" :through repeated contact and without interference from other existing model&
_All of these theories_regarcAing the_ origin_ of mental models or

knowledge structuresischematal are constructive and interactive
icentered on what happens inside the learner) except for schema
induction; which is focused on what exists in the environment
(outside the learner). The induction theory regards learners as
passive receivers of information and the patterns for organizing

that information. Of the theories _presented, only "schema
induction" addresses the problem of how entirely new_mental
mOdels originate. This "environmentalist" view_suggests that
knowledge structures_exist _in_ _the _enviromnent; and that
indMduals 'learn!'_ these structures. -Thi
nictivist" view,

on_ the other hand, holds tbsit learners "amstruct" (invent)

mental models by reconfigur
' reorganizing data from the
environment. All other theot
only for reconstrUctive
activity centered upon exiatin, Knowledge strUctdres and do not
account for the emergence of brigiad (new) structures.
Bates (1979),: however, posits a process for emergence_of entire-

ly new knowledge structures consistent with the_principleof constrection. She suggests that the new mental models, totally new

configurationf _information, can emecge from preexisting
memory,that new constructs can be generated or invented by the
mind using parts of existing knowledge- structures and emerge
whole in memory without intervention of such mediatinggyra-

tions as accretion, tuning, or patterned generation. Unlike
Rumelhart and Norman's theories, which liMit_the confituration

of new structure to conformity te the anangement of the old
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(and. for some learning, that may be1 so), Bates! notion (related to

oral language acquisition) allows thatlearners_ literally_ invent
complete_new_structures by cannibalizing or raiding t.nd reconfiguring bits of older structures.
While the above discussion may seem somewhat lost from concerns related to culture and "story," it could not be more to the
point. The environmentalist contention that individuals "learn"
whole patterns from the environment rigues that tile structure of

the universe exists as an external truthsomething outside for
the learner to "absorb:" for scienceto "discover" and present to
the world as_abetter truth_Theconstructivist position holds that

learners literally represent their reality through the act of
building and testing mental models. For the constructivist, truth
is in the learners and is the learners' invention, or the invention of
the collective consciousness of a people.
If a true "natural order" exists outside individuals as sets of
given structures waiting to be learned, then a culture; the collective community across many generation% develops a, literature
which merely tolls truth_ from an environmental_point of view.
Then folkinythologies carthereplacedbyriewerand better scien,
tificdataasit is discavered. But.if. at a cultural level; the truth

of the "natural order" comes from within the culture itself
agents
(through individual storytellers and _audiences acting
for invention and const r uction of collective mental models), the
emergent (oral) literature is, itself, a configuration which

representsis the structural embndiment_nf=the collective
worldview Thüs the_stories _of _a people constitute _a greater

truth,llil-Iman's "cosmic consciousness"a truth which
transcends empiricism and which is not operating in the same
framenf reference as scientific data.
"Story." a form of truth or way of knowing that is also in the
learner; is a way of organizing language into higher order patterns (for example: beginning, middle and end; setting category;
problem development; sequence of events or epiandes; resolution;

conclusion). "Story" binds lammage and events in the lives of
people into an orderly, sensible, cOherent higher iorder reality
which can transcend time. "Story" gives greater value and mean,
ing to mundane daily experience, connecting the ordinary "to all
ofliuman existence. and revealing the significanceinthe triviAI
(Livo &
1986. p. 4 "it illuminates and clarifies"_(Frost.
l980); _Hillman (1975) suggests that stories (the oral literature of

a specific culture) represent the truth as a given culture might
define it, that a culture's oral literature is really a collettive mental madel for a realityhe cosmic consciousness of a people".
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Though the detailing of these two viewsof the origins of mental
models (behavioriSt and constructivist) may seem esoteric, the

distinction between the two, for instr,ctionftt purposes, is not
small. It is, in fact at the heart of matter.= -,:tich involve confron-

truths,
tation of two sets of knowledge structures,
and
_of the
realities=cosmic constructs sf two cultures,
by the
impoSition of a language and literature upon one culture
other.

Where do "story" and stories come from?

To discuss cultural consciousness and the manner in which a
culture'!saves" it§ collective knowledge of its worldthrough the
device of "story," it it necessary to take a position regarding the
chicken or the eggluestion of the origin of knowledge structures,
the mental models by which people organize information, here

related specifically to "story"_ and to stories. I actxpt the
Jungian notion of the world view/knowledge structure as in-

herent in and originating from withinthepeople of an individual
culture (Hillman, 1975). Hillman contendtthata people (a group
with _a _common culture such as an Indian tribe) holds a set of
seemingly "innate" mental models in common taatit usei to
make storiem_ herefers specifically to archetypal features of
stories and themanieiin which stories "work." These modelsare
metaphoric reconstructions _or reconfigurations of the naturt
unhr.1-se. A people does znot_ "learn" whole structures or

organizations of information intact from the "outside," but
inventa them. Knowledge structures _arise, given this view, as
inventiont of the natural machinations of_theluman brain. They

exelearned, not from the outside, but created from the inside. The
modelemeiget in the mind first, before it can be used to make a
sr.rface configuration in the environment
Giveathiaview, "story" could be considered a mental model lip
vented andior _constructed by the human brain at some point in
its evolution, and, thereafter, refined and used to organize lower
order concepts into more inclusive., higher order arrangements.
"Story," the original idea, could_not have been learned from the
environment, because it did (and_doesl_not,_exist in the enVironment independent of human construction,nnymore_than dots the
structure of a textbobk. It represents a human need, not an en-

vironmental fact. Someone had to tell the first _story, and
however_ rudimentary it might have 1..men, it either_
recognizable_torying," or it was not. It either was a
story, representing the existence of the idea in mind, or it was

not. Before that remarkable moment, "story" did not exist in the
environment waiting to be learned. "Story" is a structure impos-

ed by people upon circumstances, thus investiLg daily experiences with greater: sensibility G: cause/effect relationships
and number patternainherent in the storystructure itself; Wesee
"story" in daily eventsi not because "story" is_ in these _events;
but_because we_ put _it them We _"story" significance into our
lives using this device of our invention. "Story" is a functioa and
a dimension of "mind." It is very likely an ancient structure and
constitutes one definition of "humanity."
Immediate to the relationship between culture and "story" is
the question of where such an idea or knowl&1ge structure as
"story" might come from. Since the origin of a mental model
such as "story" is a_ matter: of speculation (meaning: we do not
know), what we decide to believe ab t the origins_of knowledge
structures, of "story'An_"milid_"_will very much influence what
we do at curricular and_instructional
Let us propose the following argument regarding the origir of

"story" and of stories. It is a cogent enough explanation, and
more :reasonable than some. The idea of "story" is f
ntal
model, invented , whole and complete, by the hums: mnd
Whether the environment confirins it ceases toi matter, since,
once invented, it appears real in the world and constitutes a
structural metaphor imposed upon circumstances tolaoth undep
stand_andremember them; The_very existence of '_story as _ex
idea,_a_knowledge _structure or mode4 confirms it as a truth. Its

structure is a reality in its own right; and it gives a people a
means of creating significance, sensibility, meaning, and oruer--a

means of explaining things and giving significance to human
existeniT.- Stories might be thought of as experiments Ivith
"story." People Mike many steries,_all of_which_conform to the
idea _of 'story," but_ vzhich are _somewhat different from one
another internally. Each story is a way of making "story" work,

and each is a truth. Some stories are more easily told and
remembEred. These, perhaps, become conventional structures for

stories we know today. The more conventional or regtilar the
story structure, the more readily the story can be remembered
(Downing & Leong,i 1982). And with the evolutiow of regular
formsI can remember youustory tiBratiee I already know how it
workastories become community property;
Each etilture,_ in ite collective invention of &set of tonventional

stery_structures ormodels, creates 1öthwhidi thoug theyall
conform to the idea of "story," are somewhat unique. Each
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culture's storied worldview is somewhat different litre the
storied worldviews of other cultures; The_non,Indian teacher cn

say to the Indian, "I can see that you have stories;_but Ldon't
understand how they work, and I don't know what they mem!'
So each culthre's stories=wotldview, realityhave internal integrity and consiitenty, but are eomewhat inconsistent with the
stories of another etilthr& Eicainination of stories, in fact, reveals
more consistency than one might eipect, assuming independent
invention (MacDonald;_1982). But human experience i& after all,
human experience; and_ Many_culthres _hold archetypes, _if net

strjctJtes and number patterns; incommon-StilLeachc:Ilture's
storied cosmology is a different truth,--a different _metaphor.
These different truths invoke some interesting considerations
regarding the conventional western Europesi curriculum;

The traditional curriculum
Muth is presumee. 1,y the traditional curriculum, indeed, by the

idea of curriculum, 1-..eout what children know and what they
should know. "The" curriculum is not an innocent ordering of information for preSentatiOb tti students. It is, in fact, a structuring
of_reality,_ usballY prediCated iipen westeria European assumption& Its primary content is the lore of science. It "views Inythns
an ignorant formulation of scientificlore that canibe replated b4,
[a] better scientific [oner (Frost; 1980; p; _26) and fails to veribr
the reality of the metaphor ini"story'!_and=story structure. It
divides the universe of information into_ packages and delivers
them ill a dig-embedded fashion. That is; students encol.-ter and
"etiidy'! knowledge -Dulled :from its natural, rulturP .nclior
/zed,
linguistit totitOit 6nd tteat.nd ae an object, taken apart
thenreassembl6J in a Contitilled, step by step fashion.

being treated as nothing more then an additive c
part&
But a curritmlum which

nits _the oral literature experienee,
esgecially stories that repi .;ent the _native literary heritageof
the children, ignores many of the :mental models; the
cosmological order, and the metaphorical structure, which are the
gift of the culttire te itt yjung and which many children bring to

school. The knowledge striittlitti- of a second culture cannot
replace or_ stibstitate for those of the native_ ciiltUre ,fithoiat
jeopardizing the future of the native tiilturei for_ the diiltp.;
defined in those mental:models. The structures or modelA Gf the
ithobl culture, :f these differ from those of the home cuiture, are
different. They Ake ha alternatives. They can be learned, but they
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cannot rep' ce the native knowledge structures, In fact; little
attempt is made:in schools;_r.braries, or the average American
home to give studentsaatrong background in any oral literature,
western_ Or non-wr3tern, which might help build tra.litional
frames_of reference.
_Cne primary responsibility of a people to itself is to give its oral

literature (and with that literature, a most powerful expression _of
its creative oral language) to its children. Through_the stories; the
children will learn the traditional _knowledge structures,
metaphor, and allegorythe truths; whichare the very substance
of the:stories. Childienlearn their place in the world and patterns

on which_ _they can build their lives. These oral literature
cosmologies and life patterns have proved:themselves:workable
since "story" began and can outlive and conquer short-lived
experiences and dead-end patterns, for example, of the modern
drug and youth cultures.

JustificaUons
Introduction of oral literature into the standard curriculum, or
a restructuring of a curriculum to accommOdate aspects of oral
_

literature experience is something teachers wad school administrators must do in a way which does not violate uultural
!-onstraints which attend the practice of that literature, _The
sci. col is not, of course, the tre:litional_settingfor the exercise of

an t al literature, perticularly if all or any part . conside1_,-.d
sacreti text. Careful research must precede any such efforts.
However if schods are to work in concert with the community,
they MilEt reinforce traditional ways of looking at the world.
Stories cum serve the following purposes in schools:
1. Oral stories from students'uultures_provide students with a

sense of ''xiglitnessanclbelonging" and invest the truths
of the_stories with_importance; since schools convey notions

of _what is important and what is not simply by what they
teach;
2; Stories provide Audents with faniiliar "tbp level"

constructs or models for text from which they can more
accurately constrirct meaning:during reading.:
3. Stories provide language and literary knowhidge structures

which *ill support student:effortawitkorallanguage,
4. Stories, w!xem_toidinstudents! native _languages, illustrate

the best, _most _creative, most powerful elements rf that
language and clarify the role of oral language as a literary
medium;

Both structural and linguistic elements °Loral stories can
be used to support student efforts to write;
6. Orel literature can be used to support development of a
culture's original written literature.
5.

7:

Oral stories are the most proper, sensible, coherent
material tc present in print (in the native language) to

beginning readers.
Oral stories, borromecl_into_ reading and writing _instruction, can be used to "minimize_the_differences between
oral and written forms of expression._
9. Older students can discover that written languagesare not
the same as their oral l#Inguage counterparts. Contrary to

the idea that writing is talk converted to print, students
can, by actually telling storif?s, learn that oral laaguage en7

codes entirely different imhges, a dikferent message and
reality, then written language.
10; The cultural cosmology_ can be preserved throughipreservation of its oral_literatum Barring violations of literary
ritual and protocol, the schooloffers access for children to
the oral tradiLions of the culture;
11. The power of the native language to encode cultural truths
preserved through the active maintenance of the
can
mat !..terattu.e.

ur al views of the "order of things," content area sub-

matters; can be presentad in tandem with views

presented in_ textbe--.3 and classrooms through
systematic employment _of oral_stonas. Stories_could also
help students to better learn_regular class _content,which

is not to suggest that the stories exist to serve the curriculum.

13. Cider students can examine the know:edge structures of
their respective cultures by considering the naturs
organiza....ou of the o :al stories.

14. Stories__can serve as central points_ for practice and
development oh:other skills computation; sPeakkag, listening, reading; writing, creative d xistica and movement,
music, and the visual arts;

15. Stories can provide students with a familjar set of structure& against which to examine their worldview and the
worldviews of other cUltures.

Affabridga clxriculum
The following lists of objectives are excerpted from a more
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comprehensive construction (llietz, 1982). The format is conven-

tional in design in that it represents an attempt to_bring_some
practice_of native oralliterature int the formal educational setting; Once again; constre -its of cultuial rules governingpractice
of the literature must prevail in determining how much, when,
and where any of these objectives could be implemented A viola;
tion of a literature and its ritual practicesjust to meet curric Aar
goals:would be unthinkable. If such violations of literary prace
world occur by bringing the_literature into the school, and if the
fact of formal schoolingAlso hese negative impact upon_ the abilir

"rf the culture_to reach its youngpeoplemithits literature; then
entireconcept_of_fo_rmal eeucation bears reexamination. For7

mal education should not separate children from their cultural
and literary heritage.

Primary Program (K,1-,2,3)
Appreciation of literature and the development_of eventual
adillt competence with_literature depends largely_upon early_experiences ehildren_have with oral and written literatures. Early

literary development requires exposur to a variety of literary
forms and positive and successful experiences with "story" and
other genre. From such experiences, children learn to predict the
grammars and behaviors of different types of literary forms and
develop a f...iundation of expectations for the patterrp. That foundation of literary expectation is the readiness anu the necessary
L. .4 step for later experiences mai and stud! 'if longer and more
33x:dallied pieces of literature.
During primarryears; exposure to "story" is of immediateim
portance; Children_wili develop a sense of "story" by listening to

both oral and written stmies, by participating in dramatic activities based upon familiar stories, and by interacting with
stories and with literary patterns through talking and storytelling. Children will learn te control language forms and strre.tures
of increasingly greater sophistication by using langw.-.ge within
"stbry," will learn to predict a variety of story grammars,_ will
become familiar withArchetypes within "storyind williearn to
use "story" and other literary forms for development of language
and literary play;

Two cautions are important to deveopment of literary experiences for young children. First, selections found in comnon

basal readers and in most supplementary reading teathing
.
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materials are not literature, either in terms of their origins in a
literary tradition (oral or written) or in terms of their intent. They
are, by comparison tx.) genuine stories, discontinuous, structurally chaotic, and metaphorically confusing, if not empty. Therprovide little, if any inthght into the significance of human existence.
and they give little fotmdation for expectation for story behavior
and Shape. Second, primary_ children are not ready to "study"
literature. They are ready to develop the fundamental memory
for literary patttrn and behavior upon_which litter literary study
canhe built. That fundamental memory ie formed through experience_and activity. Literary study cannot_be _substituted for

literary experience, and Study of stories will no '. provide the sense
of storj" producedhy accumulated experiences with stories.
Listening (oral literature)

A. StoryShapes. Students will:
1. listen to oral stories from their culture's oral _tradition.
2. listen to and participate in cumulative-type stories and

the internal language play provided by additive sequences.

3. listen to and participate in event substitution stories.
4. liSten to and participate inevent repeat type stories.
5. lieten to and participate in_single pnblem plot type

storieS containing non-repetitious event sequences.

B. &ong Shapes. Students_ will participate in:
1. Additional types of language development songs, singing
game% and dances.
2.

songs and singing games from their literary culture.

C. Poetry. Students will:
1. litten to and (when appropriate) participate in poetry of
their literary culture.
poetry
listen to Ana (When appropriP te) pert
.
recitations from the literature nf 'aor cultures.
ming games which
listeatoend participave in sing
provide repetitious and predictable patterning.
D. Riddles, jokes, and games. Students will: _
1. experience and participate in appropriate riddles, jokes,
and_games from their literary culture.
2. experieuce andparticipate in appropriate riddles, jokes,
and games fromother literary cultures.
3. experience riddles, jokes, and games as forms of inventive language play.

4; learn to _create language and tO play W!th literary form

within the frameworks Of riddleSi jokes; and games;
Listening (written literature)"
Oral Literature in- Print . iMUCh o_ral literature has been recorded in print. Although oral literatur_eloses much of its integrity
when presented m prinL it_does retain its general grammatical
shape and tan_ be_used to help children develop a sekiie of st Iry
shape and behavior)
_

1.

_

AlLitemssee listening objectiveS given for Story
Shapes;

B. Riddleii_rhymesi_ jokes; games; and songs. Stwinnts will:
1.

listen_ to_end participate in ue of writtin language
games-, songs-, riddles

2;

rnes and jokes.
play with language witlith the franieWorks_of language
games and_ mtgeriente reStitious language patterning
practice within them.
1

TalkingStudent-;
I; retell stories Yrom oral and Written tiaditions_

_

display a growing control of story _grammarsand
character developitient With repeated.:-Aing experiences .
tell personal event stbrieSbe able to do autobiozraphical or anecdotal storytellings-chant, Sint tell,;_itivent;_and puty with oral language in-

ventions and repeated patterns in songs, rhymes, and

language _play_ game&
5.

learn to tell jokes and riddles appropriate tc their levela
of development and !retitle of hunicir.

play oral language gaines.
participate in develOpiiient of apprarriate voicing

_for

presentation Of reader's theater scripting of selected

stories,
participate in invention,_development and extension of
dramatic invention and story invention.
Writing; Students will:
I. be encouraged to retell storiesijokes; language games,
ralier literarY forms_in_writing.
2. be encouragedta select and _copy various oral language
stoths_for_ their awn_personal use
3.

partkipate _in writing reader's theater Striptii from
original written and oral literature Materials.
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1* encouraged to copy their knguage mventio
during oral literature experiences;
5. use oral literature materials and inventions as a
4

for copywork, letter formation development, and practi,e
of various sentence structuti.s.
6.

be encouraged te create and invent stories and other
forms of literature based upon or extansions of shapes
learned through oral langua6e experiences with literary
forms.

Reading. Students will read:
1.

2.
3;

stories and other forms of literature first experienced
through oral language activity.
dictations given during talking-out of val literature and
personal stories.
language inventions done during language games and
songs;

4.

their copywork forms of oral or Ilritten literature
selected for child reproduction.

5.

reader's theater scripts based upon oral andlor written
literature.

6.

various forms of poetry introduced through oral language
activity.

7.

their literary inventions.

Intermediate Program (4,5,6)
Intermediate grade students are ready for baginning experiences with literary_ _study and _literary awarenes& Since
awareness of what literaturels and how it works must beim&
upon what students know, study of literature to know_ about it
must be predicated upon literary exgeriences that have gotie
before. Since students will come to the middle grades with a sent*

of "story," a variety of literary experiences, and exposure to
several literary genre, they will be ready to study or "look at"
those literary forms_and experiences and to "know about" them.

One dimension,then,of 'literature" in the middle grades will
be designed to develop consciour Inowledge_and_ will involve
students in various examinaeo:is ol literature and l'iteraTy experienct... Students can be expzi..ted to learn about specific genrc,

and story_ pattern and to recognfre and ditcuss archttygal
features of familiar pieces of literature. They can alto fjegin
rudimentary examination of questiono relabfid to evolution of
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literature and to cultural and persm-zr..1 purposes for literature.
A secrod diniension Of "literature" in the middle grades is in-

tniduction of extended, more sophisticated, and specialized
forms of lifrratim Student-it can begin to hear cad develop expectations_for literary _forms they will study in later grades; These

forms are to be introduced izr tudents' experience, but not
deliberately into the qudent's awareness.
Materials selected for literary study should be those for which

students have develOped a degree of expectation and controlthose that were intrOduced in primary grades. All study
shoUld focus on literary forms students will recognize as isiniliar.

BasaLreader_and other reading teaching materials are not appropriate_forms for literoxy study;
;lterials for literary experience should be those that will be

studied later; Initial student contact with a given piece of
literature is not to involve study, and study is not to replace initial experience.

Literary Study
A; Story Structure. Students will:
1. examine and trace orderings of events within familiar
stories.
2.

compare and contrast event sequences in/between

several fainiliar stories.
identify stories which have sithilar event sequ nice patterns.
4. discover_event sequence "typHs" or "categories" into
which familiar stories fit;
5. identify general story shape.
3.

6.

disoover that "story"its general shape and the pur-

pose served by that shapeis common to r.any
tirltirres.

B. Archetypes within Story. Students will:
1. examine the kinds of rrople and animaJe that populate
familiar stories.
2. ditcover that Spacific character types apt mar n man; dJ
ferent stories.
3. discover that spacific character types occur in stories
titan many different cultures.
4. examine story_archetypes_that_recur in many_different
cultures,--lor example, theTinderella" axchetype, the
"Rumplestiltskin" archetype.
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C. Theme in Story. Students with_
I. examine_ the_ purpose of "story" from personal and
diltural. perspectives.
2; examine ±'story"__ as a vehicle for carrying important
cultural messages._
identify cultural_ messages within_ storyidentify personal messages within_ story;
5.

consider the- importance of personal and cultural
messageawithin story.

6.

consider the importance of "story" as a structural vehicle
for carrying messages.

D. Mond in Story. Students will:
1. learn toirecognize character moods within story;
2. learn to identify and describe the general mood or fee,.
of a stOry.
3.
4;

identify shifts in mond or feling within- story.
identify cues to mond and mOod shift within story.

E. StOry Comparisons. Students will:
I. examine and -compare stories originating, in their oral
literature tradition -.-fith stories orig :ating in other traditions;
2 compare oral_ stories authored collectively by a people
with storieaauthored by_one person .

dew lop a beginning ability to recogni-;e originallp
authored work as different from collectively-authored
work.
4.

consider the role of author compared with that of
sioryteller.

F. Story Traditions. Students will:
1. discover th,., oral literature experience as ritual.
2. examine some oral literature/storytelling rituals.
3. examine the -ole of storytelling.
4. examine 1the oral literature rituals of their culture.
5. considerhow a culture selects and trains a storyteller and
relate same_to their culture.
6. be able to describe how a storytelling ic done in their
culture.
7. be able to deseribe the rules which pertain to storytelling
in their culture.
(iv. Storytelling. Students might:
1. develop and tell stories to children in the primary grades.
2 /5

2.
3.

develop ritualito accompany their storytellings.
understudy a local storyteller.

H. Literature as Play. Students will:
1. consider that literature is a form of play.
discover what it is that people play with or at when they
do literature.
re-experience familiar stories so they may identify the
"play" within them; (Why are they fun?)
Authors of 2 Ateratum. Students will:

L consider the purposeaa literature serves.
2. consider the motivations that cause people to tell or to
write stories;
-meet" and examine selected authors and storytellers.
4. talk to storytellers in their own community.
5. consider themselves as an author
or, examine
stOryteller,
personal motivations for telling and writing stories, and
look at audiences for which stories are written or told.
3.

Eitensions of literary stu4y
A. Writing. Students will:
I. engage in writing exercises as extensions of literary
study.
2. be encouraged to create original literature.
B. Reading. Students_ will:

engage inappropriate reading exercises as extensions of
literary study.
2. be encouraged to reread familiar (prireary-introtuced)
literature for literary.
study.
3. b-e. encouraged to find u:td read new pieces of literature
that tall into familiar literary categories under e-taminadon.
1.

to:
C. Talking. Students will be eacoura
1. describe and discuss discoveries made during literary
study.
2.

tell stories Pnd recite other favorite literary pieces.

3.

develop an oral literature reprtoire and share it with

(Memorizstion is not to be enforced.)

others.

D. Listening. Students will have the opportr-iity to:
1. listen to local storytelle,s.
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talk toandinterview adults in the_community about the
literature traditions_ of _their people.

listen to taped literature;
E. Playing. Students *ill be encouragki
1.

find stOries, riddles, rhymes, games, and jokes and share
these with others.
2.

invent_literary play of their own and tia share their in
ventions with others.

F. Content Area Connections. Students will:
1. be ex&Sed te literatUre that also teaches content.
2. be_ encouraged tip identify the content of stories and
other literary materials,
3. identify the rontent within_the _literature of their cidttire
4.
5.

and will _consider the_importance of that content to
themselves and to theirpeople.
identify, stories (especially) as carriers of information
and content storke as teacher&
experience selected and appropriate pimme of literature
integrated int0 contetit

G. Predicting end Comprehension Monitining. Students wili:_
1

Learn to predict story sham content, and outcome

before and during reading and listening.
develop a sense of awarenass of their understanding of a
of literattire during reading and hritenitig.
3. isum to_ ask personal-application and general-meaning
gre-_tions dikring_reading and listening.
2.

le$5.rn to "talk_ out" their_perceptions_of story _and
ly,l'filiglretandings of story during reacTing_and listening._

t: monitor thevy owareness of muse/effect relation-

5.

7-K14:4. treaal., nd listening.
6.

ler

mscoi...jw relate what they already know to

compre.i: -asion Of stOry during reading and listening.
7. learn stiategiei for dein-loping comprehension Of a piece

of_ literature: questioning tedhniquesi referring tO
previous_ text_reaching tentative conclusionsi using
later teat _to confirm earlier perceptions, _and_aldpping
:itturning later with additional inforunekair text
mation.
8. le.Arn to mlf-examine for telf-knowledge monitoring.
filow do you know what you know?)
9. learn to use the REQUEST method.
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Introduction of ne literary farina
A. Liatening iOI.t Literaturel. Students will:
1. listem to and participate ia activities related to longer
pieces of oral literatun-e.

listen to stories with more involved plots, with two and
three problem structures,,with sub-plot structures.
3. listen to collections of stOries that feature one
characterfor example, Raven.
4. listen to -stocies whose structures are non-repetitive.
5. liaten to EPIC stories. _
2.

6.

be introclubid_to_stories containing adult levels of humor
antisocial connnPntsuy.
7; listen to tribal histories and accountings, family remelt=
brances-, and biographical arid autobiographical tt)30i;.,'*
of _community members.

listen to additional and extended poeti
listen t.0 riddles, rhymes, joke% tu
twisters,
language games, singing games, and dance! approprirte
to their level a development. __

10. see and listen to_available forms of dramatic activity,those provided by the activities of the older
students;
B. Liitening (Written Literature). Students will
1. thOrt Stork, Short novel, epic story, and multi-problem
plot _story form%

2 extended and more formal and complicated forms of
poetry
3; biographical and autobiographical material.
4. tribal histories and accountings.
L. tribal and family remembrances, if recorded in print.
6. historical fiction.
7. loc4, regional, and national fiction.
8. language play forms: gtunes,_riddles, rhyrnas. _jokes,
tongue twisters, songs,_singing games; and dar.o25.
9. births of dramatic btexature;
C. Talking. Studentt will:
1. tetell sdectecl pieces of literaturethat they haveleard;
2. ex:'-ind and elaborate upon familiarstories; invent and
stories,_and flo_memory-supported_tellings;
3.
4.

do hiographicatand autobiographical tellings.
recount selected portions of tribal history.
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5.

6.

participate in oral language games, chanting, singing,
singing games and dances, riddlings, rhyming, joking,
and _tongue misters.
participate in group poetry chantings and recitations.

D. Writing. Students will:
1. take dictations from younger students.
2. take dictations of tribal tellings and histories:
3.

take dictations of biographical and autobiographical

4.
5.

tellings of community members.
develop written extensions of familiar stOries and songs.
Chart language inventions made during language game

6.
7.

P14.
make data _collection charts_of_anecdotal information
collected from community members;
develop reader's theater scripts and other dramatic ac-

tivity formats for original material or for* familiar
8.

stories and poems.
develop written extensions of familiar stories.

E. Reading. Students will read:
1. other student-prciduced written material and literature.
2. dictatad materials.
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